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Preface 
         In my final year at college, a visitor was brought to our class. He was a foreigner. Our 

professor could hardly hold back his laughter when he said the guest was an American poet. Did 

something called American Literature actually exist? If so, said our learned teacher, he had certainly 

never heard of it! It is not known what the visitor thought of this grossly ignorant statement, but it was 

true that American Literature played no part in Indian college syllabi. It bothered me very much. I had 

access to so much great writing from my father’s rich library collection. I had grieved over the young 

American preparing to die in an alien country for a cause that was not even for his own native land 

(Hemingway’s For Whom the Bell Tolls ), read with absorption of the collapse of a whole way of life 

(Margaret Mitchell’s Gone With the Wind), a war that had torn a nation asunder. English Literature 

naturally dominated the scene, added to some years later by Commonwealth Literature. (I have to say I 

love English Literature, starting with Chaucer). Indian Universities were slow in turning their attention 

to American Literature. Pune University was one of the first to pioneer this new study. It was bliss to 

be asked to teach Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams, Emily Dickinson and Robert Frost to name only 

a few. Later I was asked to also teach these courses at the Pune University’s graduate Department of 

English. It was a mutual sharing of a great literature. 

         Somehow I felt the urge to use my mental capacities much more than I was doing in teaching 

graduate classes. I went to see Dr S. Nagarajan, Head of the Department of English in Pune. He was a 

formidable figure, and most people were afraid to approach him. He had a Ph.D. from Harvard, having 

specialized in Shakespearean studies. I was determined not to involve myself in high-sounding 

doctoral studies which would prove to be totally unchallenging. I knew several candidates who, unable 

to continue with such topics that offered no intellectual rewards, had simply given up. I explained to 

Dr Nagarajan that my interest was in American Literature, preferably drama. It took him very little 

time to come up with American drama of the Depression decade, but there was a stipulation—no 

registration for the degree till I had done intense study. Only when I was ready to actually start writing 

the thesis could I register. The American Studies Research Centre was a godsend. Friends in the U.S. 

hunted through their old books, and came up with treasures, including a rare collection of Federal 

Theatre Plays. I studied a hundred plays of the thirties, not all relevant to my purpose, of course, made 

copious notes, had enlightening discussions with visiting American professors at ASRC—until one 

memorable day, I could go and register at last!       
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I have found all the mental stimulation I wanted and more doing this doctoral study. It had to 

start at time in history going back to World War I, followed by the utter chaos of the Crash of 1929, 

leading to the start of World War II. The complete breakdown of the American economy brought 

unprecedented disaster. In its wake came disbelief, fury, anguish and helplessness, to say nothing of 

hunger and homelessness. Small wonder then that writers, whether poets, dramatists or fiction writers 

exploded instantly in anger. All of them became involved in the depths America had sunk into.  

       Walt Whitman wrote in another time of great national 

trouble: 

                Long, too long America, 
                Travelling roads all even and peaceful you 
                From learnt from joys and prosperity only  
                But now, ah now, to learn from crises  
                          Of anguish…. 
                         Drum-Taps                                                                                                   

This study explores how deeply the theatre especially became engaged in its concerns for what 

was happening in those times.  

            I am grateful beyond words to my American referee who wrote I was the first candidate from 

India he had come across who had understood the ethos of America so completely.                                      

 

 

Sarala Barnabas 
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A. THE CRASH AND THE DEPRESSION 

I. The Post- War Decade 

II. Disaster And Retribution: The Impact Of The Crash 

III. Franklin Delano Roosevelt: The Coming Of The New Deal 

B. THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION ISOLATIONISM 
The Inevitability of War 

I. The Third Reich 

II. The Spanish Civil War 

III. The Second World War 

These are the times that try men’s souls.  (Thomas Paine, The American Crisis) 

‘…everything dat’s fastened down is comin’ loose….’ 

(De Lawd, The Green Pastures) 
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A. THE CRASH AND THE DEPRESSION 
I. The Post War Decade 
Our first task will be to obtain a clear picture of the background of the nineteen thirties. Without such a 
background an understanding of its drama would be only superficial. This is especially true of the theatre 
engage which is one of the primary concerns of this study. If we are to study the theatre engaged with its 
times, then it is essential that we know what those times were.  What were some of the forces that went into 
the making of the decade? What were the circumstances that shaped and moulded the era? What was it that 
stirred dramatists to such anger and protest? These are some of the questions we must attempt to answer.  To 
do this we must go back in time, not to 1929, but beyond that, to 1918. 

The American people had learnt that the First World War ended when a message was received from 
President Woodrow Wilson which said: 

My fellow Countrymen: The armistice was 

signed this morning. Everything for which 

America fought has been accomplished.  It 

will now be our fortunate duty to assist by 

example, by sober, friendly counsel, 

and by material aid in the establishment 

of just democracy throughout the world.  

It is one of the tendencies of man to believe that every war is the last one---“the war to end all wars” – but 
history has shown that before the shouting and hurrahs die down, the causes for another conflict begin to 
build up. Thus while peace was still new-born, humiliation and resentment were widely felt in defeated 
Germany. Time would prove the unintentional irony of the President’s words. The League of Nations which 
Wilson ardently supported would  fail and instead of “just democracy” being established all over the world, 
as he hoped, infamous ideologies would reign. But none of this was anticipated in 1918. Hysterical joy and 
relief were the emotions uppermost in the minds of most Americans. 

A period of great economic prosperity followed the end of the war. A certain disillusionment was also 
apparent. This feeling was particularly obvious in the young. A kind of devil-may-care mood prevailed 
which set off the beginning of a search by young people for something which America did not seem to have. 
Youthful and aspiring artists and writers, unable to find what they wanted in Greenwich Village, scraped 
together sufficient money to move to Paris, now a literary and artistic mecca. There on the Left Bank they 
found the companionship of other young expatriates like themselves. In its issue of May 1928, transition 
magazine asked a number of them, “Why do Americans Live in Europe?” The replies were varied but 
significant. Gertrude Stein said it was because an artist needed a place away from home; Hilaire Hiler felt it 
was because “there were no facilities for the enjoyment of leisure” in America; McAlmon reported that in 
Europe one’s private life was less interfered with, while Kay Boyle insisted that in America “each citizen 
functioned with pride in the American conspiracy against the individual. Frederick Hoffman, while 
explaining the fact that Paris was cheaper to live in and that living there was more casual and open, points 
out that the reasons why American expatriates flocked to that city were more profound and complex: 

France was to them a great centre of literature and 

art, and its nineteenth century achievements were 

as fascinating to the American writer artist as the Russians 

had found them at an earlier time; and, second, the 

withdrawal of young writers to Paris was part of the general 

strategic retreat from what was called puritanism. 
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The youthful writers and artists, fleeing from Babbitts and babbittry within their own country, were fighting 
American puritanism. They felt that puritanism hampered progress by limiting it within too narrow confines, 
caging the freedom of the artistic soul. Hoffman writes : 

The exodus from America was also part of the 

strategy in fighting American puritanism. 

The scorn of Americans of America was 

a very real emotion; it had had a long and 

substantial history. It was evident in the cartoons 

and caricatures of the Masses and 

the Liberator; it made up a good share of 

the documentation of the American scene in 

The Seven Arts; it was found in the 

editorials and contributions of all exile 

magazines.The insistent refrain of 

criticism, both native and expatriate, was 

that America lacked taste, was crude, 

vulgar, pretentious; that it crushed the 

sensitive soul, rewarded the unscrupulous 

andthe thick skinned drove its artists 

and writers into retreats on the margins 

of its prosperous cities and town. 

For this the Puritan was blamed: 

first for having overrated morality and 

suppressed art; then (in his historic role 

as pioneer ) for having exalted ambition and 

suppressed a normal life; and finally (as 

a modern businessman), for having made 

both morality and art servants of financial success…. 

Malcolm Cowley, himself an expatriate, remembers how “the youngest and footloose intellectuals went 
streaming up the longest gangplank in the world; they were preparing for a great migration eastward into 
prairies of the mind.  As they set out hopefully they said, “Good-bye, so long. I’ll meet you on the Left Bank. 
I’ll drink your health in good red Burgundy, I’ll kiss all the girls for you. I’m sick of this country. I’m going 
abroad to write a novel.”  Many of them did just that. In The Sun Also Rises, an invaluable chronicle of the 
Lost Generation, Hemingway recreates those mad, wild days of the twenties. His Lady Brett Ashley was the 
epitome of the spirit of youth of the post-war decade.  The disillusioned lost generation of the period 
regarded their materialistic age with cynicism.  They had rejected everything that was told or that smacked of 
Victorianism.  They had revolutionized morals and social mores. What they sought for was something to 
replace the idols they had toppled. And herein lay their tragedy—that having cut loose from tradition, they 
had set themselves adrift. Scott Fitzgerald in This Side of Paradise wrote: 
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Here was a new generation… 

destined finally to go out 

into that dirty gray turmoil 

to follow love and pride, a new 

generation… grown up to find 

all Gods dead, all wars fought, 

all faiths in man shaken… 

Did the expatriates find what they were seeking? Malcolm Cowley answers 

The exiles of 1921 came to Europe seeking 

one thing and found another. They came to 

recover the good life and traditions of art, 

to free themselves from organized stupidity, 

to win their deserved place in an hierarchy of 

the intellect. Having come in search of 

values, they found valuta. 

By 1920, Prohibition had become a law in America. Naturally this spawned a flourishing trade in bootleg 
liquor. The decade of the nineteen twenties in America was the era of Al Capone, the Chicago gangsters, and 
the St. Valentine’s Day massacre. It was the era of raccoon coats, flapper girls, hip flasks and wild parties, so 
vividly portrayed by Scott Fitzgerald in The Great Gatsby. It was the decade of Charles Lindberg’s solo 
flight across the Atlantic in The Spirit of St. Louis, the Sacco-Vanzetti case, the Big Red Scare and Rudolph 
Valentino. In that period, the White House was occupied in turn by Warren Harding, Calvin Coolidge and 
Herbert Hoover. It was the Jazz Age, “the gaudiest spree in history” and the “Roaring Twenties”. But in 
another sense, there were unmistakable signs of impending doom, if only anyone had the vision to see them. 

In the period immediately following the war, there had been a fantastic boom in real estate. Particularly 
striking was the mad scramble to buy land in Florida. A vast and well planned advertising campaign lured 
buyers from many states. Miami was extolled as “The Wonder City”, “The Fair White Goddess of Cities” 
and “The World’s Playground”.  Frederick Lewis Allen tells the story of a poor woman who bought a piece  
of land near Miami in 1896 for $25 and sold it in 1925 for $150,000; in an anecdote, a native said to a 
visitor, “Want to buy a lot?” and got an immediate answer, “Sold”.  

America was the Golden Land, the El Dorado, and her people bought lavishly and greedily of cars and 
frigidaires, radios and vacuum cleaners. 

During the war, many Americans invested in government bonds, a practice which was extended in the 
twenties to the purchase of stocks in big companies and corporations. It seemed to be a profitable way to use 
one’s savings. The aim was to acquire wealth as quickly as possible and some tried to find even quicker 
methods : 

An enticing short cut was the practice of buying 

“on margin”. Instead of paying cash 

for his stock purchase, the investor could 

put down about one quarter of the market 

price and borrow the rest from his broker, 

leaving the stock with the latter as security. 
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So long as stock prices continued to go up, 

buying on margin was immensely profitable. 

Investors could buy three or four times as 

much stock as they would have otherwise 

been able to afford and could pay for it 

painlessly out of their profits. Few saw 

the dangers involved. If the stocks 

declined in price, they would be subjected 

to repeated calls for more margin. If they 

were unable to raise the money, they would 

be wiped out – losing both their original 

investment and the pledged securities. The brokers 

obtained the funds for these trans- 

actions by borrowing from banks and corpora- 

tions. In 1929, brokers’ loans had mounted 

to a dangerous total of some 8 billion dollars.  

And still the handwriting on the wall went unnoticed. Even on the eve of the Crash, October 15, 1929, an 
eminent Yale economist, Prof. Irving Fisher, said that stock prices stood on “what  looked like a permanently 
high plateau” and predicted that the market would be “ a good deal higher than it is today within a few 
months.”  The learned professor made his prognosis but from October 15, prices began to fall. A rush to sell 
stocks began. Baruch remember: 

The market continued to fall and rally. 

Then suddenly, there were no more rallies. 

There was, instead, a final cataclysmic 

break that began on Wednesday, October 23rd, 

when a premonitory plunge sent a shudder of 

apprehension through Wall Street. 

On the next day, Black Thursday, 

the plunge became a descent so terrifying 

that panic swept the floor of the Exchange, 

by that time a frantic madhouse. 

There was an incredible interval 

that day when stocks went begging without 

buyers, no matter what the price. 

It was a time of utter financial chaos, when all attempts to make the market recover failed. The bottom had 
dropped out of it, and the American economy was in ruins. John Kenneth Galbraith makes the observation 
that some years “like some poets and politicians and some lovely women, are singled out for fame far 
beyond the common lot, and 1929 was clearly such a year. Like 1066, 1914, it is a year that everyone 
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remembers.” Whenever Americans have doubted their current prosperity, Mr. Galbraith adds, they have 
queried, “will it be 1929 all over again?” Few years would be so searingly imprinted on American minds as 
this one.  The wild, mad, spending spree was over. The Roaring Twenties had ended and the Sombre Thirties 
had began. 

II. DISASTER AND RETRIBUTION: The Impact of the Crash 
One of the first effects of the Crash was to turn men into paupers. Within the space of a few hours fortunes 
were wiped out. One observer reported: “The sight chilled one’s blood… I shall never forget the terrified 
contorted faces 

“Of those who had just lost their wealth, I saw grown men sobbing like whipped schoolboys. It was awful.” 
Many men, unable to face the humiliation, committed suicide. Disbelief, shock and terror were written large 
on the face of Americans. There was nowhere to run and no one to turn to. The Hoover Administration had 
been sworn in only in March, 1929; the Crash was the result of many causes that had mounted over the entire 
post-war decade and through more than one Presidency. When things go wrong, men look for a scapegoat, 
ready to blame anyone but themselves. Those who had lost everything accused Herbert Hoover of ineptness 
and blamed him for the economic crisis. It was not that the President lagged behind in trying to arrest the 
crisis. Harold Faulkner reports: 

“…the President after the stock market 

crash of October, 1929, called a series 

of White House conferences with railroad 

presidents, industrial and labor leaders, 

key men in construction and public utili- 

ties, and leaders in national agricultural 

associations. His objective was to stabi- 

lize business by securing declarations 

favoring the maintenance of normal business 

activity and prevailing wages. He earnestly 

urged private business as well as state and 

municipal governments to aid the situation 

by increasing, if possible , their normal 

programs of construction.  He also urged 

this on Congress. The latter responded by 

increasing appropriations for various types 

of public works. 

But if the President was not solely to blame for the Crash, he was fully responsible for a series of blunders 
which he now committed. There was the question of Federal aid. He vetoed Bills which would have provided 
relief to the unemployed and the destitute, thereby eliminating millions  But worse still   was the affair of the 
Bonus Army March. Some twenty thousand  Veterans of World War ! marched to Washington to ask 
Congress to pay them their war service bonuses which were not due until 1945. Their plea was for immediate 
payment.  They camped outside the capital city in a kind of shanty town, spilling over into unused 
government buildings when they ran out of space. Fearing violence, the President acted swiftly. Not only 
was the White House protected by stringent security measures but the police were ordered to take possession 
of the buildings where the veterans were living.  When two men were killed, the army under Gen. Douglas 
McArthur was called in.  Frederick Lewis Allen describes how the veterans cheered the parade—four troops 
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of Cavalry, four infantry companies, a machine gun squadron and many tanks. Then at once the cavalry men 
rode into the crowd. Women and children who had accompanied their men were choked with tear gas, 
running helter skelter, falling down, getting up, running on. As a final act, the army shanty town which the 
Bonus Army had set up. No one died though many were injured. What did the nation think? “Bayonets 
drawn in Washington to rout the dispossessed – was this the best that American statesmanship could offer 
hungry citizens?”  During the 1932 election campaign, Hoover was greeted with “Down with Hoover, slayer 
of veterans” in Detroit, and on the streets crowds of men silently and sullenly watched him pass by. “Toward 
the end. Hoover was a pathetic figure, a weary, beaten man, often jeered by crowds as a president had never 
been jeered before.”  

Everywhere in the stricken land were the signs of the Depression. Shanty towns ironically called 
“Hoovervilles” sprang up all over the country. Made of packing boxes, scrap metal and anything else that 
could be found, these crude shacks were a mute testimony to the homeless state of countless Americans. 
Soup kitchens were set up and breadlines formed.  The Salvation Army, as always, offered shelter and food. 
A tin bowl containing a coarse brown vegetable stew with some scraps of meat once or twice a week, 3 slices 
of stale bread and a tin of weak coffee comprised the meal. 

Dixon Wecter describes what he calls “the most memorable symbol of the great unemployment, and of the 
pride in facing it”--- the apple. The International Apple Shoppers’ Association found a way to use its 
surpluses. The jobless could sell the fruit on credit. Six thousand apple sellers peddled the apples on the 
streets of New York at five cents apiece.  Wecter comments: “In this early phase of the Depression, the 
stubborn self-reliance of America—the poor as well as the rich—bridled at the notion of direct relief or a 
dole, as had been practiced since the First World War in Britain.” By 1932, people were “sick of apples.” 

Carl Degler observes that what Robert and Helen Lynd wrote in the conclusion of their study of Middletown 
in 1935 and titled Middletown in Middletown in Transition, was applicable to the whole of America. They 
said “… the great knife of the depression had cut down impartially through the entire population cleaving 
open lives and hopes of rich as well as poor. The experience has been more nearly universal than any 
prolonged recent emotional experience of birth and death.”  Men went around begging, raiding garbage cans, 
wearing cardboard pieces to cover the holes in their shoes, collecting cigarette butts off the sidewalks to 
smoke. There were grim attempts at humour. Sign on shops read “Opened by Mistake” and “Busted or 
Disgusted”. 

The jobless tramped for miles looking for employment. 1932 was considered to be the worst of the 
Depression years: 

By 1932, more than 14,000,000 workers were 

unemployed … Numbers did not mirror the 

hopeless defeat of a man vainly trudging from factory to factory, 

office to office in a fruitless search for a job. The cold 

figure of 14,000,000 could not show the 

mounting fear in a man’s heart as he used 

up the money in his savings account, 

borrowed on his life insurance, sold his possessions 

piece by piece, took loans from friends and 

relatives. Then that, too, evaporated as he 

applied for relief, writhing in humiliation. 
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III. FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT: The Coming of the New Deal 
1932 was to be a memorable year for another reason.  It was the year when the American people would go to 
the polls to elect a President. Any election year is full of excitement and speculation but seldom before had a 
Presidential election been fraught with such overtones as this one. Pitted against the incumbent Herbert 
Hoover in the political arena was the scion of a blue-blooded American family. Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
had been educated at Groton and Harvard and was the distant kinsman of Theodore Roosevelt, 26th President 
of the United States. In 1913 when he had been appointed Assistant Secretary to the Navy, the future seemed 
bright for the young lawyer. Then tragedy struck. In 1921, he was crippled by an attack of polio. This might 
have spelled the end of a lesser man’s career but the patrician FDR was made of sterner stuff. With the 
constant encouragement, unflagging courage and help of his wife, Eleanor, he fought slowly back to health, a 
battle which was as challenging as any he was to face in his political career. Painfully, gradually, he was able 
to move about once again and to resume an active life. Elected in 1928 as Governor of New York, he was 
nominated by the Democratic Party as its Presidential candidate for the election of 1932. 

Not everyone was enamoured of the Democratic candidate. Was he indeed the man their troubled nation 
needed so desperately to pull it out of the quicksands in which it found itself? A famous journalist wrote : 

Franklin D. Roosevelt is an amiable man 

with many philanthropic impulses… but 

he is not a dangerous enemy of anything… 

He is too eager to please… Franklin 

Roosevelt is no crusader… He is no 

enemy of entrenched privilege. He is a 

pleasant man who, without any important 

qualifications for the office would very 

much like to be President. 

The man who was “no tribune of the people” said in accepting the nomination: “I pledge you, I pledge 
myself, to a new deal for the American people.” These were words of hope which a troubled nation strained 
to hear. A sweeping victory for Roosevelt followed.  

The charismatic personality of Franklin Delano Roosevelt was to preside over America through some of the 
most crucial years in her history. He would be elected again three times, and until his death in April, 1945, 
he would pilot the nation out of the Depression years, through a myriad domestic and foreign crises, and to 
the brink of victory in the Second World War. He was to be the most well-known figure in the decade. 

To come, with his famous smile, his jaunty self–confidence, his cigarette holder which was almost as much a 
part of him as Winston Churchill’s cigar. His was to be the most familiar voice in America for he broadcast 
to the people in the famed Fireside Chats, expounding his philosophy, explaining his decisions and bringing 
the nation up-to-date on the world situation. In this way he established a unique relationship and a rare 
intimacy between the nation and the Chief Executive. 

But FDR was no superman, no wizard with magical powers. From the beginning he made it clear that a 
gigantic task of reconstruction lay ahead if America was to recover from the grave crisis of the Depression. 
He left no doubts about the confidence he felt in himself and in the nation to achieve this: 

This great nation will endure as it has 

endured, will revive and will prosper. 

So first of all let me assert my firm 

belief that the only thing we have to 
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fear is fear itself --- nameless unreason- 

ing, unjustified terror which paralyses 

needed efforts to convert retreat into advance…. 

We face the arduous days that lie before 

us in the warm courage of national unity… 

We do not distrust the future of essential 

democracy. The people of the United States 

have not failed. In their need they have 

registered a mandate that they want direct 

vigorous action. 

They have asked for discipline and direction 

under leadership. They have made me the 

present instrument of their wishes. 

In the spirit of the gift I take it… 

As the “present instrument of the people’s wishes”, the new president moved swiftly and boldly, leaving no 
doubt that he was a man of action. The New Deal galvanized everyone by its furore of activity: it revived the 
banks, blanketed the country with codes and projects, poured floods of money into the pockets of those 
people who had none, and a very great deal Into the pockets of those who had, paid farmers not to produce, 
supported students in college, channeled poolroom youth into the CCC, drew unemployed writers and 
painters into the WPA, and gave the starving a guarantee that they would not perish.  

*CCC or Civilian Conservation Corps. 

Under the scheme, young men were sent to different areas for the  conservation of forests after a period of 
training in army camps.  Altogether more than two and a half million youths would enlist (Franklin D. 
Roosevelt and the New Deal, op, cit., p. 74) 

*** WPA  or Words Progress Administration discussed in the preceding chapter. 

Leuchtenburg reported that the “WPA built or improved more than 2,500 hospitals, 5,900 school buildings, 
1,000 airport landing fields, and nearly 13,000 playgrounds.” It sponsored a Theater Project, a Writers’ 
Project and and Art project. The writers included Conrad  Aiken, Richard Wright, and artists William B. 
Kooning, Jackson Pollock and Stuart Davis, to a name only a few, “frescoed the walls of schools and post 
offices across the nation..” (Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal. op. cit., pp. 125-128). 

It would be naïve to assume that every venture of the new President was successful or well-planned. 
Certainly many of the schemes failed or did not work out as planned. It is true that he had many detractors, 
but the vast majority of the American populace looked upon him as a saviour: 

In their own time and since, the New Deal 

and Franklin Roosevelt have had a polari- 

sing effect upon Americans. Probably at 

no time before Roosevelt had the leader 

of a great democratic nation come to 

symbolize as he did the hopes and fears 

of so many people.  Not even Jackson, in 
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whom Roosevelt himself recognized a 

President of his own popularity—and 

hatred–producing caliber, could rival 

him. Two decades after Roosevelt’s death, 

the mention of his name can still evoke 

emotions, betrayed by the wistful look 

in the eye or in the hard set of the Jaw. 

What was of true importance was the fact that to a nation sunk into darkest despair, he brought buoyant hope. 
From the deep morass in which they found themselves he led the people back to secure ground. 

We have examined thus far the causes which led to the Depression and the impact of the Great Crash on 
America, which ultimately led to the coming of the New Deal. We have mentioned before that this was the 
situation which angered the dramatists and writers. If the crash of 1929 marked the setting in of an epoch, 
another great crisis marks its and it is to this that we must now turn our attention in order to complete our 
narrative and to obtain a more comprehensive picture of the major historical landmarks which form the 
major historical leandmarks which form the framework of the decade. Here too, the playwrights felt moved 
to protest and warn, as they had about the Depression and its aftermath. 
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II. THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION: ISOLATIONISM 
THE INEVITABILITY OF WAR 
I. The Third Reich 
In the first years of the Great Depression, it was the economic chaos which dominated the life of the nation. 
But the effects of the Crash of 1929 were not felt in America alone. Like the shot which heralded the 
American War of Independence and was heard around the world, the reverberations of the stock market 
collapse shook the economic structure of the rest of the globe. It was a traumatic experience for Americans 
as it changed the face of the land, traditionally flowing with milk and honey, into a bleak and barren 
wasteland. As we have seen, with the defeat of Herbert Hoover in the Presidential elections of 1932 and the 
coming of the New Deal, the nation waited and hoped. The new President-elect took drastic measures and a 
vast programme was set into motion to combat the economic chaos. Bowed down with the burden of the 
Depression and deeply involved with the personal tragedies in their lives, Americans were scarcely in a 
position to feel concern by it. Referring to the 1936 campaign, the President told Ickes “that  something 
terrible about the crowd that lined the streets along which he passed. He went on to explain what he meant; 
which was exclamations from individuals in the crowd, such as ‘he saved my home’, ‘he gave me a job’, 
‘God bless you, Mr. President’, etc. “ (p.407). Themselves about events elsewhere. Nevertheless, as the 
decade of the thirties continued on its turbulent way, a tempestuous drama was unfolding on the European 
stage. As the Depression slowly lifted, and in spite of domestic troubles in the form of strikes and labour 
problems in the United States, the rumblings in the distance could no longer be ignored. Leuchtenburg 
writes: 

On March 5, 1933, one day after Roosevelt 

entered the White House, the German 

Reichstag placed absolute power in the 

hands of Adolf Hitler…During the Hundred 

days, while Congress debated farm subsidies 

and banking legislation, Jews were being 

beaten on the streets of Germany. While Roosevelt’s 

“forest army planted trees on 

the Western hillsides, Hitler was rebuilding 

the Reichswer. All of the New Deal was to 

be carried on under the shadow of the 

the menace of fascism. 

If Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s personality dominated the American scene from the early thirties, there was 
no doubt that Adolf Hitler’s dominated Germany in an increasingly sinister way. In after years the wondering 
question would be asked, sometimes by Germans themselves. How did Germany, normally so pragmatic, so 
down to earth and sensible, even stolid, allow itself to be swept by the wave of Hitler-mania without being 
able to see what savage forces it would unleash? It would have needed a Jeremiah to foretell the exact toll of 
lives and property that Nazism would leave in its wake, but what is still surprising is that almost no one 
could see the damage to the human spirit that would result from such a narrow-minded ideology. Even those 
who might have seen the handwriting on the wall could but remain silent and helplessly watch the relentless 
march of Nazi boots as one country after another in Europe fell to Hitler’s armies. One answer to the 
question was simple enough to find. To the German people, still smarting from their defeat in World War I, 
Hitler promised a new role of leadership for the Fatherland. No further humiliation of their country could be 
tolerated. The time had come to make Aryan supremacy paramount over the races of man. William Shirer 
notes: 
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To some Germans and, no doubt, to most 

foreigners, it appeared that a charlatan 

had come to power in Berlin. To the 

majority assume of Germans Hitler had—or would 

shortly assume—the aura of a truly 

charismatic leader. They were to follow 

him blindly as if he possessed a divine 

judgement, for the next twelve tempestuous 

years. 

When the Fuehrer piloted the withdrawal of Germany from the League of Nations, when he tore up the 
disarmament clauses of the Treaty of Versailles and made massive preparations for the purposes of 
aggression, the world watched with growing apprehension. The Third Reich which came into being in 
January 1933 

Hitler boasted, it would endure for a thousand 

years, and in Nazi parlance it was often 

referred to as the  ‘Thousand-Year Reich’. 

It lasted twelve years and four months, 

but in that flicker of time, as history 

goes, it caused an eruption on this earth 

more violent and shattering than any 

previously experienced, raising the German 

people to heights of power they had not 

known in more than a millennium, making 

them at one time the masters of Europe from 

the Atlantic to the Volga, from the North 

Cape to the Mediterranean, and then plung- 

ing them to the depths of destruction and 

desolation at the end of a world war which 

their nation had cold-bloodedly provoked 

and during which it instituted a reign of 

terror over the conquered peoples, which, 

in the calculated butchery of human life 

and the human spirit outdid all the savage 

oppressions of the previous ages. 

Particularly alarming was the wave of anti-Semitism which swept Germany, until in 1938, the violence of 
the anti-Jewish pogrom resulted in the recalling of the American Ambassador to Germany, ostensibly for 
“consultation” but actually as a “manifestation of displeasure. 
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II. ETHIOPIA: Civil War in Spain 
Another threat to world peace came from Italy. Here, the fascist dictator, Benito Mussolini, or IT Duce as he 
was called, became the focus of world attention when Italy invaded Ethiopia. 

…a skirmish 

between Italian and Ethiopian troops 

had given Mussolini the pretext for 

picking a quarrel with Haile Selassie, 

Ethiopian “Lion of Judah”.  Mussolini 

rejected mediation by the League and 

launched an invasion from Eritrea and 

Italian Somaliland… 

While the League of Nations pondered on the Italian attack and imposed an embargo against the aggressor, it 
failed to include coal and oil in the economic sanctions which would have crippled the Italian armies and 
navy. The embattled Ethiopians were unable to withstand the attack and on May 9 1936, Italy emerged 
victorious, Ethiopia was annexed. 

In a different part of the European continent, another struggle was taking place, which would also have far-
reaching consequences, although at first it seemed to be a purely internal affair. In Spain a “Popular Front” 
republican government established itself after the overthrow of the Bourbon monarchy. But its reforms 
angered three powerful Groups. i.e. the army, the church and the wealthy and aristocratic landlords. General 
Francisco Franco with the army solidly behind him, and supported by the three groups, took 

Spanish Morocco and then turned to the mainland, setting off a civil war which not only split the country but 
opened the way for interference from Hitler and Mussolini. Since Franco could not succeed in winning over 
the navy and air force, he accepted other help. Entire Italian divisions and sections of the Nazi air corps and 
navy moved to fight against the Loyalists. In the bitter war that raged for three years, world opinion was 
sharply divided. Britain and France refused to intervene, while the Soviet Union, concerned at the threat to 
herself if Franco won, thus strengthening the forces of fascism, sent aid to the Loyalists in the form of troops 
and armaments. 

Where did America fit into all this turmoil? For an answer, one must go back to the war of 1914-18. America 
entered that conflict late after much hesitation and debate. 

Moreover, intellectuals in the 1920’s 

nursed a nagging guilt feeling about 

American participation in the war and 

peace conferences. American historians 

set to work as European archives were 

opened to discover the causes of war; 

many concluded that Germany had been 

among the powers least responsible for 

the tragedy. This “new” history  soon 

mushroomed into the cult of so-called 

revisionism. If Germany had not been 

primarily responsible for the war, the 
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revisionists argued, then the Versailles 

Treaty was a monstrous fraud and in- 

justice, and the American people had 

been tricked into fighting for an 

unworthy cause. 

Frederick Lewis Allen reports the mood in America in the thirties as crisis followed crisis in Europe 

At the time when this series of crises 

began, American public opinion was perhaps 

more isolationist than at any time since 

before the World War…As  late as April, 

1937, as Gallup poll on the question “Do 

you think it was a mistake for the United 

States to enter the World War? “ drew a 

Yes from 71 per cent of those polled… 

This is not to say that all Americans remained unaffected by the European situation.  Many thinking 
Americans condemned, for example, the annexation of Ethiopia, but it was the Spanish Civil War which 
roused the most partisan feelings : 

For many American intellectuals, the 
Spanish War was the crucial event of the 

decade, for it signified an apocalyptic 
struggle between the forces of democracy 
and fascism.  Placards on college bulletin 

boards announced : “We dance that Spain may 
live”. A few did more than that.  Two or 

three thousand American volunteers fought 
in the Abraham Lincoln Brigade and other 
Loyalist units; most who went died there. 

In the meantime, events marched along relentlessly.  On March 12, 1938, Hitler’s master plan to conquer the 
world was set into action when he annexed Austria to the German Reich. With the Anchluss complete in 
Austria, and in spite of the French and British protests, Czechoslovakia fell in the spring of 1939 to the 
invading Nazi forces.  The Nazi-Soviet Pact was signed in August, 1939. Both Russia and Germany pledged 
to “adopt a strict policy of non-aggression”. In effect they joined hands against the west. At the base of this 
agreement was the future division of Poland : 

The immediate prize which both countries sought 

was in Eastern Europe : the Soviet Union 

desired control over the  Baltic countries and a 

return of Polish territories lost after World War I; 

Hitler wanted the Polish corridor and Danzig.  Poland 

could be divided between the two countries……. 
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To the eyes of the watching world, the Pact had an ominous significance, a portent which was to be fulfilled 
very shortly.  On September 1, 1939, Hitler invaded Poland. Only two days were to pass before the 
declaration of war on Germany by Britain and France. The Second World War had begun. 

A strong isolationist feeling had pervaded America throughout the thirties. The lessons of the First World 
War had not been forgotten. Neutrality Acts passed by Congress in 1935, and 1937, served to assure the 
nation that America would remain out of any possible conflicts.  While the Acts met with approval and 
relief, one tragic result was that they prevented America from intervening to halt the blatant encroachment on 
other territory and the fascist exploitation of weaker nations.  She could and did protest these actions, but the 
Neutrality Acts prevented any show of force.  In October 1937, FDR had warned in his famous Quarantine 
Speech: “Let no one imagine that America will escape, that America may expect mercy, that this Western 
Hemisphere will not be attacked and that it will continue tranquilly and peacefully to carry on the ethics and 
arts of civilization.”  Suggesting that the aggressors be quarantined, he added: “We are determined to keep 
out of war, yet we cannot insure ourselves against the disastrous effects of war and the dangers of 
involvement.”  

Now as the Second World War broke out in fact, all efforts to contain Germany having failed, an anxious 
America pondered the implications.  In spite of the neutralist approach and the non-intervention policy she 
had followed with such determination, what did the future really hold for America? Was it possible that she 
could remain on the side-lines when all her Allies were deeply involved in the crisis? 

These were the questions that troubled the nation. 
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“Somepin’s happening. I went up an’ I looked, an’ the 

houses is all empty, an’ the lan’ s empty, an’ this whole 

country is empty. I can’t stay here no more. I got to 

go where the folks is goin’.” 

( Casy in The Grapes of Wrath) 

Although the special area of this study is the drama of the thirties, it must be stressed here that no form of 
literature in that period remained unaffected  by what was happening in America. It was not the theatre alone 
which was engaged with its times. Whatever caused deep anger, soul-searching and questioning on the part 
of the dramatists was equally the concern of the poet or the novelist. Such an involvement did not affect 
literature alone. Even the comparatively new fields of radio and cinema featured in broadcast and film the 
different aspects of the Depression era. Pare Lorenz, for example, produced two films that represent the best 
in cinematic excellence. “The River” and “The Plough That Broke the Plains” underlined the misuse of the 
land as a result of which floods and drought devastated it and aggravated the Depression. In a different way, 
radio had its own part to play in these troubled times. Used as a medium by President 

Roosevelt for his famed Fireside Chats, which contributed greatly to the relationship between the Chief 
Executive and the electorate, it also kept the nation informed on the rapid development in Europe and at 
home. Frederick Lewis Allen notes ; 

As a news agency it invaded more and more 

successfully a field in which the press 

had stood alone. During the early and 

middle years of the decade the commenta- 

tors influence of the political columnists 

of the press ; men like Edwin C. Hill, 

William Hard, Lowell Thomas, Boske Carter 

and H.V. Kaltenborn interpreted national 

affairs to huge numbers of auditors. 

Summary, explanation and interpretation 

were in demand especially on the crises in Europe… 

The suffering of the people was in evidence everywhere in those early years of the decade. From the Atlantic 
seaboard to the shores of the Pacific, from the vast plains of the Middle West to the region below the Mason-
Dixon line, no part of America escaped the agony of hunger and unemployment. As one who had been a 
child of the Depression, Harvey Swados writes: 

How is one to explain to those who did not 

live through the period what life was in 

America after the Crash? Those who did 

live through it, like the survivors of 

war, may vary in articulateness, but they 

can never be the same, even though to 

all outward appearances they seem no 

different from those living on loans, 
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this is the way it always was and 

always will be. But even if they 

were not hungry and hopeless themselves, 

the depression generation had burned 

into them the dull and shamed 

glances of men who were, and who 

could no longer feed their wives 

and children…. 

The writers responded to this situation with a passionate protest, speaking out against the forces that were 
responsible for the blight that lay over the land, they depicted the lives of those who were displaced and 
homeless and they blamed America for her failure to make good the promises she had given to her people. In 
The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck told the story of a family of Oakies who leave their home in the Dust 
Bowl and seek their fortune in California. Their trek westwards is fraught with perils and punctuated by 
personal tragedy. The greedy exploit them and when they finally reach the West, they find it is not the 
promised land of their expectations. In this account of the plight of these migrant labourers, Steinbeck’s 
indignation comes through strongly. 

A great search for identity marked the period of the Depression. Finding the present too shattering, many 
Americans reached back into the past for solace, as if it compensated for the catastrophe that had changed 
their whole existence. Traditionally, America had been, in Biblical terminology, a land flowing with 
milk and honey. Such a land had been sought for centuries in the context of Judeo-Christian beliefs. 
Ever since civilization came to the West, it had been discovered in the vast reaches of the North 
American Continent. Now the achievements of past generations were recalled—the daring and 
integrity of the Pilgrim Fathers who had let no hardships swerve them from their chosen path and 
who had become founders of America; the courage of men like Washington and Paine who had 
thrown off the shackles of colonialism, aided by the determination of a rag-tag army; and the 
wisdom and fortitude of Jefferson and other architects of the American Constitution who had laid 
the foundations of Democracy. Particularly fresh was the memory of Abraham Lincoln and the 
Civil War. If the nation could be torn in two and still survive, then it could stand the buffeting it was 
now undergoing and perhaps emerge stronger and wiser. In the search for identity, the writers 
sought to answer such questions—Who are we? What did our fathers do in times of adversity? 
Where do we go from here? Like Crevecoeur centuries ago, they too asked, What is an American? 
Determined effort was made to recapture the America that was. 
So American history made a comeback. For a people groping for comfort, the past was used to bring 
confidence to the present. To some it was a form of escape from the cruel realities that haunted them now. 
A spate of historical novels recreated American history. Gone with the Wind (1936) by Margaret 
Mitchell, Northwest Passage(1937) by Kenneth Roberts, Drums Along the Mohawk(1936) by W.D. 
Edmonds, Anthony Adverse (1933) by Hervey Allen. Sandburg’s Lincoln(1939) and Van Wyck  
Brooks’s Life of Emerson and the biographies of Sherman, Jackson and others brought back figures 
who had been giants among men. Van Wyck Brooks’s The Flowering of New England (1936) 
resurrected the glory of New England in the nineteenth century, particularly of Boston, and revived 
interest in luminaries like Henry Wadsworth Longfellow who had found little favour in the opening 
decades of the twentieth century. All these books were evocative of nostalgia and a new pride in the 
men and times that had built America. 
The real America, not of the past, but of the present, was seen in the documentaries of the time. Some writers 
collaborated with photographers and travelled the length and breadth of the nation. From the team work of 
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camera and pen emerged an unforgettable picture of the sharecropper and the migrant labourer. The prose 
that accompanied the photographic evidence was starkly realistic, while the pictures documented for all time 
the havoc of the Depression. For, as Margaret Bourke-White wrote: “Whatever facts a person writes have to 
be colored by his prejudice and bias. With a camera, the shutter opens and closes and the only rays that come 
in to be registered come directly from the object in front of you.” The documentaries bore revealing titles. 
An American Exodus A Record of Human Erosion by Dorothea Lange and Paul. S. Taylor, You Have Seen 
Their Faces and Say Is This The U.S.A., both by Margaret Bourke-White and Erksine Caldwell. James 
Truslow Adams’ The Epic of America portrayed the shattering of hopes and drama which affected the lives 
of millions. Archibald MacLeish’s Land of the Free described the trek westward of refugees on a hopeless 
quest for a haven. One of the most moving among these books is Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, which 
contains photographs by Walker Evans and a text by James Agee. These two men stayed with three families 
of tenant farmers in the Deep South. Living as they did and sharing their bread, the children unkempt, 
bearing the marks of malnutrition and deprivation, and the men with the defeated look on their faces which 
comes after a futile struggle with the unyielding soil. The log cabins where they live are almost bare of 
furnishings. Of the Alabama landscape, Agee writes: 

All over Alabama the lamps are out. Every 

leaf drenches the touch; the spider’s net is 

heavy. The roads lie there, with nothing at 

work in them, neither man nor beast. The 

plow handles are wet, and the rails and the 

frogplates and the weeds between the ties: 

and not even the hurrying and hoarse sorrows 

of a distant train, on other roads, is 

heard… 

Even in Birmingham, mile on mile, save 

for the sudden frightful streaming, almost 

instantly diminished and silent, of a 

closed black car, and save some lonesome 

sinister heelbeats, that show never a face… 

mile on milestone, smooth charted streams 

of stone, the streets under their lifted 

lamps lie void before eternity…Beneath 

the gulf lies dreaming, and beneath, dreaming, 

that woman, that id, the lower American 

continent, lies spread before heaven in her 

wealth.  The parks of her cities are iron, 

loam, silent, the sweet fountains shut, and 

the pure facades, embroiled, lime-like in 

street lights are sharp, are still : 
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A quest of another kind is found in Nathan Asch’s The Road : In Search of America.  The writer stayed in a 
flophouse and slept on the same mattress as other men.  He found it difficult to look at them or to breathe. 
His intention was 

to investigate a way of life but at this moment he did notcare.  As he lay with his eyes closed in the darkness, 
for all lights except those in the hall had been turned off, it seemed that the breathing in and out of the men 
had become one gigantic sigh, as if there was one nameless unemployed. Asch put on his shoes and went out 
into the rain. The futureof these men lay in doorways—“ junk with still beating arteries, huddled in 
doorways.” On a different mission, The Lynds, Robert and Helen, in their book Middletown in Transition 
(1937), investigated the effects of the Depression on a small Midwestern town in Indiana.  Other titles 
reflected the mood of the country---Puzzled America, My America and Tragic America.  These books were 
without illustrations or pictures but they hardly needed any embellishments to emphasize the barren life of 
the people.  Here the writers attempted to explore, to reassess and to find out what went into the making of 
the national character and to discover at firsthand what the actual situation was. 

A detailed survey of the country was undertaken by the WPA. It had started as a relief measure to give 
employment to thousands of jobless writers.  Such a project had never before been undertaken in America on 
this scale. Basically the idea was that they should write guides for different parts of the nation, but the net 
result was an amazing document of American history, of her people and how they lived.  The guides not only 
revealed the diverse regional differences, the many ethnic groups and geographical variations, but they tore 
away the veils that had obscured a broad perspective and a comprehensive view of the American landscape 
and of the American people.  More than this, the guides mirrored a time in history. It was recorded by writers 
who in normal times might have followed their own literary pursuits.  Matthew Josephson points out that the 
Writer’s Project under Henry Alsberg had 1,400 writers and reporters at Federal Writers’ Units in 30 States.  
Alsberg had conceived of compiling a kind of encyclopedia or continental Baedekar which would have 
regional histories  along with guides to all sections of the country, details of folk history and other aspects of 
each region  In the process of their research, the writers as well as artists and musicians on similar projects 
discovered much more than they had expected. Josephson states: 

In the thirties American art and literature 

became more nationalistic than ever before 

though this tendency was already marked 

in the twenties. Our art movements were dis- 

tinguished by a passionate interest in all 

that was native to America. Not only writers 

but artists also, even when doing genre 

paintings in the style of social realism, 

studied our past, rediscovering not only 

our folklore but the early American crafts- 

men. In the field of music men on relief 

made important compilation of folk songs, 

Negro spirituals, and native jazz; several 

of the young WPA s composers were inspired 

like Earl Robinson, to write popular airs 

in the manner of American folk music. 
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As the decade progressed, this nationalistic trend was to grow more pronounced in the face of the growing 
threat of fascism. 

Leo Gurko lists a number of books published in the Thirties which he called “social narcotics”. To him they 
are an index to the weakened confidence of the nation. Wake Up and Live (1936), How to Win Friends and 
Influence People (1937), How to Live Alone and Like It (1936)—these brought cheerful heartening advice, 
calculated to restore self-confidence in the reader. Gurko also mentions books on religion and psychology 
such as Harry Emerson Fosdick’s As I See Religion. The Power to See It Through and The Secret of 
Victorious Living and Emmet Fox’s Through Constructive Living and The Sermon on The Mount (1935). Of 
great comfort was Pitkin’s Life Begins At Forty(1933) which appealed most to those who had suffered in the 
Crash. Other books had significant titles—You Can Master Life (1934), Finding Ourselves(1935), Why Do 
Men Suffer? Master Life(1936) Solving Life’s Everyday Problems(1930). Many books, as Frederick Lewis 
Allen puts it, reflected the desire to escape from the here and now of the Depression and anxiety. May not 
The Good Earth by Pearl S. Buck, which led the fiction list in 1931 and 1932, have had an additional appeal 
because it took its readers away to China? May not the appearance of The Fountain by Charles Morgan on 
the best-seller for 1932 have been partly due to the fact that it told the story of a man who escaped from the 
outward of ugly circumstance into a world of inward reflection, he asks.  Such publications enjoyed an 
enormous popularity which indicated that they served a great need. 

In the search for identity, in the somewhat self-defensive nationalistic fervor, in the re-living of the past, one 
stark fact could not be hidden. Hunger was everywhere and it continued to dominate literary minds as it did 
the lives of the people. Halford Luccock observes that hunger---in literature and American life was the major 
difference between the 1920s and the 1930. He cites the example of a short story by Erskine Caldwell called 
Daughter. In it a sharecropper shoots his daughter and is put in jail. The sheriff, a kindly man, tries to find 
out if it could have been an accident. The man, however, insists that he killed her. The reason is that “She 
kept saying she was hungry and I just couldn’t stand it no longer.”  

It was the same hunger which prompted the writers and photographers to collaborate and to record the faces 
of those who had forgotten what it is to have a full stomach. Heywood Broun voiced the agony of a hungry 
nation when he said: “God help the United States or any other nation when the cry of hungry children, the 
grinding of gaunt men and the suffering of women can be classed as a local issue. 

If the prose writers were so articulate in their work the poets were no less vehement in their approach. They 
spoke for the bewilderment of their fellow Americans and voiced their own turmoil and agitation. Ideals had 
been shattered, dreams rudely interrupted, to say nothing of fortunes that had been wiped out overnight, and 
what was there left to believe in ? Archibald MacLeish wrote in The Land of the Free: 

We wonder whether the dream of American liberty 

Was two hundred years of pine and hardwood 

And three generations of grass 

And the generations are up: the years over 

We don’t know…. 

In America was Promises (1939), MacLeish spoke to his fellow 

Americans of the promises America had made to her people. The 

time had come to demand fulfillment of those promises, perhaps 

with brutality, but always with love. MacLeish wrote: 

Listen: Brothers! Generation! 

Companions of leaves: of the sun: of the slow evenings: 

Companion of the many days: of all of them: 
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Listen: Believe the speaking dead! 

Believe 

The journey is our journey. Oh believe 

The signals were to us: the signs: 

the birds by 

Night: the breaking surf. 

Believe 

America is promises to 

Take! 

America is promises to 

Us 

To take them brutally 

With love but 

Take them. 

Oh believe this! 

Another poet, Carl Sandburg, pondered over the situation in America. He said : 

Have you seen men handed refusals 

till they began to laugh 

at the notion of ever landing a 

job again— 

Muttering with a laugh, 

“Its driving me nuts and the family 

too.” 

Mumbling of hoodoos and jinx, 

fear of defeat creeping in 

their vitals-- 

Have you never seen this? 

or do you kid yourself 

with the fond soothing syrup of 

four words 

“Some folk won’t work”?? 

Of course some folks won’t work-- 

they are sick or wornout or lazy 

or misled with the big idea 

the idle poor should imitate the 

idle rich. ( p.76) 
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Sandburg spoke of the plight of women and children in these 

hard times: 

Have you seen women and kids 

step out and hustle for the family 

some fighting other women and kids 

for leavings of fruit and vegetable 

market, 

or searching alleys and garbage 

dumps for scrap?              (p.76) 

The poet was disturbed by the state of those who were 

unemployed. The ones who suffered most were the ones 

least responsible for the situation. Sandburg asked searching questions: 

Have you seen them with savings gone 

furniture and keepsakes pawned 

and the pawn tickets blown away in 

cold winds? 

by one letdown and another ending 

in what you might call slums--… 

What is the saga of the employables? 

what are the breaks they get? 

What are the dramas of personal fate 

spilled over industrial transitions? 

Who have wronged no man’s house 

or things or person? 

Stocks are property, yes. 

Bonds are property, yes. 

Machines, land, buildings are 

property, yes. 

A job is property, 

no, nix, nah nah. 

(p.77) 

He described the arrests made of people caught stealing. What 

they stole was not of great value. What was great was the need which prompted them to steal little things like 
a bottle of milk, a loaf of bread or a sweater for a baby. In times like these one did not heed the dictates of 
one’s conscience. Sandburg added: 
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And the case is dismissed of the railroad 

yard plain-clothes detective 

who repeatedly called 

Stop to a boy running with a sack of coal and the boy 

Not stopping the dick let him 

Have it. It was dark and I couldn’t 

See his clear and I aimed 

At his legs. My intention was 

To stop him running. I didn’t 

Mean for the bullet to go as high 

On him as it did. 

Thieves? Yes. Little thieves? Yes. 

And they get it where the 

Chicken gets the ax? Yes.  And the 

Big shots are something else? Yes,  and you can’t convict 

A million dollars? Not un 

less Tuesday is Saturday, neighbor. (p.192) 

Ogden Nash wrote a satire based on William Blake’s famous poem “The   Tiger” in “The Face is Familiar”: 

Beggar, beggar, burning low 

In the city’s trodden snow, 

Could frame thy dread symmetry? 

And what shoulders and what art 

Could rend the sinews of thy heart? 

And when thy heart began to fail, 

What soft excuse, what easy tale? 

What the hammer? What the chain? 

What the furnace dulled thy brain? 

What the anvil? What the blow 

Dare to forge this deadly woe? 

When the business cycle ends, 

In flaming extra dividends 

Will He smile His work to see? 

Did He who made the Ford make thee? 

Such was the bitter irony of a poet who normally wrote gentle and humorous verse. 

As we have seen, a passionate involvement characterized some of the literature of the thirties. It was marked 
by fervency which stemmed from a burning desire on the part of the writers to do something, to shake 
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someone, to galvanize those in authority into urgent action.  The massive relief programmes set into motion 
as soon as Franklin Delano Roosevelt assumed office did not change the situation overnight. Recovery was 
slow and painful, and it was a long while before tangible results began to show. It was a feeling of 
impatience, of impotent fury at the inevitable delay that motivated most of the writers. And yet the fact was 
that there was a literary resurge. Almost every writer plunged into the fray. Maxwell Geismar observes that 
“the depression of the 1930s, apparently so destructive and so despairing, was actually a time of regeneration 
for the typical American literary talents…The social and cultural crisis of the new decade brought to our 
writers a set of spiritual positives based, as it were, on the actual collapse of their own Society.” What 
Geismar observes about the representative fiction writers of the thirties, that they had discarded the exiled, 
outraged “I” of the later 20s, and had moved to the suffering, the searching “we” of the Depression years, 
could be applied equally to many of the other writers of the 30s.  

When we stress the point that writers of the nineteen thirties had a unique involvement with the various 
problems of their times, the fact must not be overlooked that even in the Twenties there had been certain 
writers who were greatly disturbed about conditions in their times.  As Leo Gurko observes, the twenties too 
were marked by frenzy, but it was not the same. The rebels like Mencken, who said life in America was 
stupid, or Sinclair Lewis who said  that life was drab, or Hemingway, who said that life was empty were in 
the minority. One of the most striking features of the literature of the thirties was that writers who protested, 
both radical and conservative, were not in the minority. As we have mentioned before, the situation that 
caused deep anger, or led to questioning and soul-searching on the part of the dramatists, had a similar 
impact on a large number of writers. It was the group that did not concern itself with contemporary issues 
that formed the minority. As Gurko adds, the writers of the thirties offered positive solutions and made 
affirmations of different kinds, some positive, others personal.  The radicals demanded sweeping changes in 
administration, in the entire American political structure and even in democracy itself. The more 
conservative were less in favour of upsetting every established institution and believed that America and 
democracy were still basically sound. Nevertheless, even they were sure that change would have to come 
about if the present state of the nation was to be redeemed and the same mistakes were not to be repeated. 

Inevitably it seemed to many that the Soviet Union had found most of the answers. The contrast between the 
economic stability of the Russians and the chaotic economic situation at home was cruel. Daniel Aaron 
comments : “To many American writers, then—the eminent and the obscure—Russia in the Thirties was 
both a reproach to America and a hope of the world. Its totalitarian features were not ignored. Its curtailing 
of civil and intellectual liberties regretted, but its gains and its ultimate goals appeared to overbalance its 
failures… It seemed as if there was only one enticing path which beckoned to writers. And its direction lay 
to the left. Since the capitalist way had seemingly failed, Marxism appeared to be the ideal answer. It would 
be wrong to assume that there was a mad stampede of writers to become official members of the Communist 
Party. This was not so, but undeniably, and at least for some years, the pull towards the left was very strong. 
Even in this group, there was a demarcation. There were the deeply committed, and there were those who 
were less sure of their commitment. Mike Gold was one of the more angry communists, and he and those of 
his group were scathing in their commentary on America, her degenerate ways and the depths to which she 
had sunk. They were regular members of the Party and wrote for such periodicals as New Masses, which was 
the Communist Party journal of opinion.  Gold perhaps wrote in 

a more exaggerated manner but he indicates the direction in which that section of writers on the far left was 
inclined. Writing about the stock market crash of October 24, 1929, he said ; 

Let me admit, I enjoyed the recent sweet 

music of the victims’ howls and tears. Too 

long has one had to submit to the airs of 

these cockroach capitalists. Every barber 

was dabbling in Wall Street. Every street 

cleaner expanded his chest proudly as he 
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maneuvered his horsedroppings into a can. 

Wasn’t he a partner with Morgan and 

Rockefeller in American prosperity? 

The thirties were characterized by a vast outpouring of proletarian writing. That is why, while observing that 
the psyche was a much-explored field in the literature of the thirties, Halford Luccock concludes that Marx 
furnishes a much better clue to the decade than Freud.    Among the more outstanding novels were James T. 
Farrell’s Studs Lonigan and John Dos Passos’ U.S.A., both powerful works, as distinguished for their 
technique as for their theme. Farrell’s novel traces the life of a young man from Chicago’s South side. It is a 
saga of waste--waste of a young man’s life. Learning vices early in the slum atmosphere of his childhood, he 
becomes a degenerate. As a young adult he leads a futile existence, getting involved in gang battles, race 
riots and drunken debauchery. The Depression sets the final seal on his path to destruction. He dies before he 
is thirty, without ever having had the chance to lead a decent healthy life.  

Many individual life stories which make up the whole are found in U.S.A. Basically, it presents the many 
aspects of society in capitalist America. The people in the stories represent the various strata of society and 
are drawn from all economic levels. The class division which exists is clearly pointed to by Dos Passos in the 
book’s final scene. A young man waits on the highway, trying to thumb a ride : 

Head swims, hunger has twisted the belly 

tight, he has skinned a heel through the 

torn sock, feet ache in the broken shoes, 

under the threadbare suit carefully brushed 

off with the hand, the torn drawers have a 

crummy feel, the feel of having slept in your 

clothes; in the nostrils lingers the staleness 

of discouraged carcasses crowded into a transient 

camp, the carbolic stench of the jail, on the 

taut cheeks the shamed flush from the boring 

eyes of cops and deputies, railroad bulls 

(they eat three squares a day, they are buttoned 

into well-made clothes, they have wives to 

sleep with, kids to play with after supper, 

they work for the big men who buy their way, 

they stick their chests out with the sureness 

of power behind their backs). Get the hell 

out, scram. Know what’s good for you, you’ll 

make yourself scarce. Gittin’ tough, eh? 

Think you kin take it, eh?....... 

When the young man hears plane bearing affluent passengers on a trans-continental flight, he looks up : 

…big men with bank accounts, highly paid 

jobs, who are saluted by doormen; telephone 
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girls say good morning to them. Last night 

after a fine dinner, drinks with friends, 

they left Newark. Roar of climbing motors 

slanting up into the inky haze. Lights drop 

away. An hour staring along a silvery wing 

at a big lonesome moon hurrying west through 

curdling scum. Beacons flash in a line across 

Ohio. 

And still in this land of opportunity the young man waits for a ride. 

The emphasis in proletarian literature was on the failure of the American system and on the success of the 
Russian. In stressing this point, the proletarian writer did not so much consider the individual as a single 
entity, did not so much probe the workings of his inner self, as they treated him as part of the collective 
whole. He was one cog in a vast machine called society. Harvey Swados  remarks on the fact that American 
writers in large numbers turned away from fascism in revulsion, toward various degree of Marxism. He 
points out that one of the odder ironies of American history is that in their eagerness to rejoin the America 
from which they had exiled themselves in the 20s, writers moved not simply from alienation to affirmation 
but to an identification with a political movement that the American people at large would never accept.  

At first the writers’ views born of their new allegiance seemed fresh with the promise of a brave new world. 
In their condemnation of America, they used propaganda for the cause and a militant summons to action, 
calling on the people to awaken, to rise up and break the shackles which chained them. This was rousing 
enough in the beginning but suffered eventually from a sameness that quickly palled. As we shall see, this is 
exactly what happened in proletarian drama. Take the example of Edwin Rolfe, who in the judgment of 
many, was the finest proletarian poet. Even he was unable to get away from the pitfalls which most 
proletarian literature fell into. In “Credo” he spoke about the mind and how it must “renounce the fiction of 
self/and its vainglory ” : 

It must learn 

the wisdom and strength and the togetherness 

of bodies phalanxed in a common cause, of fists tight-clenched around a crimson banner 

flying in the wind above a final, fierce 

life-and death fight against a common foe. 

Such emphases on the banner and the tight-clenched fists were echoed repeatedly in contemporary writings, 
the impact becoming less with every repetition. For, as one critic points out, if literature is forced to wear the 
clothes literature is forced to wear the clothes of her loud sister, propaganda, literature soon loses her 
identity.  

Daniel Aaron explains that it was the times, not the party, that created radicals. They were attracted by the 
party because it alone seemed to have correctly diagnosed and found a remedy for the social sickness of 
America. The overwhelming majority never joined the party, Aaron says, but, as an emblem of revolt, they 
donned “red shirts” in order to repudiate the “stuffed shirts”.  

Drama critic Mary McCarthy, introducing a collection of her reviews, recalls the days when she worked for 
the Partisan Review. Speaking of the reviews, she comments that the earlier ones make her “wince with 
pain”. They were made in “the voice of a young, earnest, pedantic, pontificating critic, being cocksure and 
condescending.” One of these early reviews reads: “The playwright assumes that his hero’s irresolution is of 
a tragic order, while, as a matter of fact, it is comico-pathetic.” Miss McCarthy’s point is that this is the voice 
not only of a person but of a period. 
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The times had made crusaders of these writers, and they were imbued with a fervency, an urgency to 
revolutionize the American political structure. And yet there were many incongruities in the set-up. 
Occasionally, financial backing for leftists came from capitalist sources. Miss McCarthy relates : 

The story that we on Partisan Review were 

Trotskyists was an exaggeration. The boys, 

as we used to call the principal editors 

because they were always in the back room, 

pow wowing, had been through the Communist 

discipline, which made them wary of direct 

political ties… The “boys” were still 

committed to Marxism, and so were the other 

young men who figured on the masthead as 

editors, except one—the backer. 

The backer, a young abstract painter from a good old New 

York family, was so “confused” politically 

that one day he went into the Workers’ 

Bookshop (Stalinist) and asked for a copy 

of Trotsky’s The Revolution Betrayed; he 

was wearing spats that day, too, and 

carrying a cane, and the thought of 

the figure he must have cut made the rest of 

us blanch. “Did anyone recognize you? 

Do you think they knew who you were?” we 

all immediately demanded. 

Without question, most writers, Marxist or otherwise, were deeply committed to changing conditions that 
had brought America to such a state. What was unique was their sense of participation in the affairs of their 
time. As Harvey Swados writes : 

When it came to looking directly at that 

decade, many of the writers did so, as we 

have already observed, through glasses that 

were either red-tinted or frankly red, white, 

and blue—and often in the oddest way, through 

a combination of the two (spurred on by the 

line that communism was “twentieth-century 

Americanism”). 

Long before the Nazi-Soviet Pact threw the American Communists into disarray, disillusionment had already 
set in among the writers, and within the Party, there were several factions. The Partisan Review for which 
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Miss McCarthy wrote was edited by William Phillips and Philip Rahv who had broken away from the Party. 
The easing of the Depression doubtless was also largely responsible for the waning of interest among men of 
letters in the Marxist solution. The American economy had died and risen again with renewed strength and 
on a far more solid base, and the conditions against which the proletarian writers had written had virtually 
vanished. Earlier we mentioned that while large numbers of writers were attracted to Communism in the 
early thirties, there was no stampede to join the Party. The real stampede started after the Pact was signed, 
and in this case it was away from the Party. Matthew Josephson asserts that even most liberals who had 
formerly championed the Soviet Union such as Vincent Sheean, Louis Fischer and Max Lerner joined the 
stampede to reverse themselves.  The times had changed, and the call to rise up together and to hold aloft the 
crimson banner which had sounded like sweet music before, now seemed raucous and totally out of place. 
Soon the march of Nazi boots tramping over Europe drowned out every other sound. 
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The theatre is the only means of moral or 

artistic education a nation possesses. 

(Jean Giraudoux, 

“A Lecture on Theatre”) 

The American theatre, particularly in New York City, was badly hit by the Depression. The economic crisis 
spared theatrical personnel no more than it spared other Americans in different walks of life. On Broadway 
twenty-six theatres closed. The fifty-two theatres which remained were lighted on an average of 19.6 weeks 
annually. More than 80% of all stage employees were jobless in 1934. The future of the American theatre 
seemed bleak indeed. It was only in 1935 that the theatre received substantial aid with the establishment of 
the Government-sponsored Federal Theatre which will be discussed later in this chapter. 

Many dramatists of the thirties, like other writers of the decade, were keenly alive to the situation in their 
time. As a result, they felt moved to write plays that were socially conscious. 

In examining the drama of the thirties, however, one vital point must be established at the outset. When we 
say that the drama of the decade, like its literature, was socially conscious, we must stress the fact that all 
plays, or even a majority of them, were not didactic. Sam Smiley notes : “Despite the agonies of much of the 
populace, however, the majority of plays showed little discernible social involvement. Of the 1,540 plays 
professionally produced in New York during the thirties, only 177 (11 per cent) were directly engage, and 
less than a third of them could be called didactic.” It was the powerful impact of this 11 per cent that gave 
the decade’s drama its aura of social consciousness. The dramatists, leftist or not, who were engaged with 
their times were comparatively few in number. 

When the decade of the thirties set in, there was one group of dramatists which had already made a mark in 
the theatre. In this group, Maxwell Anderson, Elmer Rice, S.N. Behrman, George Kaufman, Phillip Barry 
and others had contributed many outstanding plays to the theatre of the twenties. Liberally using profanity, 
and shattering misconceptions about war was What Price Glory? (1924) by Maxwell Anderson and Laurence 
Stallings. Its fighting men were no modern Lancelots, full of visions of glory and honour but were tough, 
hard-drinking, womanizing ruffians. Mr. Zero, the protagonist of The Adding Machine by Elmer Rice 
(1923), symbolized modern man in his failure to adjust to the fact that he was being replaced by mechanical 
monsters. A second group of dramatists included Clifford Odets, Lillian Hellman, Irwin Shaw and Sidney 
Kingsley, who grew to maturity amid the shambles of the early Depression years. Young and 
impressionable, they felt impelled to point out with great vehemence that America was in dire need of 
change, suffering from a variety of ills which needed to be rectified. Both groups shared with other writers of 
the decade a nostalgia for the past, a new surge of national pride, a need to reaffirm old and tried values, a 
sense of anguish, a feeling of impotence in the face of the economic chaos, and a burning anger at the state of 
their land. John Gassner adds one more group. He includes in it such men as Tennessee Williams and Arthur 
Miller who might not have produced plays until the forties but whose youth and early writings were formed 
in the thirties.  Thus, in a sense, they too were products of the Depression era. 

The first two groups shared the same background, but there was little affinity between them. The older 
dramatists were conservative and cautious, rarely militant in outlook, preferring to wait and watch before 
committing themselves to change. Yet it was undeniable that they were deeply concerned about the 
Depression, American political and economic affairs, and later about the world. It was impossible for them to 
remain unaffected by the problems of their time, and a fair number of their plays reflected the seriousness of 
their involvement. The younger dramatists reacted sharply to the contemporary situation. What they 
demanded was speedy action that would ameliorate the suffering around them, offering a number of 
solutions which they felt would relieve matters. Malcolm Goldstein points out : “Young writers of the 
1930’s, observing economic distress on all sides, believed in their ability to create a milieu in which the spirit 
could flourish, unburdened by materialistic consideration.” Goldstein comments on the dourness and anger 
and the unfailing confidence in the social drama of the writers new to the stage which might be native but 
which “produced a drama of extraordinary vitality.”  
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The lack of affinity between the two groups stemmed largely from a difference in approach. The younger 
dramatists regarded their seniors as old fogeys who were too slow and not sensitive enough to change. In 
effect, there was that a later generation would call a “generation gap”. Gassner remarks that the younger 
generation suspected the older of evasions and sublimations of “social reality”. Conversely, the older 
generation suspected the younger of an addiction to oversimplification and propaganda. Gassner believes 
that the lengthening perspective of history brings the two generations closer and that they were jointly 
responsible for what was good or bad in the drama of the thirties—for its passionateness, its sentimentality, 
its genuine feeling for common humanity and its kitsch or banality, its moral vigour and its didactic crudity.  

Together they created a dramatic repertoire that ranged from the sleek sophistication of Behrman to the 
brilliant wit and satire of Kaufman, from the uncompromising militancy of John Howard Lawson to the 
youthful strivings of Clifford Odets. What was common in their make-up was a social consciousness, an 
awareness of circumstances that were only too evident. 

An outstanding feature of the thirties was the establishment of various theatrical companies. The Theatre 
Guild had existed since 1919 and was reputed for the variety and excellence of its productions, which had 
included O’Neill’s Strange Interlude (1928) as well as several plays by Bernard Shaw. The theatrical 
companies which came into being in the Depression decade were peculiarly the products of the time. Some 
like the League of Workers’ Theaters (1932) and the Theatre Union (1933) were openly and frankly leftist. 
Others like the Group Theatre (1931) leaned to the left but did not admit to being so oriented, in spite of the 
recruitment into their ranks of Communist Party members and the distinctly leftist themes in some of their 
productions. The Federal Theatre (1935) was founded in order to provide employment to the thousands of 
men and women who had been rendered jobless because of the Depression. The Playwrights’ Company 
(1938) whose founder members were Robert Sherwood, Elmer Rice, Sidney Howard, S. N. Behrman and 
Maxwell Anderson, was established in the thirties in protest against director producers who were felt by the 
dramatists to be stifling their enterprise and freedom. The founding of each company was motivated by a 
specific purpose, and its productions were carefully selected with that purpose in mind. 

When we discussed writers of the thirties in the preceding chapter, we made note of the attraction that many 
of them felt towards Communism. A few writers like Dos Passos, Mike Gold and John Howard Lawson had 
already spoken out against America and her political and economic structure before the Crash but their 
efforts had only reached a limited audience. That irrepressible wit, Alexander Woollcott, even called them 
the “Revolting Playwrights”.  

But with the shattering effects of the Depression, Communism began to appeal to large numbers of people 
for the first time, both among the working classes and among educated, thinking Americans. As Mathew 
Josephson expresses it: 

The idea of revolutionary action in the 

Marxian sense, and of engagement in the 

expected class struggles of the workers such 

as Sidney Hook then advocated, was embraced 

by great numbers of young men and intellectuals 

of the thirties. They, like Thomas 

Mann, had been mainly concerned in former 

years with the private war of the individual 

artist against the society of the philistine. 

Now they came to Marxism by diverse routes, 

though seldom through actual study of economics, 

with which many of them were quite unfamiliar. 
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In the twenties the efforts of the Party were largely foiled by the confusion within its own ranks which 
reflected the power struggle going on in the Soviet Union between Stalin and Trotsky. Having won absolute 
power, Stalin summoned the leaders of “the American section to Moscow, removed the Trotskyites, and 
established a party hack, Earl Browder, as secretary general of the party.”After the Crash of 1929, a 
determined effort was made by the Party to gain a firm foothold on as many American institutions as 
possible.  

As in other fields, the party tried to enter the theatre and use it as a means of spreading propaganda. Morgan 
Himelstein reports : 

Armed with the slogan, “Drama is a weapon”, 

the Communist Party attempted to infiltrate 

nd control the American stage during the 

Great Depression of the nineteen-thirties. 

The Communists believed that the theatre 

could help foment their revolution against 

American capitalism and all of its Depression 

evils. They believed further that the drama 

would be useful as a propaganda agency in the 

period of reconstruction when the Party would 

lead the country forward first to the 

proletarian state and then to the classless 

society. 

And so, not only did a number of leftist companies come into being, but a new type of play-the propaganda 
play-made its appearance on the American stage. As we shall see, it had varying degrees of success and its 
lasting value is questionable, but at the same time it is an integral part of the drama of the Depression decade. 

A form of drama used in the Soviet Union and on the continent from the twenties was imported in the early 
thirties by the Communist-based theatre groups in America. This was the agitprop drama, an abbreviation of 
the words “agitation” and “propaganda”. As the name implies, the major purpose of the agitprop was to 
arouse audiences to an awareness of prevailing injustices and to win adherents to the Party by means of 
propaganda. First brought to America by a German theatre group called the Proletbuehne 13 in 1930, the 
agitprop was quickly adopted by the Worker’s Theatre  and by other groups similarly affiliated. In the 
Proletbuehne agitprops, the characters were seldom rounded figures, but were reduced to types, symbolic of 
particular qualities and easily recognizable. These characteristics were retained in the American versions but 
with certain adaptations. Himelstein cites the example of an early agitprop Vote America, timed for the 
Presidential election of 1932. The capitalist, top hat and dollar sign prominent, shouts the words made 
famous by Herbert Hoover : “Prosperity ! Prosperity is just around the corner !” In the crowd that gathers to 
hear him are workers with their own slogan : “We are starving!” The capitalist is ready to claim any political 
affiliation in order to win votes. In succession, he holds cards over his heart, marked “Democrat” or 
“Republican” and so on, but every time a man from the assembly plucks off the card and exposes the dollar 
sign beneath. Then jumping on the soapbox, the man delivers a speech and shouts : “Vote for the Communist 
Party !” He is joined by other workers who circulate through the crowed, inviting the people to repeat their 
cry : “Vote Communist !” 

In 1933, the Workers’ Laboratory Theatre produced Newsboy. Here a newboy shouts headlines which tell of 
war, rape and murder. A crowd thus far hidden now becomes visible as an amber light is turned on. When 
the stage goes dark again, various figures appear in the spotlight, including William Randolph Hearst, Father 
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Coughlin and Huey Long. Speaking for capitalism, they advocate war. In the final moments, a black man 
invites men of all colours to get “a big red trumpet” to use against war and fascism. Newsboy was one of the 
better efforts in the genre, using effective lighting and realistic figures to represent Hearst and company, 
instead of the usual anonymous symbolic figures. Dimitroff had a somewhat different theme. From a radio 
offstage, Communist songs sung by a choir are heard. But the songs are silenced as Hitler speaks out against 
the Communists, and gun-fire breaks out. When the Reichstag is burnt at the command of Hitler and 
Goering, the Communists are made the scapegoats and their leaders accused and imprisoned. A world 
movement is set in motion to free them. 

Dimitroff, one of the accused, speaks out in court, pointing a finger at Goering as the man behind the 
Reichstag burning. Although he is released, two others, Thaelmann and Torgler, are not set free. Standing in 
front of the curtain, Dimitroff makes an impassioned plea to the audience : “We have been saved by the 
world pressure of the revolutionary masses. But Torgler is still in prison and Thaelmann is held in chains. 
We must not falter now. We must fight fascism with undiminished strength and courage. We must free our 
comrades! Free all class war prisoners!!!” The audience joins him in the final call : “Free Torgler ! Free 
Thaelmann!” 

From the examples just discussed, we can observe that the agitprop was composed of brief sketches and had 
no plot. It was acted out by symbolic figures, accompanied by slogans directed against capitalism, war, 
fascism and other issues. The proletariat were always the victims of the capitalistic structure and the 
intolerable situation which was presented needed immediate rectification. At the finale, a rousing cry called 
to the masses to revolt and overthrow the existing system responsible for these injustices. Not every agitprop 
suffered from crudeness. Some of the later efforts in the genre, notably Odets’ Waiting for Lefty, received 
acclaim from both critics and audience. 

The agitprops of the thirties were inspired by a passionate desire to correct injustices but they were afflicted 
by certain weaknesses. The most glaring fault was a sameness of theme and presentation. In strident tones 
they portrayed the wrongs of American life and in equally vociferous terms they presented the Marxist way 
of life as being the most perfect. But the theme was repeated again and again, and each time it lost more of 
its impact. Even as excellent an agitprop as Waiting for Lefty must lose its effect after constant repetition. 
The agitprops had suited the mood, the climate of the early thirties. There was a fervour in those years, an 
awaking which stirred men deeply and which the agitprops matched. But no fervour can retain its white-hot 
degree for long. As the economic Depression slowly lifted, the outcry against it lost its meaning. As affairs 
improved at home, the European situation aroused grave concern. The agitprops, so to say, had their feet cut 
from under them. They had met a need at a certain time in history, but that time had passed, and new crises 
had risen to command the nation’s attention. Nor must it be forgotten that most spectators who came to see 
the plays were already committed to the cause and needed no converting. Very few agitprops, if any, were so 
impressive that they won new  adherents to the Party. They might, as Lefty did, inspire a momentary 
sympathy among the uncommitted. As John Mason Brown explained in 1938 : “For the test of a play of 
propaganda is not the yes-men who come to it conquered but the no-men who leave it forced to say ‘yes’. It 
takes a superior play to accomplish this, which is quite another thing from a previously shared conviction.” 
The agitprops generally lacked subtlety and finesse, and the very simplicity which made it feasible to 
produce them in practical terms, and the vehemence which underlined their message, led to crudeness. Even 
the best of them were rather rough diamonds which used tactics equivalent to hitting a person on the head to 
convince him of one’s view point. 

There was one more reason for the decline of the agitprop, one which affected all proletarian literature. The 
Nazi-Soviet Pact of 1939 had far-reaching effects on the American Communists. “Each country pledged it 
would adopt a strict policy of non-aggression. In the event of war, they agreed not to give help to the other’s 
enemies nor to join any group aimed directly or indirectly at the other”. Dixon Wecter reports that the fact 
“executed a swerve so abrupt that its centrifugal force sent hurtling all fellow-travellers save those with an 
iron grip on the Communist line”.  The Party found itself being deserted by large numbers of sympathizers, 
among them men of letters. “The revulsion against Stalinism after the Nazi-Soviet pact was the most 
significant factor in the decline of left-wing letters, but the literary convictions which could suddenly became 
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unfashionable because of an agreement between two foreign dictators exposed their own barrenness,” writes 
Alfred Kazin. 

Neither did proletarian drama escape the same fate, and the agitprops form an integral part of the drama of 
the thirties. John Mason Brown concludes : “Yet good, bad or worse than indifferent as these propaganda 
scripts may have been, they have proven as socially significant as they may yet prove theatrically important.”  

The spirit of restlessness which prevailed in the thirties found expression in the Group Theatre was the 
theatre of Waiting for Lefty and Awake and Sing, it has acquired the reputation of being a product of the 
radical ferment of the thirties. Even in its own time, it was invariably  classified with the theatres of protest. 
Rabkin points out that while the Group Theatre was indeed a reflection of the radical ferment, it was not like 
other theatre companies of the time such as the Theatre Union a product of this ferment. In fact, the major 
concept on which the Group was 

American in search of a way (New Yark : 1942), Which is “the reaction of young American radicak who had 
just foreseen this about face and spent ensuing months trying to rebuild his philosophy of life and politics 
around a new core—has home—land instead of the ‘magnetic mountain.” founded was based on a entirely 
different premise removed from political affiliations. The Group was started in 1931 by Harold 
Clurman, Cheryl Crawford and Lee Strasberg who had worked for the Theatre Guild. Harold 
Clurman writes: 

Since we were theatre people, the proper 

action for us was to establish a theatre in 

which our philosophy of life might be translated 

into a philosophy of the theatre. Here 

the individual actor would be strengthened 

so that he might better serve the uses of 

the play in which our common belief was to 

be expressed. There were to be no stars in 

our theatre, not for the negative purpose of 

avoiding distinction, but because all distinction 

--and we would strive to attain the highest 

was to be embodied in the production 

as a whole. The writer himself was to be no 

star either, for his play, the focus of our 

attention, was simply the instrument for 

capturing an idea that was always greater 

than that instrument itself… 

The emphasis was to be on the efforts of the Group as a whole, The director would serve to unify these 
efforts and to make clear their basic aims. The director himself was product of the Group, just as the Group 
was formed and guided by the director.  

The Group followed the Stanislavski method of acting which was startlingly new in America. Actors were 
asked to do extemporaneous scenes  which fitted in with the emotional tone of the play but which were not 
actually in its text, and to improvise speech. In another feature, actors were made to remember some of their 
own experiences, similar to the incident in a given scene, to put them in the “mood”. Play scripts were 
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chosen, not so much for literary merit, but because their moral and social implications were relevant to 
contemporary times. The Group would live together for several weeks, working, rehearsing and thrashing out 
every aspect of a role. As a theatre of collective effort, members were able to state their views. In keeping 
with this, actors frequently objected to the selection of a particular play. Marxist members of the Group 
sometimes might point out that a script chosen for production was not as socially conscious as they would 
have liked it to be. By the same token, and because of some of its productions, notably Odets’s  Waiting for 
Lefty and Awake and Sing, the Group was criticized for being too radical by the non-Marxist press. Gerald 
Rabkin points out that in actual fact only five plays that the Group produced could be called Marxist, the first 
four plays of Odets and Piscator’s The Case of Clyde Griffiths. In other plays such as 1931 by the Siftons, or 
Lawson’s Group plays, criticism of capitalism was often made from an implied Marxist point of view. 

In its brief but chequered career, many outstanding plays of the decade were staged under the aegis of the 
Group Theatre. It produced plays by such talented men as Paul Green (House of Connelly, 1931), Robert 
Ardrey (Thunder Rock, 1939) and Maxwell Anderson (1932). None of these men was a leftist, but 
unquestionably they were socially aware. The Group could always be expected to provide distinctively 
different plays to each theatrical season. But the Group was unable to survive beyond the thirties and for the 
latter part of the decade found itself facing numerous problems. Francis Ferguson observes that the 
relationship it established between audience, performers and authors has never been equaled in the American 
theatre, but the inspiration of the Group and its common point of reference vanished as the decade came to a 
close. It had an idealistic interest in the social scene which had given it its role in American life. In the 
cynicism of the late thirties and in the fear of war, the Group felt isolated, irrelevant and undernourished. 
Ferguson believes that the Group owed its brief life, not to a stable and self-conscious community, but to a 
crowd which had come together in response to a passing mood.  

Financial worries constantly dogged the Group. It was not easy to remain faithful to its ideals in the 
competitive world of the theatre. Even the most dedicated theatre group must have an audience to keep it 
in the black. At one time the Group was in such dire straits that had Odets not provided it with the 
script of Golden Boy in 1937, it would have had to face the possibility of disbanding itself. 
Hollywood beckoned to several of its members like Franchot Tone, J. Edward Bromberg and John 
Garfield. Even the Group’s most famous dramatist, Clifford Odets, moved to the movie capital, 
where he wrote film scripts.  Jack Poggi refers to the two ways in which the Group hoped to pull 
itself out of its financial mess. Firstly, it hoped to attract an audience which would remain faithful to 
the Group even when it presented mediocre plays. Secondly, it wanted to obtain substantial 
financial backing to ensure its continuity. Poggi points out how naive it was for the Group to expect 
to achieve its first objective without operating under a subscription system in a permanent theatre. 
As for the second, it is hard enough in any decade, but in the thirties it was an impossibility. 
The Group Theatre was founded on certain ideals which had no link with politics, but the Communist Party 
endeavored to convert it into a revolutionary theatre. This became publicly known in 1952 during the 
MacCarthy must have an audience to keep it in investigations when Elia Kazan testified before the House 
Committee on Un-American Activities that, before he joined the Party in 1934, a cell had already been 
established in the Group with the intention, among other things, of infiltrating Actor’s Equity and seizing 
control in order to change the Group into a “Communist mouthpiece”. Unfortunately for this plan, the three 
Group directors who kept firm control over the company, Harold Clurman, Lee Strasberg and Cheryl 
Crawford, were not Communists, and the Party failed here in its objectives. Nevertheless, to the public the 
Group’s name continued to be associated with the Party. Although there was no formal closure of the Group 
Theatre, it ceased to function in 1941. 

Harold Clurman writes : 

The Group Theatre, then, was not played 

out in 1941. It suffered from neither 

defeatism nor slothfulness. It had not 
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lost its inspiration. The Group could not 

sustain itself as such because it was isolated. 

the Group was a failure because, as 

no individual can exist alone, no group can 

exist alone. For a group to lead a healthy 

life and mature to a full consummation of 

its potentiality, it must be sustained by 

other groups---not only of moneyed men or 

civic support, but by equally conscious groups 

in the press, in the audience, and generally 

in large and comparatively stable segments 

of society. When this fails to happen, regardless 

of its spirit or capacities, it will 

wither just as an organ that is not nourished 

by the blood’s circulation through the body. 

And so ended an experiment in collective art which had never been attempted before in the American theatre 
and which was uniquely a part of the fervour of the nineteen thirties. 

The Federal Theatre, which existed between the years 1935-1939, was no less an unique experiment. It was 
one of the projects of the WPA which was set up to give relief to artists, writers and theatrical personnel. All 
of them had been badly affected by the Crash, and most of them were unemployed. In its attempts to 
introduce relief measures for the benefit of the whole country, the New Deal did not neglect the arts. The 
New Deal believed that self-respecting men would rather work and earn than accept charity. With this in 
mind, the WPA, headed by Harry Hopkins, established several projects, one of which was the Federal 
Theatre. Hopkins appointed Mrs. Hallie Flanagan as Director. A person of – extraordinary ability and 
determination, Mrs. Flanagan did not see the Federal Theatre merely as a relief organization. In an address to 
Regional and State Directors of the Federal Theatre in Washington on October 8, 1935, she said : 

We live in a changing world : man is 

whispering in space, soaring to the 

stars, flinging miles of steel and 

glass into the air. Shall the theatre 

continue to huddle in the confines of 

a painted box set ? …. The stage too 

must experiment---with ideas, with 

psychological relationship of men and 

women, with speech and rhythm forms, 

with dance and movement, with colour 

and light----or it must and should 

become a museum product…The Theatre 
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must become conscious of the changing 

social order, or the changing social 

order will ignore, and rightly, the 

implications of the theatre. 

Unlike the Group Theatre, the Federal Theatre had vast sums at its disposal. Jack Poggi reports that initially 
it started out with an appropriation of $6,000,000 and eventually spent some $46,000,000 during its 
existence. In its four seasons it financed 1,200 productions of 830 major works, 105 of which had not been 
produced before. At the peak of its activity, it had 12,000 on its rolls. The scope of 

Theatre was being investigated by the Dies Committee, she was called upon to explain a remark in this piece 
of writing (“A Theatre Is Born” by Hallie Flanagan, Theatre Arts Monthly XV., Nov.31, 1931, pp. 908-915). 

In new yark city alone, for example, the 

federal Theatre operated five major unit— 

the living newspaper, the Popular Price 

Theatre, the Experimental Theatre, the— 

negro Theatre, and the Try-out Theatre— 

as well ass a host of smaller subsidiary 

units—a one- act play unit, a German unit, 

an Anglo-Jewish theatre, a Classical 

Repertory Unit, a Poetic Dram unit, a 

vaudeville unit, a children’s theatre, a 

puppet theater, Continental Repertory 

unit…..Across the  entire United states, 

The Federal Theatre endeavored to bring art to the masses and did not hesitate to present plays that most 
commercial producers would not have dared to risk. T.S. Eliot’s Murder in the Cathedral was seen by 40,000 
people for which the highest priced ticket sold for 55 cents. The Theatre introduced innovations in stage 
technique as in Doctor Faustus which had no scenery and used effective lighting. Its production of Macbeth 
had an all-black cast and was complete with Ethiopian witches and a Haitian castle. Certainly Shakespeare 
had never dreamed of such a rendering. The show was a source of tremendous pride to the Negro 
community. On the opening night, outside the packed Lafayette Theatre, the Negro Elks marched past with 
an 80 piece band, dressed in scarlet and gold. As “African drums beat, Lady Macbeth walked on the edge of 
a jungle throbbing with sinister life, and Macbeth pierced with a bullet, took his terrific plunge from the 
balustrade.”  Martha Gellhorn tells of a buxom black lady who saw the play five times and said that 
“everybody knew this Mr. Shakespeare had always intended his plays to be acted by Negroes.” Plays were, 

Miss Mathews also reports on Brooks Atkinson’s review in The New York Times of April 15, 1936, p. 25, 
“Macbeth or Harlem Boy Goes Wrong Under Auspices of Federal Theatre Project” where he called the play 
“a voodoo show suggested by the Macbeth legend” (Mathews, pp. 75-76.). 

Acted in Yiddish , Spanish French and German, so that various ethnic groups could benefit from the Federal 
Theatre. Children were not neglected, and in the summer, they could see puppet shows and circuses out of 
doors in city parks. 

One of the greatest contributions of the Federal Theatre was a new form of drama called the Living 
Newspaper. Careful research and documentation went into the Living Newspapers which were sponsored by 
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the Newspaper Guild. They attempted to focus public attention on current problems and situations. To do so, 
it had a complete staff of editors, news writers, journalists and copyreaders. 

The resulting dramatic form, which had 

no plot in the usual sense, was intended 

to dramatize a current problem, tracing 

its historical origin and development 

and taking a positive stand on its solution. 

Great ingenuity was displayed in devising 

new technical methods or devices---employment 

of a loud-speaker for the voice of the 

Living Newspaper or of an old tenement 

house; frequent use of scrim, projection, 

and moving pictures; action on different 

levels of ramps with imaginative use of 

spotlight and black-out; playing of scenes 

in silhouette; clever stage business and 

properties to illustrate abstract points. 

Among the problems the Living Newspaper depicted was the sordid life of slum-dwellers in One-Third of a 
Nation (1938), the dangers of syphilis in Spirochete (1938), and the terrible plight of farmers in America 
during the drought of 1934 in Triple-A-Plowed Under (1936). If the Living Newspaper  was a novel and 
original addition to the stage, it also brought the wrong kind of attention. The first Newspaper Ethiopia 
(1936) never reached the stage since its portrayal of Mussolini might, as the State Department feared, offend 
the Italian dictator. 

But the activities of the Federal Theatre did not please everyone.   It constantly ran into governmental red 
tape as in the case of Ethiopia and later in the case of The Cradle Will Rock, the idea being that as a 
government sponsored organization, the Federal Theatre, like Caesar’s wife, should be above suspicion…. 
One great disadvantage it had was that it could not advertise because of legal restrictions. Not only did this 
restrict its relationship with the general public, but it was unable to refute criticisms and the charges leveled 
at it, many of which were wild and patently untrue The most persistent charge, of course, was that it was 
Communist-oriented at the highest levels, that it was using the tax-payers’ money for subversive purposes. In 
a scathing attack on the Federal Theatre, The Saturday Evening Post pointed out that the Living Newspaper, 
Triple-A-Plowed Under “was enthusiastically applauded by the Communists who packed the audience 
because it happened to embody the idea of a militant workers’-and-farmers’ alliance, and this happens to be 
the official program of the Communist International for the Communist Party, U.S.A. It was done with 
public money. The United States Treasury was the butter-and-egg man who bought the script, paid for the 
scenery, rented the theatre and met the weekly pay roll…!! In fact, only one production, a children’s play 
called The Revolt of the Beavers, was definitely leftist. It depicted the revolt of some beavers against their 
tyrant king and his henchmen when the dictator deprives them of bark. Brooks Atkinson strongly 
disapproved of the play, and his review “Marxism a la Mother Goose (Revolt of the Beavers, or Mother 
Goose  Marx  Under WPA Auspices)” focused public attention on the production. Atkinson wrote that the 
Federal Theatre had conscientiously produced a revolutionary bed-time story in the belief that children’s 
plays should have a moral story. 

The Revolt of the Beavers, in the form of a Mother Goose fantasy, was a primer lesson in the class struggle. 
“Beavers of the World, unite!’ is the unspoken sense of the drama. By uniting and shooting down the chief’s 
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company police with revolvers and machine guns concealed in their lunch boxes, the hungry beavers joyfully 
overthrow their industrial oppressors. The newest adventure of the WPA theatre ought to improve our 
diplomatic relations with Soviet Russia.” Atkinson remarked that those children who were unschooled in the 
technique of revolution now had a chance to improve their minds at Government expense. Mother Goose had 
been studying Marx and Jack and Jill” led to the class revolution.”  A New York University psychologist in 
charge of audience research, interviewing children who had seen the controversial show, found that they had 
only seen it as a fairy tale about good and bad beavers, and had absorbed none of the social or political 
implications.  The controversy would later be revived when official investigations started in 1939. The 
Communists who had attempted, as they had with other theatres in the decades, to infiltrate the Federal 
Theatre but with little success, did not help matters by stoutly protesting and as Morgan Himelstein says : 
“Their agitated interest in the project was as helpful as a vial of poison.” Called to appear before the Dies 
Committee, Mrs. Flanagan was questioned by Representative Starnes. If the exchange had not been so 
serious in its repercussions it might have been farcical: 

Congressman Starnes (quoting from Hallie Flanagan’s book, A Theatre is Born) ‘the workers 
theatres…….intend to remake a social structure without the help of money and this ambition alone invests 
their undertaking with a certain Marlowesque madness.’ You are quoting from this Marlowe. Is he a 
Communist? 

Hallie Flanagan  I am very sorry. I was quoting from Christopher Marlowe. 

Congressman Starnes Tell us who Marlowe is, so we can get the proper reference, because that is all we want 
to do. 

H. F. Put it in the record that he was the greatest dramatist in the period of Shakespeare, immediately 
preceding Shakespeare. 

Starnes Put that in the record, because the charge has been made that this article of yours is entirely 
Communistic, and we want to help you. Of course we had what some people call Communists back in the 
days of the Greek theatre. I believe Mr. Euripides was guilty of teaching class-consciousness also, wasn’t he? 

H.F. I believe that was alleged against all the Greek dramatists.  

The Federal Theatre was killed by an Act of Congress on June 30, 1939. It had been by no means a perfect 
organization. Rabkin points out that a basic deficiency was the conspicuous absence of significant original 
plays by contemporary American writers. It was unable to persuade established writers to contribute to its 
repertoire, and of its original plays none has remained dramatically viable. Rabkin feels that perhaps four 
years were not enough to discover and nurture new talent because the Group Theatre took five years to 
produce Odets. Mourning the passing of the Federal Theatre two years after its demise, John Gassner 
observes that millions of Americans who were geographically out-of-reach of good theatre were deprived of 
the opportunities that they had enjoyed for four years, because as a vital theatre, the Federal Theatre had not 
stood aloof in sumptuous quarters and waited to sell costly tickets but had performed not only in theatres but 
had sent its troupers to hospitals, city parks, streets, village greens and CCC Camps. It had not waited for the 
people to come to it but had searched them out and given them no small measure of aesthetic pleasure which 
would have otherwise never come their way. It allowed its various units to produce plays adapted to suit their 
individuality, and the tastes of differing audience groups, which were a source of great pride, as we saw in 
the case of the Negro Macbeth. It was argued in 1939 that relief organizations such as the Federal Theatre 
were obsolete now that the economic depression had passed. But a national theatre, built along the lines of 
the Federal Theatre, though perhaps scaled down considerably in size, can never outlive its usefulness if it 
can bring the theatre to the people. 

The American theatre in the nineteen thirties captured the mood, the excitement and the very essence of the 
time. Temperamental though it was, it had a tremendous vitality. Between the theatre and its audiences was 
forged a new link which sprang from a mutual awareness and concern for the times. Robert Ardrey who was 
a part of that theatre sums up its spirits : 
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…For all the vitality, the imagination 

and the creative uproar, the American 

theatre until that date had been escapist 

in the traditional sense of ‘entertainment’. 

The audience left its own problems and 

preoccupations checked with hat and cloak 

in the cloakroom, and for a delicious two 

hours could find refreshment in characters 

and situations remote from daily life. The 

new kind of theatre permitted the audience 

no such privilege. Its themes were problems 

that one might wish to escape. Its characters 

were drawn not from some theatrical wonder- 

land but from the human gallery one passed 

through every day. Its attack was direct: it 

galvanized and gave meaning and poetry 

to the very same emotion one had 

previously left safely in the cloakroom. 

And strangely enough, in these years of 

anxiety and dread, the audience found in 

the new theatre a new excitement. 

Would undertake serious experimental drama and do what it could to encourage the development of new 
audiences. Among others, high school students were benefited by “project discovery” which enabled them to 
see live performances by professional actors of such plays as Romeo and Juliet and Saint Joan. A large new 
audience of adults was equally fortunate in being able to see the living theatre. Taubman feels that such 
projects in communities across the country “lay a great promise for a new and incalculable spread of drama 
across the country “ Lay s great promise for a new and incalculable spread of “drama across the America”  
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A.    THE IMPACT OF THE DEPRESSION 

B.     THE SOUTHERN SETTING 

C.      MUSICAL SATIRE 

“The world is out of shape when there are hungry men.” 

(Kurt in Watch on the Rhine) 

In the darkness with a great bundle of grief 

the people march. 

In the night, and overhead a shovel of stars for 

keeps, the people march; 

“Where to ? what next ?” 

(Carl Sandburg, The People, Yes) 

In Chapter II we observed the deep involvement of some writers with their times during the nineteen thirties 
in America. The Depression which dominated the life of the people in the early years of the decade was one 
of the primary inspirations for literature and for drama in particular. Our next concern is to consider certain 
selected plays of the decade which have special relevance to the theatre engage and which form a vehicle for 
social comment. Among the representative plays are those that reflect the impact of the Depression and those 
written about the South that specially relate to its distinctive problems. Also included are two musical satires, 
one of which is a vehicle for comment on the contemporary political situation. New techniques and 
innovations were introduced for greater effect in these plays of protest and propaganda. In almost all of them, 
anger was the motivation. 

One of the first signs of the times, particularly noticeable in drama, was a change in emphases. In the 
postwar decade, artistic values had been of primary importance, although some protest plays did appear, but 
after the Crash, the shift was towards protest, and in the case of the leftist dramatists, towards propaganda. 
One striking feature of the decade’s drama is the belief in the basic goodness of man. Men had suffered 
greatly in these years, had borne anguish upon anguish. The anger that is the motivating force behind the 
writing of protest plays is directed at the system that has created the climate for such pain and chaos, but 
never at the people who are the victims of that system. If one of the characters in a play becomes violent, or 
acts in a dishonourable, perhaps criminal way, it is not because of any flaw in his basic nature, but because 
circumstances have warped him, forced him into such actions. When Maurrant in Elmer Rice’s Street Scene 
turns into a murderer, he is not to be blamed entirely, for several external factors have conspired to make him 
one. Even Babyface Martin, the gangster in Kingsley’s Dead End, and the most wanted man in America, is 
shown to be a product of the system which creates slums where crime breeds. 

Another feature of the protest play of the thirties is that the dramatis personae are drawn mainly from the 
lower and middle strata of American life. The taxi-driver, the janitor, the stage hand, the stevedore, the steel 
worker, the factory hand become the central focus. Added to these one might occasionally come across an 
unemployed lawyer, architect or doctor. It is with the “little people” that the dramatists of the thirties involve 
themselves. The tragedies of the ordinary man, so unimportant to the world at large, so earth-shaking to 
himself and to his family, are the main issues they place before their audiences. For the first time, the “little 
people” are revealed as becoming conscious of the oppressive forces which stifle their initiative, bring them 
only starvation and misery without any promise of a better tomorrow. Also to be noted is the dignity with 
which the dramatists imbue their characters. They are not down-trodden objects of pity but awakened men 
and women, alive to the situation, not ready to take things lying down but demanding justice and social 
reform. They are fired with a new zeal, determined to fight for what is theirs by right. 

The plays selected for discussion in this chapter have varied geographical backgrounds, from the docks of 
New Orleans and a summer camp in the Berkshires to different sections of New York City. Consequently, 
we are presented with many dialects and variations in speech. Arthur Kober’s middle-class Jewish campers 
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speak with a Bronx accent, Kingsley’s slum dwellers use language that is typical of the East River section of 
the great city of New York, while Lonnie, the magnificent stevedore of Peters’ and Sklar’s play, utters words 
that are spoken in the rich tones of the Southern Negro. Such variations in speech add much individuality to 
the plays, giving them an uniquely American quality. 

A.  THE IMPACT OF THE DEPRESSION 
As a starting point we shall examine two plays of Elmer Rice who belongs to the older generation of the 
decade’s playwrights. A one-time lawyer, Rice was something of a crusader who, through the medium of his 
plays, focused the attention of the theatre-going public on some of the burning issues of the day. For 
example, he recognized the growing threat of fascism as early as 1934 when Hitler came into power when 
Rice’s anti-Nazi play, Judgment Day, was produced. He liked to experiment with new techniques and was 
one of the first to use the “flashback” so common today in the cinema. Of Rice’s Street Scene (1929) Allan 
Lewis writes : 

“The people cluttered in the vast loneliness of New York tenements are depicted as the helpless victims of 
social forces. Poverty destroys beauty, compassion gives way to cruelty…Public charity and social work are 
shown in their scheming inadequacy.”  Although not strictly a Depression play, it appeared just before the 
Crash, and was both timely and appropriate with audiences continuing to flock to the Playhouse even after 
the Depression set in. Appearing in January, 1929, it was a portent, foreshadowing the tragedy that was to 
come. A forerunner of other plays which dealt with various aspects of New York, especially the great 
metropolis in the Depression years, it was also “a forerunner of the Living Newspaper and one of the early 
demonstrations of the power of the theatre as historical documentation.” 

The drama unfolds against an ugly brownstone “walkup” in Manhattan on the front stoop of which men and 
women, representing several ethnic groups, sit and gossip, and Mr. Fiorentino is an Italian married to a 
German. One piece of gossip concerns the love affair of Mrs. Maurrant and Steve Sankey, a milk company 
collector. Maurrant, a dissatisfied stagehand, is always bad-tempered, making life difficult for his family. 
Daughter Rose Maurrant is being coaxed by the office manager to become his mistress in exchange for an 
apartment and a stage career. Rose discusses the bleakness of the future, sitting on the stoop with young Sam 
Kaplan. Sam says : “That’s all there is in life--nothing but pain. From before we are born, until we die! If it 
doesn’t come from Nature, it comes from humanity--humanity trampling on itself and tearing at its own 
throat. The whole world is nothing but a blood-stained arena, filled with misery and suffering. It’s too high a 
price to pay for life--life isn’t worth it.” (p.44)  

Rose is sympathetic about her mother’s unhappiness and worried that her father will find out about the 
Sankey complication, butneither women can speak frankly about the topic. Both of them feel caught in the 
web of their circumstances, and the family’s financial condition offers them no chance to escape, even 
temporarily. Maurrant comes home 

The basic argument of the play is that poverty leads men to bestial actions. Maurrant is not to be blamed for 
the murders he commits. A long-standing and deep-rooted dissatisfaction with his lot has changed him into 
an obnoxious person. Although he argues with Kaplan about American politics and the economy, which he 
defends, that 

Finally even after William Brady agreed to do it, the director walked out and I had to take over the directing. 
And even when it was playing to packed houses the movies held back. They said it had ‘no audience 
appeal’” (“Dean of Playwrights”, Interview with Murray Schumach, The New York Times, November 
23,1958, XVIII, pp.1,3.) he belongs to a union which calls strike whenever a grievance has to be attended to, 
Maurrant cannot escape the fact that he is an ordinary stage-hand and possibly will always be one. His status 
has made him a bitter sceptic who has little faith in the dream of a better world. When Kaplan complains : 
“Sure, for de reech is planty prosperity! ! Mister Morgan rides in his yacht and upstairs dey toin a woman 
vit’ two children in de street,” Maurrant retorts: “And if you was to elect a Socialist president tomorra, it 
would be the same thing.” (p.35) 

Maurrant’s brooding nature has made him withdraw from his family and whenever he is at home, his manner 
is unpleasant, often threatening. To his wife who has joined the lighthearted Fiorentino in an impromptu 
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street dance, he states : “What I’m sayin’ is,  you oughta be look in’ after your kids, instead of doin’ so much 
dancin’.” (p.38). To Rose, when she tries to explain that girls today know how to look after themselves, he 
exclaims : “Aw, can all that talk! You been listenin’ to them Bolsheviks, that’s the trouble. But I’m gonna 
keep you straight, by God, or I’ll know the reason why.” None of this talk, it is obvious, endears Maurrant to 
his family. Nor do his neighbours like his brusque, discourteous behaviour. An unhappy man, he quickly 
senses that in their seemingly innocent remarks to him, they are trying to say something about his wife. 
When he comes home to find her with Sankey, Maurrant goes berserk, first killing the man, then shooting the 
woman. As he tells Rose when the police take him away : “I’d been drinkin’, Rose—see what I mean? ---an’ 
all the talk that was goin’ around I just went clean off me nut, that’s all.” To Rose he voices his conviction 
that he has not been a very good father : “It ain’t that ain’t meant to be. It’s just the way things happened to 
turn out, that’s all.” (p.65)Had his circumstances been different, had he been less bitter, the tragedy might 
never have taken place. Although it is the Maurrant family whose story ends in violence, Rice makes it clear 
that they are only one family among many who live in this building, an infinitesimal part of the life of this 
great city. 

Rice’s characters are ordinary people with undistinguished occupations---one man is a janitor, another a 
violin teacher and a third is a cabbie. All of them are caught up in the swirl of a great, impersonal city where 
human life is a negligible factor and no one outside their small circle is concerned with their joys and 
sorrows. In spite of their poverty, they are simple men and women without radical ideas. Only the Russian 
Jew, Kaplan, makes such remarks as : “Ve must put de tuls of industry in de hands of de vorking-klesses and 
dis ken be accomplished only by a sushal revolution” (p.35), but the others are uneasy in his presence. 
Poverty warps all their lives. Mrs. Hildebrande, a widow on relief, is evicted by the agency lady because she 
takes her children to a movie using 75 cents of charity money. Rose is open to improper offers from 
unscrupulous men who prey on impoverished girls, and young lovers can see no future ahead of them. 

Joseph Wood Krutch observes : 

Street Scene is a “proletarian” play in 

the simple sense that itis a play whose 

dramatis personae are all members of the 

proletariat. It is also a “proletarian” 

play in the sense that the form taken by 

the conflict and by the catastrophe is 

determined in part by the physical 

environment amidst which the characters 

live and the economic conditions against 

which they struggle…the personages 

are interesting chiefly, not because they 

are oppressed, but because, despite 

oppression, they have remained human 

beings.  

No attempt is made by Elmer Rice, however, to preach a “proletarian” message in the same sense as Waiting 
for Lefty does even though, as Mr. Krutch says, the characters who people the play are all from the 
proletarian class. Rice might be a social reformer but Street Scene does not end with a call to the masses to 
rise up and break their chains. His personae do not wallow in squalor or misery. 

They have their simple joys---an ice-cream cone on a hot day, companionship on the front stoop--these make 
life more bearable. Basic human instincts survive, and helpful neighbourliness is a daily phenomenon. For 
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example, when an apartment dweller, Mrs. Buchanan, is having her baby, Rose summons the doctor, Mrs. 
Maurrant stays up with the woman all night, and plans to take her nourishing soups after the baby is born. 

The array of ethnic groups makes this play especially typical of New York but the story in its basic essentials 
could take place in any big city. So, in a sense, Street Scene is the story of a city, its many rhythms, its ebb 
and flow. To achieve the right effect, Rice used the realistic technique, sparing no pains in capturing the 
nuances of a vast metropolis. 

Rice heard later from several people that they had become so steeped in the play’s atmosphere of heat, that 
they had it was a distinct shock to them to step out of the theatre into the cold of a January night. This 
atmosphere was achieved in a most realistic manner with the apartment dwellers sitting on the stoop, fanning 
themselves, eating ice-cream and mopping their faces with hand -kerchiefs. An occasional remark by one of 
the characters further added to the effect. Lippo, tasting his ice-cream and pulling at his clothing, observes : 
“I’ma wat, wat—like I just come out a da bad-tub. Ees hota like hal in da Park. Two, tree, t’ousan’ people, 
everybody sweatin’--ees a smal like menagerie.” (p.33) 

Not everyone cared for this realism. Amidst the appreciative reviews was one by St. John Ervine from 
England, doing a guest stint as critic for the World, who wrote; 

I thought to myself as I watched Mr. Elmer 

Rice’s three-act play at the Playhouse 

that we were being offered an exhibition 

of pointless realism. There on the stage 

was a garbage can, an actual and veritable 

garbage can and I felt that if Mr. Rice 

had his way the entire contents of 

the can would have been shown to us too.  

Burns Mantle wrote in the Daily News : 

Street Scene is as photographic as a play 

can be. It is human as it is sordid. 

The detail is vivid, the acting vibrant. 

It is a good show but I don’t believe 

they can sell it.  

The play won the Pulitzer Prize for 1929 and ran for 601 performances. It caught the imagination of 
playgoers and seemed to speak to them, although it claimed to have no specific message. 

Elmer Rice was one of those men who feel strongly about many issues but who belong to no particular 
school of thought and follow no single ideology. Such men are primarily involved in the state of their fellow 
men and the injustices the world inflicts on them. In fact, Rice was something of a paradox—a liberal who 
often advocated radical reforms, inevitably being misunderstood by both liberals and radicals. Never a mild 
man, he stood firmly by his convictions, without undue concern for repercussions. 

We have noted that Street Scene appeared just before the Great Crash. The Depression outraged Rice and his 
fellow dramatists. Rice’s hard-hitting play, We the People (1933), pointed to the Depression as the villain in 
the lives of Americans. The play centres around the Davis family. Unmistakable signs of the times appear 
before them, disturbing the even tenor of their lives, At the Applegate works where Davis is foreman, men 
are being laid off, and the bank where he has his life savings shuts down. Daughter Helen, like hundreds of 
other teachers, has not been paid for many months. Davis agrees to lead a peaceful parade with the other men 
to the factory to “kind of call attention to show how bad things are.” (p.294)  At the workmen’s parade, an 
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excited Applegate official gives the guards the order to shoot, and several men, including Davis, are 
wounded, while others are killed. This incident is referred to as the Dearborn Massacre. 

The Davises also have a young son, Allen, who is on the editorial board of the magazine published by his 
college. The board meets to decide whether the periodical should discuss public issues or keep college 
affairs. Faculty advisors Sloane and Hirschbein advocate bold participation in controversial matters. Sloane 
is descended from a Mayflower Pilgrim and Hirschbein is a Jew. College President Purdy, pressurized by the 
businessmen who control the college, calls only for the Jewish professor’s resignation. Purdy is approached 
by politicians who want him to run for the presidency of the United States because as a broadminded man of 
vision and integrity he would make an excellent President. Allen Davis is caught stealing coal from the 
railroad to keep his family warm. He is sent to reform school. When he gets ten days off from the 
reformatory, Allen seeks out a college mate, Mary Klobutsko, now an active participant in political affairs. 
Allen stays with her, vowing he will never go back to reform school. As security measure for his own 
protection he buys a revolver. He attends a pacifist rally with Mary where he makes inflammatory remarks. 
A passing policeman objects to his comments. Other policemen appear and the crowd turns violent. In the 
ensuing melee, shots are fired, and a policemen is killed. Allen is framed for the murder. Sentencing him to 
be hanged, the judge says : “It was to have been expected of you that you would make something fine and 
worthwhile of your life, that you would embrace the manifold opportunities which America offers to young 
men of brains and ability… You are victims, not of society, but of your own vicious acts.” (pp. 306-307) At 
a mass meeting, several people speak for Allen, including Mary, who is expecting his child. In an 
impassioned plea, Helen asks that Allen be given a chance to live. 

In its attempt to demand justice and to show the impact of the Depression on the Davis family, We the 
People is much less appealing than Street Scene. One of its outstanding weaknesses is a certain shrillness 
which occurs at some moments, particularly when Mary Klobutsko speaks. For instance, at the mass meeting 
held to protest Allen’s arrest, she makes a long speech about her father, an immigrant who came to America 
to find freedom and food for his family in this land of plenty. She continues : “What did he find ? He found 
starvation and death. Days he worked in a sweat-shop and nights he lived in a slum, until he coughed away 
his lungs and died. It is so with millions. They ask for bread and for peace and they are given only starvation 
and war. And they must not protest. If they protest, they are shot down and sent to prison. So that a few 
people can have a thousand times what they need, millions must live in darkness and hunger and we must be 
silent…” (p.309) 

Another weakness that is even more apparent is the combination of too many issues. Rice champions the 
cause of factory workers, of young lovers, of students, who seek economic freedom, and of unpaid teachers. 
He adds biased judges, police atrocities, intolerance and anti-Semitism. It is as if too many ingredients are 
put into one pot and the result is an unappetizing stew. The play moves briskly enough and is enlivened by 
the parade to the factory and the pacifist rally, but the characters do not come across warmly as living people. 
To the uninformed, Rice’s play is more like the effort of a Marxist playwright than a liberal one. Frank 
Durham points to one instance when Mary Klobutsko vows passionately that she will teach her child with 
her milk to protest : “And we shall go on, thousands, millions of the poor and the oppressed everywhere, 
until we strike off our chains, until we free ourselves of our oppressors, until we win for ourselves the right 
to live (Sobbing hysterically).” (p. 309) Durham comments that the reference to mother’s milk and striking 
off chains deludes the unwary since the Communist women are great lactators and always fretting at their 
bondage. 

Morgan Himelstein reports that the Communists thought Rice was “potentially dangerous” because they felt 
he was stealing some of the Party’s social issues with which they hoped to parlay into political power. 
Himelstein writes : 

The Marxists were angry because Rice was 

so near to their official position in 

denouncing the Depression, and yet so 
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far from its liberal position. The 

dramatist,  said the Daily Worker’s 

critic, A.J., was a “sensitive if 

muddled man trying to find his way 

out of the darkness of capitalism 

without the use of the compass of 

Marxism,” and another reviewer, 

Sender Garlin, asserted that the 

playwright’s “fatal flaw” was his 

Insistence on being a mere liberal. 

The play also startled the liberals who had not expected such a stand from Elmer Rice and certainly not in 
such vociferous terms. 

Burns Mantle reports on some of the lively debates aroused by We the People : 

In some of them (debates) the writers 

who review plays for a living took 

active part. A majority of these 

found Mr. Rice too completely wedded 

to his convictions and prejudices. 

Mr. Rice, they insisted, was suffering 

from gas pains and anger and had no 

moral right to pass on his distress 

to audiences primarily gathered in 

the hope of getting a bit of fun out 

of the theatre. 

On the other hand, the opposition insisted that social problems of this time were such that they needed to be 
discussed freely. Rice was indignant over the critical commentary. In a letter to the New York Times, he 
justified We the People : 

‘We the People' is the successful 
culmination of twenty years’ hard work. 

It says exactly what I wanted to say 
and it is produced exactly as I wanted 
it produced….f Broadway had liked 

‘We the People’, I should have known 
that I failed in what I attempted to 

do… 
The dramatist was unable to see the flaws in the play that were evident to almost everyone else. As Halford 
Luccock points out, it was not possible for Rice to preserve unity in the play because he tried to represent the 
many ramifications of the economic collapse, from the dismissal of liberal professors, from colleges 
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controlled by business men to the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Senate, climaxing in the shooting of the 
father in the “Dearborn Massacre” and the framing of the son on false charges. 

As in most of his plays, Rice tries out a different technique here. He divides We the People into twenty 
scenes, and within this framework the action rises and falls. In the last scene when the mass meetings takes 
place, there is no clear-cut finale. The action trails off as Prof. Sloane, the last speaker, calls for action, 
although its is not a call for revolution : 

When you snuff out the life of an Allen 

Davis, when you murder him judicially, 

in an excess of frenzy and fear, you do 

more than take a human life. You proclaim 

to the world that America has 

forsaken justice for lynch-law, democracy 

for class-rule, and liberty for tyranny…… 

To promote the general welfare and secure 

the blessings of liberty’---you’ll find it 

there, set forth in the preamble to the 

Constitution…We are the people…..It is 

our house : this America. Let us cleanse 

it and put it in order and make it a 

decent place for decent people to live 

in ! (p. 310) 

Thus having stated in no uncertain terms what is wrong with America, Rice ends his play with impassioned 
oratory. On the final speech, Durham comments : “These are, of course, heady words, perhaps dangerously 
radical. But even if Elmer Rice was no Communist, he was a ‘preachy’ playwright, and preaching in the 
temple of entertainment is sacrilege—what’s more it’s dull….” 

During its brief run on Broadway, spectators probably found We the People too intense, too gloomy and 
pessimistic, unable to provide the escape they sought in the theatre. Although they were hit by the 
Depression like the Davis family, they did not feel moved by the play’s dramatis personae as the dramatist 
intended they should. Rice’s deep concern and sincerity are unmistakable, but We the People does not attain 
the excellence of Street Scene. 

The play ran only for 49 performances. 

When Sidney Kingsley’s Dead End appeared in 1935 the tangible evidence of the Depression was still to be 
seen everywhere. In keeping with his theme Kingsley uses on the title page a quote from Thomas Paine 
which sets the tone of the play : “The contrast of affluence and wretchedness is like dead and living bodies 
chained together.” The scene is the dead end of a New York street which adjoins a wharf over the East River. 
Squalid tenements lie close to the luxurious East River Terrace Apartments. On the river lies an inch thick 
layer of scum. “A thousand sewers vomit their guts into it.” Slum boys swim here, using profane language 
that would make a truck driver blush. 

Babyface Martin, the most wanted man in America, returns to the neighbourhood of his early years in order 
to see his old mother and his girl, Francy, though there is a $4,200 reward on his head. His jerky movements 
betray his tension and his face is taut with the aftereffects of plastic surgery. Gimpty, who is so called 
because he has limped after an attack of rickets in childhood, promises not to give Martin away. Gimpty’s 
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tragedy is that as a trained architect he has no job. His girl friend, Kay, unable to bear poverty, has become 
the mistress of a wealthy yacht owner. A slum boy, Tommy, and his gang attack little Philip Griswald of the 
Terrace Apartments and take his watch. The boy’s father grapples with Tommy who pulls out a knife and 
stabs him in the wrist, then runs away. Martin’s aplomb is shaken when his mother arrives, slaps him and 
curses the day he was born. When Francy comes, he finds she has become a prostitute and has contracted 
venereal disease. He gives her money and sends her away. Before he can slip away, G-men corner him and 
shoot him down. Gimpty gave him away in the hope that the reward money would help him to prevent Kay 
from going away with her lover. Tommy is similarly betrayed by another boy. Mr. Griswald refuses to heed 
the plea of Tommy’s sister and Gimpty who point out that by sending the boy to reform school he is creating 
another Baby-face Martin. Since Kay has gone with her yachtsman, Gimpty pledges to use the reward money 
for the best lawyer he can get for Tommy. 

Kingsley’s message is more explicit than that of Rice in Street Scene. Both plays use New York as their 
background but while the earlier play, presented in starkly realistic terms, leaves it to the reader or spectator 
to find its deeper meaning, Dead End uses shock tactics, profanity and a gun battle to hammer home its main 
point. Kingsley’s is an impassioned plea, forcing attention on the urgency of the slum problem, made all the 
more acute by the Depression. Urging slum clearance and a better deal for the slum dweller, Kingsley does 
not seem to be stating so much that the rich have too much, but that the poor have too little. Here is an 
example of a dramatist who is not a Communist, who in direct contrast to the leftist playwrights, refuses to 
depict the wealthy as the villains or the poor as saintly figures. Griswald is no monster. He believes 
genuinely, if misguidedly, that he is helping both Tommy and the community by sending Tommy to reform 
school. 

The main purpose of the play is to display the cruel contrast between rich and poor. Emphasizing it, the tall 
Empire State building and Radio City lift their heads within sight of the filthy river and the garbage-strewn 
streets of the dead end. Coming across with stunning impact is the fate of the young tenement boys almost 
certainly doomed to a life of crime. Sam Smiley suggests that there is a contrast between Gimpty and 
Babyface Martin which is evident in Gimpty’s being “a good man from the slums” while Martin is “an evil 
man from the slums”. Where the younger man wants to spend his life helping slum children, the gangster 
only wants to help himself. 

For the girls, at least in Dead End, there is little alternative but to try and escape poverty through prostitution. 
Neither Francy nor Kay has the moral strength of Rose Maurrant. Kingsley’s thesis is that these people are 
basically good but that their situation forces them into evil ways, for somehow they must keep body and soul 
together. Whatever they are is a direct result of their environment. While the play focuses attention on slum 
clearance, there are several associated problems it refers to such as unemployment, but unlike We the People, 
the issues do not clutter up the primary one. If the play did not initiate sweeping reforms or wipe out the 
whole problem of slums, it did have some impact and at least drew the attention of a shocked public to the 
danger of crime being bred in the slums.  

The adolescent boys steal the show, even when swimming in the filthy river and roasting stolen potatoes. 
Wise beyond their years, their high animal spirits are unaffected by their lack of luxuries, making it all the 
more frightening to think that they are criminals in the making because society has not given them a fair 
deal. In fact, society’s efforts to help them only ensure that they will become well-versed in gangsterism, 
extortion and violence, for as the dramatist indicates, the atmosphere in the reformatories only makes the 
delinquents into bad characters who are beyond redemption. There is a poignant moment at the end of the 
play when T.B. teaches his small friends a song he learned in reform school : “If I had de wings of a 
angel/Ovuh dese prison walls I wud fly/ Straight tuh de yahms a my muddah….” (p. 531). Since their whole 
existence is a prison and since they will never have the wings of an angel, there is no escape for them. If the 
boys provide a lively tone to the play, Babyface Martin strikes an artificial note. Too much the stereotype of 
a gangster, with his snarling mannerisms, his lack of expression and his menacing actions, he is used by 
Kingsley to show that slum boys can become criminals. 
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Kingsley’s dialogue adds greatly to the play’s impact. One illustration of the kind of language spoken by 
these children of the gutter occurs when a little Jewish boy, Milty, meets other slum boys. Babyface Martin 
rewards Milty with a half-dollar for running an errand for him : 

Milty.  Gee ! 

Spit.    Whatcha git ? 

Milty.  Oh, momma ! Haffa buck ! 

Spit. (Shouting quickly). Akey ! Akey ! Haffies ! 

Milty (also shouting quickly, topping Spit and holding up crossed fingers). 

Fens ! No akey ! No akey ! 

Spit (throws down cards and rises threateningly). I said akey. Come on, haffies. 

Milty.   Yuh didn’ have yuh finguhs crossed. 

Spit.  Don’ han’ me dat balonee ! Gimme two bits. 

Milty.  Yuh didn’ cross yuh finguhs. 

Spit.   (thrusting his face into Milty’s). Gimme two bits’ rI kick yuh inns slats. 

Milty.  Yeah ? 

Spit.  Yeah. 

Milty.  Ah, yuh mudduh’s chooch ! 

Spit.  Ah, yuh fadduh’s doop ! 

Milty.  Hey, Tommy, do I gotta givim ? 

Tommy. Naw, he didn’t have ‘is finguhs crossed. 

(p. 485) 

The production of Dead End was one of the finest examples of naturalism in the American theatre. Brooks 
Atkinson relates how extraordinary was Norman Bel Geddes’ stage setting : 

…The pier-head of the street dropped 

straight into the orchestra pit. Some 

of the most scabrous urchins ever 

assembled on a stage dove off the end 

of the pier and tore shrieking up and 

down the street to the accompanying 

river noises. Against this shocking 

background Mr. Kingsley’s street scene 

with the melodramatic devices was 

translated into a raucous tone poem 

of the modern city.  

Several other innovations gave a new dimension to stage technique. Speaking of Kingsley’s “meticulous 
surface realism”, Alan Downer says “he reproduced upon the stage a slum area complete with a dock from 
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which a large cast of juvenile delinquents dived into the orchestra pit, to appear moments later, glistening 
wet.”  Such careful attention to detail made Dead End  most effective.  

Quite similar to the condition of Gimpty is that a young Jewish law graduate, Chick Kessler, who out of 
desperation becomes a waiter at a summer camp in the Berkshires. 

Even this job is strictly temporary. Faced with constant humiliation, the hero of Having Wonderful Time 
(1937) scrubs windows and accepts meager tips doled out by the Jewish middle-class guests at Camp Kare-
free. When he falls in love with a visiting girl camper, Teddy Stern, he proposes that they live together since 
marriage in the present economic set-up is impossible and he will not live on her earnings. Teddy is outraged 
and feigning a bright gaiety flirts with the camp Lothario, wealthy Pinky Aaronson. Bitter, jealous and 
humiliated, Chick resigns his job and is about to leave when the girl, cornering him, forces him to listen to 
her, as a fascinated audience of breakfasting guests shamelessly eavesdrops : “I was going to ask you to 
marry me, money or no money, ‘cause I had a job, and I’d be willing to go on working just to support 
you…for you I’d work my fingers to the bone. So that’s how much money means to me, Chick Kessler! And 
now, please do me a favor and go to hell!” (p.744)  Chick can do no less than to surrender to the weeping 
girl. 

Without resorting to gloom and morbidity, Arthur Kober’s light-hearted comedy nevertheless makes obvious 
the effects of the Depression on the lives of its characters.  

Without using the serious, sometimes grim, tones of Kingsley, Kober effectively brings home a realization of 
the economic condition of his personae, although the plot is barely discernible and the story is almost trite. 
Chick, like other young men who have spent years in acquiring a degree, feels hemmed in and frustrated. 
The idea that a woman should support him and take the place of breadwinner that is traditionally a man’s is 
anathema to him. It is difficult for him to accept Teddy’s argument: “I figger this way. If there was a war the 
men would go to the front and the women would stay behind and take care of their homes and children while 
the husbands were out there fighting. Well, it’s almost like a war now, isn’t it ? With so many people 
fighting for jobs ?” (p.745) 

One of Kober’s major achievements in the play is his presentation of a social group, its way of life, its 
speech and mannerisms. The lower middle class Jews who people the play seek that elusive thing called 
“culture”. If there is anything pathetic about this, they are blissfully unaware of it. At a Japanese Fiesta 
Night, they wear a weird assortment of Chinese queues, pajamas and kimonos, but every one has a satisfying 
time, and the Fiesta will make a wonderful topic for conversation back at the Bronx which is their home. 
Kober’s first-hand knowledge of Jewish dialects provides authenticity. People greet each other with a cordial 

“Hoddeya do? How eye you?” Wish fellow guests a “hearty appetite” and say “denk you” for favours 
received. One middle-aged Jewish couple, Mr. and Mrs. G., frequently provide comic relief. Their distinctive 
quality is that they love to supply details about Mrs. G.’s various ailments to unwary newcomers who come 
to Camp Karefree, and in doing so, constantly interrupt each other : 

Mr. G.  (seeing in Teddy a new customer for his story). 

Mrs. G. gets special the temeteh juice. 

Mrs. G. (proudly as she rises). I’m suffering from diabetis. 

Mr. G. From a long time awready. 

Mrs. G. Comes September will be two years. 

Mr. G. We din even know about it. Alluva sudden I see she’s losing ten, 

maybe fiftin pounds. 

Mrs. G. And a heavy water drinken. Ten glasses is by me a notting. 

Mr. G. Alluva sudden ! So I say to myself, “Mr. G., must be something the metteh with Mrs. G.--” 

Mrs. G. Was like a blood condition. And the docteh says— 
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Mr. G. (with exasperation). Let a persin tukk ! (Continuing to others) So we go to a specialist and he gives 
Mrs. G. a blood test, and this kine test, and that kine test--- (p. 696) 

One of the girls at the camp is Henrietta whom Kober describes as 

“a sectarian radical who has recently discovered The Cause. She is full of 

political rubberstamps and, platitudes, and like a new convert, makes up for all 

her ignorance by taking a dogmatic stand on all matters.”  (p.684) 

Syrkin, The American Jew : A Composite Portrait, ed. Oscar Janowsky (New York:  Harper and Bros., 
1942), p. 110). 

another girl, Fay, tells Teddy, Henrietta is “a floor lady in Newark. She’s a 

radical. Everything is with her a speech.” Henrietta takes it upon herself to 

enlighten Teddy about the men in the camp. “Parm me for interrupting, but 

when it comes to the male sex this camp is very inferior, ” she says, ”They’re 

very common, I regret to say. Their conversation is mostly physical, not 

intellectual…The ad in the nation says, ‘A summer camp for adults’ but it 

should  be for adultery judging how forward they are. And such audacity you’ve 

never seen.” When Fay feebly tries to defend the camp, saying : “Far be it fomm 

me to conterdict you, but I-- ”, Henerietta settles the issue with a terse speech : 

“Parm me for interrupting, but I‘ve been coming here for four years steadily. 

(With complete finality) I know whereof I speak.” (pp. 685-686)  On the 

Japanese Fiesta Night mentioned earlier, one of the young waiters, Eli, meets a 

new girl and tries to impress her with his Fiesta attire. He tells the others : “I 

made a big hit with my Japanese costume. She wants me to handle her 

laundry.” Fay speaks for all of them when she reviews the cultural evening : “It 

certainey was some fiesta. We all looked like regella Chinks huh? I coulda 

closed my eyes and imagined I was right back in Japan.” (pp. 716-717) 

The satire in the play which Kober directs at the search for gentility 

is mild, his laughter kindly and untinged with malice. Brooks Atkinson remarks 

on this : 

Mr. Kober is a humorous and sympathetic 

writer with considerable affection for 

the little people who are trying to find 

a place for themselves in a cold world… 

According to standards of assured society, 

Mr. Kober’s portrait is comic. But it is 

never insensible, for Mr. Kober respects 

the dreams and hopes of desperate vacationers 
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who are driven by an inarticulate 

desire to improve themselves.  

Yet he does not repeat time-worn Yiddish jokes so popular in vaudeville shows and his characters maintain 
their dignity. None of them is particularly outstanding but as a group they make a pleasing whole. Joseph 
Wood Krutch bestows a final accolade when he says : “Mr. Kober’s gentle shrewdness is of a sort which has 
hardly existed elsewhere in recent American drama….”  

Dead End and We the People were manifestations of the outrage that Kingsley and Rice felt against the 
causes that had shattered millions of lives. Also moved to write was poet-dramatist Archibald MacLeish. His 
poetic play Panic makes a strong case against capitalism. The central character, McGafferty, symbolizes 
those capitalists who are responsible for the anguish of the people. The scene alternates between a crowded 
square outside McGafferty’s office building, where lights spell out the news of foreclosures and 
McGafferty’s office where bankers confer urgently with him. McGafferty is the only one who is calm and 
collected. He seems to be invincible until two things shake his self-possession. As the crowd outside mills 
around in panic a group of young radicals, bareheaded, wearing leather jackets, enter McGafferty’s office to 
confront the banker-industrialist. With them is a blind man with a white ecstatic face. When McGafferty 
orders the apologetic guards to let them in, there is consternation among the other bankers. The young men 
are the unemployed. They call the bankers bloodsuckers. McGafferty turns to the older men and asks them if 
they fear the intruders. The blind man speaks : 

He’s right. He’s right always. 

You need not fear us : 

And there are millions more you need not fear— 

Feeble as we are, sick as we are : hungry : 

Torpid with hunger : tiring to be dead— 

The torpor of death : the horrible dying of apathy…. 

(pp.28-29)  

The words do not affect McGafferty so much as the blind man’s next action does. He comes close to the 
banker, puts out his hands and feels his face. Then he tells him : “The will is made in your own mind to die.” 
Recalling the moment with horror, McGafferty says later : 

Ever have a blind man lay his fingers 

smooth as a cicatrice across your face 

and feel a film of blood between? 

(p.66) 

The second incident which affects McGafferty, this time fatally, is the news that his friend Shelton has shot 
himself. At first, he can hardly believe the news. He exclaims : 

No ! Not true ! It can’t be : 

Let the rest 

rot with this creeping fear— 

not that man ! Shelton !—The 

Bull’s face and the hands like 

Fists—it can’t ! He’d 

Crack the ceiling laughing at you… 
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Men like that don’t kill themselves ! 

(p.85) 

In the meantime the bankers have been unable to assist McGafferty in stemming the panic. The blind man’s 
prediction and Shelton’s death haunt him. The people’s panic reaches and envelops him. His beautiful 
mistress, Ione, tries to reason with him without success, and finally walks out. Left alone, McGafferty takes 
what seems to him the only way possible. Of his self-inflicted end, voices in the square are heard saying : 

…..the trumpet of 

Time in our ears and the brazen and 

Breaking shout of our days! 

In the last moment, many voices take up the cry : 

Man’s fate is a drum! 

(p.102) 

MacLeish’s verse drama centres around the figure of McGafferty during the banking panic of 1933. The 
epitome of the successful American businessman, he is full of self-confidence, knowing that he holds a 
position of great security when the other bankers are confused and resent his unshakeable stability. A man in 
his fifties, McGafferty has certainly weathered many crises in his time, and he is ready to face this crisis with 
his usual daring. But McGafferty has not reckoned with the panic that creeps slowly but surely to the people, 
then to his colleagues, and inevitably to himself. He feels the first touch of icy death when the blind man’s 
hand moves over his face. Even the memory of that experience makes his shudder. The last straw is the 
suicide of his bull-like friend, Shelton, who used to laugh at others when they were afraid. McGafferty is 
symbolic of the capitalists who are responsible for the rot in the economy. They were unable to foresee that 
the economic structure might collapse, bringing them crashing down with it. Men without the vision to 
ensure future prosperity, they thought only of today. 

As a medium for his play, MacLeish uses poetry. In “A Note on the Verse” which accompanies the printed 
play, the dramatist discusses the choice of this medium and also refers to the admirable blank verse of 
Shakespeare, Marlowe and Webster. He writes : 

So successful was blank verse in its 

time, so great is the prestige of the 

names associated with its use, that it 

had dominated the English speaking 

stage for three hundred years and all 

but killed the use of poetry in the 

theatre. For the plain fact of the 

matter is that Marlowe’s mighty line, 

however appropriate to Elizabethan 

English, is not appropriate at all 

to twentieth century American. But as 

a vehicle for contemporary expression 

it is pure anachronism. To make a 

stage American talk it is precisely 
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comparable to clothing a stage 

American in Walter Raleigh breeches 

And a billowy cloak.   

MacLeish points out that while this fact is obvious, the reason that the rhythm of blank verse and the rhythm 
of the spoken language in America “are precisely opposed.” The dramatist goes on to point out that “the 
America language is a language of accents. Its most marked characteristic is its accentual strength—a 
strength which the more even, toneless, British tongue rarely achieves. And its whole beauty and color, its 
great vigor and vitality result from the sharpness and distinction of its stresses.”  

Therefore MacLeish rejects blank verse for his purpose. 

Another change which he introduces is the substitution of what he calls “the many voices of the American 
street” in lieu of the more traditional Greek Chorus. When the play begins, people on the street read the news 
bulletin. A young man in the crowd speaks : 

The thing comes pursuing us 

Creeping as death creeps in an 

Old man : as sleep comes : 

Leaving on one hill--- 

On the stand---the stalks silver--- 

Corn rotted in ear : 

Leaving on land nearest us 

Wagons abandoned : milk cows 

Slaughtered for no sickness : 

Rigs rusting at pit-heads : 

Pumps frozen : switches 

Green with the rain… 

(p. 5-6) 

In his Note, MacLeish mentions the vigour and vitality of American speech. Some of this vitality is reflected 
in McGafferty’s words to Ione when he tells her of his unforgettable experience with the blind man. Most of 
his courage has already ebbed away. He exclaims : 

Done for. 

Dead and done for. My time’s 

Done. I’m finished. 

Destiny’s got me. History’s through with 

Me. Fate’s 

Fed up with the likes of my lot. 

Myself—there’s 

Blood on my head already ! 

(p.65) 

In another evocative speech, the doomed banker vividly imagines the hell of Shelton’s last moments : 
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I hear them too ! He heard 

Them ! Room to room 

To that last shameful white-tiled room!---- 

By whom? He never saw them but he knew, 

The camphor taste of fear--- 

The silence following : 

Sucking the gun’s end : cold help : 

Sleepy nipple : 

Metal to nurse him quiet with--- 

(p.88) 

Even to an audience unaccustomed to verse drama, McGafferty’s panic, reaching him as it reached the other 
capitalists in its insidious way, coming in a wave from the panic-stricken people on the street, must have 
been felt as a tangible thing, almost as if one could actually reach out and touch it. 

Morgan Himelstein reports that the Marxists were more than pleased with MacLeish’s “leftward turn”. 
Himelstein writes : 

MacLeish had not become a Communist, 

but he seemed sufficiently sympathetic 

to be cultivated. In a symposium that 

followed one of the performances of 

Panic, V. J. Jerome, the Party’s 

literary czar, carefully explained the 

political errors of the drama. He 

informed MacLeish of Lenin’s discovery 

that capitalists had to be killed 

because they did not commit suicide. 

Complaining also that the banker was 

falsely depicted as a noble character, 

Jerome said that the proletariat should 

have been the protagonist; furthermore, 

ignoring the literary tradition of 

blind seers, this critic was distressed 

with the blindness of the radical 

prophet could not see the future, 

especially when it was so clearly on 

view in the Soviet Union. Panic was 

not revived. MacLeish apparently had 

turned as far leftward as he was 
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going to turn.  

The Living Newspaper of the Federal Theatre, discussed in the previous chapter, was a unique part of the 
theatre engage. Its purpose was to focus public attention on several current problems. The most excellent of 
the five important Living Newspapers was One-Third of a Nation, written by Arthur Arent. Its title was 
inspired by FDR’s second inaugural address in which he said : “I see one-third of a nation ill-housed, ill-
clad, ill-nourished.” The play blamed public indifference for the shameful condition of slum dwellers and 
offered historical documentation to show that for years speculators had cheated and robbed the poor of their 
chance for better living conditions. The stage setting designed for this Living Newspaper was a shabby 
tenement building which effectively revealed the sub-human conditions in which the tenants had to dwell. In 
a shockingly realistic ending, fire broke out in the tenement, and in the resulting pandemonium, people 
struggled to get to safety. As flames and smoke enveloped the structure and fire engines wailed, the 
Loudspeaker reminded the audience : “Ladies and gentlemen, this might be Boston, New York, St Louis, 
Chicago, Philadelphia—but let’s just call it ‘one third of a nation!’ ”( p.121).  

Among the many innovations used was the projection of stills that depict periods of history and motion 
pictures, but most noteworthy was what the writer, Arthur Arent, described in an article as “the technique of 
dramatizing an abstraction which is the essence of the Living Newspaper—the business of unrolling ten feet 
of grass carpet on a stage and saying ‘This is five acres of land’—and what’s more making your audience 
believe it.”  

It may be noted One-Third of a Nation was produced by the government-sponsored Federal Theatre, which 
had been established because of the Depression.   One Third of a Nation The play boldly exposed the 
condition of slum-dwellers, supporting rent strikes and demanding the provision of cheap but decent 
housing. As a protest play it was rousing and startling. Of all Living Newspapers it  achieved the longest run 
of 237 performances. 

B. THE SOUTHERN SETTING 
In the socially-conscious decade of the nineteen thirties, it was inevitable that the South would offer ample 
scope for dramatists The problem of racial discrimination was an ever-present theme for them, for as one 
writer put it, the Negro problem is also a white problem, and is “at once the ugliest scar on the American 
conscience and its gadfly.” Terrible as the  condition was of the whites during the Depression, the plight of 
Negroes was much worse. What Erwin Hoffman writes about South Carolina  must have been equally true of 
other Southern States. Hoffman writes: 

Looking at the life and lot 

of Southern Carolina Negroes in 

the early Thirties, one gets the 

impression of a people trapped 

in a morass. The high hopes of Re- 

construction had long faded, and 

the complete triumph of white 

supremacy in the Tillman era had 

mired the Negroes in the bogs of 

Jim Crow and a grinding economic 

exploitation… 

In many plays of the thirties with Southern settings, problems were discussed which were born out of the 
particular conditions of the decade. However, favourite themes such as the rise of the middle class, and the 
decay of the landed aristocracy after the Civil War, were in evidence. In fact, Lillian Hellman weaves both 
these themes into her powerful story of the evils of capitalism, The Little Foxes. Stevedore by George Sklar 
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and Paul Peters fits in well with the climate of the times, when strikes and union troubles kept the country in 
a constant state upheaval. While  protesting the unfair treatment meted out to workers and stressing the 
wickedness of capitalist bosses, the play also underlines the fact that the central figure, Lonnie, is a black 
man and therefore singled out for punishment because he dares to revolt against his white employers. In a 
similar way, John Wexley’s play, They Shall Not Die pleads for an overhauling of the American Judiciary 
system, demanding at the same time that laws must apply to black and white alike. Therefore a continuing 
link in these plays is the plea for racial harmony. The four plays under discussion may be classified as protest 
plays, but only the first two, Stevedore by George Sklar and Paul Peters and They Shall Not Die by John 
Wexley are strictly propaganda plays. Both Paul Green’s Hymn to the Rising Sun and Lillian Hellman’s The 
Little Foxes underline certain existing evils without resorting to propagandist methods. 

 

Stevedore, a labour play, relies on a simple plot and makes no attempt to be anything but good agitprop 
drama, calculated to arouse the audience. The Negro protagonist, Lonnie Thompsen, marked by his 
employers as a trouble-maker when he incites his fellow longshoremen in New Orleans to press for better 
working conditions, is framed for the rape of a white woman. When a white mob pursues him to the Negro 
section of the town to lynch him and harass the inhabitants who shelter him, Lonnie characteristically rallies 
them together and sets up a strong barricade. In the ensuing battle, Lonnie is killed by the first bullet, but his 
death becomes more meaningful when, at the crucial moment, white union stevedores come to the rescue of 
their black fellow workers and help to rout the lynch mob completely. 

The problem in Stevedore is two-sided. The stevedores are forced to live in poverty and to work under unfair 
conditions. Lonnie who complains that his employer is cheating him, becomes the stevedores’ chief 
spokesman. In another side to the problem, oppression of a different kind is shown to exist for Stevedore 
makes the point that Lonnie is victimized for his colour. Because of his “uppity” behavior, he must be 
destroyed. It is his character which makes Stevedore superior to most other agitprops. A born leader, one any 
community might have been proud to claim, he has a gift for words : 

-Lawd, when de black man gwine stand up? 

When he gwine stand up proud like a man ? 

--The lowest animal in the field will fight 

fo’ its home. And all you can think of doing 

is running away. And supposing you do run a 

away ? Whar you gwine go to ? Baton Rouge ? 

Mississippi? Is it gwine to be any different 

ther? Dey gwibe treat you better thar? You 

gwine find jobs?....Nassuh. You got black skin. 

You can’t run away from dat. Make no difference 

Whar you are, day hound you just the same 

---Ain’t no peace fo’ de black man—ain’t never 

gwine to be, till he fight to get it---  

Peters and Sklar make another point—when Negroes and whites admit to class unity, race feeling will 
disappear, which is attested to by the play’s union song : “Black and white together/We shall not be moved.” 
They believe that the pigmentation of a man’s skin will cease to matter and black hands will join white hands 
in the common good. 

The play’s swift pace and its appealing story made it the Theatre Union’s most popular success. At the 
highly dramatic moment of the play’s climax, cast and audience were whipped into a frenzy as the battle 
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raged onstage on its opening night, reminiscent of the first showing of Waiting for Lefty. Stevedore aroused 
militant feelings in both Marxists and non-Marxists and as Joseph Wood Krutch says : “The spectator at 
They Shall Not Die probably felt ready to write a letter to the Times about the conditions in Georgia. But a 
goodly percentage of those who saw Stevedor were probably ready to seize the nearest club and crack 
someone over the head.” Robert Benchley called Stevedore “a hell of a good show.” John Howard Lawson, 
playwright and ardent Marxist, had a grievance to voice amidst the general praise when he argued that the 
play lacked “specificity” because the play did not specify which white union the strikers belonged to. But 
this was to quibble over non-essentials. Stevedore struck a strong blow for the cause of labour and for the 
victims of racial discrimination. 

The false charge of rape also forms the basis of Wexley’s play They Shall Not Die but, with a difference. His 
inspiration was a contemporary cause celebre, the famous Scottsboro case where nine Negro youths were 
arrested for the rape of two white women. The case had aroused heated controversy. In its essentials the play 
adheres to the actual situation which needed little embellishment. Since racial discrimination is the 
dramatist’s main concern, stress is laid on the segregation in a steel pen of the “niggers” from the white 
prisoners in a Southern country jail. Sheriff Trent already believes they are guilty and tries to force the 
bewildered boys to confess. The doctor who examines the two white “victims” can only say it is possible 
they were raped. The bolder girl is bribed by the sheriff and a corrupt lawyer to testify to the rape but the 
timid one vanishes. The National Labour Defence which takes up the case hires a brilliant New York lawyer, 

Nathan Rubin, to defend the boys. In court, one youth, completely denying the charges, explains why he 
confessed : “They made me tuh do it, please suh. They beat me up awful theah. An’ woulda killed me if I 
hadn’t done it. I held out but I jest couldn’t no mo!...” (p.249 )  The missing girl, Lucy Wells, turns up and 
tells the court the real story, prompted by her new friendship with a worthy young man in whom she 
confided. Both girls had spent the night voluntarily with white boys and the rape charge is totally false. Yet 
in this Southern court, justice will probably be denied to the innocent boys. Grimly their defenders promise 
to fight the case all the way to the Supreme Court. 

Wexley’s play encompasses a two-fold protest—against the injustices of the judiciary and the whole 
question of racial discrimination. Use is made of many lines taken verbatim from the actual court transcript.  
When the jury goes out to deliberate and laughter is heard from the jury room, it is obvious, impartial 
judgment being impossible, what the verdict will be. Lawyer Rubin makes a final rousing speech : “….and if 
I do nothing else in my life, I’ll make the fair name of this state stink to high heaven with its lynch 
justice….these boys, they shall not die !” (p.255). Earlier the tension is heightened by a boy asking !  “What 
fo’…..what fo’ we ‘rested…please suh?  We ain’t done nuthin’…” The sheriff forces him into the cell : “Git 
in theah yuh black bastard….befo’ I kick yo’ teeth down yo’ throat….Git…” (p.211). Like all protest dramas 
where the dramatist is carried away by his theme, Wexley’s protest is loud and harsh but the dramatist must 
have felt a sense of outrage about the Scottsboro case which had aroused such partisan feelings. Wexley’s 
vehemence matches his theme. The play appealed to the Communist critics who wrote enthusiastic reviews. 
The Theatre Guild which produced They Shall Not Die was not a leftist group but it was carried away by the 
mood and climate of the thirties in which the protest play played a small but important part. The Guild 
produced several plays with socially significant themes like other theatre groups of the time. In his 
introduction to They shall Not Die, Burns Mantle explained that he had chosen it for his annual volume over 
the season’s other, propaganda plays namely Stevedore by Sklar and Peters and Peace on Earth by Sklar and 
Maltz because it was “the most pertinently representative, in story, in timeliness and as a cohesive and 
moving dramatic entertainment.” 

A dramatist of the thirties, Paul Green, was deeply concerned with social conditions in the South and was 
profoundly sympathetic towards the down-trodden. As a Southerner, he had a profound knowledge, gathered 
at firsthand, of the real conditions that existed below the Mason-Dixon line. During his childhood in North 
Carolina, he witnessed a scene which was to influence him deeply. At a railroad station one day, he watched 
the arrival of a train pulled by a woodburning locomotive. The engineer, who was in a sullen frame of mind, 
began to work on the engine’s machinery. A pleasant and happy Negro school teacher, dressed in neat 
clothes, walked up and down the station, greeting everyone with warmth. The engineer, in a completely 
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unjustified action, took a cane from someone on the platform and hit the Negro on the face. Green never 
forgot the look on the Negro’s face, his bleeding wound and his shattering loss of dignity. When Green wrote 
his Pulitzer Prize winning play, In Abraham’s Bosom (1926), he brought out the infinite suffering of the 
Negro people. 

Less than a year after Clifford Odets’s Waiting for Lefty was greeted with such heart-felt approval by the 
first night audience, another play, also a one-acter, made its appearance. Paul Green’s Hymn to the Rising 
Sun (1936), produced by labour groups before the Federal Theatre took it up, was shocking and brutal. Even 
after several decades, the printed play has the same terrifying impact that it had in 1936. It concerns the fate 
of chain-gang convicts, and the events are compressed into a single night. Green’s convicts, both black and 
white, are housed in sub-human conditions in a Southern jail, where their daily programme is strictly 
regimented by the jail captain. Under his reign of terror the men must laugh at all his jokes and agree with 
his most outrageous opinions. 

One man, Runt, has been shut up in a sweat-box for days. His pleas for water awaken a young convict, 
Bright Boy, and his huge Negro friend, Pearly Gates, but they can do nothing for Runt. Next morning, Boy 
feeling ill, cannot eat his breakfast. The captain forces him to swallow it and when Boy cannot retain the 
food he is publicly lashed with Pearly holding his legs. A wave of horror sweeps over the convicts but they 
stand rigidly, eyes lifted to the sky, not daring to protest. Today is the Fourth of July, and the captain delivers 
an oration, while Boy is asked to lead in the singing of “America”. In honour of the day, Runt is to be let out 
on the 11th day instead of the 21st as prescribed by the law. But Runt is dead from thirst and suffocation. The 
cook recalls that Runt wanted to be buried where he could hear the trains running at night, The captain 
agrees : “….All right, we will. It’s his last wish and the wishes of the dead are sacred…You know me, Runt, 
I didn’t have no grudge against you. It was the law said do it…But how the hell you gonna hear them trains 
running at night and your ears packed full of clay?” (p.203 ) Pearly Gates is ordered to take the body away 
and the chain-gang sets off on its round of digging as the smiling face of the sun comes up over the rim of 
the world. 

Green’s one-acter attains a dual achievement. Firstly, Hymn to the Rising Sun is one of the finest one-act 
plays ever to be written with its ability to compress into the limited space at its disposal a whole world of 
significance. John Gassner remarks on the fact that playwrights often forget the limitations of the medium 
when writing a one-act play and forget the requisites the form demands of briefer preparation, characters 
swiftly realized and quicker attack. In its excellence as a one-acter, Gassner compares Hymn, to Riders to the 
Sea where, in a few pages of dialogue, Synge reveals the hard life of the Aran Islanders and the whole 
tragedy of of motherhood. Green lays bare the whole shameful structure of the jail system----the horror of 
chain-gangs, the brutality of the jailers and degradation of the human spirit to which the convicts are 
subjected. Within the brief period of its single act, the role of each important character is clearly defined. 
Secondly, Green’s play is a far more effective contribution to the protest play than Black Pit or We the 
People or most other examples of the genre which appeared during the decade. Green’s success is largely 
attributable to his technique of subdued under-statement which heightens the outrage and horror.  He makes 
no attempt to denounce the cruelties such as the forced singing of “My country ‘tis of thee/Sweet land of 
liberty/ of thee I sing/ Land where my fathers died/Land of the pilgrim’s pride/From every mountainside / 
Let freedom ring / My native country, thee / Land of the noble free / The name I love”, allowing the irony of 
the subsequent action to speak for itself as shortly afterwards the corpse of one of the “noble free” is carried 
out. 

Green also makes use of contrast the tender innocence of Bright Boy and the unalloyed brutality of the 
captain, the total tyranny of the jailers as compared to the total subjugation of the men. The captain is clearly 
the symbol of the larger evil the entire legal is structure of America and its penal system. Without resorting 
to an agitprop type of rousing finale, Green makes his point with stunning emphasis, convincing the 
spectator of an intolerable situation that needs immediate rectification. A final exquisite irony ends the play. 
No last speech demands a revolution, only the deeply significant appearance of the sun’s smiling face as a 
new day dawns. 
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Lillian Hellman was one of the most gifted dramatists of the decade. A woman of strong convictions and 
great determination, she provided the modern American stage with some powerful plays, not only in the 
thirties but in the decades to follow. One of her first plays, The Children’s Hour (1934), a psychological 
study of a malicious child whose vicious lies destroy innocent lives, had a record run of 691 performances 
and placed Miss Hellman in the front rank of American playwrights. Politically she leaned to the left and was 
one of those writers subpoenaed by the McCarthy Committee in 1952 to explain her affiliation during the 
thirties. Miss Hellman, a Jew, was born in the South, which she uses as a setting for most of her plays. In The 
Little Foxes, ostensibly a regional play, she endeavoured to show how the foundations for the evils of 
capitalism were laid earlier in the century. Although it purported to be about the post Civil War South at the 
fin-de-siecle, it was a strong indictment of capitalism. The Little Foxes was particularly relevant to the 
thirties but also to any age where the greedy exploit the poor. 

The play takes its title from the Song of Solomon : “Take us the foxes, the little foxes, that spoil the vines; 
for our vines have tender grapes.” The foxes in this instance are the Hubbard brothers, Ben and Oscar, and 
their sister Regina. They belong to the rapacious business class which exploited the poor white, the Negro, 
and the dying aristocracy in the shambles left after the Southern defeat. When the play opens, these three 
persons are closing a deal with a Chicago industrialist who will invest in their mills but leave the controlling 
power with the Hubbards. Regina will be a part of the deal only if she can get her husband, Horace Giddens, 
to contribute his share, but Horace, under treatment for a heart ailment at Johns Hopkins, has ignored her 
letters. Regina’s overwhelming ambition is to make an entrée into Chicago high society. Knowing how much 
Horace loves their daughter, Alexandra, she despatches the girl to Baltimore to bring him back. Oscar is 
amenable to Ben’s suggestion that he must contribute an additional sum because there is an unspoken 
agreement that Oscar’s son, Leo, will marry Alexandra, potentially heiress to her father’s wealth. Leo works 
in Horace’s bank and discovers that there is a safety-deposit box there, containing $85,000 in bonds which 
Horace seldom opens. With Ben’s connivance, Leo removes the bonds. 

Returning home, Horace realizes that the Hubbards’ plan will exploit the Negroes and the poor whites, and 
he refuses to join them. He is even more shocked that they plan to marry his beloved child to the worthless 
Leo. He sends for his box with the intention of making a new will leaving all his wealth to Alexandra except 
for the bonds which will go to his wife. Finding the bonds gone, Horace confronts Regina with news of the 
theft. Although she knew nothing about it, she becomes vicious, and in a brutal verbal attack, she makes 
hateful remarks about their marital relationship. Feeling ill, Horace reaches for his medicine, but the bottle 
falls down and breaks. Regina ignores his plea that she send for the spare bottle. Desperately he attempts to 
climb the stairs but collapses unconscious as his wife watches unmoved. Too late she summons help. When 
her brothers arrive, she tells them that the theft is discovered. Alexandra has grave suspicions about her 
father’s collapse. After he dies, she changes from the sweet biddable girl she was into a determined young 
woman. Meanwhile, Regina scores another victory when she forces her brothers to agree to giving her 75 per 
cent of the profits since they double-crossed her over the bonds. Only Alexandra’s refusal to have any more 
to do with her flaws her triumph. 

The Little Foxes explores the effect of evil as it consumes the weak and crushes the defenceless. 
Symbolizing the forces of capitalism, the Hubbards are ruthlessly single-minded in their pursuit of power 
and wealth. In their greed, they cast a blight over the lives of everyone in their orbit. Perhaps their most 
pitiful victim is Birdie, Oscar’s wife and Leo’s mother. A member of the dying aristocracy, she lives in the 
past when she was a gay belle, the pampered daughter of a wealthy landowner, now cowering away from a 
too cruel present where her husband censors every word she utters, and where most people treat her like a 
feeble-minded child. Now an alcoholic, Birdie represents the old South where for one class of people life 
was beautiful and gracious and which Ashley Wilkes in Gone with the Wind describes thus : “Before the 
war, life was beautiful. There was a glamor to it, a perfection and a completeness and a symmetry to it like 
Grecian art…” In the stampede of the business class to take as much as possible out of the dying civilization, 
Birdies are trampled down. Oscar’s prod bost is that twenty years ago they took over her father’s land, cotton 
and daughter. So firm is the hold of the Hubbards over their cowed poor white and Negro workers that these 
helpless people meekly accept the weekly pay of $3.00 when the rate in Massachusetts is $6.00. One fact 
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about the Hubbards stands out. Not one of them has any real sense of family feeling and each would double-
cross the others without hesitation. 

The most strikingly evil character is that of Regina but there is a magnificence, a grandeur about her that sets 
her apart from the less spectacularly evil Ben and Oscar. More intelligent than they are, she will stop at 
nothing to achieve her ends, a vixen with sharper claws than theirs could ever be. She is willing to sacrifice 
her only child to the weak womanizing Leo, to use the bonds issue as a weapon over her brothers, and to 
virtually murder her husband. Medea gloating over her revenge on Jason could hardly have been more 
triumphant than Regina. 

Unlike Stevedore and They Shall Not Die, and like other Hellman plays, The Little Foxes continues to be of 
dramatic value because as Malcolm Goldstein points out, her plays “have a life outside the context of the 
Depression.”  

Always a mature writer, Miss Hellman’s themes often depict the triumph of evil over good. Although The 
Little Foxes was serious, even grim, its powerful theme, carefully detailed scenes and brilliant 
characterization earned it critical applause. Howard Taubman writes : 

In The Little Foxes……the author looked 

at life without sentimentality or illusion. 

Here, in the heart of the decadent South, 

was a family without scruples or pity. 

The strong dominated the weak, and the 

weak retaliated as craftily as they might. 

Here was a horrifying revelation of the 

nature of human aggressiveness and greed. 

No American playwright of our time had 

probed more devastatingly under the skin 

of a ruthlessly acquisitive society. 

Miss Hellman did not soften her portraits 

or observations to please a public 

unaccustomed to such unyielding truths; 

such was the measure of her discipline 

and integrity as an artist. One cannot 

forget the play, nor can one forget the 

malevolent fumes that steamed from the 

performances led by Tallulah Bankhead as 

Regina, a vicious vixen among the little 

foxes.  

One of the few plays of the Depression decade to be successfully revived in the sixties, The Little Foxes was 
then judged by one critic to be “perhaps not a play that will be performed three hundred years from now, but 
a play virtually perfect of its kind, lean and candid, muscular and mettlesome in the bold black-and-white 
strokes it makes against a money-gilded world.”  
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C. MUSICAL SATIRE 
Plays of protext and propaganda were not confined to the media of prose and verse in the thirties. Several 
musicals of the time, notably the Pulitzer prize-winning hit of 1932, Of Thee I Sing by George Kaufman and 
Morrie Ryskind, were used as vehicles for social comment. Two productions, The Cradle will Rock and Pins 
and Needles, combining music with satire, made their appearance in the second half of the decade. Like 
many other contemporary dramatic efforts, they were influenced by current events. 

The Cradle Will Rock by Marc Blitzstein (1937) has an interesting history. In the period between 1936-37, 
the New Deal had to contend with many strikes which led to much violence and upheaval, accompanying 
labour’s efforts to unionize. Trouble spread from one industry to another starting with a series of “sit-down 
strikes” by General Motors employees and Walter Kerr.   In 1949, Marc Blitzstein wrote an opera based on 
The Little Foxes, naming it after the magnificently evil Regina. Miss Hellman herself was unable to get the 
Hubbards out of her mind, In 1946, she wrote another play about them, Another Part of the Forest in which 
she explored the psychological reasons which made the Hubbards of the The Little Foxes whay they are. Set 
in the late 19th century, it tells the story of their carpetbagger father, Marcus, who builds up his wealth 
through black-marketeering. culminating on February 11,1937 with the company’s surrender. When United 
States Steel capitulated to the workers without a fight, labour did not expect any other steel companies to 
hold out after the first easy success. But they, collectively known as Little Steel, i.e. Bethlehem Steel, 
Republic Steel and Youngstown Steel and Tube companies, fought back with all their might. In Massilon, 
Ohio, a small army of deputies organized by Republic Steel officials killed two strikers on July 11, 1937 and 
police killed ten people, also wounding many at the Republic Steel plant on Memorial Day in 1937 in South 
Chicago.  

In the theatre, an event took place that was directly inspired by the steel shake-up. A new modern opera by 
Marc Blitzstein centered around the struggles of a company for unionization, and full-scale preparations 
were made for the Broadway opening on June 16, 1937. But the head of the Federal Theatre which was 
producing the opera, the already embattled Mrs. Flanagan, criticized for overspending, was compelled to cut 
New York activities by 30%. A directive had been issued under instruction from Ellen Woodward, Assistant 
Administrator of Women’s and Professional Projects, that no new production was to be staged before July, 
1937. Six hundred tickets holders standing outside the Maxine Elliot Theatre were told of the official ban, 
then director Orson Welles talked to them while co-director John Houseman frantically tried to find a theatre 
which was not under the WPA lease. The excited audience was asked to walk to the Venice Theatre several 
blocks away on Seventh Avenue and Fifty-Ninth Street. Because of Union regulations Actors, Equity would 
not permit actors to appear on the stage, at this point, as the actors kept away from it, placing themselves in 
various parts of the theatre. When Marc Blitzstein, who was at the piano as Orson Welles made explanatory 
remarks, came to the parts the actors were playing they came in on cue. In another year the opera might not 
have attracted so much attention from the larger public but the highly inflammable theme and dramatic 
circumstances surrounding it brought it public and critical attention. 

The Cradle Will Rock is a serious indictment of the steel barons, symbolized in the person of Mr. Mister, a 
wicked capitalist boss who has a stranglehold on Steel Town, U.S.A. His stooges include Dr. Specialist, who 
certified falsely that a worker who fell into molten iron was intoxicated, Rev. Salvation, who preaches for 
and against war as Mister feels the mood, Editor Daily who carefully orients his paper in favour of steel 
company policies, and College President Prexy who trains his students in military tactics so that Mister can 
use them to put down trouble at the plant. Mister has put all these men into a Liberty Committee which is 
supposed to suppress radicalism. Primarily the Committee has to fight unionism. Mrs. Mister is a patron of 
the arts and cultivates long-haired Bohemian types called Yasha and Dauber who fawn over her. Junior 
Mister and Sister Mister are her brattish pampered children. A job is created for the boy as a newspaper 
correspondent for Daily’s paper in Hawaii although Junior cannot spell Honolulu. In an ironic turn of events, 
a policeman arrests the entire Liberty Committee along with a prostitute who has been soliciting on the 
Street. Mister tries to bribe the workers leader, Larry Foreman, into giving up the union drive, but Larry has 
the backing of the entire town, which now converges with bugles and drums on the court house where Daily, 
Specialist and the other stooges are being arraigned. Larry sings : 
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That’s thunder, that’s lightning, 

And it’s going to surround you ! 

No wonder those stormbirds 

seem to circle around you… 

Well, you can’t climb down, and you can’t 

sit still; 

That’s a storm that’s going to last until 

The final wind blows…and when the wind blows… 

The cradle will rock !  (p.167) 

Wild celebrations take place outside the court house as unionization is achieved at last. 

Blitzstein’s protest takes the form of sharp and pointed satire. The stooges on the Liberty Committee hide 
their wicked ways behind a smiling hypocritical façade while even the streetwalker arrested with them 
honestly and openly plies her trade. In agitprop tradition, the union leader is fearless, representing the 
proletariat which is always in the right, and the capitalists are essentially cowardly as they collapse in the 
face of united opposition. In Blitzstein’s scathing attack on capitalism, he imbues Mister and his accomplices 
with an aura of unmitigated evil. In one episode, for example, they hire an underworld thug for a murder. 
The victim-to-be is a Pole, a recent immigrant, newly married and very much in love with his wife who is 
expecting a baby. Simple and uncomplicated people, they plan for the future as they sit in a drugstore. 

A few moments after they cross the street, both are killed in an explosion. Gus Polock’s only crime was that 
he joined Foreman’s union drive. 

The Cradle Will Rock follows the agitprop tradition in other ways. Blitzstein retains the characteristic 
episodic structure. Each episode briefly introduces the characters and explains their function as related to the 
rest of the play. The personae rarely rise above the level of caricature. They seldom seem to be warm 
creatures but stand as types rather than as individuals with personalities. Also like other agitprops the 
dramatist gives his characters symbolic names. Rev. Salvation, for example, is as ungodly a priest as can be 
imagined. Each man on the Liberty Committee are shown to have a grip on such key institutions as the 
church, the press and even on the field of education. The fact that the whole town joins the unionists in the 
play’s final moments indicates that the townspeople, who symbolize society, have realized the truth about the 
steel baron. They join hands with the steel workers to break Mister’s stranglehold on the town. With his 
stooges safely in custody, and with unionization accomplished, Mister’s days of power are over. 

Blitzstein himself explained “that his opera was more concerned with the middle class than with the 
proletariat.” Himelstein writes : 

He wanted to rescue the “intellectuals, 

professionals, small shopkeepers, ‘little 

businessmen’ from the danger of joining 

Fascist liberty committees. By showing 

these people the degradations they would 

suffer in becoming prostitutes of capitalism, 

he hoped to push them “into progressive 

ranks.” He wanted to persuade the middle 

class that “allegiance only to the future” 
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and to “honest work” was the answer to the 

dual threat of capitalism and fascism. 

The Cradle Will Rock continued to play briefly at the Venice Theatre for a total of 19 performances. It then 
moved to Broadway where it played for 108 performances. Its bold satire of a explosive situation and the 
exciting circumstances of its opening attracted public attention. 

From the early years of the decade, most agitprops and other forms of proletarian drama had found limited 
appreciation from the general theatre-going public with the exception of Waiting for Lefty and a few other 
productions that have become legendary in the annals of American drama. One of the most unexpected 
successes was produced by Labor Stage, Inc., which was an arm of the International Ladies’ Garment 
Workers’ Union (I.L.G.W.U.), and was non-professional and non-commercial. Labor Stage was founded in 
order to satisfy the creative abilities of union members and to display their acting talents. The Labor Stage 
productions usually followed the old pattern of proletarian drama which soon become stale and uninteresting, 
except to the most ardent unionist. Pins and Needles was drastically different, essentially a musical revue but 
without the chorus girls and lavish costumes of Broadway extravaganzas. Being a satire, it commented on 
the important events of the day. Naturally this made it so topical that constant adjustments had to be made in 
the later versions of Pins and Needles to keep up with the changes in world events of the later thirties. Pins 
and Needles burlesqued contemporary situations and plays, and political, religious and theatrical figures, all 
the while maintaining a light-heartedness and gaiety which provided great entertainment value as its 
popularity testified, although it was acted entirely by amateurs. Perhaps much of the charm of Pins and 
Needles apart from its lively songs and skits, lay in the fact that it never showed the bitterness of spirit that is 
seen in The Cradle Will Rock. 

Few institution were sacred for the sketch writers of Pins and Needles, Joseph Schrank, Arthur Arent, Marc 
Blitzatein and Eisenberg, or for lyricist Harold Rome. Every source that seemed suitable for their devastating 
wit was utilized, not excepting proletarian drama which was satirized in “Mother, Let Freedom Wring.” 
Biting satire was provided by Marc Blitzstein in “F.T.P. Plowed Under”, inspired by the censorship trouble 
he had over The Cradle Will Rock.  The much publicized refusal of the Daughters – Of the American Revo 
lution to allow Negro contralto Marian Anderson to sing in Washington’s Constitution Hall was celebrated in 
a skit entitled “Three Little Maids”,  a parody of the song from The Mikado. An accompanying song began : 
“Three Little D.A.R. s are we/ Reactionary as we can be/ Full to the brim with bigotry/Three Little DAR’s.” 
Heywood Broun wrote in Pic of the skits and lyrics : “Although the raillery is sharp and pointed, the wounds 
inflicted are not painful since the weapons are anaesthetized with humor.” 

European events came in for their share attention. Anthony Eden, Hitler, Mussolini and an anonymous 
Japanese gentleman were the star attractions of “Four Little Angels of Peace” who sang : 

Four little angels of peace are we 

Reeking the odor of sanctity 

Oh we never fight 

Unless we are in the right 

But we’re always in the right you see. 

Each “angel” defended the aggressions of his own country. Keeping up with events, Chamberlain replaced 
Eden but was omitted a year later when England was at war with Germany and Italy. Dropped briefly, the 
skit was revived as Five Little 

Angels of Peace with one more angel, Joseph Stalin, following the Nazi-Soviet Pact and the Soviet invasion 
of Poland. It was announced that the writer had gone and after the war began and could only write nursery 
rhymes like : 

Little Jo Stalin 

Sat in the Kremlin 
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Eating a Nazi pie 

He stuck in his thumb, 

Pulled out a Polish plumb, 

And cried, what a smart boy am I.  

In a final metamorphosis, entitled New Pins and Needles (November, 1939), the show set a moving and 
timely tone with the song “We Sing America” : 

We Sing to a man’s dignity and his place 

With no thought of creed or race 

We sing a land that is too free and great 

To sow the seeds of hate.  

That a non-professional dramatic group could produce a show that ran for 1,108 performances over a period 
of two and half years goes to show how well Pins and Needles matched the mood of the time. Highly topical 
as it was, it was as much a vehicle for pertinent comment as many a more serious play. As Edmond Gagey 
Says : “Pins and Needles proved that a revue could be outspoken and literate, yet hold as much entertainment 
as the typical Broadway girl-show with its vulgar comic sketches.”  

The dramatists who wrote the plays of protest and propaganda considered in this chapter formed part of a 
group of writers that was deeply aware of the problems of its troubled time. Through their plays these 
dramatists strove to give expression to the feelings of their generation. They described the efforts of the 
people to extricate themselves from the mire of poverty and other kinds of suffering. They showed that a new 
dimension to human suffering was added in the thirties. They totally rejected escapist themes. Not for these 
dramatists were the romantic plots where a boy and girl meet, fall in love and look forward to a blissful 
future together. The young lovers in the plays of protest, faced with economic instability, often find that 
marriage is impossible, as in the case of Rose Maurrant and Sam Kaplan or Gimpty and Kay. Those like 
Chick Kessler and Teddy Stern who do marry, know well that the struggle ahead will be long and the road to 
happiness littered with petty irritations born of insecurity. 

The dramatists of protest brought to the American stage the plight of the common man and woman. In many 
cases they showed how a man tries desperately to find employment or to keep his job so that he can provide 
the minimum shelter and food for his family. Such a situation, they indicated, gravely damages the human 
spirit. Particularly they showed how this affects growing children. The boys in Dead End easily take to petty 
pilfering, form gangs and learn vile speech. Allen Davis must steal coal from the railroad to keep his family 
warm. The dramatists also attacked judicial injustice, anti-Semitism and racial discrimination. To do so they 
made use of native American speech and varied backgrounds which made their characters recognizable 
people. Often their plays were based on real-life situations already known to the public. 

Some dramatists were given to overstatement and exaggeration. Some judged America too harshly. The tone 
and mood of individual dramatists varied. Arthur Kober employed a gentle persuasiveness, Marc Blitzstein 
was bitterly satirical and John Wexley revealed a militant anger. Almost all of them advocated change. All of 
them showed how deeply they cared and how genuine was their concern for their times. 
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“Boychick, wake up! Be something ! Make your life something good…. 

Take the world in your two hands and make it like new. Go out and 

fight so life shouldn’t be printed on dollar bills….” 

(Jacob in Awake and Sing) 

In Chapter IV we examined some plays of protest and propaganda, written by various dramatists of the 
thirties. In the next two chapters we will turn our attention to two individual dramatists of the decade. They 
have been singled out because they were spokemen for their times, though in totally differing ways. Clifford 
Odets and Robert Sherwood stood poles apart in their basic ideas but they shared certain beliefs with their 
fellow Americans. Changing times found them wavering from their earlier convictions. In the early years of 
their dramatic careers these convictions had seemed unshakeable. Odets, whom we shall consider first, and 
Sherwood, who will be the subject of the next chapter, belonged to different generations, Sherwood being the 
older by ten years. It was in the thirties that both men reached the height of their dramatic powers. 

The name of Clifford Odets stands out with great distinction in the American drama of the turbulent thirties. 
The plays he wrote are a part of the fabric of the time. He was at once the angry young man and the Golden 
Boy of the theatre. To his admirers he seemed to embody all the feelings of anger, despair and hope that the 
failure of the economic structure had aroused in them. To others who were more conservative, his plays 
preached a leftist, revolutionary dogma, abhorrent to any red-blooded American, even in a period of history 
when the American Dream had turned into a nightmare. 

Odets was born in Philadelphia in 1906 of Jewish American parentage. He was the oldest child of Louis and 
Pearl Odets. In a sense it would be true to say that young Clifford grew up in a working class family because 
for some time his father sold newspapers and his mother worked in a factory. Odets said later that he “was a 
worker’s son until the age of 12.” When the family moved to the Bronx in New York in Clifford’s sixth year, 
Mr Odets worked as a feeder in a printer, then eventually became its owner. To Clifford, living in the Bronx 
was an education in itself. Without consciously doing so, he absorbed its distinctive atmosphere which he 
was to recreate with great success in his play Awake and Sing (1935). Though his own family lived in fairly 
comfortable circumstances, he could not but be aware of the effects of poverty and suffering all around him. 
One biographer notes : 

As a child in a crowded, pinched, if not 

impoverished district, he knew the 

struggle and deprivation endured by the 

naturalized citizens of the Bronx. The 

battle to make their mark in a new land 

without sacrificing the customs of the 

culture they had cherished from “the old 

country” was a never-ending source of 

strength and aggravation. He knew the 

penny-pinching, the street fights, the 

name-calling that all the Bronx boys 

went through. He listened to the 

impassioned arguments of his parents 

and relatives over religion and politics 

the eternal squabble over money. 
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Odets’s association with the theatre began early. In his spare time after school hours and during the holiday 
period when he was still in eighth grade, he acted in vaudeville shows. In 1925, he joined a group of actors 
and set up the Drawing Room Theatre, also reading dramatic poems for the radio at a time when it was just 
becoming a popular medium of entertainment. Sometimes he wrote jokes and plays for broadcasting. Odets’s 
family felt a sense of exasperation because the young man was always at his typewriter. 

Once Louis Odets was so incensed by his son’s eternal occupation of writing that he smashed the machine. 
Clifford became understudy in 1929 to Spencer Tracy in a production named Conflict, which played on 
Broadway. By this time his father had sold his business for $200,000 and moved the family back to 
Philadelphia. Clifford joined the famed Theatre Guild in 1929, performing in the Guild’s tours. As 
mentioned in Chapter III, a section of young and restless Guild members wished to break away from the 
mother company and form a separate group where new ideas of production, direction and acting could be 
experimented with. Odets was one of these young people, and this fact was to have great impact on his life 
and dramatic career. 

Before one can consider Odets’s contribution to the drama of the thirties, it is necessary for us to examine 
briefly some of the influences which guided and motivated his thought and work. Perhaps for a young man 
who had so much sympathy for the downtrodden, it was only natural that he should be attracted to an 
ideology which was also attracting other young men like him, offering hope particularly at this time when 
America was in the depths of the Depression. In 1934, he became a member of the Communist Party. 
Twenty years later, during the McCarthy era, at the Hearings of the House Committee on Un-American 
Activities in 1952, he testified : 

In a time of great social unrest 

many people found themselves 

reaching out for new ideas, new 

ways of solving depressions or 

making a proper living, fighting 

for one’s rights…These were…. 

horrendous days….there was a 

great deal of talk about amelioration 

of conditions, about how 

one should live….One read 

literature; there were a lot of 

pamphlets… I read them along 

with a lot of other people, and 

finally joined the Communist Party 

in the belief, in the real and 

honest belief, that this was 

some way out of the dilemma in 

which we found ourselves.  

Odets left the party after about 8 months when he found that its policies and directives to writers stifled his 
artistic freedom, but he still felt an ideological sympathy for the Party, maintaining the belief that “Some 
kind of socialism” was needed. He continued to be associated with left-wing groups throughout the 
Depression era and later through the war years. Gerald Rabkin points out that there is no denying the Marxist 
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influence on the bulk of Odet’s work. He suggests that the explanation of Odets’s continued association with 
leftist groups may lie in the intellectual climate of the thirties, the era of the Popular Front. Odets’s did not 
reject Marxism completely, and in both Waiting for Lefty and Awake and Sing, which appeared in 1935, he 
offered Marxist solutions to the problems besetting his characters. Willard Thorp comments : “American 
leftists of all shades of opinion could point with pride to the eight Odets plays written between 1935 and 
1941.” 

The second important influence on Odets’s life and work was that of the Group Theatre with which he was 
associated from its inception. Odets was present at the Group’s founding and over the years became its most 
famous dramatist. Of great appeal to the young playwright was the basic aim of the Group, its 
experimentation, and its idea of making theatrical productions a group effort rather than the effort of single 
individuals. Also of great importance to Odets was his deep friendship with the Group’s director and co-
founder, Harold Clurman, who was at once Odets’s mentor and advisor. The two men spent much time 
strolling around sections of New York, conversing with people in Stewart’s Cafeteria on Sheridan Square. 
Years later, Clurman described these excursions and recalled how Odets “reacted to everything, not with 
words or articulate knowledge, but with his body. His senses were extraordinarily alive, although he was not 
professionally ‘sensitive’. To be near him was like being near a stove on which a whole range of savory 
foods was standing ready to be served.”  

Odets accompanied the Group Theatre members when they went to the countryside for summer rehearsals in 
1932. There at Dover Furnace, New York, they tried out scenes from a play Odets had written. In the fall of 
1933, however, the Group produced Sidney Kingsley’s Men in White. The play won the Pulitzer Prize, was 
successful at the box-office, and placed the Group on a sound financial footing. Odets would have to wait for 
recognition. 

When Odets was still an aspiring young writer in the early thirties, there was restlessness and tension 
everywhere. Strikes and upheavals marked the year 1934. Not confined to any one section of American 
labour, they affected such varied groups as textile workers and teamsters. One historian records : “In 
Philadelphia, striking hackies burned taxi-cabs, and rioting New York cabbies, impressed by their bloody 
victory, drove most of the city’s 15,000 taxis off the street.” This strike of the New York taximen was 
Odets’s chief inspiration for the play Waiting for Lefty which was to become the most well-known agitprop 
of the genre. At this time it was customary for the New Theatre League to hold playwriting contests in order 
to encourage new talent. After Odets decided to enter the contest, he locked himself in a hotel room and 
wrote the play in three days. It was easily the best of the scripts. 

Odets’s agitprop drama begins on a bare stage with six or seven men sitting in a semi-circle around a fat 
individual who speaks directly to the audience from his seated position on the platform. He is Harry Fatt, 
union leader and the men are a committee of workers. The union members are waiting for their elected 
chairman, Lefty Costello. Fatt has been trying to persuade them not to fight. Derisive comments are heard 
from the audience as Fatt speaks. The episodes which follow are enacted in a circle, illuminated by a 
spotlight. Those on stage are only dimly visible, Fatt prominently outlined, blowing cigarette smoke to 
indicate his indifference to the prouceedings. 

The first Episode concerns Joe, a war veteran and cab driver. When he returns home after a fruitless day, he 
is confronted by Edna, his tired, unhappy wife. The furniture in their house has been taken away because the 
installments on it are unpaid.  The children have been put to bed early so that they will not realize there is 
nothing to eat. Confronting Joe, Edna demands that some action be taken by the cabmen to halt the 
racketeers. She says : “I don’t say one man ! I say a hundred, a thousand, a whole million I say ! But start in 
your own union. Get those hack boys together ! Sweep out those racketeers like a pile of dirt! Stand up like 
men and fight for the crying kids and wives. Goddamit! I’m tired of slavery  and sleepless nights.” (p.15)  

In the next Episode, industrialist Fayette suggests to Miller, a laboratory assistant, that he should spy on a 
well-known chemist, Dr. Brenner, who is working on a top secret project, making a new poison gas for 
modern warfare. Miller’s answer is to punch Fayette in the face. In the Young Hack and His Girl Episode, 
young cabbie Sid wants to marry his girl, Florence, but his economic status does not permit him to do so. 
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Fatt brings in a man to coax the cabmen into giving up their strike in the Labor Spy Episode. But a Voice 
from the audience is heard, exposing the Spy. The Voice belongs to the man’s own brother. As soon as the 
spy is exposed, he flees down the central aisle. The next Episode concerns a young actor, Philips, who needs 
a job desperately. The producer he approaches turns him  down, but hope comes from the office stenographer 
who gives him a dollar, telling him that it will buy him nine loaves of bread or a copy of the Communist 
Manifesto. In the final Episode, anti-Semitism rears its ugly head. A young doctor is fired from a hospital, 
because he is a Jew. The doctor who replaces him is a blundering fool but he is taken because his uncle is a 
senator. 

Fatt and his gunmen try to assault a man named Agate Keller when he tries to arouse the audience, but Keller 
manages to reach the other side of the stage as committee men intervene on his behalf. His shirt torn, Agate 
puts it to the assembly of cabmen : 

What’s the answer, boys ? The answer is, 

if we’re reds because we wanna strike, 

then we take over their salute too ! 

Know how they do it? (Makes Communist 

salute). What is it ? An uppercut! 

The good old uppercut to the chin! 

Hell, some of us boys ain’t even got 

a shirt to our backs. What’s the 

boss class tryin’ to do----make a 

nudist colony out a us ? (p. 50) 

The other cabmen stand behind him, giving Keller solid support. A man rushes in with the news that Lefty 
has been found with a bullet in his head. Agate cries : 

Hear it, boys, hear it ? Hell, listen to me ! 

Coast to coast ! HELLO AMERICA ! HELLO, WE’RE 

STORMBIRDS OF THE WORKING CLASS. WORKERS OF 

THE WORLD….OUR BONES AND BLOOD ! and when 

we die they’ll know what we did to make a 

new world ! Christ, cut us up to little 

pieces. We’ll die for what is right ! put 

fruit trees where our ashes are ! 

ALL :       STRIKE ! 

AGATE : LOUDER ! 

ALL :       STRIKE ! 

AGATE and OTHERS on stage : AGAIN ! 

ALL : STRIKE ! STRIKE ! STRIKE ! 

(P.52) 
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It would be difficult to find another American play that made such an impact on the audience or elicited such 
a tremendous response as Waiting for Lefty did on the first night it was performed. Harold Clurman 
describes the tremendous impact it had : 

The first scene of Lefty had not played 

two minutes when a shock of delighted 

recognition struck the audience like a 

tidal wave. Deep laughter, hot assent, 

a kind of joyous fervor seemed to sweep 

the audience toward the stage. The 

actors no longer performed; they were 

being carried along as if by an exultancy 

of communication… 

When the audience at the end of play 

responded to the militant question from 

the stage : “Well, what’s the answer ?” 

with a spontaneous roar of “Strike!” it 

as something more than a tribute to the 
play’s effectiveness, more than a testimony 
of the audience’s hunger for constructive 

social action. It was the birth cry of 
the thirties. Our youth had found its 
voice. It was a call to join the good 
fight for a greater measure of life in 

a world free of economic fear, falsehood, 
and craven servitude to stupidity and 

greed…. 
Even matrons from Scarsdale and Darien who were in no way concerned with labour problems and strikes 
were swept along, adding their voices to the voice of the rest of the audience. 

In its brevity, its concentration on one single basic theme, its final rousing cry and invitation to the audience 
to join in, Waiting for Lefty has the most obvious earmarks of the agitprop. There are no heavy props or 
backdrops. The single spotlight is the most important stage device used. How then does Odets elevate this 
one acter to an altogether different plane from the others of its kind? Firstly, the dramatist assumes that each 
little episode as it is played out will appeal to the emotions of the spectator. With the help of actors planted in 
the audience, the entire group of spectators becomes a part of the group of cabbies wanting to go strike. 
There is a poignant moment in Episode III when young Sid’s girl, Florence, and her older brother, Irv, 
quarrel over her plans to marry.  Harshly, Irv points out to her that their mother is sick, the times are hard, 
and these are not the days for marriage. Suddenly remorseful at the way he is speaking to her, he says : 
“Jesus, kiddie, I remember when you were a baby with curls down your back. Now I gotta stand here yellin’ 
at you like this.” (p.25) With the spectre of poverty always haunting their lives, human beings become cruel. 
All their normal sense of humanity and decency is lost, and the institution of family life turns into a mockery, 
a travesty of itself. 
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Secondly, Odets employs a form of characterization different from the other agitprops. Where they use 
symbolic figures which remain anyonymous, even faceless, the men and women who people Waiting for 
Lefty seem to be real individuals, with names, backgrounds and problems of their own. One is struck by their 
dignity and refusal to bow down under external pressure. In Chapter IV we made the observation that the 
dramatists of the thirties involved themselves in the affairs of the “little people”. This involvement is 
particularly true of Odets, and nowhere in his plays can be found better examples than in Waiting for Lefty 
and Awake and Sing. Lefty’s working class personae are looking for a new and better world and are 
determined to have it. As Agate said : “And when we die they’ll know what we did to make a new world !... 
We’ll die for what is right!...” These men are not to be silenced for they have the grit and determination with 
which to usher in their new world. Lefty’s cabmen represent widely differing types. One is a doctor, another 
is a war veteran and a third is an actor. But all are united in a common cause to fight for justice and to 
tolerate no further the high-handed behaviour of those who are bloated with ill-gotten money and power. 
Because the characters are just like real people, the spectator finds himself getting deeply involved in their 
individual problems. 

A third quality which sets this one-actor apart from the usual stereotyped agitprops is the excellence of its 
dialogue. Realistic dialogue is one of Odets’s strong points as a dramatist. John Gassner particularly points to 
the rare vigour, the sensitiveness and the attainment to living speech that Lefty’s dialogue achieves. 

Here is an example from Episode III when Sid and Florence discuss their situation : 

SID  : My brother Sam joined the navy this morning, get a break that way. They’ll                                      
send him down to Cuba with the hootchy-kootchy girls. He don’t know from nothing, that damn basket ball 
player ! 

FLOR  : Don’t you do that. 

SID :   Don’t you worry. I’m not the kind who runs away. But I’m so tired of being a dog, Baby, I could 
choke. I don’t even have to ask what’s going on in your mind. I know from the word go, cause I’m thinking 
the same things, too. 

FLOR :  It’s yes or no—nothing in between. 

SID :      It’s yes or no--- a big electric sign looking down on Broadway ! 

FLOR :   We wanted to have kids… 

SID :    But that sort of life ain’t for the dogs which is us. Christ, Baby ! I get like thunder in my chest when 
we’re together. If we won’t off together I could may be look the world straight in the face, spit in its eye like 
a man should do. Goddamit, it’s trying to be a man on the earth. Two in life together. 

FLOR :   But something wants us to be lonely like that crawling alone in the dark or they want us 
trapped. 

SID :       Sure, the big shot money men want us like that. 

FLOR :    Highly insulting us--- 

SID :    Keeping us in the dark about what is wrong with us in the money sense. They got the power an mean 
to be damn sure they keep it…. I’m not raving, Florrie--- I don’t have the words to tell you what I feel. I 
never finished school…. 

FLOR :     I know… (pp.27-28). 

The language Lefty’s cabbies speak may be crude and ungrammatical, but it is the language of living people, 
reflecting their hopes and despair. There is no doubting Edna’s determination to leave Joe with the unpaid 
rent and go away with a former boy friend if Joe and his union will not begin to fight oppression. She 
reminds her husband of the glorious future they had once planned and compares it to the reality of the 
present. : “Everything was going to be so ducky! A cottage by the waterfall, roses in Picardy. You’re a four-
star bust ! If you think I’m standing it for much longer, you’re crazy as a bedbug.” (p.10) 
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As Baird Shuman remarks, many of the techniques used by Odets, such as the planting of actors in the 
audience and of presenting brief slices of life in his scenes, were new to American audiences. Particularly 
effective was the spate of commentary from the seated members of the strike committee on the stage, whose 
function was similar to that of the Greek chorus. For instance when it becomes obvious that the marriage of 
Edna and Joe is in danger of breaking up, with the woman threatening to go away, the men murmur : “She 
will… she will… it happens that way.” They speak in whispers and their remarks are a natural outcome of 
the events, very similar to remarks made by observers of a real-life situation. Odets’s brief Episodes present 
a number of people and their individual situations, each one stressing the fact that the ordinary man has 
troubles which change the tenor of his whole life. Odets himself described the technique he used of having 
the committee men comment on the unfolding scenes. He wrote : “The form used is the old black-face 
minstrel form of chorus, end men, speciality men and interlocutor.” Taken as a whole, Lefty is not a 
sophisticated play but its style is in tune with its theme. 

At the core of Lefty is the obvious idea that the present socio-economic system is responsible for all existing 
evils. Odets lays every wrong at its door. Gerald Rabkin suggest that the basic metaphor of the play is the 
futility of waiting for what will never come. He explains that Lefty never comes because he has been 
murdered---the ritual proletarian martyrdom---and the act of waiting must be replaced by militancy. In fact, 
the leader is killed because the strike might not take place, but his death only serves to unite all in the firm 
decision to strike. To Baird Shuman, the strike is synonymous with the overthrow of the economic 
exploitation of the masses. True to the form of the agitprop. Lefty preaches Marxist propaganda. Hence the 
reference to the Communist Manifesto in Episode V. by the producer’s stenographer. 

Fatt represents all that Odets abhorred. The dramatist makes him into an obnoxious person, porcine in 
appearance as a contrast to the hungry children of Edna, indifferent to the suffering of others and 
underhanded in his planting of the labour spy. And finally, the young Odets underlines the nature of his 
ideological affiliation when he advises : “In the climaxes of each scene, slogans might be very effectively 
used---a voice coming out of the dark. Such a voice might announce at the appropriate moment in the 
‘Young Interne‘s scene that the USSR is the only country in the work where anti-Semitism is a crime against 
the State.” He had written Lefty at the white heat of his political convictions, but before long he would begin 
to have doubts about them. 

For all its impact, Lefty has drawbacks which were not immediately apparent to the earliest audience as it 
was swept along by the “joyous fervor” that Clurman describes. Looking back from the vantage point of 
another decade, these weaknesses are quite apparent. Odets once remarked that art should be hot and spiteful. 
In his agitprop he achieves both heat and spitefulness. Achieves both heat and spitefulness Concentrating 
single mindedly on the evils of capitalism, he could see no good whatsoever in the then present system of 
government. It had failed admittedly this time with cruel and far-reaching effect, and without hesitation, 
Odets condemns it in its entirety. Here, of course, one has to keep in mind the fact that propaganda is 
generally uncompromising in condemning and rejecting the opposition. Odets’s tone occasionally tends 
towards a certain shrillness. In the last moments of the play, Agate is so carried away by emotion that he 
takes it on himself to deliver an oration to the assembly. He has hardly uttered a few sentences when he is 
interrupted : 

VOICE :  Sit down, cockeye ! 

AGATE :  Who’s paying for those remarks, Buddy ? – Moscow Gold ? Maybe I got a glass eye, but it 
come from working in a factory at the age of eleven. They hooked it out because they didn’t have a shield on 
the works. But I wear it like a medal cause it tells the world where I belong---deep down in the working class 
! We had delegates in the union there—all kinds of secretaries and treasurars….. walkin’ delegates, but not 
with blisters on their feet ! Oh no ! On their fat   little ass from sitting on cushions and raking in mazuma… 

( p.49} 

A little later the crowd laughs at one of his remarks. 
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AGATE :  Don’t laugh! Nothing’s funny! This is your life and mine! It’s skull and bones every incha 
the road! Christ, we’re dyin’ by inches! For what? For the debutant---ees to have their sweet comin’ out 
parties in the Ritz! Poppa’s got a daughter 

She’s gotta get her picture in the papers. Christ, they make ‘em with our blood. Joe said it. Slow death or 
fight. It’s war!... You Edna, God love your mouth! Sid and Florrie, the other boys, old Doc Barnes--Fight 
with us for right! It’s war! Working class, unite and fight! Tear down the slaughter house of our old lives! 
Let freedom really ring. 
These slick slobs stand here telling us about bogeymen. There’s new one for the kids—the reds is bogeymen 
! But the man who got me food in 1932, he called me Comrade! The one who picked me up when I bled--he 
called me Comrade too !... 
Rousing and apt as Agate’s words must have seemed in 1935, they seem exaggerated and over-emotional in 
retrospect. 
Malcolm Goldstein notes that in the case of two of the taxi-drivers, Odets seems to have “the vision of a man 
suffering acutely from hysteria.” Goldstein observes that it is difficult to understand why even in 
“exacerbated climate of 1934” a young doctor removed from hospital mainly because he is a Jew, could not 
find a better occupation than taxi-driving, and that it is rather difficult to believe in the story of the young 
laboratory assistant who was also a skilled worker and his refusal to write the weekly report on the scientist 
inventor of a new poison gas. 
Most of these drawbacks are attributable to two causes. Firstly, one must bear in mind the youthfulness of 
the dramatist and the fact that he was fired with zeal. Secondly, almost all agitprops suffered from these 
faults of improbability and “hysteria”. Nevertheless, these drawbacks are not at once apparent in the 
tremendously exciting movement of the play towards its dramatic finale. Allan Lewis sees in Lefty a hard-
hitting, bare, cumulative power, very much like a tribal war dance. In Lefty, Odets affirmed his faith in a 
Marxist solution. A united stand for the cause and against capitalist forces, he indicated, would lead the 
working class to victory. 
Harold Clurman’s account vividly describes the impact Lefty had on the first night audience. It became one 
of the few agitprops that received public acclaim and country-wide attention. Gerald Rabkin observes that 
the play’s impact was irrevocable dependent on contemporaneity,  and that Lefty became a formidable 
weapon of the thirties. He reports that Lefty became the left’s public property with groups being organized 
everywhere to perform it. A magazine report described the furore which followed in the agitprop’s wake : 

By last week Waiting for Lefty had been banned in 
seven cities on one ambiguous pretext or another. 
In Boston the police ran the New Theatre Players 
out of two house, finally locked up four actors on 

charges of “profanity and blasphemy.” After winning 
the George Pierce Baker Cup at the Yale Drama School 

for their performance of the play, the Unity Players 
were forbidden in future to act Waiting for Lefty 

anywhere in New Haven. It took a concerted move by 
University liberals to smash the ban. When the Collective 
Theatre tried to put on Waiting for Lefty in Newark, the 
troupe was ousted from a school building, then moved to 
a hall which was promptly condemned by the Building 

Department, finally went to another hall where nine 
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Introductory speakers were successively arrested. 
In Hollywood the New Theatre Group was presenting 

Waiting for Lefty together with Odets’ anti- Nazi 
Till the Day I Die with the director was kidnapped, 

badly beaten by thugs… 
As might be expected, there was virulent criticism from some sources. One sneer directed at Odets was that 
many radicals thought of him as “the little Jesus of the proletarian theatre.” With a single one-act play, Odets 
became the most famous of the young proletarian writers. 

When Clifford Odets wrote Waiting for Lefty, his commitment to the cause was deep and unquestioning. 
Fired with a youthful fervour he devoted himself to the role of crusader as is evident in his next play Awake 
and sing but here the solution is less explicit. The background of this full-length play is also the Depression. 
The action revolves around a Jewish middle-class family living in the Bronx. Like other Americans, they are 
badly hit by the times. The youngest son, Ralph Berger, employee of a silk house, indicates what the family 
has to endure when he says : “I can’t save even for shoelaces.” (p.24) Bessie Berger is the real head of the 
house. She is an efficient but dominating woman who overshadows her husband, Myron, a kindly but 
indecisive man. Their daughter, Hennie, is being courted by Sam Feinschreiber, a recent immigrant with a 
fine job, but Hennie is repelled by his old country ways. A cynical ex-soldier, Moe Axelrod, frequently visits 
the Berger ménage. Moe lost a leg in the war and was awarded a Purple Heart. Another visitor is Bessie’s 
brother, Morty (Mordecai), the only affluent man in the circle. 

Between Ralph and his grandfather, old Jacob, there is a specially tender relationship. In their quiet moments 
together, Jacob talks to the boy about Russia and its fine economic structure. Ralph listens eagerly, but 
Bessie and Morty dismiss their father’s talk as the mouthings of an old man. Bessie discovers to her horror 
that Hennie is pregnant, and she forces a hasty marriage between the girl and the unsuspecting Sam. Moe has 
always been secretly in love with Hennie and would have married her gladly, but Bessie never gives  him a 
chance. One year later, Hennie has found no happiness in either her son or her marriage. 

Ralph wants to release his girl, Blanche, from her life of misery in the home of her tyrannical uncle, but 
Bessie is rude to her, and blocks every move on Ralph’s part. In a shattering quarrel with Sam, Hennie tells 
him that the child he dotes on is not his. When he comes trembling and agitated to Bessie, she soothes and 
comforts him. She points out that he is neither wealthy nor handsome, and so Hennie must have married him 
for love. Then too the baby looks exactly like him. Ralph accuses his mother of deceiving Sam. He discovers 
that Jacob know of the deception. The boy is disgusted when the old man tries to justify his own part. Bessie 
is furiously angry. She smashes all her father’s beloved Caruso records. The old man can take no more and 
he jumps off the roof. Bessie and Morty want the insurance company to believe Jacob’s death was an 
accident. They plot to make Ralph sign over to them the $3,000 insurance policy that Jacob left to him. Moe 
intervenes. He threatens to turn over to the insurance investigator a note he found on Jacob’s pillow. The 
note does not exist, but the ruse serves to silence the plotters. 

Moe also coaxes Hennie to elope with him which she does with Ralph’s blessing. The boy plans to turn over 
his legacy to his mother. Jacob’s real legacy to him is his philosophy. Ralph will spend all his life dedicated 
to his grandfather’s ideals. 

Awake and Sing is a revelation of the deep-rooted frustration which results from constant economic want. 
This want manifests itself not only in the larger sense but also in small nagging ways which characterize 
each day. The Bergers at least have food on their table and a roof over their heads, but all around them 
people are being thrown out of their houses for non-payment of rent. The fear that this could happen to them 
some day is like a nightmare from which they cannot wake up. This theme was used repeatedly by the 
Depression writers, and Odets follows in the same tradition. But while depicting the plight of the Berger 
family, Odets was affirming his conviction that one had to make life a new. This he states in Jacob’s words 
to Ralph :  “Boy-chick, wake up! Be something ! Make your life something good…take the world in your 
two hands and make it like new. Go out and fight so life shouldn’t be printed on dollar bills.” (p.33) Odets 
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had first named his play I Got the Blues but later in a triumphant reaffirmation of man’s dauntless spirit, he 
renamed it Awake and Sing. Gerald Rabkin sees in the lives of the Bergers, in the American of the 
Depression, a spiritual death, “dehumanized by a thousand irritants, frustrated by the exigencies of economic 
breakdown.” The basic image, he feels, is one of resurrection, an emergence of life from death. 

Bessie Berger’s deep sense of insecurity and her horror of poverty have made her a tyrant who tries to run 
everyone’s life. By forcing Sam to marry Hennie, she ruins two lives. She interferes in Ralph’s affair with 
Blanche and destroys their hopes for the future. But her greatest cruelty is reserved for Jacob who in in her 
eyes is a complete failure, fit only for doing the dishes and walking the dog. Jacob is an expert barber but 
from her childhood, Bessie has seen him lose job after job, because of his revolutionary talk. “Go to your 
room, Papa”, she tells him once, “Every job he ever had he lost because he’s got a big mouth.” (p.43) She 
and Morty grew up in the fear of impending starvation, and now she fiercely resents her father’s continuing 
preaching. Her other actions stem from the same frustrations, culminating in her smashing of the Caruso 
records. Malcolm Goldstein explains Bessie’s obsession with money : “She is money-mad, because only 
with money can the family be safe--safe from the threat of dispossession and the neighbors’ gossip. Her 
acceptance of materialistic values has made a monster of a woman who in another culture might have been 
an affectionate wife and mother.” Neither of Bessie’s children realizes that she too was once young and had 
longings like them. As she says : “My whole life I wanted to go away too, but with children a woman stays 
home. A fire burned in my heart too, but now it’s too late. I’m no spring chicken. The clock goes and Bessie 
goes. Only my machinery can’t be fixed.” (p.107) 

Everywhere in the play are signs of upheaval caused by the Depression. Moe reads a newspaper and says : 
“Still jumping off the high buildings like flies--the big shots who lost all their coconuts. Pfft.” (p. 52) Bessie 
is agitated at the eviction of a family for non-payment of rent. Even Morty has a strike on his hands, and the 
strikers throw stink bombs into his showroom. The reason why Sam is so desirable in Bessie’s eyes as a son-
in-law is that when there is unemployment everywhere, he at least has a job. Moe grumbles at the lack of 
oranges in the house and the fact that only apples are available. R. Baird Shuman sees more in this simple 
detail than an emphasis on the utter lack of luxury in the Berger household. He feels that it emphasizes what 
man’s future might be---continuance and endless recurrence which are the fruits of man’s frailty in the 
Judaeo-Christian concepts of the creation of man. Shuman points to the time when Myron Berger goes out of 
the room, paring an apple, and Ralph comments : “When I look at him, I’m sad. Let me die like a dog, if I 
can’t get more from life.” (p.114) 

In Awake and Sing, Odets recreates a world which he knew intimately since his formative years were spent 
in the Bronx, He was able to reproduce with great accuracy the hopes and joys, the longings and fears of 
those who peopled that area of New York. More than this he looked deep into the lives of his Jewish 
characters, the Bergers. Describing his personae, Odets writes : “All of the characters in Awake and Sing! 
share a fundamental activity : a struggle for life amidst petty conditions.” (p.15) Then he proceeds to outline 
each character with sensitivity and feeling. Here is an example which shows how he was able to reach the 
very core of the situation by Jews still learning the ways of the land of their adoption 

the ways of the land of their adoption : 
Sam Feinschreiber wants to find a home. 

He is a lonely man, a foreigner in a 
strange land, hypersensitive about this 

fact, conditioned by the humiliation 
of not making his way alone. He has a 

sense of others laughing at him. At 
night he gets up and sits alone in the 
dark. He hears acutely all the small 

sounds of life. He might have been a 
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poet in another time and place. He 
approaches his wife as if he were 

always offering her a delicate flower. 
Life is a high chill wind weaving 

itself around his head. 
(p. 18) 

Another achievement of the young dramatist is the dialogue of Awake and Sing. The Bergers reveal their 
background through their speech, which still bears traces of “the Old Country”, but the Bronx flavour is 
unmistakable. When Sam comes to Bessie in great agitation to tell her about his quarrel with Hennie, there is 
a typical exchange : 

BESSIE :  Noo, Sam why do you look like a funeral ? 

SAM :       I can’t stand it….. 

BESSIE :   Wait. (yells) : You took up Tootsie on the roof ? 

JACOB   within : In a minute. 

BESSIE :   What can’t you stand ? 

SAM :       She said I’m a second fiddle in my own house. 

BESSIE :   Who ? 

SAM :       Hennie. In the second place, it ain’t my baby she said. 

BESSIE :   What ? what are you talking ? 

MYRON enters with dishes. 

SAM :       From her own mouth. It went like a knife in my heart. 

BESSIE :   Sam, what’re you saying ? 

SAM :       Please, I’m making a story? I fell in the chair like a dead. 

BESSIE :   Such a story you believe ? 

SAM :       I don’t know. 

BESSIE :   How you don’t know ? 

SAM :       She told me even the man. 

BESSIE :   Impossible. 

SAM :       I can’t believe myself. But she said it. I’m a second fiddle she said. 

She made such a yell everybody heard for ten miles. 

MYRON:   Such a thing Hennie should say—impossible ! 

SAM :        What should I do ? With my bad heart such a remark kills. 

BESSIE :  What then? --- a sick girl. Believe me, a mother knows. Nerves. Our        Hennie’s got a bad 
temper. You’ll let her she says anything. She takes after me-nervous. (To MYRON) : You ever heard such a 
remark in all your life? She should   make a statement ! Bughouse.  (pp.82-83) 

Allan Lewis is particularly struck by the passage between Moe and Hennie, when Moe wants the girl to run 
away with him. He says : “So take a chance! Be with me. Paradise! What’s to lose?” Hennie replies : “My 
pride!” Grabbing her, Moe says : “What do you want? Say the word---I’ll tango on a dime. Don’t gimme ice 
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when your heart’s on fire!” (p.110) Lewis observes : “The language Odets used was fresh and invigorating—
twisted torn images of rare strength, a poetry of the people often excessive and at times brilliant.” 

For the deep-rooted malaise affecting the country, Odets offers a Marxist solution, but it is neither clear nor 
explicit. We know that at the end, Ralph will give his legacy to his mother. He says : 

Let Mom have the dough, I’m twenty two 

and kickin! I’ll get along. Did 

Jake die for us to fight about nickels ? 

No! “Awake and sing,” he said. 

Right here he stood and said it. 

The night he died, I saw it like a 

thunderbolt! I saw he was dead and 

I was born ! I swear to God, I’m 

one week old ! I want the whole city 

to hear it--- fresh blood, arms. 

We got ‘em. We’re glad we’re living. 

(p.114) 

It is probable that Ralph will become an agitator in his effort to change the world. Morgan Himelstein 
comments on Jacob’s Marxist sentiments throughout the play, but he feels Odets was more interested in 
creating vivid characters and comic pathetic episodes in the lives of his dramatic personae than in 
propagating revolt. 

In the final analysis, it is not so much the moral of the play as Odets’s characterization and dialogue which 
make it memorable. When the Bergers converse, they might be any Jewish family in the Bronx of the 
thirties, arguing, joking, moralizing, and getting into tight situations. Harold Clurman is struck by what he 
calls “the juxtaposition of the painful and commonplace that calls forth deep laughter” in the situation where 
Sam rushes to the Berger house after Hennie has told him about the child’s paternity, and he says : “Look, 
I’m so nervous ! Twice I weighed myself on the subway.” One critic points out Odets’s “poetizing of 
speech” in such phrases as Ralph’s “We don’t want life printed on dollar bills” (p.106) or Bessie’s “You got 
money and money talks. But without the dollar who sleeps at night?” (p.61), and observes that “these are the 
poet’s transformation of a commonplace idiom into literature.” The Marxist press noticed the lack of a 
specific course of action, but other critics and the audience had high praise for the youthful Odets.  

By the end of 1935, four plays of Odets had been produced. Besides Waiting for Lefty and Awake and Sing, 
an anti-Nazi one-acter titled Till the Day I Die, and a full-length play Paradise Lost were staged that year. 
Odets had thus achieved fame and success of the kind every aspiring young dramatist dreams about but 
seldom attains. The Group Theatre which had, so to say, nurtured him, was fortunate in being able to 
produce his plays on an exclusive basis. The success of Lefty and Awake and Sing brought laurels to the 
Group, but with the production Paradise Lost (1935), the Group and Odets faced failure. The characters 
lacked dimension, the plot was weak and unconvincing, but Odets claimed that it was his favourite play. 
Admitting “its harsh and ungracious form”, he asserted that “our modern audiences, critics included, still 
must have their plays like salt-water taffy, cut to fit the mouth.” He claimed that the play had “a depth of 
perception, a web of sensory impressions and a level of both personal and social experience not allotted to 
the other plays.”  Paradise Lost tells of the Gordon family and their eviction from their home after Mr. 
Gordon’s partner has been found guilty of embezzlement. The business closes down, two sons die tragically, 
but Leo Gordon does not give in to despair. He feels convinced that their bourgeois paradise can be replaced 
by working for a world that is without hatred or fear of failure. The play did not succeed at the box-office 
and ran only for 73 performances. 
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It was inevitable that a dramatist who had contributed four plays to the New York stage in a single year 
would attract the attention of Hollywood. Odets was offered the handsome salary of $2,500 weekly which he 
accepted to the consternation of leftists and Group Theatre members who felt he was betraying their ideals 
by yielding to the movie moghuls. Brooks Atkinson relates : 

Many people felt bitter about Odets. 

They charged him with having betrayed 

the art of the theatre by escaping to 

Hollywood. But they misunderstood him. 

He was too unworldly to put his life 

in order. He could not cope with the 

realities. He was a generous, talented 

man, full of ideas and flashing phrases 

but diffuse. When he was at the peak of 

his career, he said he wanted to discover 

how in a materialistic world a man could 

retain “the conviction of innocence”. 

Although he never knew it, he was 

his own best exhibit. He never 

lost his innocence about the world… 

He fought alone. No one could help 

him. 

In Hollywood, Odets refused to be dazzled by the glitter of the movie capital, retaining much of his idealism. 
An interesting anecdote concerns him and fellow dramatist Sidney Howard. The latter was in Hollywood, 
working on the script of Gone With the Wind. One day when he was in the shower the telephone rang. When 
he answered it, he was informed that Odets was in the hotel lobby. Howard invited him to come up. He was 
greatly interested in meeting the new revolutionary from New York of whom he had heard so much. He had 
been particularly impressed by the young man’s statement which he had made frequently that he would 
never be found in Hollywood, not even dead. When Howard came out of the bathroom in a bath towel, he 
found Odets studying the décor of the room at the Beverly Wiltshire Hotel. Odets did not shake hands or 
greet Howard with any warmth. Instead he said to him sternly : “How can you work amidst all this luxury?” 
Stunned, Howard heard himself replying : “This isn’t luxury. This is just expensive.”  

Throughout his stay in Hollywood, Odets sent money regularly to the Group Theatre and when he returned 
east, he presented a play to the Group which proved to be its greatest financial success at a time which it was 
facing one of its worst crises. Golden Boy opened in late 1937, and its story was inspired by the dramatist’s 
experiences in the movie capital. 

The young protagonist in Golden Boy is Joe Bonaparte, son of an Italian peddler. The father saves money 
and at great personal sacrifice, buys an expensive violin for Joe’s twenty-first birthday, for the boy has 
shown great promise as a violinist. Joe is unprepossessing in appearance, with squint eyes. He learns early 
that he has the potential of becoming a prizefighter. Since his greatest desire is to be rich and famous, he 
gives up music and begins a career in the ring. Soon “the cock-eyed wonder” is in great demand, and Joe’s 
ambition is realized. 
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Success brings about a change in him. From a gentle boy he turns into a worldly-wise, overbearing and 
conceited young man, quite able to handle his gangster-backers, his opponents and his manager, Tom 
Moody. But Joe still loves music, and when fighting, tries to protect his hands from permanent damage. He 
soon realizes that he has sold himself for money, and that the Bonaparte who donned boxing gloves is not his 
real self. However, it is not until he kills an opponent in a fight that he understands how completely he has 
destroyed himself. Joe has been in love with Moody’s girl-friend, and now he says to her : “What will my 
father say when he hears I murdered a man? Lorna, I see what I did. I murdered myself too. I’ve been 
running around in circles. Now I’m smashed…Yes. I was a real sparrow, and I wanted to be a fake eagle!” 
(p.315) He goes away with Lorna, and later the news is brought to Mr. Bonaparte that the pair was killed in a 
car smash. The father stands with his head high : “Come, we bring a him home… where he belongs….” 
(p.320)  

In Golden Boy, Odets intends to convey a point in a context that is much wider than the limits of Joe 
Bonaparte’s circle. The point is that the individual, particularly the artist, must prove himself in the material 
sense before he can win recognition. In Joe’s case, he finds he cannot maintain his artistic integrity as well as 
win a name for himself in a world which regards artists as freaks. Therefore he cultivates a more acceptable 
skill and becomes rich and well-known. Success brings a horde of hangers-on, for Joe is their Golden Boy, 
the source of wealth. 

In a sense, Joe Bonaparte is Odets himself. Robert Griffin observes that Golden Boy represents the 
dramatist’s personal struggle with the material temptations of Hollywood which he could not overcome 
singlehandedly. In the glitter of that city he was faced with its artificial but alluring gaiety which was at war 
with his dedication as an artist. 

Joe’s character is well-drawn, His meteoric rise, his gradual disintegration as a person after he has achieved 
fame, and his final act of self-destruction, are depicted with dramatic force. In a sense, Joe is the most lonely 
person, Music might have filled his need but he set it aside, His father strongly disapproves of his new 
profession but is too gentle to assert himself. The young boxer seems to be rushing headlong towards 
disaster. He comes to a moment of shattering self-revelation after he kills the Chocolate Drop in the ring, 
when he sees himself clearly at last. It is Lorna who brings him comfort at what is the worst period of his 
life. She suggests that Joe must give up his career and go back to music. When Joe points out that he cannot 
do that because his hands are ruined, the girl promises to go with him. Together they will find a place where 
it is not a shame to be poor, where music is not a crime, where there is no war in the streets, and, most 
important, where a man and woman are glad to be themselves. Joe responds eagerly to Lorna’s suggestion 
that they go out in his car and speed across the night. 

There is little Marxist propaganda in Golden Boy. Odets did include a CIO agitator who is Joe’s brother. 
Frank Bonaparte is contrasted with Joe to show how much more meaningful Frank’s life is. Frank articulates 
this idea when Joe’s backer, racketeer Fuseli, tells Frank he has a fighter’s build. Frank retorts that he fights 
for a lot of things he believes in, but unlike his brother be is not easily fooled. He asserts that Joe does not 
have “the pleasure of acting as you think! The satisfaction of staying where you belong, being what you 
are…. At harmony with millions of others!” (p.318) Odets’s vision had changed considerably since the days 
when he was inspired to write Waiting for Lefty. Joe Bonaparte is a rebel, but he is no Agate Keller and has 
no political affiliations. His real love is for music, not for any ideology. Odets’s main concern is to show him 
as a person whose problems are like the problems of other artists who are faced with the same agonizing 
decision. 

Critics were quick to point out flaws in Golden Boy. Reviewing the play in January 1938, Mary McCarthy 
found that the play was “not at all about an Italian boy but about that same talkative, histrionic Jewish family 
to which Mr. Odets has introduced us before….this author appears to be psychologically glued to the 
material of his first play.” Halford Luccock, among other observers, commented on Joe’s strange ability to 
play music and to fight in the ring equally well: “The hand that combines the exquisite sensitiveness of a 
violin player with the deadly wallop of a Joe Louis would be a remarkable one!” Golden Boy ran for 248 
performances in New York and was sold to Hollywood for $70,000, the Group receiving $15,000 as its 
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share. Unlike many plays of the thirties, Golden Boy was revived successfully in later decades. thirtie s, 
Golden Boy was revived succesafully in later decades. 

With Rocket to the Moon (1938), Odets travels further along the road away from Marxism. In Waiting for 
Lefty, he offered he offered a proletarian viewpoint, advocating a strike as the first blow against the evils of 
capitalism. Already in Awake and Sing, Odets was less vociferous in advocating Marxism as a solution, 
although Ralph does prepare for some action against an economic system which has brought misery 
everywhere. Golden Boy is the story of a lonely boy and his aspirations to success, referring only briefly to 
capitalism. In Rocket to the Moon the protagonists are victims of want in the Depression era, but basically 
Odets is concerned with a marriage headed for a break-up. Having started out in his first dramatic effort with 
a passionate feeling for the masses, Odets gradually shifts his emphasis to the family and the individual. 
From the angry militancy of 1935, he moves to a study of human problems. But the plays have progressively 
less fire and certainly none has the explosive impact of Waiting for Lefty. 

At first glance, Rocket to the Moon appears to present a sordid triangle that is only too commonplace---the 
unhappy employer, his nagging wife, and the young office receptionist. But a closer examination reveals 
much more than first meets the eye. The central figure is Ben Stark, a New York dentist. The times are hard 
for professional men like him and his fellow dentist, Phil Cooper. Ben is married to a strong-minded woman, 
Belle. She likes to control his life, and even interferes with his colleagues. In one instance, she approaches 
Phil and insists that he should pay his rent which is four months overdue, or leave. She approaches Phil 
directly, to Ben’s intense embarrassment. Ben known Phil’s financial position, and that he is a widower with 
a small son. But Belle does not let this situation disturb her. She has always been on bad terms with her 
father, wealthy Mr. Prince. Her late mother did her best to convince Belle that Mr. Prince had made the older 
woman’s life a living hell. But Ben and his father-in-law are on good terms, and only recently Mr. Prince has 
offered to present Ben with new office equipment, an offer which at once irritates Belle. 

Mr. Prince advises Ben to do something about his bleak way of life : “Iceberg, listen….why don’t you come 
up and see the world, the sea gulls and the ships to Europe?... 

Take a rocket to the moon! Explode! What holds you back ?....” (p.349)  He also recommends a rousing 
affair with the office girl, Cleo, to wake Ben up. Since she is as lonely as Ben is, they fall in love. Before 
long, Belle begins to suspect what is happening. Cleo is a dreamer who likes to spin yarns about her family. 
She goes out with other men to make Ben jealous, because she wants to marry him. Ben is torn between the 
thought of losing her and of deserting his wife. The problem is intensified when Mr. Prince, having met 
Cleo, wants to marry her. He thinks he can regain some of his lost youth through her. He tries to tempt the 
girl with the idea that some day she will be a rich widow. In Ben’s presence, he warns her that Ben will 
never leave his wife. Gently, Ben has to tell her that if she marries him, there will be no happiness for her, 
for he can offer her only a secondhand life, full of petty problems. With surprising strength of character, Cleo 
rejects Mr. Prince. She decides to go out and seek a love that really needs her. Still loving her, Ben watches 
her go. For the first time, in years he does not feel guilty and at last sees things as they really are. 

In Rocket to the Moon, Odets had indeed moved far away from the working class and its problems which he 
had presented with such conviction in Waiting for Lefty. Like the Bergers in Awake and Sing, Ben Stark, 
Phil Cooper and the other protagonists in Rocket to the Moon are faced with insecurities and fears peculiar to 
their class. Morgan Himelstein goes one step further when he says that Odets is here dealing with the 
neuroses of unhappy characters which may be attributed not to the economic system, but to psyches and 
family backgrounds of the persons concerned or to the “nervous times” in which they lived.Rocket to the 
Moon also supports the contention of John Gassner who says in his Foreword to Drama was Weapon that 
Odets, “the white hope of the thirties”, was not so much a proletarian writer as a middle class one.  

At least three of his plays deal with the middle class –Awake and Sing, Paradise Lost, and Rocket to the 
Moon. Gassner considers Odets to be “perhaps the most authentic American author of dramebourgeois, a 
form of literature advocated nearly two centuries before by the eighteenth century philosopher Diderot.”  

Belle Stark reminds one of Bessie Berger. Both women have become domineering because of circumstances 
especially relating to their respective fathers. In Bessie’s case, the father is a total failure, at least in her eyes, 
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and with a mild-mannered husband, she assumes a role where she can guide the a mild-mannered husband, 
the destinies of various members of her family. In Belle’s case, the father is financially a wizard, and very 
wealthy, but from her childhood they have been enemies. Her mother, a semi-invalid and hypochondriac 
who could not share her husband’s zest of life, whined for years about his misdeeds and short-comings. Belle 
has never penetrated through the haze created by her mother and has failed to realize what her father had to 
endure. In her turn, Belle makes Ben’s life a misery. Paradoxically, while grieving for her dead child, she has 
no pity for Phil’s motherless boy. Possessive to an extreme degree, she is aghast when her husband falls in 
love with another woman. 

There is one moment in the play, when Belle visits Ben’s office, and he begins haltingly to tell her about his 
love for Cleo. Belle does not wish to listen, and the words pour out of her mouth. She talks of their years 
together and about the future they can build, shaming him into admitting that his affair with Cleo is only a 
passing thing. Mr. Prince is right when he tells Cleo that Ben will never leave his wife. Belle has that kind of 
hold over him. One wonders if the possibility of losing her husband has a chastening effect on her. 

The love Ben and Cleo have for each other can come to nothing, but the experience brings to each a 
modicum of maturity. As a result of much self-searching, both end up as better, more purposeful human 
beings. Ben says : “For years I sat here, taking things for granted, my wife, everything…then just for an hour 
my life was in a spotlight… I saw myself clearly, realized who and what I was. Isn’t that a beginning ? Isn’t 
it ?” (p.335) 

One of the most poignant moments in the play occurs after Ben has told the girl he cannot marry her. The 
girl leaves, with Ben listening intently to every sound as the elevator bears her away. Obviously, all his love 
and hope for happiness go with her. 

Odets makes no attempt to soften the unpleasantness of the situation for the audience. Phil Cooper, hit hard 
by the Depression, drinks to forget his unpaid rent, and Belle Stark hounding him to pay for it. In desperation 
he takes to donating his blood in order to make a little money. Even Cleo has a kind of courage, turning 
down the offer of a rich marriage, although she comes from a poor family. Childish, naïve and silly though 
she is, she acquires a certain dignity which excites the admiration when she leaves the two men and goes off 
to seek ehat she really wants. As she says : 

Yes, if there’s roads, I’ll take them. 

I’ll go up all those roads till I find 

what I want. I want a love that uses me, 

that needs me. Don’t you think there’s 

a world of joyful men and women? Must 

all men live afraid to laugh and sing ?... 

It’s getting late to play at life; I want 

to live it…(p.416) 

Joseph Wood Krutch comments : “No desires so agonizingly intense as those which possess these people can 
be really trivial, and even the defeated become heroes when they fight with such desperation.” 

Rocket to the Moon does not have the same appeal as Awake and Sing and Golden Boy. It is not possible to 
become deeply involved in the basic situation and the issues concerned seems trivial and less than vitally 
important. One is inclined to agree with the comment of Thornton Wilder when he says : “I am not interested 
in such ephemeral subjects as the adulteries of dentists.” Odets himself said that any play with psychological 
complexities was not for the Broadway public. This was not quite accurate for two other plays with 
psychological themes were very popular. 

Perhaps the audience was dis-appointed because it expected a play from Odets that was more vigorous and 
forceful. Perhaps the Depression, which forms the background of the story, was no longer vital, and other 
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issues such as the situation in Europe were causing more concern. The play ran for 131 performances. Baird 
Shuman attributes this to the Group Theatre policy of giving benefit shows to subscribing organizations. 

Rocket to the Moon was the last play Odets wrote during the decade. In his later plays such as Night Music 
(1940) and Clash by Night (1941), he not only moved away completely from leftist propaganda and social 
drama, but continued to explore the problems of individuals. Human sufferings, human motivations and 
behaviour became the central themes of his plays. Odets had travelled a long and arduous path in his 
dramatic career, but this escaped most people who still remembered him as the creator of Waiting for Lefty, 
the angry young man of the thirties, even when he was no longer either angry or young. 

Robert Griffin believes that Odets never knew much about the ideology he preached so ardently in his early 
plays. He writes : “Odets himself was only fitfully, youthfully and romantically, very imperfectly  
communistic with a capital C. He knew approximately as much about dialectical materialism as he knew 
about corporate finance.” Changing times, widening horizons and shifting emphases did not alter his image, 
though the once fiery dragon could now emit only a few wisps of smoke. In later years, Odets was conscious 
of the pitfalls of relating art too closely to ideology. Two years before his death he spoke about his 
playwriting. He had been interested in investigating how he had to take real life as he knew it and press it 
into an ideological mould : 

I used to try many ways to make the 

materials of my plays say something 

that they really were not saying by 

tacking on a certain ideological 

posture. I think this did damage the 

plays…. but I couldn’t have done 

otherwise in that period. It’s the 

one thing that really disturbs me 

about the early plays—that I would 

very easily, very fluently and 

naturally, give an expression of a 

certain kind of life, and then try 

to tell the audience what it meant. 

Odets also spoke about himself and another Marxist dramatist of the thirties, John Howard Lawson : 

I think very simply that the material 

was always richer than the ideational 

direction that I tried to superimpose 

upon it. It was just enough to give 

birth to the material and let it say 

what it had to say. And yet, still 

in all, the life which was expressed, 

was impelled by some ideological 

direction in which I was going. It’s 

almost like not trusting the material 
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to make a statement, but you have to 

add a comment that was not really 

indigenous to the material. Jack 

Lawson, for instance, was a distinguished 

playwright, but he ruined himself 

artistically by tailoring his materials 

to fit an ideological conception. The 

last play he wrote, Marching Song, was 

concepted along these lines, and it’s 

dead as a nail. I think it’s a crime 

to see what happened to this juicy, 

gifted playwright when he got an 

ideology. Fortunately, however, the 

Left movement didn’t absorb too many 

good talents. When I started  to write 

Awake and Sing ! I didn’t have a 

mission in life; I wasn’t going to 

change society. When I came to 

rewriting it I was going to change the 

world----or help change it. I should 

have learnt a lesson from Ibsen; 

that it’s simply enough to present 

the question. “You in the audience 

think about it; may be you have some 

answers.” 

Perhaps even as very young dramatist he had been conscious of sacrificing some artistic values on the altar 
of ideology, but carried away by his own youthful zeal and by the fervour of those years, he could not resist 
giving his plays what he calls “the ideational direction”. 

In the fifties, Odets wrote two fine plays--- The Country Girl (1950) which depicted the problems of an actor 
with alcoholism, and The Flowering Peach (1954} which took a fresh look at Noah and the Ark. The latter 
play was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, but the award went to Tennessee Williams for Cat on a Hot Tin 
Roof. Referring to The Flowering Peach, one wag queried : “Odets, where is thy sting ?” Apart from the 
changing times and shifting emphases which affected his work, the failure of the Group Theatre also took its 
toll. The Group had always been his sheet anchor ever since those early exhilarating days when Lefty had 
made such an impact. Even when he was on the West Coast, his heart had been in New York with the Group, 
and he had written Golden Boy with the specific purpose of keeping the Group alive. When it disintegrated, 
in spite of all efforts to save it, a part of Odets was lost forever. 

Also of great significance was the fact that the thirties were passing. The burning issues of the early years 
which had led the leftist writers to protest were already passe in the closing years of the decade. The 
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economy, greatly strengthened by the efforts of the New Deal, was no longer the centre of attention. With 
cautious optimism, Americans could feel that the worst was behind them and that a better future lay ahead. 
Their eyes were now turned towards the fascist menace across the waters of Atlantic. These conditions 
effected a change among the leftist writers. In Chapter II, we observed how the signing of the Nazi-Soviet 
Pact in 1939 created a stampede among the leftist writers, most of whom hastened to disassociate themselves 
from any link with the Communist Party. Odets, of course, had quit the party in 1934, eight months after he 
joined it. He had grown away from leftist themes. His career as a dramatist had been born out of the 
Depression. With the worst of it over, the very foundations on which his dramatic achievement rested were 
shaken. Unlike Lillian Hellman or Elmer Rice who moved easily, thematically speaking, from the 
Depression to other newer issues, Odets was not able to make the transition from the thirties into the next 
decades. 

What makes the name of Clifford Odets stand out so clearly in the drama of this turbulent decade? On one 
level must be considered an important facet of his dramatic talent. Born in a Jewish family, and growing up 
in the Bronx, he developed a deep compassion for those of his race who lived in that area of New York. He 
also had a special awareness of suffering which comes frequently and instinctively from being born a Jew.  A 
young writer of the thirties remembers how it was to be a spectator of Odets’ play Awake and Sing : 

In Odets’s play there was a lyrical 
uplifting of blunt Jewish speech, 

boiling over and explosive, that did 
more to arouse the audience than the 
political catchwords that brought the 

curtain down. Everybody on that stage 
was furious, kicking, alive----the 
words, always real but never flat, 
brilliantly authentic like no other 

theater speech on Broadway, aroused 
the audience to such delight that 

one could feel it bounding back and 
uniting itself with the mind of the 

writer…. Odets pulled us out of self- 
pity. Everything so long choked up 

in twenty thousand damp hallways and 
all on those rumpled summer sheets, 
everything still smelling of the cold 
shattered sand littered with banana 
peels under the boardwalk at Coney 
Island, everything that went back to 

the graveled roofs over the tenements, 
the first escapes in the torrid nights, 

shadow of the subway and the screams 
of protest----“I never in my life ever 
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had a birthday party. Every time I 
went and cried in the toilet when my 
birthday came”----was now out in the 

open, at last, we laughed… I 
understood at last. It was all one, 

as I had always known. Art and truth 
and hope come together----if a real 
writer was their meeting place… 

I had never seen actors on the stage 
and an audience in the theatre come 
together with such a happy shock…. 

Mio :   Then you know something about it. 

Miriamne :  Yes. 

(Winterset, Twenty-five Best Plays of the Modern American Theatre,   ed. John Gassner, New York : Crown 
Publishers, Inc., 1971). 

Odets’ awareness extended to anyone who had to undergo injustice or cruelty. While he revealed his deep 
knowledge of the lives of Bronx dwellers in Awake and Sing, his sensitivity towards the problems of other 
members of the human race is evident in his other plays, of the thirties, as in Waiting for Lefty where the 
striking cabbies represent many ethnic backgrounds, or Golden Boy, where the protagonist, Joe Bonaparte, is 
of Italian descent. 

In one of the most critical decades of the twentieth century, Odets was the spokesman for a whole generation 
of young and eager people who were determined to bring about change in the America of their time Restless, 
often militant, they refused to bow down to despair. Odets was able to epitomize this refusal with great 
accuracy in his plays. Ralph Berger was a symbol of that group of youthful people who desired to go out and 
fight so that “life shouldn’t be printed on dollar bills,” so that they could prove that other values besides 
material ones were of importance. Odets believed with them that those who dwelt in the dust need not yield 
to despair but must awake and sing. What appealed to Odets’s generation was the thought that united they 
could make a better tomorrow. In plays like Waiting for Lefty and Awake and Sing, Odets was able to depict 
the hopes and longings, problems and fears of a period in American history as they related specifically to his 
generation. 
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I believe in two things, true Democracy and true Christianity. I hope to God that neither of them dies before I 
do. Certainly nothing can kill them but brutal stupidity…All I want to do with my life is to go on attacking 
such betrayers of the human race and expanding the simple doctrine in the Sermon on the Mount. 

Robert Sherwood 

It would be no easy task to find a dramatist of the thirties who differs so completely from Clifford Odets in 
background, outlook, commitment and dramatic achievement as Robert Sherwood. Odets was filled at least 
at first, with a burning zeal to preach a social reformation through his plays. Sherwood’s message was 
articulated after much soul searching, almost with reluctance, because he could no longer keep silent about 
certain momentous issues. Deeply introspective, an intellectual who brooded over the sombre state of the 
world, Sherwood tried to believe in man’s essential wisdom and goodness but was always stopped short 
when he came up against human actions which betrayed the lack of these qualities. He was already a reputed 
playwright when Odets burst on the theatrical scene like a fiery meteor. Sherwood came from a long line of 
distinguished forbears that had included lawyers, scientists, sculptors and artists. 

One of his ancestors on his mother’s side was the famed patriot, Robert Emmet, who had been executed by 
the English for his part in Ireland’s freedom struggle. 

Born in 1896, Sherwood was raised in affluent surroundings, and acquired a reputation for playing pranks at 
school and at Harvard. When he was in his senior year at college, an event took place which not only turned 
the course of his own life, but affected world history. America decided to join the First World War. Like 
myriads of young Americans, Robert could hardly wait to enlist, but to his dismay he was rejected by the 
United States Army and Navy because of his great height of six feet, seven inches. He was finally accepted 
by the Canadian Black Watch which prescribed kilts as a uniform. R. Baird Shuman records : “So tall was 
Sherwood that, when a photographer tried to photograph him in his kilts, he found it impossible to have both 
the head and the legs in focus simultaneously. Hence, the pictures which Sherwood’s family had taken of 
him showed the granite-like Emmet features with great clarity, but showed his legs only as long, fuzzy 
vertical structures.” 

Sherwood was gassed at Vimy Ridge, hospitalized, and on his return to the front was shot in both legs. 
Convalescing in England, he found an opportunity to converse with other wounded men. He wrote later : 

In one hospital the occupant of the bed 

on one side of mine was an Australian 

who had been horribly burned by liquid 

fire in the crater at Loos three years 

before. In the bed on the other side of 

mine was a South African Jew, a machine 

gun bullet had lodged in the base of 

his spine and he knew he would never 

walk again. It was a great surprise to 

me to discover that these two men, and 

all other men, whom I got to know well, 

thought and acted and talked and reacted 

just about as I did. 

Sherwood’s first anti-war play. The Road to Rome (1927), attempted to explain why, when Hannibal arrived 
in 216 B. C. on the outskirts of the Eternal City, he failed to annihilate it as planned. He is visited by the 
beautiful wife of Fabius Maximus, Dictator of Rome. Amytis of the bright spirit has nothing in common with 
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her pompous bore of a husband. With Hannibal she pleads the cause of the innocents who are needlessly 
slaughtered in war. She predicts that some day he will “realize that there’s a thing called the human equation. 
It’s so much more beautiful than war.” Unconvinced at first, 

Hannibal gradually is moved by the persuasive charm of Amytis. She spends the night with him, slipping 
away next morning just as Fabius arrives to confer with the conqueror. He is never to realize why Hannibal 
decided not to destroy Rome. Through Amytis, the dramatist pointed out the futility and needless destruction 
of war, but the spectator was more impressed by the comic and romantic situations than the play’s serious 
message. Witty, entertaining, filled as it was with intriguing situations, The Road to Rome was a pointer to 
the attitude of its youthful creator towards war. In later years, Sherwood referred to the fact that those who 
recalled The Road to Rome remembered it for some of its last lines : 

Hannibal :  Fabius, I wish happiness and prosperity to you, your wife, and your        sons. 

Fabius :       Thank you, but I have no sons. 

Hannibal :   You may have…(p.332) 

Sherwood’s first effort in the thirties was another light-hearted comedy which captured the romantic mood of 
Vienna, of dancing to the strains of Strauss’s waltzes and of secret assignations. Reunion in Vienna (1931) 
was one of those plays which transport the spectator into a different world. It is August of 1930 when the 
play opens, and the one hundredth birthday of the late Emperor Franz Joseph I is soon to take place. A grand 
celebration is being planned, as in the good old days, at the famed Hotel Lucher. Aristocratic 

Austrian emigres converge on the hotel. One important question they discuss is whether the Archduke 
Rudolf Maximillian von Habsburg will attend. There is a slight awkwardness involved in his possible arrival, 
not so much because he is persona non grata in Vienna but because his former mistress, Elena, is now the 
wife of an eminent psychoanalyst, Dr. Anton Krug. Elena does not wish to attend the reunion, but Krug, 
believing it will help her finally to sever the cord which still binds her to her old social group, advises her to 
go. 

In the meantime, Rudolf has breezed in, slipping past the police who are keeping the Hotel Lucher under 
surveillance. Still every inch an Archduke, he orders all comforts, and no one would know that he makes a 
living as a taxi driver in Nice. When he finally confronts Elena, he makes it clear that he wants to resume 
their old relationship, but Elena tells him that she loves her husband and will not yield to his charming 
persuasion. Somehow she manages to slip away and reach home, with Rudolf following her, fully 
determined to bring her back. 

The Archduke is astonished at the courtesy with which Elena’s husband speaks to him. With characteristic 
frankness, he asks Krug to allow Elena to spend one night with him. This, he claims, will be in the nature of 
a therapy for him, and perhaps then he can forget her completely. The doctor finds himself responding liked 
any jealous husband but controls his natural impulses. They are interrupted by the news that the police have 
learned of Rudolf’s presence in Vienna and in the Krug home. Since Anton is on excellent terms with the 
authorities, he goes off to intervene on behalf of the Habsburg, wisely leaving him on his honour under the 
same roof as Elena. 

For the first time, some of Rudolf’s superb self-confidence deserts him. Elena looking at him, notes his 
dejection, his tarnished medals and the torn coat he wears. She is aware of his sudden realization that he is no 
longer a prince but a taxi-driver, and the knowledge moves her as all his earlier egotism had failed to do. 
Going into her bedroom, she calls him in. Next morning finds Rudolf his old arrogant self and Elena 
radiantly happy. The spark is not dimmed even when Krug returns to escort Rudolf out of Vienna with the 
permission of the authorities.  

In a comedy like Reunion in Vienna, the appeal lies in the situation that is presented, full of intriguing 
moments. Here is an exiled prince about to meet his former mistress, now the wife of someone else and at 
once the audience can expect a delightful evening’s entertainment. Added to this, the husband is not an 
ordinary person but a famed psychoanalyst, once resident in the home of Sigmund Freud himself. Long 
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before Rudolf actually appears, we have a good idea of the kind of man he is. The ground work for his 
appearance has already been laid in the first part of the play when a student of Krug, Ilse, describes a strange 
experience she had : 

It was very strange, and terribly 

disturbing. I’ve tried to account for 

my emotional reaction to it, but I can’t 

do it. I was in Nice on my vacation, 

and I called a taxi. Then I happened to 

look in the little mirror, above the driver’s 

seat, and I saw his eyes. He was staring 

at me openly, insolently. They were the 

queerest eyes I’ve ever seen. I kept 

looking at them although I didn’t want 

to. I felt sure I’d seen him before. He 

was driving frightfully fast—on those 

narrow roads that run along the brinks 

off cliffs—crazily. …Finally I screamed 

out to him to stop---but I was so terrified 

that I forgot to say it in French. I 

spoke German. And with that he did stop, 

and stepped from his seat in the front 

and climbed into the inside of the taxi 

and sat down beside me, and he said, “I 

thought so! There was something about your 

eyelids that identified you as a Viennese. 

I am Viennese too. In fact, I’m one of 

those who imparted to Vienna its now faded 

glory.” Then he put his arms around me and 

gave me a long kiss. (p.767) 

Obviously this could be none other than Rudolf Maximillian himself, charming, devil-may-care, 
unpredictable and inimitable. The much-heralded arrival of the Archduke is all that was expected as he 
accepts the homage of the assembled nobility, lifts Frau Lucher’s dress to see if she still wears the red 
drawers of former years, and makes outrageous statements and demands. But Rudolf’s task of winning Elena 
again is far from easy. He starts by slapping her face, kissing her, laughing at her married state and 
confiscating her wedding ring. What he has not accounted for is the fact that for years, Elena has been trying 
to get away from her past. In her new and respectable life as Frau Krug there can be no place for any kind of 
relationship with Rudolf. Under her husband’s tutelage she has learnt what type of person her former lover 
is. As she tells him, Krug has analysed his type in one of the many volumes he has written under the heading, 
“Elephantiasis of the Ego”. And so the battle is on, with Elena in retreat and the Archduke hard on her heels. 
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If Rudolf is caught in his own arrogance and Elena in the web of her past, Krug is caught in a trap of his own 
making. It is he who insists that Elena go to the reunion as a final cure for her problem. When Rudolf 
pursues her into the Krug home, the psychoanalyst remains calm and unruffled for a while, observing the 
visitor with clinical detachment but soon finds that it is hard to remain impersonal in this case. It is Krug’s 
method to make a patient advise himself by a process of suggestion. In Rudolf’s case, this method prompts 
the prince to say to Krug : “Give her to me for this one night.” (p.813) Krug is surprised at the primitive 
emotions aroused in him and he takes off his coat for the anticipated fight, prompting Rudolf to say to Elena 
: “There, Elena ! I have exposed him before your eyes. This colossus of the intellect, this triumph of 
civilization, is behaving like a vindictive ape.” (p.813) Later when Anton has gone off to confer with the 
authorities, Rudolf finds that the man has outwitted them after all : 

As effective a bit of foul play as 

I have ever witnessed ! He’s tricked me 

into his debt---put me on my honor. He 

know that I have that. It runs in the 

Habsburg blood--honor and epilepsy. We 

deserved to be thrown out---not because 

we were tyrants, but because we were all at 

heart rotten sentimentalists. The doctor 

has discovered the essential weakness. (p.817) 

But if Anton has succeeded with Rudolf, he has not accounted for danger from a different direction. 
Ultimately, it is Elena who foils him, pity for the humbled Habsburg moving her into surrendering to her 
erstwhile lover. 

We have mentioned before that in Reunion in Vienna, Sherwood’s mood was consistently light-hearted. His 
humour is directed at psychoanalysis, represented by Krug, who are 

so certain they have found a solution to the problems of the mind which beset human beings. Eleanor Flexner 
comments : 

the comedy is two-edged, for the writer 

is mocking, not only the faded glamour of 

Vienness imperial Glory, but cocksureness 

weigh human emotion with chemical accuracy 

and admits of no incalabilities. It is an 

ex-Habsburg’s ex- misteress, has only to 

which still maintens over her to be broken 

for all time. Elena’s reaction is unexperted, 

for as it terns out her professor husband 

has miscalculated in one respect : Rudolph 

Habdburg has triumphed over the ravages of 

charming as ever. 

The one touch of pathos in Reunion in Vienna concerns the decayed aristocrats who gather at the Hotel 
Lucher. Aging, adrift in a cold unfriendly world, their dreams are all of the glorious old days of Habsburg 
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rule of which Rudolf is the adored symbol. Carousing the hours of their reunion away, they come alive again, 
reminiscing, recalling loved people and times that are no more. But time moves on inexorably, and when 
symbolically speaking, the clock strikes twelve, they will have to face harsh reality again. Willard 

Thorp sees in the group  more than just agathering of émigré aristocrats. He writes: “The mummeries of 
Rudolph’s  shabby court during its night of escape into the past represent one way in  which modern man 
confronts the black doubts before him.” What sets Reunion apart from other American comedies of the 
decade is its distinctively Continental flavour. The story, the setting and the characters could exist nowhere 
else but in Europe. Joseph Wood Krutch appreciates Sherwood’s success in capturing romance and old world 
charm in his play. 

He writes : 

Reunion in Vienna may not be intrinsically 

very important or even, in view of its close 

approach to the spirit of mid-European comedy, 

very original. With some show of reason one 

might, however, hail it as marking an epoch 

inthe history of one of those minor folk 

ambitions which are seldom recorded even in 

histories of culture. From their earliest 

days the Washington Square players were 

wistfully anxious to be, among other things 

continental”, and the American intellectual 

often exiled himself in Europe for no better 

reason than that American authors were 

incapable of treating a chronicle of light 

love lightly. Here at last Mr. Sherwood had 

succeeded completely where others had failed; 

 

Up and looked in on one of these parties, and he saw at once the pathos of these discarded and indigent semi-
royalists, moving about in a shadow play of vanished grandeur of émigré aristocrats. Unable to forget what 
he had seen  in “that upstairs room at Sacher’s, Sherwood was soon at work on Reunion in Vienna. (S.N. 
Behrman, The Suspended Drawing Room, op. cit., p.145.) 

he was as “continental as though he had been 

born in Budapest. One more of the of the 

reproaches traditionally leveled against 

American culturehad been triumphantly 

answered. The works ofof Mr. Molnar need 

make us feel inferior no longer.  

Reactions to Reunion in Vienna varied. John Mason Brown reports how, in spite of the Depression, 
“enraptured audiences flocked to the Martin Beck Theatre.” The New Yorker said that the play was such gay 
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and exciting entertainment…that you must go, budget or no budget.” Many people considered the ending to 
be inconclusive with too many questions left unanswered. Sherwood said he did not know what had 
happened after the final curtain, although he presumed that Elena was better for the experience. Critics 
reviewing the play had high praise for the performance of that brilliant team, Alfred Lunt and Lynn 
Fontanne, but the comments on Sherwood were less than warm. John Mason Brown remembers being 
disturbed by something “undergraduate” in Sherwood’s humour, and quotes the Herald Tribune’s comment 
which said that the play was “tortuous and foggy…thin and dry and 

rattling.”  

rattling.”  Sherwood did not deny that the play was “very hokey”  and remarked that “the awful danger of the 
stage is in being too literal and matter-of-fact and in losing that element of hokum which is the essence of the 
theatre.”  

Throughout the rehearsal period, Sherwood had had problems with the Theatre Guild management. The 
dictatorial practices of some of the Guild’s Board members greatly irked him. These troubles with the Board 
were to have far-reaching repercussions. Still, Reunion in Vienna was a triumph for the Theatre Guild, 
playing for a total of 264 performances. Even more than The Road to Rome, Reunion was replete with 
sparkling verbal exchanges, double entendres and moments of high comedy. Sherwood’s point about 
psychoanalysis and its role in the modern context was so understated that it went almost unnoticed. 

As one who had taken part in the fighting in 1917-18 and shared the disillusionment of the lost generation, 
Sherwood pondered over the seeming barrenness of man’s future and over the state of Western civilization 
which had become stagnant and decadent. The Depression itself was evidence that matters had steadily 
worsened and it seemed as if most of the stalwarts of yesterday had gone forever. These ideas were 
crystallized in a thought-provoking and significant play The Petrified Forest (1935). 

The setting of the play is the Bar-B-Q. Cafeteria, owned by Gramp Maple and run by his son, Jason, and 
granddaughter, Gabby (Gabrielle). Little excitement comes their way here on the edge of the Arizona desert, 
beyond which lies the Petrified Forest. Gabby yearns to go to  France to be with her mother. The older 
woman, unable to bear this bleak place, divorced Jason, remarried and settled in her native land. To while 
away the time, Gabby reads the poems of Francois Villon and paints. Jason is proud of being an American 
and a member of the American Legion. 

Boze Hertzlinger is a former football star who now mans Gramp’s filling station. He loves Gabby but the girl 
finds him crude and insensitive. Into her uneventful life comes a young stranger, Alan Squier. Hitchhiking 
across the country, he comes into the cafeteria for a meal. Squier was married to a rich woman who deserted 
him. Now he is in search of something new and meaningful in life. Finding a kindred soul in him Gabby 
reads him a Villon poem and shows him her paintings. She shares her dreams with him and he tells her his 
life story. Soon they are deeply in love. 

Excitement comes at last to the Bar-B-Q Carfeteria when Duke Mantee, a gangster, takes it over. A ruthless 
killer, Mantee demands food and drink for himself and his gang. The others now reveal their true selves. 
Boze chafes to get at Mantee to prove himself as a he-man. A chance visitor, Mrs. Chisholm, wife of a rich 
man, “a pillar of the mortgage, loan and trust” (p.407) offers to “crawl into the hay” (p.408) with Mantee. 
Gramp is proud to have a real American desperado under his roof. 

Squier becomes unusually loquacious as he drinks with the others. He studies Mantee and talks freely to him: 

You’d better come with me, Duke, I’m 

planning to be buried in the Petrified 

Forest. I’ve been evolving a theory 

about that would interest you. 

It’s the graveyard of the civilization 

that’s been shot from under us. It’s 
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the world of outmoded ideas. Platonism… 

patriotism---Christianity----romance---the 

conomics of Adam Smith----they’re all 

so many dead stumps in the desert. 

That’s where I belong---and so do you, 

Duke. For you’re the last great 

apostle of rugged individualism. 

Aren’t you ? (p.397) 

Squier sees what he can do. If he can make over his insurance policy to Gabby and persuade Mantee to kill 
him, then like Sidney Carton, he will have done something far better than he has ever done. For, as he says of 
Gabby : “She’s the future. She’s the renewal of vitality---and courage—and aspiration----all the strength that 
has gone out of you….She’s essential to me, to the whole damned country, and the whole miserable world.” 
(p.405) Before Mantee shoots his way out of the Bar-B-2 when it is surrounded by lawmen, he keeps his 
word and shoots Squier dead. Now Gabrielle understands what the words of this poem mean : “Thus in your 
field my seed of harvestry will thrive / For the fruit is like me that I set/God bids me tend it with good 
husbandry : This is the end for which we twain are met.” 

(p.418) 

Squier and Mantee symbolize the passing of an age in the history of man, having reached what Joseph Wood 
Krutch calls “the Armageddon of society.” Squier, depicted as the last of the intellectuals, is not the stuff of 
which heroes are made. Over-civilized, he, in a sense, has become emasculated, incapable of contributing 
anything of value to the world. Mantee may be a “rugged individual”, but the gangster too is the last of his 
kind. Squier is discerning enough to realize that he and Mantee represent a time which will soon be gone 
forever. When he points out the situation to Mantee, the killer does not deny it. In fact, as he leaves, having 
shot Squier, he tells him : “I’ll be seeing you soon.” (p.416) The dying race to which the two men belong had 
assumed that it had outwitted Nature. But as Squier explains, the true fact is that Nature is coming back into 
her own. Using neuroses and discontent as her weapons, and taking advantage of the stagnation, she is 
slowly but surely taking over. As Squier adds, he and Mantee are ready to be buried in the Petrified Forest 
along with other dead stumps like Platonism and Christianity. 

Most of the other characters are also anachronisms in this age. Jason Maple may pride himself on being an 
American, but patriotism is another dead stump; Gramp lives in the past when men of daring like Billy the 
Kid terrorized the populace; Chisholm’s whole existence revolves around the making of money; and Boze 
can only boast of his brief hour of glory as the football star of Nevada Tech. Only Gabby is strong and vital, 
symbolic of the type of person on whom the future can be built. 

Writing about The Petrified Forest in a contemporary review in 1935, John Mason Brown commented that 
“in the best Pauline manner—it has been made to mean all things to all men.” Brown was referring to the 
fact that the play had all the requisite ingredients for a stage hit--- melodrama, a love story, swift-paced 
action, a gun battle, and, for those who wanted more than more theatricality, there was the deeper meaning 
that Sherwood infused with great subtlety into the body of the drama. But Brown also notes : “His 
symbolism (which is written so that each spectator can make it his own) may prove somewhat mystifying on 
occasion.” One grasps in part the essential thesis of the play but possibly not all of it. 

Sherwood himself explained that the essence of his play lay in the dialogue between Squier and Gabby when 
he tells her that he belongs to “a vanishing race. I’m one of the intellectuals.” (p.380)  He adds : “It’s Nature 
hitting back. Not with the old weapons—floods, plagues, holocausts. We can neutralize them. She’s 
deliberately afflicting mankind with the jitters….She’s taking the world from the intellectuals and giving it 
back to the apes…. ” (p.381)  
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Certain influences that helped to shape Sherwood’s views are apparent in The Petrified Forest. Alan Squier 
refers to T.S. Eliot’s The Hollow Men a shattering picture of the unsubstantiality and emptiness of man in 
the Wasteland. Squier’s idea of sacrificing his pointless existence to give new life to Gabby is inspired, as he 
indicates, by Carton’s final act in Dickens’s A Tale of Two Cities. Louis Broussard also sees some 
influences of Spengler’s Decline of the West and the poetry of W.B. Yeats. Broussard adds of Squier : 
“When he denounces all institutions, all philosophies and avers that at last nature has avenged herself, he 
becomes the Hairy Ape, who, disillusioned with the world and incapable of returning to his former 
innocence, can submit only to death.” Marxist playwright, John Howard Lawson, finds in Alan Squier a 
resemblance to many of Chekhov’s characters, particularly to Trophim in The Cherry Orchard who says : 
“The vast majority of the educated people that I know seek after nothing, do nothing, and are as yet 
incapable of work….They are all serious, they all have solemn faces; they only discuss important subjects; 
they philosophize.”  

Sherwood was too seasoned a showman to allow an overabundance of abstract ideas to mar the 
entertainment value of his play. Pleasing as it was to audiences, the dramatist felt there was a certain 
incompleteness about it, as if he had not said all he wished to say. He was conscious of the fact that there 
was justification in what some of the critics said about The Petrified Forest. Stark Young felt that the play 
was a rest from bourgeois seriousness of many recent Broadway plays but that it was still mainly a 
melodrama.  Writing in Commonweal, Granville Vernon commented : “I for one refuse to believe that this 
girl who recites Francois Villon between bursts of up-to-date profanity is the hope of the future.”  

Sherwood told Lucius Beebe of the Herald Tribune, that he tried to express the renewal of courage and 
vitality and fresh ideas in the character of Gabby. “But I lost control of the idea, to a certain extent, just as I 
lost control of the theme of Reunion in Vienna, and made Lynn Fontanne’s husband a man instead of a 
scientist.”  The dramatist confessed: “ The trouble with me is  that I start with a big message and end up with 
nothing but good entertainment.”  He was aware what a person expected when he went to the theatre. “Do 
the great run of theatre-goers peel off their banknotes to see an Indian fight, a gunman, a millionaire, and an 
American Legionnaire symbolizing the passing of a world order? In a pig’s eye ! They come to see two parts 
of a highly improbable and sentimentalized romance, stirred, like a martini, with one part gunplay. They 
don’t want a message and perhaps I didn’t give it to them as I should have.”  

Odets had been fortunate in having the Group Theatre to provide talented actors for his plays. Sherwood’s 
stage successes owned much to those who acted in them--the Lunts in Reunion in Vienna, Leslie Howard 
and Humphrey Bogart in The Petrified Forest. Leslie Howard with his blond looks, gentle face and sensitive 
interpretation of Alan Squier was eminently suitable. Bogart was a comparative newcomer, but so skillful 
was his depiction of Duke Mantee that for the rest of his life he was called upon to play similarly “tough” 
roles. Audiences found the judicious Sherwood 

Formula foreplay as satisfying as usual. 

As the economic situation in America improved, Sherwood shared the concern of many other discerning men 
about the growing threat of fascism in Europe. It was obvious that the fragile peace which had existed since 
the Armistice was in grave danger and that some kind of clash might erupt at any time. The ultimate 
magnitude of the clash that was to come was imagined only by the most pessimistic of the Cassandras. 

There were two things that Sherwood believed in and in a diary that he kept during the rehearsals of Idiot’s 
Delight he explained what they were : 

I believe in two things, true Democracy 
and true Christianity. I hope to God 
that neither of them dies before I do. 
Certainly nothing can kill them but 
brutal stupidity…..All I want to do 

with my life is to go on and on 
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attacking such betrayers of the human 
race and expanding the simple doctrine 

in the Sermon on the Mount. 
Sherwood believed that men like Hitler and Mussolini were “betrayers of the human race” and that they 
represented a menacing force that could destroyDemocracy and everything free men everywhere believed in. 
But while asserting this, he was still firmly convinced that war was futile, that it solved nothing. In his next 
play, Idiot’s Delight (1936), he spoke out strongly against war, using a far more forceful argument than he 
had in The Road to Rome. It was to be Sherwood’s last anti-war play. In 

Most plays of Sherwood in the thirties had foreign locales with the exception of The Petrified Forest and Abe 
Lincoln in Illinois. Idiot’s Delight was another play with a continental background. The entire action takes 
place in the cocktail lounge of the Hotel Monte Gabriele, in the Italian Alps, poised on the frontiers of 
Switzerland and Austria. War is imminent as the tense situation everywhere proclaims, and the Italian 
authorities have closed the border. Guests at the hotel include Achille Weber, a powerful and wealthy 
munitions maker; his beautiful sophisticated Russian mistress, Irene; German scientist Dr. Waldersee, 
engaged in cancer research; French radical, Quillery; Harry Van, American showman with his troupe of girls 
“Les Blondes”; and Mr. and Mrs. Cherry, young newly-weds from England. Irene puzzles Harry. He recalls 
that years ago a red-haired Russian girl who was given to telling charming lies, spent a night with him at the 
Governor Bryan Hotel in Omaha, Nebraska. When he questions her, she asks : “Omaha? Where is that ? 
Persia?” (p.122)  and reminds him that she is a blonde. 

Dr. Waldersee, a scientist, is an route to Geneva to pursue his research in the peaceful atmosphere of 
Switzerland, for at home he would be required to work on germ warfare for the Fatherland. Outspoken 
Quillery constantly and loudly denounces the others. Weber is proud of Irene’s beauty, and she basks in the 
luxuries he can give her, but otherwise they feel no love for each other. Theirs has been a kind of mutually 
beneficial business relationship. When he tells her that Italy will soon bomb Paris and reprisals will follow in 
twenty-four hours, Irene says : “All this great wonderful death and destruction, everywhere and you 
prompted it!...It makes me so proud to think that I am so close to you-who made all this possible. ” (p.116-
117) Weber does not miss the irony of her words. 

Paris is bombed, and in the war hysteria which follows, Dr. Waldersee decides his duty lies in Germany. 
Quillery, unable as usual to remain silent, denounces with great vehemence the Italian pilots responsible for 
the bombing. He is taken out and shot. The others prepare to leave, for the Swiss border is open. Only Irene 
cannot go. Her passport, issued by the League of Nations to stateless persons, has no value now that the 
authority of the League is in serious doubt. Weber is the only one who could help her but he remembers what 
she said to him earlier about his promoting death and destruction. As a punishment, he deserts her. 

Before his departure, Harry lingers near Irene. As he leaves, she tells him the number of the Omaha hotel 
room where they had spent the night together. He puts Les Blondes on the train in charge of the Cherrys, 
then quietly returns to Irene. When the French bombers roar overhead, he is playing the piano. Amidst the 
deafening sounds of machine gun fire and exploding bombs, Harry and Irene sing : “Onward Christian 
Soldiers, marching as to war.” 

As in all Sherwood plays, the dramatis personae of Idiot’s Delight are skillfully chosen to represent a point 
of view or a motivation relevant to the central argument. Waldersee is the man of science dedicated to saving 
lives, but, as he discovers about himself later, he is first of all a German. When war is imminent he feels 
compelled to go home and help to develop sophisticated methods of warfare primarily designed for killing. 
Quillery is a vehement, opinionated radical, unable to see good in anything except his own ideology. His 
dark predictions for the world’s future, his loud and insistent accusations against Weber, the fascists and 
almost everything else, result in his being taken before a firing squad. To him his death is in itself a proof of 
all that he has been saying. It never occurs to Quillery that he could serve his cause much more profitably if 
he talked less and acted more. The others, Weber excepting, regret his untimely end and the fact that a man 
has to die for speaking his own mind. The Cherrys are surprisingly mature for such a young couple and 
maintain their serenity even when the tension begins to mount. One critic observes that they have a two-fold 
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purpose. As young lovers about to be affected by war, their appeal is universal, but in the broadest sense they 
represent England’s position on war. They do not like what they see, but they are restrained and calm, a 
contrast to a more volatile type like Quillery. 

The role of Achille Weber is important to the main argument of the play. Are those who sell munitions more 
guilty than those who create the conditions of war ? Weber himself states his case. When Irene makes her 
ironical remarks about his being a promoter of death, he says : 

Then apply your intelligence, my dear. 

Ask yourself : why shouldn’t they die ? 

And who are the greater criminals 

those who sell the instruments of death, 

or those who buy them, and use them ?.... 

all of them consider me an arch-villain 

because I furnish them with what they 

want, which is the illusion of power…. 

Yes----they shout bravely about something 

they call “national honor.” And what 

does it amount to ? Mistrust of the 

motives of everyone else ! Dog in the 

manger defense of what they’ve got, and 

greed for the other fellow’s possessions ! 

I assure you, Irene---for such little 

people the deadliest weapons are the 

most merciful. (p.117) 

The implication is that for the real culprits the munitions magnates are a convenient front. 

Throughout the play, the other characters consistently despise Weber, accusing him behind his back, and in 
the case of Quillery, to his face. Weber has no difficulty in sensing their contempt. To them he may be a 
master criminal without a conscience, but only Irene knows he suffers from insomnia, for as she says, like 
Macbeth he has something on his mind. Nevertheless it was Weber’s efficient ruthlessness that took him to 
the top. When he senses Irene’s disloyalty, he deserts her without a qualm, knowing full well that an air 
attack is imminent and that she will almost certainly be killed. Irene has become a liability, and so he shakes 
her off. 

In Reunion in Vienna, there was a delicately balanced battle of the sexes between Rudolf and Elena. The 
same kind of situation exists between Harry Van and Irene. Their conversation is full of verbal ripostes that 
enliven the otherwise tense atmosphere. Both are down-to-earth and without illusions. Irene’s soignee 
appearance is deceptive. When she halts briefly in her story telling about Russia and her Romanoff 
connections, she displays discernment and sensitivity. Some of the play’s most significant thoughts are 
articulated by her. For example, she angers Weber when she describes her vision of the Cherrys, painting a 
horrifying picture of war-time : 

That young English couple….I saw 

him in his nice, smart, British uniform, 

shooting a little pistol at a huge tank. 
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and the tank rolls over him. And his 

fine strong body, that was so full of 

the capacity for ecstasy, is a mass of 

mashed flesh and bones- a smear of 

purple blood-like a stepped- on snail. 

But before the moment of death, he 

consoles himself by thinking, Thank 

God she is safe ! She is bearing the 

child I gave her, and he will live to 

see a better world. 

But what really happens is quite different. The English bride is caught in an air raid. She lies in a cellar and 

her firm young breasts are all mixed 

up with the bowels of a dismembered 

policeman, and the embryo from her womb 

is spattered against the face of a dead 

Bishop…(p.117) 

It is Irene in the same scene who says in reply to Weber’s remark that she must honour God who put fear 
into man and whose humble instrument he is : 

Yes--that’s quite true. 

We don’t do half enough justice to 

Him. Poor, lonely old soul. Sitting 

up in heaven, with nothing to do, but 

play solitaire. Poor, dear God. 

playing Idiot’s Delight. The game 

that never means anything and never 

ends. (p.116) 

Harry Van presents something of a paradox. In his varied life he has acted in vaudeville, peddled a cancer 
curative to the gullible and, as a showman, piloted “Les Blondes” around Europe, exhibiting their third-rate 
act. A shameless opportunist, he takes advantage of any promising situation from coolly pocketing a valuable 
Louis Quinze snuff box at the hotel to coaxing a reduction in hotel rates in exchange for a free performance. 
But the same man gives up his last chance to reach neutral territory and returns to the hotel to be with Irene 
where he is curt and off-hand to her. But Irene knows what the real Harry Van is like : “Somewhere in that 
funny, music-hall soul of yours is the spirit of Leander, and Abelard, and Galahad. You give up everything--
risk your life--walk unafraid into the valley of the shadow--to aid and comfort a damsel in distress….” 
(p.133) All need for subterfuge and pretence is over and as a man and woman who love one another, they 
can face death with courage and faith. 

Writing in the period of 1939-40, Sherwood stated that Idiot’ Delight was about“the outbreak of the Second 
World War. It was completely American in that it represented a compound of blank pessimism and desperate 
optimism, of chaos and jazz. It was also representative of its author. I think I can say that completely typical 
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of me was a speech spoken by Harry Van, an itinerant, small-time show man….”     The speech in question 
reads : 

I’ve remained an optimist because I’m 

essentially a student of human nature…. 

I’ve probed into the souls of some of 

the God damnest specimens….above 

everything else I’ve found Faith….All 

my life, Doctor, I’ve been selling phony 

goods to people of meager intelligence 

and great faith…..it has given me Faith. 

It has made me sure that no matter how 

much the meek may be bulldozed or gypped 

they will eventually inherit the earth. (p.107) 

Sherwood’s faith in Christianity and Democracy which he had mentioned in his Diary is apparent in the 
play’s strong anti-fascist sentiments, and in the belief that the meek will inherit the earth and in the finale. 
Like Van, Sherwood still believed in the essential goodness of man and was optimistic that one day when the 
war-mongers were no more, saner counsels would prevail. 

Idiot’s Delight delighted audiences and was an immediate hit, playing for 300 performances. Richard 

Lockridge wrote in Theatre Arts that beyond possible doubt it was Sherwood’s best play, while other critics 
called it a “biting indictment of Mars” and “bitter questioning of the idiot stupidity which lets war happen.” 
Gilbert W. Gabriel said in the American: “Here, even more than The Petrified Forest, is a demonstration of 
Mr. Sherwood’s forte, his expertness in mixing hectic melodrama in precise proportion with fizzy and gay-
hearted farce and- by way of miracle-getting thereby a tremendously powerful potion that tastes, besides, of 
strong social and philosophical meaning.” 

But Sherwood himself was not satisfied with the play. The comment in Time Magazine, two weeks after the 
play’s New York opening that “hokum of the highest type has long been the priceless stock-in-trade of 
Robert Emmet Sherwood” must have wounded him, but in his Dairy he admitted : 

…Again I’ve failed to say as much as 

I wanted to say. Again I see a burst 

of indignation accepted as a gag fest. 

At least, too much of a gag fest. 

Audiences seemed to miss the play’s serious theme. The Pulitzer Prize Committee awarded the prize for 
1935-36 to Idiot’s Delight, but some members felt Maxwell Anderson’s Winterset and Sidney Kingsley’s 
Dead End were more deserving. In fact, the New York Drama Critics’ Circle Award had already gone to 
Winterset. The timeliness of Idiot’s Delight, was striking. Two days before the Washington opening, Hitler 
occupied the Rhineland, and on the week-end before it opened in London in 1938, the Nazis took Austria, 
moving a London paper to comment : “This play must have been written over the week-end.” 

Sherwood’s association with the Theatre Guild went back several years. It was the Guild which had 
produced Reunion in Vienna and Idiot’s Delight. The policies of the Guild and particularly of its Board of 
Directors frequently hampered creative activity as several playwrights, including Sherwood, discovered to 
their chagrin. Criticism, suggestions about changes in what a writer considered to be a significant part of the 
play, high-handed practices of some directors greatly troubled the dramatists. The result was that five 
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distinguished playwrights--Sherwood, Maxwell Anderson, Elmer Rice, Sidney Howard and S. N. Behrman--
founded a new theatrical company called the Playwrights’ Company. The departure of this highly talented 
group of dramatists which had written some of the most outstanding plays on the 

Broadway stage was a great blow to the Guild. The basic idea was that the five would write and produce 
their own plays, starting with a capital of $100,000 each to contribute $10,000 personally and raise the 
remainder. A play would be allotted a $25,000 budget, and each dramatist would be responsible for the 
production of his own play, although he could ask the others for any assistance he required. Four of the men 
were Pulitzer Prize winners, all were experienced dramatists and together they formed a remarkably 
congenial fellowship. Broadway prophesied that the company would not last out its first season, as none of 
the members knew much about business. The Company survived for twenty years, providing the American 
stage with some of its most valued plays, including the important play which Sherwood wrote for it and 
produced in 1938.  including the important play which shorwood wrote for it and produced in 1938. 

One American for whom Sherwood had the greatest admiration was Abraham Lincoln. He read almost every 
book he could find on the Great Emancipator including biographies and Lincoln’s own writings. But it was 
when he read poet Carl Sandburg’s The Prairie Years that “I began to feel the curious quality of the complex 
man who, in his statement of the eternal aspirations of the human race, achieved a supreme triumph of 
simplicity.  At this crucial stage in world history during the late thirties, when Europe trembled on the brink 
of war, when America was still maintaining her isolationist stance, Sherwood was struck by the fact that 
Lincoln had faced as momentous a decision as America was facing now. In a letter to his Aunt Lydia he 
explained that he was not concerned with Lincoln’s position in history which needed no elaboration, but with 
Lincoln the man. He wrote : 

It seems to me, that all the contrasted 

qualities of the human race---the hopes and 

fears, the doubts and convictions, the 

mortal frailty and superhuman endurance, 

the prescience and the neuroses, the 

desire for escape from reality, and the 

fundamental unshakeable nobility---were 

concentrated and magnified in him as they 

were in Oedipus Rex and in Hamlet. Except 

that he was no creation of the poetic 

imagination. He was a living American, 

and in his living words are the answers--- 

to all the questions that distract the 

world today. 

Sherwood’s Lincoln emerges as a warm, vital human being, not the serene figure of the Lincoln Memorial 
gazing into eternity, but an imperfect man who did not know all the answers, who was often beset by grave 
doubts and spent agonizing hours before 

When Abe Lincoln in Illinois begins, Lincoln is a youthful backwoods man, learning how to speak in a more 
grammatical manner. A misanthrope, he avoids people and often broods about death. His instructor and 
friend is Mentor Graham who introduces him to Keats’s poem “On Death” which begins : “Can death be 
sleep, when life is but a dream”, and concludes : “How strange it is that man on earth should roam / And lead 
a life of woe, but not forsake / His rugged path : nor dare he view alone / His future doom which is but to 
awake.” 
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Lincoln becomes postmaster in New Salem. Here he meets Ninian Edwards who, along with other men, 
suggests that Abe should run for the  State Assembly. Abe declares his love to Ann Rutledge. But he is 
plunged into deepest despair, losing his will to live, when Ann dies of brain sickness. 

In Act II, as a young lawyer, he meets Ninian Edward’s sister-in-law, Mary Todd. She is a strong-willed 
ambitious young lady, determined to marry Abe to shape him into greatness. But after Abe proposes to her, 
he is full of doubts. He writes her a letter asking that their engagement be broken. He is afraid that if he 
speak to her in person, he will have to tell her the truth : 

I’d have to tell her that I have 

hatred for her infernal ambition—that 

I don’t want to be ridden and driven, 

upward and onward through life, with 

her whip lashing me…If her soul craves 

importance in life, then let her marry 

Stephen Douglas. He’s ambitious, too…. 

I want only to be left alone. (p.91) 

Abe goes away. On the prairie near New Salem two years later, he comes across an old friend, Seth Gale , 
who is on the way West with his wife and child in a covered wagon. Abe is struck by their fortitude and 
faith. To him, they represent the finest qualities of the pioneer spirit. Little Jimmy Gale is very sick and Abe 
says a prayer for him which is also a prayer for America : 

I ask you to look with gentle mercy 

upon this little boy…His people are 

travelling far, to seek a new home in 

the wilderness, to do your work, God, 

to make this earth a good place for 

clearly where they’re going, and they’re 

not afraid to face all the perils that 

lie along the way…Spare him and give 

him his father’s strength---give us all 

strength, O God, to do the work that is 

before us…(p.95). 

Abe’s meeting with the Gales is a turning point in his life. He realizes that if he wants to help good 
Americans like his pioneer friends, he must go back. On his return, he proposes again to Mary and is 
accepted. 

Scene IX is taken up entirely by the famed Lincoln Douglas debates. Each man speaks with skilled rhetoric 
on his views about slavery. After Justice Douglas has spoken, Lincoln rises and comes forward. He speaks 
with profound emotion about the judgments of the Dred Scott case which Douglas has just upheld. Lincoln 
says : 

To editors Watson and Pressey the Prairie Scene fulfills an important purpose explaining a vital development 
in Lincoln’s life. They write : “It conjures back the moment in the Lincoln life that has eluded the most 
searching of his biographers---the moment of his awakening to the call of destiny. It is Fortinbras to a 
sluggish Hamlet: Gethsemane to a divine spirit. The suffering and fortitude of his pioneer friends open to 
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him the vista of the hazardous way to a great end, which from that moment must be his way the way of every 
worthy American.” (Contemporary Drama, op. cit., p. 69). 

It is the old issue of property rights 

versus human rights---an issue that will 

continue in this country when these poor 

tongues of Justice Douglas and myself shall 

long have been silent. It is the eternal 

struggle between two principles. The one 

is the common right of humanity, and the 

other the divine right of kings. It is 

the same spirit that says, “You toil and 

work and earn bread, and I’ll eat it.” 

Whether those words come from the mouth 

of a king who bestrides his people and 

lives by the fruit of other labor, or 

from one race of men who seek to enslave 

another race, it is the same tyrannical 

principle. As a nation we began by 

declaring, All men are created equal. 

There was no mention of any exceptions to 

the rule in the Declaration of Independence. 

But now we practically read it, “All men 

are created equal except Negroes.”…I am 

not preaching civil war. All I’m trying 

to do now, and as long as I live--is to 

state and restate the fundamental virtues 

of our democracy….In his final words 

tonight the Judge said that we may be 

“the terror of the world”. I don’t think 

we want to be that. I think we could 

prefer to be the encouragement of the world, 

the proof that man is at last worthy to be 

free. But—we shall provide no such 

encouragement, unless we can establish our 

ability as a nation to live and grow. And 

we shall surely do neither if these states 
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fail to remain united. There can be no 

distinction in the definitions of liberty 

as between one section and another, one race 

and another, “A house divided against itself 

cannot stand.” This government cannot 

endure permanently, half slave and half 

free! (pp.98-99). 

That slaves could be brought into a free state but their masters could still continue to own them. The Dred 
Scott case aroused much controversy in 1857 and 1858 (Oscar Handlin, American : A History, New York : 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968, pp. 474-475). 

Abe is persuaded to run for the Presidency against Douglas. After he is elected he is shown in the final scene 
as he leaves for Washington with Mary and their children. A large cheering crowd gathers to see him off at 
the railroad station on this eleventh day of February, 1861. In his last speech to the people who elected him, 
he speaks in the typical Lincoln manner : “My dear friends—I have to say goodbye to you. I am going to 
Washington with my new whiskers…” Then on a more a serious note he speaks of the grave situation. 
Eleven states have threatened to secede from the union, and war seems imminent. Lincoln says : “We gained 
democracy, and now there is the question whether it is fit to survive.” (p. 108) As he concludes, the crowd 
cheers and breaks into “Glory Hallelujah”. When the whistle blows, the people sing : “His soul goes 
marching on.” 

Besides the deep reverence he had in common with most Americans for their sixteenth President, Sherwood 
probably felt especially close to Lincoln. Apart from being unusually tall and gaunt of face, both men were 
essentially loners, with strong convictions and commitments. Like Lincoln, Sherwood was a pacifist who 
abhorred war. The dramatist who had voiced his feelings about war in The Road to Rome and more recently 
in Idiot’s Delight had seriously begun to wonder whether war could be avoided in the light of recent events. 
Not to wage war would be in effect an abandonment of the oppressed people of Europe to slavery under 
fascism. So had Lincoln faced the problem of appeasement versus continued slavery for tens of thousands of 
black Americans and the dissolution of the union. America was confronted with a similar decision about war 
as Lincoln was only decades before. Basically it was a question that concerned the very survival of 
democracy as Lincoln said in his last speech. Writing in 1939, Frank O’Hara pointed out : “Probably no one 
in contemporary life could speak with so much authority on this problem of today as Lincoln spoke in the 
words of yesterday, because he speaks as a prophet who is felt by many to have vindicated his authority to 
speak.” 

Sherwood had chosen to build his play around a figure who was warmly familiar and deeply beloved. His 
audiences already knew the rest of the story that the play omitted. No spectator could miss the poignance of 
young Abe reading, 

Keats’s poem on death or of his words spoken in parting: “ I now leave not knowing when or whether ever I 
may return.” The spectator knows that loneliness, heartbreak and opposition awaited Lincoln, that the 
President would have to face his Gethsemane alone, and make momentous decisions with the most far-
reaching consequences, that after he was felled by an assassin’s bullet, he would return to Springfield in a 
coffin. Sherwood was able to recreate the Abe everyone knew--humorous, compassionate, given to telling 
homely little stories, but reluctant to use his great talents. At the same time, there are glimpses of the less 
familiar aspects of the man. Once in Scene XI, news of the Presidential election results is awaited. Abe 
suggests that Mary go home and is greeted with hysterical accusations against himself and his friends who 
are also present, that they all hate her, they want to be rid of her. Alone with her, Abe says with a strange 
savagery that is so alien to his nature that Mary’s hysteria vanishes. In blank terror, she hears him say: 
“Damn you ! Damn you for taking every opportunity you can to make a public fool of me—and yourself ! 
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It’s bad enough, God knows, when you act like that in the privacy of your own home. But here in front of  
people !...Do you hear me ? You’re never to do that again !” (pp.104-105). 

Mary Lincoln is depicted as a fiercely ambitious woman who makes up her mind to marry the awkward 
young lawyer. Her family warns her, but Mary is determined to mould him for occupancy of the White 
House. This idea obsesses her. In his biographical notes, Sherwood says that Mary was becoming insane 
before Lincoln’s death. He recalls how, on the night of the assassination, she wept, making little heartbroken 
exclamations and when they brought her the news that her husband was dead, she moaned : “Oh my God, 
and I have given my husband to die !” Sherwood italicizes her words because he feels they are a poignant 
revelation of her character “as though, even in that moment of fierce maniacal grief, she wanted to assure 
herself and posterity, “It was I who made him President!” The evidence of the madness to come is made 
clear in the play in her ungovernable anger over trivial domestic problems and in her hysterical reaction to 
various events. To add to Lincoln’s  intolerable burdens of state, Sherwood indicates, he would have to 
contend with a mentally unbalanced wife. Nowhere in the play is there any indication that he loved her, but 
his deep feeling for his sons is quite evident. 

As a play about the Great Emancipator, Abe Lincoln In Illinois was deeply moving and satisfying, but its 
timely appearance made it doubly significant. Richard Watts, Jr. said in the Herald Tribune : 

One of the most stirring of American plays. 

A beautiful and moving portrait of the 

greatest and most lovable, eloquent and 

endearing tribute to all that is best in 

the spirit of democracy. Abe Lincoln in 

Illinois is one of the greatest achievements 

of the American theatre and the American 

spirit. 

John Mason Brown was one of the few critics who did not join in the general appreciation. He claimed in his 
review that Sherwood had many collaborators. Brown wrote : 

One of these….is our own foreknowledge 

as members of the audience of Lincoln, the 

man and the martyr. Mr. Sherwood’s other 

collaborator is Mr. Lincoln himself. Had 

there been calls of ‘Author ! Author!’ at the 

Plymouth Saturday night, Mr. Sherwood would 

have had to appear behind the footlights 

hand-in-hand with Honest Abe. Failing him, 

he would have been compelled to walk on 

with a copy of the Lincoln-Douglas debates. 

The play won Sherwood his second Pulitzer. 

What had happened to Robert Sherwood, that uncompromising pacifist, that determined opponent of war ? 
The change in his attitude towards war from the time when he wrote Idiot’s Delight to the time when Abe 
Lincoln in Illinois was produced became quite clear-cut. All his earlier protestations that war must be 
avoided seemed hollow and naïve to him in the light of the ominous daily headlines. Sherwood had come a 
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long way in his thinking. Lincoln had been opposed to slavery but he was opposed even more to going to war 
to end it. Sherwood came to believe, as Lincoln had, that men must fight for what they believe, as Lincoln 
had, that men must fight for what they believe in. In the period of 1938-39, he watched with great anguish, 
with a sense of personal loss, the lights going out all over Europe. With a zeal that was born of his hatred for 
fascism, he was later to participate actively on the Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies. So 
changed was Sherwood’s stance that in a leading newspaper he  letter published an advertisement 

Stop Hitler Now” and was indignant when Col. Lindbergh made a radio speech in which the famed aviator 
said : “We must be impersonal as a surgeon with a knife.” In a letter to Time Magazine, Sherwood wrote : 

If surgeons were truly impersonal (or, one 

might say, truly natural) they would not 

heed the calls of distress from suffering 

humanity when they themselves were otherwise 

engaged in….playing bridge, or 

writing thoughtful treatises on the 

insanity of their fellowmen…They 

would always find comfortable refuge behind 

that ancient question, “Am I my brother’s 

keeper?” What Col. Lindbergh should have 

said is, “We must be as impersonal as the 

professional mourner, who doesn’t lament 

the seriousness of the plague, or the 

number of fatalities, as long as it helps 

his own business.” 

It must be recalled that even in 1939 there was a strong isolationist lobby in America. It would take the 
bombing of Pearl Harbor to silence it. Sherwood who had been a dedicated isolationist, now began to urge 
his fellow dramatists to speak out against the oppressors, using their plays as a medium, On retiring as the 
President of the Dramatists Guild in 1939, he said in his valedictory address : 

One of the greatest virtues of the 

American Theatre is that it has never 

been strictly national. Upholding the 

best principles of the people whom it 

represents, it is unlimited by the 

fetishes of chauvinism, sectionalism, 

racism….We are living in an age when 

powers of communication have achieved 

fabulous importance…there is a new 

and decisive force in the human race, 

more powerful than all the tyrants. 
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It is the force of massed thought--- 

thought which has been provoked by 

words, strongly spoken. Words which 

may originate in the minds of someone 

in this room may be brought to people 

hungry for them, who may be stimulated 

by them to a new faith, in the 

brotherhood of life, who may, for all 

any of us can tell, be saved by them. 

 

In September 1939, World War II began. Sherwood was in anguish for he was certain that America would 
find it impossible to withstand fascism if France and England fell. In November 1939, Finland was invaded 
by the Soviets, and still the isolationists held firm, to the dramatist’s great indignation.  He was greatly 
moved by the accounts of 

W.L. White who, broadcasting from the Karelian front, describing the gallantry of the Finnish people over 
CBS Radio. He attempted in There Shall Be No Night, which he now wrote, to show that there are times 
when men who hate war must fight to preserve what they hold as their dearest possession--freedom from 
tyranny. 

In There Shall Be No Night, the story centres around Kaarlo Valkonen, world famous Finnish scientist and 
Nobel Prize recipient who lives in Helsinki with his American wife, Miranda and son Erik. He is interviewed 
for CBS Radio by Dave Corwyn who becomes a friend. Kaarlo disagrees with the general fear that Finland 
will be attacked and deplores the preparations being made for such an eventuality, for, as he says, if 
Armageddon really came, they would be useless. When Russia attacks, Dave pleads with Kaarlo to come 
with Miranda on the ship which is taking American nationals to safety. He has seen 

too many men of intellectual distinction 

forced into that situation, Dr. Valkonen…. 

crouching behind a sandbag, shooting at an 

illiterate peasant. (p.224) 

But Valkonen decides to stay on, not out of patriotism which he considers to be a manifestation of evil, but 
because Finland needs doctors. He has always been a man of peace and his spirit rebels against the prospect 
of war. Erik understands this. Before leaving for the front with the Finnish ski troops, he tells his father : “I 
think I understand what this is for you. It’s worse for you than it is for any of us.” (p.226)  When Miranda 
refuses to go with the ship, Kaarlo is harsh. She 

it went into actual production. As far as  it can be ascertained, the following tex is the final authorized 
version” (The Ordeal of a Playwright, op.cit.,     p.124). Mason had reviewed many of Sherwood’s plays over 
the years and found himself becoming more and more fascinated by the processes of the dramatist’s mind. In 
his book The Worlds of Robert Sherwood: Mirror to His Times he explored the career of Robert Sherwood 
up to 1939, then watched his anguish as war broke out, shattering his previous conceptions. Brown began a 
second volume and completed a section about his spiritual and intellectual ordeal before his own death in 
1969. In an introduction to The Ordeal of a Playwright, Norman Cousins writes of Brown: “He became so 
immersed that is seemed to many of his friends that he was living another man’s life, constantly and 
consciously trying to see new events and ideas as he thought Sherwood might see them.” (pp.12-13) 
Cousin’s remarks that the publication of Brown’s first book on Sherwood did not give the critic either 
catharsis or surcease, and as he told Cousins: “If I keep on finding wonderful new things about Bob 
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Sherwood, I may never really finish it.” (p.20). The Ordeal of a Playwright was published posthumously. is 
deeply hurt when he tells her she must be here in Finland in case Erik needs her. Kaarlo breaks down and 
tells her the truth about himself. His whole world is ablaze and even the security of his laboratory is no more. 
Scientists who thought themselves immune behind their test-tubes must play their part. If he can know that 
Miranda is safe he will be able to face the ordeal better. They cling to each other, helpless against the 
incoming tide. 

Erik’s sweetheart, Kaatri, tells the Valkonens that she is expecting Erik’s child. Kaatri does not want the 
child. She says : “I won’t have a child born under a curse !” (p.268) but Kaarlo promises that the baby will 
be born “to the greatest opportunity since the beginning of time.” Leaving her in Miranda’s care, he leaves 
for the front. Left alone, Miranda decides Kaatri must go to America to have her child in safety. Miranda’s 
aunt in Boston will look after her. Before dying of his wounds, Erik had married the girl in hospital. Kaarlo 
learns of Erik’s death while he is at the front. Before going into the thick of fighting, he writes Miranda a 
letter which is his credo and his farewell. Miranda sends it to America with Dave Corween together with 
Kaarlo’s gold Nobel Prize medal and other mementos for Kaatri. to keep for her unborn son. Then she and 
Kaarlo’s old uncle prepare to face death from the enemy In Kaarlo Valkonen, as John Gassner points out, 
Sherwood retraced the stages of his own transformation, not waiting till he could find dramatic shape for his 
own convictions. Sherwood thought of re-enlisting in the Canadian Army but realized that his age would 
qualify him only for a desk job. Therefore, unlike Valkonen, he could not fight at the front. The Finnish 
scientist’s final letter is not only his own credo but also Sherwood’s. In spite of terrible catastrophe, man 
must hope. In the case of the Valkonens, this hope is centered in their unborn grandchild, symbol of the 
generations to come. As long as men can hope, nothing can touch their spirits or their indomitable courage. 
With his son dead, with the knowledge that the city where his wife remains will fall at any time, and with 
only a few hours left for himself to live, Valkonen still can set down his conclusions after a long study of 
other people’s suffering. He recalls words of Pericles spoken over the bodies of the dead in the dark hour 
when the light of Athenian democracy was being extinguished by the Spartans. Pericles told his listeners he 
could not repeat the old words about the nobility of dying in battle, but he asked them to recall what they had 
achieved in the commonwealth. He could promise them that its story would never die “but would live on, far 
away, woven into the fabric of other men’s lives.” Valkonen believed these words were applicable to 
Finland’s dead and their commonwealth. He believed that the great leaders of the mind and spirit like 
Socrates, Lincoln, and Christ were killed “that the full measure of their contribution to human experience 
might never be lost.” Erik and others who had given their lives were giving men a symbol, a small but clear 
symbol, “of man’s unconquerable aspiration to dignity and freedom and purity in the sight of God.”  He 
believed that the great leaders of the mind and spirit like Socrates, Lincoln, and Christ were killed “that the 
full measure of their contribution to human experience might never be lost.” Erik and others who had given 
their lives were giving men a symbol, a small but clear symbol, “of man’s unconquerable aspiration to 
dignity and freedom and purity in the sight of God.” Valkonen repeats the words he had used in the 
broadcast to America, words from St. Paul to bring hope to Miranda and those who would read this letter : 
“We glory in tribulations; knowing that tribulation worketh patience; and patience, experience; and 
experience, hope.” Men of many nations were at the front with him because they believed in freedom. 
(pp.312-313). 

Aimed specifically at the isolationists, Sherwood also intended his play to shake the complacent. At the time 
time of writing, when each day brought news of fresh and alarming changes on the European scene, it was 
essential, if the play was to carry its message, that it be written and staged with all speed. That this was done 
is evident in the lack of careful construction and attention to small detail that  characterize Abe Lincoln in 
Illinois. But Howard Taubman claims that no other work of the early “war years so touched the public 
nerve.” Brooks Atkinson reports : “Some worried people in Washington thought it ought to be suppressed. 
Many others wrote bitter letters to Mr. Sherwood;’ some called him a warmonger.”Jordan Miller points to 
the adaptability and versatility of Sherwood’s theme when he transferred the setting to Greece after the 
Finnish war was over without significant alteration or loss of impact. The Lunts who had acted in the earlier 
version successfully toured war-time England with it. 
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Sherwood did not confine his activities to writing plays after There Shall Be No Night. A staunch FDR 
supporter in Roosevelt’s third election campaign, he was able to use his gift for words in a different way 
when he became a speech-writer for the President. He was greatly elated when Winston Churchill, whose 
own genius with words had sustained a nation in its time of tribulation, appreciated Sherwood’s sentence—
“The world is too small to provide adequate living room for both Hitler and God”—and wanted to take him 
to England. There was little time to devote to playwriting, but after FDR died, Sherwood spent nearly two 
years in sifting through the enormous pile of papers left by Harry Hopkins, then wrote his study Roosevelt 
and Hopkins : An Intimate History which was not only a bestseller but earned for its writer another Pulitzer 
Prize, this time for History.  

Gould reports about Sherwood : “He was so committed to his cause that he could not be content until his 
message rang out across the country. Beginning in November, 1940, the play went on a twenty-eight weeks’ 
tour, covering forty-five cities in nineteen states and two Canadian provinces” (Jean Gould, Modern 
American Playwrights, op. cit., pp. 113-114). 

New honours and responsibilities came to Robert Sherwood. He was awarded the degree of Doctor of 
Literature by Dartmouth College and Yale and Harvard Universities. There Shall Be No Night won the 
Pulitzer Prize in 1941. A film play which Sherwood wrote The Best Years of Our Lives (1946) won nine 
Academy Awards. For Roosevelt and Hopkins, he not only won his fourth Pulitzer, but became the first to 
receive the Gutenberg Award, also receiving the Bancroft Prize for Distinguished Writing in American 
History in 1949. The dramatist was appointed Special Assistant to the Secretary of War in 1940 and served 
as director of the overseas Branch of the Office of War Information from 1942-1944. When in 1945, 
Sherwood returned to playwriting, it was obvious that he had lost his magic touch. The Rugged Path (1945) 
and Small War on Murray Hill (1957) were failures. By now, Sherwood was a sick man, his old ailment, tic 
douloureaux, giving him constant pain. He died on November 14, 1955. 

Many dramatists of the thirties used the Depression as a theme for their plays, but varied as Sherwood’s 
dramatic range was, he did not dramatic range was, he did not emulate their example. Yet seldom has a 
writer been so deeply engaged with his times as Sherwood was. If Clifford Odets had been the spokesman 
for a troubled time, then in the same decade, Sherwood’s feelings closely followed those of the nation. He 
had formed his opinions about war, its folly and futility, out of the first-hand experience, and like other 
Americans, was determined that America must keep out of another world war. But his feeling for his fellow 
man, coupled with his belief in Democracy and Christianity, was outraged by the growth of fascism and 
would not permit him to maintain his isolationism. The man who had been one of the most outspoken among 
writers against war changed into an ardent advocate for war. Gassner speaks of the political involvement of 
other dramatists of the decade such as Elmer Rice and Maxwell Anderson but adds “no one represents this 
tendency so comprehensively as Robert Sherwood, and up to the early years of the Second World War his 
evolution as a barometer of the times was so marked that he is certainly the best example we have had of the 
writer as citizen.” Quoting an article in the Atlantic Monthly that he had written on Sherwood in 1941, 
Gassner called the dramatist “a phenomenon of the liberal mind at work in our day” and observed that 
Sherwood had recapitulated, in the various chapters of a very human and natural life, the evolution of an 
entire generation once considered lost by Gertrude Stein and hollow by T. S. Eliot.”  Sherwood’s evolution 
did not come easily to him as we have seen. He belonged to the most elite of dramatic circles, moving in the 
company of the erudite and the intellectual. A much travelled man, he was both an American and a citizen of 
the world, with a genuine understanding of the world situation and of his time. Dramatically versatile, his 
audiences could always rely on him for excellent entertainment as well as for thought-provoking themes, for 
Sherwood was a moralist. As one who had seen all of Sherwood’s plays starting from The Road to Rome, all 
of which he remembers “with warmth and gratitude”, Norris Houghton observes : “They epitomized the best 
American theatre at its most typical : humorous, urbane, not a little sentimental, thoughtful but not profound, 
sharp-eyed and warm-hearted, angry in the cause of righteousness, hopeful of man’s unconquerable 
aspiration to dignity and freedom and purity in the sight of God; as he had phrased it in There Shall Be No 
Night.” Skilled showman that he was, Sherwood through his plays was the mirror for a turbulent decade, 
particularly in its closing years. 
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A. THE MENACE OF FASCISM 

B. THE WAR THEME 
…any mans death diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankinde… 

(John Donne, Devotions) 

This nation will remain a neutral nation but I cannot ask that every American remain neutral in thought as 
well. Even a neutral has a right to take account of the facts. Even a neutral cannot be asked to close his mind 
or his conscience. 

(Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Fireside Chat on the outbreak of World War II) 

Writing his memoirs of the Second World War, Winston Churchill used a singularly appropriate title for one 
of his volumes, calling it “The Gathering Storm”. It described the period between the end of the First World 
War and the closing years of the 1930s when a disaster of great magnitude loomed over Europe. 

The most abhorrent and alarming aspect of the international situation was the rise in Germany of that most 
virulent form of fascism, Nazism. Hitler’s insistence on the superiority of the Aryan race had triggered off 
waves of persecution of German Jews. Many of them belonged to families that had lived in the country for 
centuries, contributing in no small way to commerce, to banking, to the arts and science and to the 
philosophy of the Fatherland. Great intolerance was shown by the Nazis to other political parties and the 
Communist Party in particular was singled out frequently as a convenient scapegoat and blamed for a variety 
of ills. Germany was arming itself, building up its military strength on so massive a scale that its ultimate 
intention was obviously nothing less than the establishment of Aryan supremacy over the peoples of the 
world. 

Watching from across the Atlantic, the American nation was torn between sympathy for those who were 
victims of fascist tyranny and the feeling that it was purely an European affair. America continued her 
policies of non-intervention and isolationism which frustrated one section of Americans including 
dramatist Robert Sherwood. These men felt that timely interference by the United States would 
arrest the infamous occupation by the Nazis of smaller European nations. It seemed to most 
Americans that there were enough domestic problems to contend with at home even though the 
Depression had lifted. Moreover Nevertheless, the Ludlow amendment was a strong indication of popular 
support for isolationism. 

The memory of the war of 1914-18 with all its attendant tragedies was still fresh. Still, as new reports of the 
worsening situation came in from Europe each day, it became more difficult for Americans to maintain 
detachment and to shrug off all concern for the alarming situation. 

Earlier in this study we examined the deep involvement of writers in the thirties with their times. We noted 
their concern with the havoc let loose by the Great Crash of 1929, resulting in one of the most shattering 
economic crises in man’s history. As the decade came to its close, some writers reacted sharply in a 
characteristic way to the menacing international situation and set down their feelings in no uncertain terms. 
Their observations did not necessarily centre around the situation as it affected America, but in more 
universal terms, as it affected the oppressed peoples of Europe slowly but surely being crushed by the 
tentacles of the Nazi octopus, and ultimately as it affected all men. With this awareness, novelist Ernest 
Hemingway, no stranger himself to war and conflict, wrote of the young American, Robert Jordan, who joins 
the Loyalist army against Franco’s forces. He is assigned the dangerous task of blowing up a strategic bridge. 
Against great odds, the task is completed but Jordan is wounded and unable to escape with the others. He can 
only lie there, waiting for Franco’s soldiers to come and administer the coup-de-grace. Jordan is ready to lay 
down his life on alien soil because to him the struggle in Spain symbolizes the struggle of the entire world 
against fascism. Perhaps in answer to those who still adhered to non-intervention an isolationism, 
Hemingway prefaced his novel with the moving and significant words of John Donne which took on a fresh 
meaning in the present context. Donne wrote : 
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No man is an Iland, intire of it selfe; every man 

Is a peece of the Continent, a part of the maine; if a 

Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse 

as well as if a Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor 

of thy friends or of thine owne were; any mans 

death diminishes me, because I am in- 

volved in Mankinde: And therefore 

never send to know for 

whom the bell tolls; It 

tolls for thee. 

It was only to be expected that the theatre engage, so committed to its time, would be deeply concerned by 
the rape of Ethiopia, by the rise of Hitler and Mussolini, by the anti-Jewish pogroms in Germany, and the 
threat of a possible war. Typically, many dramatists plunged into the fray. In the course of the decade, plays 
had been written which centered around socio-economic protest. 

Now the dramatists moved to political issues, attacking them with the same vigour and vehemence with 
which they had treated momentous themes in other years of the decade. Hatred of fascism was shared by 
most dramatists but their position on war was much less clear-cut. Many had preached pacificism throughout 
the twenties and the early thirties, but now the worsening European situation brought confusion. Edmond 
Gagey points out : 

The dramatists of the previous decade 

had been distrustful of preachment but 

their Olympian objectivity was disturbed 

successfully by the financial depression 

and the rapid expansion of totalitarianism 

I n Europe. Faced with unmistakable signs 

of a crumbling social order and a new 

world war, the playwright felt a desperate 

need of conversion to something or other. 

But years of puncturing ideals and of 

conditioning himself and his audience 

against war were placing him in an 

uncomfortable position. Then again, 

to what should he be converted ? 

What were the alternatives open to a dramatist ? Some stand surely needed to be taken. Communism offered 
an alternative to fascism, but its appeal was limited. Its earlier impact, so evident in the first years of the 
Depression, had already lessened and almost all those dramatists who had once thought of it as an ideal 
solution to America’s ills were   disillusioned long before the decade came to a close and were in 
search of another faith. With the Nazi-Soviet Pact of August 24, 1939, the remaining  Marxist 
influence waned. Ultimately there was a retreat, a retracing of steps over a well-trodden pathway. 
As Gagey explains : “The only solution, sometimes a painful one, was to espouse democracy, a 
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political system whose defects they had long been pointing out, and to hug the once-abused middle 
classes to their bosoms.” 

In the preceding chapter we saw how Robert Sherwood found himself gradually moving away from the 
isolationism and pacificism he had advocated so staunchly for many years. Sherwood was one of the first 
dramatists to realize that American participation and intervention were absolutely essential if the fascist evil 
was to be contained. Other dramatists inevitably came to the same conclusion. Like Sherwood, they tried to 
arouse the conscience of their  audiences, to make them understand that they owned a moral responsibility to 
the oppressed peoples across the sea. 

Political issues and the question of war have long been of concern to dramatists. In the twentieth century 
which has seen two wars of global   magnitude, there is a tendency to forget that the problem of interfering in 
some other nation’s conflicts and the decision about engaging in hostilities have existed for many centuries. 
Frank O’Hara recalls the examples of Aristophanes who in Lysistra poked robust fun on no small scale at the 
devotees of Mars. O’Hara observes that the Greek dramatist’s ringing indictment reverberated into the 
thirties : “In plays that cry out for the abolishment of war”, he says, “the style of arms may change, and the 
geographical locations, and names of gods and imperatives, but underlying motivation remains the same.” 
Thus the dramatists of the late thirties faced the same anguished choice that for centuries had troubled their 
fellows, although the exact circumstances differed. 

On the American stage, the theme of war and the questions of loyalties and patriotism dated to the time 
before the American Revolution. But it was not until 1924, that the first realistic play about war appeared. 
Written by Maxwell Anderson and Laurence Stallings, What Price Glory ? did not employ  the usual 
sentimental tactics or eulogize war as being full of glory and honour. Anderson and Stallings tore away the 
obscuring veils which hid the horrors and brutalities of war. The play’s hard-boiled Marines are efficient 
fighters on the battlefield but when not engaged in actual combat spend their time on drinking, gambling and 
women. The play’s most shocking moments occur during the actual fighting in the trenches. Men die in 
agony and the Marines fight with the implacable goal of killing the enemy in the shortest, most efficient way 
that could be devised. The words of Lieutenant Moore, spoken after he is wounded, exemplify what the 
dramatists were trying to say : “What price glory now ? Why in God’s name can’t we all go home? Who 
gives a damn for this lousy, stinking little town but the poor French bastards who live here ? God damn it ! 
You talk about courage, and all night long you hear a man who’s bleeding to death on a tree calling you 
“Kamarad” and asking you to save him.” To those who had enough of war, especially someone else’s war 
for someone else’s cause and that too on alien soil, What Price Glory ? expressed their own point of view. 
Clearly the play reflected the mood of pacificism which continued into much of the next decade. 

A. THE MENACE OF FASCISM 
Leftist and non-leftist dramatists showed a rare unity in their combined hatred of fascism once it became 
apparent that Hitler and Mussolini were forces to be reckoned with. The Federal Theatre planned its first 
Living Newspaper (1936) around the recent invasion of Ethiopia by Mussolini which had already aroused 
widespread condemnation and concern. Like all Living Newspapers the preparations included careful 
documentation and research to make the presentation as accurate as possible. The New York staff of the 
Federal Theatre had come across a stranded African opera troupe, the members of which knew no English. 
The courtyard of Emperor Haile Selassie, it was decided, would feature the opera troupe beating drums, and 
thus add an authentic touch.  But the Federal Theatre ran afoul of censorship restrictions. Morgan Himelstein 
writes : “Since the State Department feared that foreign countries might consider the Federal Theatre an 
official spokesman for the American government, Jacob Baker of the WPA issued a directive forbidding the 
dramatic portrayal of any foreign ruler. He did permit the actors to quote speeches made by these rulers, 
however.” Ethiopia’s script had incorporated portions of the public speeches of FDR and Mussolini. The 
State Department’s concern was that Ethiopia might offend the Italian dictator, who, as Brooks Atkinson 
points out, had blatantly offended the rest of the world. The Federal Theatre was instructed to withdraw the 
production. 

One good thing did emerge out of the mess. Because of the great furore caused by the cancellation and 
censorship of Ethiopia, the Federal Theatre received an assurance that if it featured any American subject it 
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would not be subjected to censorship and would have complete freedom of expression. The Living 
Newspapers which followed after the Ethiopia debacle did just that and roundly criticized various aspects of 
American life particularly in One-Third of a Nation or Triple –A Plowed Under (Gerald Rabkin, Drama and 
Commitment : Politics 

In two plays, Street Scene (1929) and We the People (1933), Elmer Rice had been concerned with the socio-
economic situation in America. Now he turned to the political situation in Europe. His anti-fascist sentiments 
found expression in Judgment Day (1934), the background of which was the episode of the Reichstag fire in 
Germany.  Rice employed his now familiar technique of a court trial. 

In the American Theatre of the Thirties (Bloomington : Indiana University Press, 1964), pp. 199-120). An 
interesting sign of changing times and policies is seen in the case of the show Pins and Needles (1937) which 
featured Stalin, Hitler, Chamberlain and others. 

The main action in Judgment Day takes place in a country in the Balkans where three people have been 
arrested for an attempt to assassinate the dictator, Grigori Vesnic. Actually, two of the accused, Khitov and 
Lydia Kuman, are innocent of the charge, but their real crime is that they are members of the People’s Party 
which works against the fascist regime. The third man, Schneider, is believed to be a Vesnic spy, and the 
other two claim that he is not even a member of their party. Lydia’s husband has been jailed some time 
before on charges of treason and now she is informed that he has killed himself. Their small daughter is 
brought in as a witness for the defence. One of the guards is secretly in sympathy with Lydia’s party. He 
slips her a note, which she reads and then swallows, to the consternation of the court. Khitov, meanwhile, has 
not been silent. Apart from constantly interrupting with taunting remarks the evidence being presented by the 
various witnesses for the prosecution, he is forthright in accusing Vesnic, asserting that both the 
assassination attempt and the trial are the brain children of the dictator’s lieutenant, General Rakovski. 

Rakovski arrives in court. Overbearing and haughty, he denies the charges and insists that Kuman is really 
dead for he has seen the body himself. Three of judges are Vesnic stooges, but the other two, Vlora and 
Count Slatarski, are not to be bought. Vesnic’s presence in a wheelchair adds weight to the prosecution’s 
case because he was supposedly injured in the assassination attempt. He demands the death penalty for all 
members of the People’s Party. In a startling series of events, Kuman, who is alive, makes an unexpected 
entry. When he demands that Vesnic should surrender for all his crimes, the dictator, nearly hysterical with 
anger and shock, shouts to the others to shoot Kuman. But instead, it is Judge Slatarski, understanding at last 
the true state of affairs, who takes out a pistol and shoots Vesnic dead. Before killing himself he shouts : 
“Down with tyranny ! Long live the People !”  

Judgment Day is an aggressive condemnation of Nazism. The play’s fast-paced action is made more 
dramatic by the series of unexpected events which occur throughout. Sympathy for the accused is aroused in 
the minds of the audience for there is no doubt as to which characters are the villains and which the innocent. 
Lydia Kuman is one of the central characters. Arrested for a crime she has not committed, she has to go 
through the agony of not knowing what has really happened to her husband. She can interpret the false report 
of his suicide in two ways--first, that he underwent such mental and physical torture at the hands of his 
captors that life became unbearable to him, and second, that rather than giving his enemies a chance to 
execute him, he took the only honourable way out and ended his life, thereby preserving his dignity and self-
respect as a Party member and as a human being. To the assembled court, Kuman’s suicide is in effect a 
confession of his guilt. Sentiment and emotion are stretched even further when the little child, the Kumans’ 
daughter, is brought in, the most innocent victim of all. 

In his use of contrast, Rice makes Rakovski a complete villain. The General makes it plain that his purpose is 
to see all members of the People’s Party annihilated. Later, Vesnic’s presence in a wheel-chair gives a 
further dimension to evil. It becomes apparent that Vesnic is the master, although the flashy General’s 
posturing makes him a more colourful figure. Vesnic is crippled in body, warped in mind, a soulless, 
inhumane dictator. Contrasted with these two are Khitov and Kuman, both upright and fearless in the face of 
false charges, trials and the certainty of death. Caught in the cross-fire is Schneider, obviously kept in a 
dazed condition by the aid of drugs. Judge Slatarski stands alone. Born a nobleman, this aristocratic 
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gentleman represents integrity and all that stands for decency and justice. Without being a member of any 
party he can recognize that the entire mock trial is based on a tissue of lies and trumped-up charges. His 
sense of decency is outraged, and his shooting of Vesnic indicates how intolerable the situation has become 
to him. 

Violent passions, violent beliefs in ideologies and fanaticism mark the course of the play. Excitement mounts 
steadily, especially when Kuman conceals himself behind a curtain and then appears at the opportune 
moment, like Banquo’s ghost before Macbeth, to confront and denounce Vesnic. In the light of what 
happened before, his timely arrival, the ending, with Slatarski killing the dictator and his own suicide, is 
emotionally satisfying. 

During actual performances, the play must have been not only exciting, but also extremely noisy, with 
characters shouting at each other, Vesnic becoming hysterical, a bomb exploding off-stage and Slatarski 
shooting off his pistol before giving the last rousing cry against tyranny. Critics noted “the high decibel 
count” of the play and one observed that when a performance ended “there wasn’t a man or woman asleep 
within six blocks of the Belasco Theatre.” Rice did not try very hard to conceal the fact that he had based his 
characters on persons from the Reichstag trial. Vesnic, of course, stands for Hitler, Rakovski for Goering and 
Schneider for Van der Lubbe, the Dutch Communist who was found near the Reichstag when the fire broke 
out. Khitov is drawn from the real life character of Georgi Dimitroff. An interesting point that Frank Durham 
makes is that most critics felt the play to be too melodramatic and therefore unbelievable. Admittedly there 
was a parallel between Judgment Day and current newspaper headlines, but the critics sensed that Rice had 
exaggerated. However, the fact of the matter was that the real case was even more dramatic than the play, as 
eyewitness reports testify. 

In one sense, Judgment Day is like a full-length agitprop, only unlike the true agitprop, Rice’s agitation and 
propaganda are directed not at capitalism but at fascism. In We the People he directed public attention to 
several problems, all contained within the boundaries of the United States, but in Judgment Day his ire is 
reserved for fascism in Europe. In Chapter IV we mentioned the question of Rice’s political affiliations and 
with this play we are faced with it again. Here is his creation, a play which is patently anti-Nazi, but is it also 
pro-Communist ? In the Reichstag case, the Communists were the victims and in the play the accused belong 
to a People’s Party. Morgan Himelstein asserts that the Party is not so much Marxist as Liberal and that the 
so-called “People” here want a free government and not a proletarian dictatorship. Elmer Rice had never 
been affiliated with the Theatre Union or any similar theatre group and he could not be called a secret 
sympathizer with the Communist Party. Sam Smiley comments : 

Elmer Rice well represented those who 

engaged in multiform social commitment. 

He protested the economic woes of the 

Depression, the commercialism of 

Broadway, the ills of the social order, 

and the forms of censorship exercised 

by pressure groups and government 

agencies. Although he staunchly defended 

certain radical causes, he never found 

Marxism attractive, nor did he join the 

the Communist Party….Rice never 

publicly favored any specific policy 

or economic program, but he encouraged 
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a revision of the existing social order 

to eliminate economic and social 

Injustice….he had very little 

sympathy with the Communist Party…. 

He thought that “the dictatorship of 

the proletariat is nonsense.” 

Rice belonged to the thirties when vigorous protest was a part of the climate of the times. Many years later, 
the dramatist said in retrospect : “You couldn’t live in the Depression and fail to be touched by it. The 
emphasis became more on theme than on character; on social, economic and political themes.” Rice cited the 
examples of Clifford Odets’s plays Waiting for Lefty and Awake and Sing, The Little Foxes by Lillian 
Hellman and the output of the Federal Theatre and the Theatre Union. He recalled:  “I had been converted to 
socialism when I was 16 by Shaw and H. G. Wells and I was caught up in the events of the time.”  Added to 
this was Rice’s natural predilection for crusading against social and political ills. Rabkin points out that 
Behrman, Rice and other 

Liberals respected the Communists for their anti-Fascist fervour. Both Rice and Behrman felt attracted to 
Marxism’s ideals but were repulsed by its methods. Rabkin believes that Rice felt in Judgment Day the need 
for a new social order as he did in We the People to replace capitalism, but, being a convinced libertarian, he 
could not refuse basic freedoms even to those he detested. As a stormy petrel, Rice had repeatedly voiced his 
protest in a variety of ways, through his plays, through his letters and his actions. Judgment Day was in 
keeping with his other plays of the decade, only dealing this time with injustice not confined to America but 
on an international level in the form of tyranny, hypocrisy and dictatorship, all of which are destructive of 
freedom and the human spirit. 

Rice’s play described the evils of fascism as they were in Europe. Other dramatists tried to shatter 
complacency at home by showing that fascism could exist in America too. For example, there was Sinclair 
Lewis’s It Can’t Happen Here (1936), produced by the Federal Theatre which visualized the awful prospect 
of a Fascist America. 

George Kaufman and Moss Hart, the play-writing team which had given audiences such delightful comedies 
as You Can’t Take It With You (1936), now presented a totally different and thought-provoking story in The 
American Way (1939). It is the saga of Martin Gunther from the time of his arrival as a young German 
immigrant at Ellis Island in 1886. Initially Martin is faced with hardship and struggle, but being an excellent 
cabinet-maker he establishes a prosperous business and becomes a popular figure in the small American 
town where he has settled. His workers are contented men for they are treated with kindness and justice. If 
they work overtime, for instance, they are paid one and a half times the usual rates. World War I breaks out. 
Irma Gunther, Martin’s wife, is appalled at the idea that her son Karl is going to war against those she still 
considers to be her own people. Martin silences her.  All their people are Americans, he tells her. Karl is 
killed, but his widow bears a son. Martin feels that all hope for the future rests in his grandson’s hands and 
he gives the boy unstintingly of his love and devotion. 

The Great Depression sets in. Hunger and unemployment are in evidence everywhere. Martin’s business fails 
as the Hoover administration falls and the New Deal is ushered in. Young Karl grows up full of 
discontentment, disillusioned with what America has become. He is irritated by his grandfather’s deep 
feeling and faith in his country, especially when he extols it as a land of opportunity and promise. One night, 
the young man is secretly invited to a meeting of Nazi Brownshirts. Martin follows him and stands in the 
darkness listening to the fanatic, pro-fascist and anti-American speech of the leader. Only when Karl goes 
forward to take the Nazi pledge is the older man galvanized into action. He rushes forward to plead with the 
boy but is surrounded by Brownshirts and beaten. Karl tries to save him but it is too late. Martin is dead. At 
his funeral, the boy is hysterical with grief and shame. He wishes with all his heart that his grandfather could 
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know his death was not in vain, for Karl has at last understood what his grandfather always tried to teach 
him. The simple people of the town come to pay tribute to a man who was above all, a fine American. 

At the end of the nineteen thirties the nations of the world had come to the crossroads. The choice lay 
between the forces of fascism, democracy and Communism. Kaufman and Hart, no less than Robert 
Sherwood, felt the need to examine afresh the meaning and value of democracy. They felt                                                     
the need to remind themselves and their public how America stood for all that was noble and free, and that 
their great nation built on the foundations of democratic ideals needed to reiterate its faith in them at this 
crucial stage in world history. In The American Way, democracy is shown to be threatened by grave dangers 
and must battle against the evil which overshadows the countries of Europe and might conceivably attempt 
next to take root in America. Martin Gunther is a fine craftsman,  a kind employer, and a beloved figure in 
his community, but first and foremost he is a loyal American. Here in this new land he found the refuge he 
sought, and forever afterwards he gives it his allegiance. When his only son is killed in war, when the 
Depression wipes out overnight the fortune he built so painfully, this allegiance never wavers. 

Gunther is rather too idealistic a figure but his unshakeable patriotism and faith in democracy serves to 
emphasize the play’s essential message. This message is articulated by Martin when Karl  goes forward to 
take the pledge and Martin calls out to him  : “Think ! Think what you are doing ! There are not many 
countries left that are free ! If this country goes down,what will men do ? Where else can men go?...This is 
not our first crisis. Again and again we have fought our way through. And now just because one man--one 
man---stands over in Europe and tells us that democracy is finished, that this country is no good, are you 
going to believe him?....Democracy is not finished…..we are not going to let it die ! We are going to keep up 
the fight until this evil is wiped from the face of the earth !” (pp.401-402). The dramatists underlined the 
point that democracy in America is not perfect, that it has undeniable faults and drawbacks and there is a 
human factor which causes men to stray from democratic ideals. But basically democracy is sound, and men 
like Gunther are willing to lay down their lives for its sake. As one writer explains : “The play’s thesis that 
democracy has successfully met crises before and will survive as long as men are willing to die for freedom 
is offered as a ray of hope in a world gone man.”  As written by Hart and Kaufman, The American Way 
seriously faced the possibility that fascism might make its way to America. 

1. THE WAR THEME 
The danger of fascism was recognized in America, but the question of war was an entirely different issue. 
As the decade passed the half-way mark, the possibility of another war, at least in Europe, began to 
seem very real. Two plays which were produced in 1936 not only reflected the prevailing anti-war 
mood of the moment but also projected the feelings of their creators that war, any war, was wrong. 
Irwin Shaw’s Bury the Dead came first, followed late in 1936 by Paul Green’s Johnny Johnson. 
Both dramatists use fantasy as a medium but each has a totally different approach. Green leads 
gently into the plot, gradually building up to the climax and allowing the action to slacken off into 
the first gentle pace. Shaw’s sledge hammer tactics rivet the spectator’s attention from the macabre 
scene of the play’s opening to its unexpected denouement. Neither dramatist leaves any doubt about 
his intense sentiment against war in which fellow Americans of every shade of political opinion 
joined. 
Shaw’s play begins some miles behind a battlefront where a burial detail is digging a common grave for six 
soldiers who have been killed in action. The task is made more unpleasant by the condition of the bodies. 

A priest and a rabbi arrive and the final prayers for the dead are spoken. Then the canvas-wrapped bodies are 
lowered into the grave. Before the services are complete, however, a groan is heard from the open grave and 
one of the corpses slowly sits up. It is a horrifying moment for the diggers, who think a living man was about 
to be buried. But one by one, each corpserises in turn and stands silently with back turned. The sergeant, 
preventing his men from running away, with great courage asks the dead men what they want. They answer : 
“Don’t bury us….Are we so different from you ? An ounce or so of lead in our hearts, and none in yours. A 
small difference.” 
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The generals to whom the matter is referred will not believe the story. A doctor examines the men, certifying 
that they are dead but still they refuse to be buried. The generals come and try to coax the men to lie down. 
One says : 

I grant, my friends, that it’s 

unfortunate that you’re dead…. 

Gentlemen, your country demands 

Cerf and Van H. Gertmell (New York : Rendom House, 1943). Bury the Dead was the third one act play of 
the decade to become famous, the other two being Waiting for Lefty and Hymn to the Rising Sun. It was first 
presented by the New Theatre League on March 14 and 15, 1936, then had a commercial Broadway run 
starting on April 18, 1936 (Weapon, op. cit., pp. 45-46). 

of you that you lie down and allow 

yourselves to be buried. Must our 

flag fly at half-mast and droop in 

the wind while you so forget your 

duty to the lovely land that bore 

and nurtured you ? ….(p.579) 

The dead do not heed him or his next command: 

You’re dead, officially, all of you ! 

I won’t mince words ! You heard ! 

We’re a civilized race, we bury our dead ! 

Lie down ! (p.579) 

The story of the walking corpses is suppressed by the War Department, but the press hears of it and soon it is 
published all over the world. In another attempt to get the corpses to see reason, their women relatives are 
called in. Some are wives, one is a mother and another is a sister. Even their pleas are unheeded. In 
desperation, priests come with bell, book and candle, to exorcise the evil spirit which is believed to be behind 
the incident. As the ceremony begins and the ritual words are uttered, the corpses begin to laugh. The 
generals come again, one with a machine gun. When he begins to fire, the corpses pay no attention They pass 
by him at a leisurely pace and vanish. Slowly the men of the burial detail follow them. Then there is silence. 

It is a tribute to the dramatic powers of Irwin Shaw that he has been able to compress within the framework 
of a one-act play so much action and thought, making his point with stunning impact. The six soldiers who 
will not be buried have a simple explanation. Since they have barely begun to live their lives, they are not 
ready to die. When a Captain reminds them that this earth is mean, miserable and insignificant and asks : 
“What is this world that you cling to it ?” one of the dead men replies : “We must find out for ourselves. That 
is our right.” (p. 582) What Shaw is mourning is the tragic waste of lives. These young men should have had 
a whole lifetime in which to know their world, good or bad. They have missed even the most ordinary 
mundane experiences and those experiences are what they wish to have. As one man tells his widow when 
she comes to plead with him, he wants to see, to smell, to hear and to savour the little things that go to make 
up daily life : 

Things like lookin’ at rows of corn 

scrapin’ in the breeze, tall and green, 

with the silk flying off the ears in 

the wind…Things like taking a cold 
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drink of water out the well after 

you’ve boiled in the sun all afternoon, 

and feelin’ the water go down into you 

coolin’ you off all through from the 

inside out…There ain’t nothin’ like 

that down here, Boss……(p.586) 

 

The play hits out at the platitudes which are used to justify the mass slaughter of young soldiers. Such words 
as honor, country, duty, become meaningless in view of the price that has to be paid for them. Can a man die 
willingly, even happily for his patriotic ideals ? From time immemorial the same words have been used to 
lure him. So does the Captain remind the dead men : 

Captain  :  Men must die for their country’s sake--- 

If not you, then others. This has always 

been. Men died for Pharoah and Caesar 

and Rome two thousand years ago and more, 

and went into the earth with their wounds. 

Why not you…..? 

First Corpse   :    Men, even the men who died for Pharoah 

and Caesar and Rome, must, in the end, 

before all hope is gone, discover that 

a man can die happy and be contentedly 

buried only when he dies for himself 

or for a cause that is his own and not 

Pharoah’s or Caesar’s or Rome’s….. 

(p.582) 

To demand that men fight and die for someone else’s cause is to outrage man’s right to live. 

Shaw’s technique is to pile horror on horror which heightens the effect and maintains the tempo. At one 
point the mother of one of the dead men comes like the other women to plead with her dear one to let himself 
be buried. This is the boy whose head was blown off on one side by a shell. Over and over again she begs 
him to let her see his face. When he capitulates finally, she stares dumbly, moans, then screams and screams. 
The audience never sees the boy’s face but the woman’s reactions are eloquent enough for us to imagine 
what she must have seen. 

Most of the characters in Bury the Dead are anonymous, but an attempt is made to give some of the dead 
men and their women certain individual traits. Bess, who has always been a good wife, asks repeatedly : 
“Did it hurt much, John?” There is Julie who kills herself because she is unable to bear the parting with her 
husband, Joan, silly and giggling, who has already found consolation elsewhere, and Martha, the nagging 
wife, still resentful that in life her husband did not have a decent job. Business men, generals, women, 
soldiers, priests and reporters people the play. Some are only voices, faceless and without definite identity. 

Speaking of the one act play as a medium, John Gassner asserts that very few dramatists achieve success in 
the genre and are prone to shrug off their failures by blaming its form and limits. He feels that the art has rich 
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possibilities and cites the examples of Hymn to the Rising Sun as a whole devil’s kingdom bounded in a 
nutshell. In a similar vein, Bury the Dead compresses the whole world of horror, pain and anguish that war 
brings. Shaw was writing at a crucial time in history but, in a sense, he was making a last-ditch stand. By 
showing the futility and waste that war brings, he hoped to awaken audiences to the insanity of participating 
in yet another war. Bury the Dead appealed greatly to the ardently anti-war feeling among diverse American 
groups. The Communists felt it indicated that a proletarian uprising would automatically be a solution to the 
problem of war, but the non-Communists read a simpler message of pacificism. Frank O’Hara calls it “Out-
and-out propaganda, of course, presenting the playwright’s protest to a universal problem….with something 
like a specific solution.” 

Bury the Dead came at an appropriate time to match the mood of the country. Its message stayed with 
thespectator for a long while. 

Paul Green moves away from regional themes which are his forte in his musical fantasy about war, Johnny 
Johnson (1936). Most of the story is built around the First World  War, but obviously the dramatist meant it 
as a lesson for other decades. He calls it “A Fable of Ancient and Modern Times” and places it “Some years 
ago as well as now”. However, the word “now” was particularly relevant to the closing years of the decade 
when the discerning were already able to sense what lay ahead. 

In April 1917, a small southern town is celebrating the anniversary of its founding. Johnny Johnson, a 
tombstone-cutter, has carved a monument of peace for the occasion. The Mayor, in his speech, deplores the 
bloodshed in Europe and reiterates that America must keep out of the war, but when word comes from 
President Wilson that America has declared war on Germany, the crowd cheers. The peace monument is 
forgotten as young men hurry to join the fighting. Only Johnny, who believes in peace, has no such 
intentions. Later, however, he does enlist for two reasons. Firstly, his sweetheart, Minny Belle will not 
consent to an engagement unless he does so, and secondly, Johnny discovers from the President’s 
proclamation that the war is being waged, not against the German people but against their power-drunk 
military leaders. 

Johnny proves to be an unconventional solider, offering to make tombstones for the others, quoting homely 
sayings and writing letter after letter to the American generals to end the hostilities. On night, Johnny is 
chosen to silence a sniper who is hiding behind a statue of Christ in a shell-battered churchyard. The sniper 
turns out to be a young boy, and after relieving him of his arms, Johnny becomes his friend. He discovers 
that a certain German sergeant shares his views that the people of the two countries have no quarrel with 
each other. The boy, Johann, promises to hand over Johnny’s letter to the sergeant, and returns to his own 
lines. Wounded and hospitalized, Johnny discovers  the marvelous properties of laughing gas. He invades a 
meeting of the Allied High Command and tries to make the generals stop the war. When they will not listen, 
Johnny administers the laughing gas and they sign a document calling off the hostilities. Germans and 
Americans embrace in friendship, but when the generals recover, fierce fighting breaks out once again. 
Johnny is arrested and put in a mental asylum. 

Ten years later, Johnny is still in the asylum, making toys as an occupation. Dr. Frewd has diagnosed his 
ailment as peace monomania. Released from the institution, Johnny hawks the toys he made on the streets. 
Another war. Martial music, loud speeches, applause, the sound of trumpets and drums show that no one 
remembers the lessons of the previous war. A small boy stops to examine Johnny’s wares but since there are 
no toy soldiers he loses interest. When the boy’s mother appears Johnny recognizes her as Minny Belle, his 
former sweetheart, who married his old rival, Anguish Howington. Anguish escaped enlistment by means of 
a self-inflicted physical condition and he has become a rich man by making munitions. Johnny makes no 
attempt to talk to Minny Belle or to identify himself. A parade passes before him like a familiar dream. He 
shivers a little but being a wiser man, moves on, bravely whistling his song of hope. 

The  obvious comparison for Johnny Johnson is Bury the Dead since both plays condemn war but Green’s 
play contains elements which are not in the one-acter. We have already mentioned that Johnny Johnson was 
a musical fantasy, but there are other aspects which may be considered. Vincent Kenny sees three distinct 
moods or tones in Johnny Johnson and divides them into comedy, tragedy, and satire. If we consider these 
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tones we find that much of the play’s satire is found in the names of the various characters. Minny Belle’s 
name gives the effect of a tinkling sound which in a human being can be equated with a shallow insignificant 
person holding petty values. So Minny Belle wants Johnny to enlist, not out of some patriotic fervour on her 
part, but so that she can boast that her fiancé is a hero. Green chooses other satirical names. There are the 
examples of Major McRay and Dr. Frewd, the one of a pompous ass, and the second a pseudo-psychologist, 
who give Johnny treatment in the asylum. There is the wry depiction of the eminent generals of the Allied 
High Command vying with each other to announce the numbers of dead and wounded as if assessing 
personal achievements. Frank O’Hara calls Johnny Johnson “a bitter comic strip with music” and compares 
it to “ some of Ariosto’s gusty lampooning”. Judging from the element of hope with which the play 
concludes the satire does not seem to be bitter so much as a recognition of the follies of which men are 
capable. 

In the comic interludes are Johnny’s offer to make tombstones for his fellow soldiers with the practical 
realization that some will need them, and his invasion of the Allied High Command meeting which 
ultimately results in the foolish behaviour of the generals as they are overcome by laughing gas. There are 
moments when the comic element becomes exaggerated. For instance, when Johnny is wounded on the 
battlefront, his moment of glory is achieved by a bullet in the posterior. But the comedy is overlaid by the 
tragic strain which runs throughout the play. Much of it revolves around the inexpressibly sad but gallant 
figure of Johnny taking on the entire war machine armed only with a cylinder of laughing gas. Like Don 
Quixote, he is ready to face any danger, but where the Spanish knight found he had only a windmill to 
contend with, Johnny is up againt a deep-rooted insanity inherent in man, the desire to wage wars and kill 
and destroy. Johnny is small in stature, an ordinary person, as his name indicates, with nothing to distinguish 
him, outwardly at least, from millions of other simple small-town boys. ButJohnny is different from them in 
his love for peaceand his deep uncompromising hatred of war. For hiseffort tocall off the war, he is adjudged 
guiltyand incarcerated for ten years of his life. When Johnny emerges into the world once again, the 
foolishcreature he always was, having learnt no lessons from history. Johnnyfinds a sickening familiarity in 
the preparations for still another war even the cause of which is not very different from the last time. 
Smallchildren do not escape the pestilence, catching it from the grown-ups, like the little boy who wants 
onlytoy soldiers to play with. There seems to be nothingthat can change men from their chosen course to 
destruction. Yet, in a sense, the note of hope withwhich Green concludes the play prevents it from a totally 
tragic ending. Perhaps all is not lost andsome day in the distant future there will be nomore wars. 

Johnny Johnson takesPaul Green faraway from thedecay of theSouth depicted in The House of Connelly 
andthe brutality of convict prisons in Hymn tothe Rising Sun.In this play, Green is decrying not just one 
particular war, but the wholeconcept of war. His naive hero is the only sane man in aworld gone mad with 
war fever. In answer to the question why Johnny wascommitted, Gerald Rabkin explains that the human 
beings acted on the "mad" conviction that human being arereasonable creatures and that mankind would not 
willingly destroy itself. Johnny's crime, Rabkin feels, was that hedemanded a reason for fighting. The answer 
was notforthcoming, Green seems to say, because there was nosensible or convincing reply to his query. 

Many critics were unable to comprehend what theplay was really about, but as Robert Benchley said, 
notmany plays call reviewers back for a second look as thisone did. Benchley felt that they found many 
things the second time though they went away had not observed in the first, butthough they went away 
disapproving, they could not forgetwhat they had seen. Other critics were displeased with the combination of 
so many dramatic forms compressed into one play. The Tribune called it "a disturbing and often hilarious 
medleyof caricature, satire, musical comedy, melodrama, farce social polemic, and parable. " Robert 
Benchley said in Variety that Johnny Johnson was "a hodgepodge if whimsy , farce,  social propaganda, 
stark realism, andfantasy." These critics put their finger exactlyon the weakness of the play. Areading of it 
leavesno doubt that the central theme is the insanity ofwar, but it seems clouded over and hazy with the 
manyother lessons it tries to teach . Green puts in touchesof symbolism that are some what farfetched as for 
instance, the time whenthe German sniper is foundhiding behind the statue of Christ. And yet, 
JohnnyJohnson gives much food for sober though if one cankeep one's attension steadfastly on the play's 
mainthesis. As Benchley commented: "My God, if we don’t grab onto something really big when it comes 
come along, evenif it does have flaws, the theatres may go right on as it started this year. This is the first  
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anti-war play touse laughing  gas in this attack on thestupidity ofmankind, and to my mindthe most effective 
of all satiresin its class." But Johnny Johnson was not a box office hit. did not make a fortune for the  Group 
Theatre. 38/. Green intended tomake his audience ponder over thefutility of war. As he and some of his 
fellow dramatistssoon found, theirs were voices in the wilderness. 

After Bury the Dead 39/ and Johnny Johnson had 

38. Johnny Johnson was a Group Theatre effort. Already 

in financial trouble, the Group badly needed another 

Waiting for Lefty to help it out of its crisis but Green's 

play was the wrong choice for a potential hit (Jack Poggi, 

THEATER inAMERICA : THE IMPACT OF ECONOMIC FORCES, 

1870-1967 ( Ithaca : CornellUni. Press, 1966), p.155). 

Harold Cluman describes how promising and charming 

the play seemed during rehearsals. Unable to get a theatre 

of appropriate size, the Group was forced to rent the only 

one available, the Forty- Fourth Street Theatre, one of the 

largest on Broadway. Its massive proportions contributed 

largely to  the play's downfall. The actors’ voices seemed small, even inaudible at times, while  Donald 
Oenslager’s sets seemed enormous. At the first preview half the spectators left after five minutes, with only 
twenty remaining till the bitter end. Efforts were made to improve the play but the general mood among cast 
and directorswas one of weariness acompanied by panic and a sense ofshamed humiliation. Surprisingly, the 
first night audience showed great enthusiasm for the play, 19 sets and all. Thereviews next morning were not 
too bad, the Group felteven more discouraged. It had thought highly of Johnny Johnson, its theme, humour 
and poetry.  The general feeling was  that the director had bungled the handling of the playwhich closed after 
68 peformances(Harold Clurman, TheFervent Years:the Story of the Group Theatre and the Thirties ( New 
York : Hill and Wang, 1964), pp. 176- 179). 

39. Interestingly, Irwin Shaw wrote another play, The Gentle, 

People, which appeared late in 1939, and appealed for action, 

built in a symbolic way, against the Nazi menace. Two gentle 

old men murder the gangster who constantly harasses the 

peaceful tenor of their lives. With no one to appeal to 

For help, they take to violent action, although they are men of peace, and only desire  is to be left alone. 
Obviously, Shaw had come a long way in his thinking since the time  when Bury the Dead was produced. 

Decade moved on its fateful way. As the months of 1939 moved on towards September, eventhose sworn to 
neutrality and isolationism began to waverand to wonder, as Britain and France declared war on 
Germany,ifitwas possible, after all, to remain uninvolved. To the dramatists who had so vehemently taken up 
an anti-war stance, the changed situation was as distressing asit was bewildering. 

Robert Ardrey was not as familiar to theatre-goers as Hart and Kaufman or Green and shaw were. Like them 
he pondered the implications of the deteriorating international  situation His conclusion was that America 
could not in all conscience remain aloof from the fact that many of her allies of  her allies of the first World 
war which were now held in the Nazi first would need assistance if democracy and freedom were to survive 
and more than that, if civilization and the very future of mankind were to be preserved Britian and France 
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and the other oppressed nations were a part of the family of man,  and their defeat would diminish the entire 
world. 

Ardrey's play Thunder Rock, written during 1939 and produced after Britain and France were at war with 
Germany employed fantasy to make its point. The protagonist inthe play symbolized America, and his 
attitude representedthat that of the isolationist. Like the fictitious ThunderRock which is situated ideally for a 
man seeking totalisolation from the world,America isseparated fromEurope by the waters of the Atlantic and 
from Asia bythe Pacific. It is possible to remain detached from the world and to mind  her own affairs if that 
is what she desires. For Ardrey’s  central figure, too itis simple enough  to remove himself to this remote  
island  where there is nothing but the sea, the rocks and thegulls. What he finds is that he cannot maintain his 
detachment  and live  with himself. 

Ardrey’s protagonist, Charleston,is a lighthouse keeper on  Thunder Rock, an islandin Lake Michigan. A 
former newspaperman, he has deliberately sought theisolationof this remote spot because his experiences 
ofthe world have throughly  disilusioned him. Man's struggle to overcome his problems have seemed futile 
andworthless to him and the battle against evil isneverending. Now he lives in his ivory tower separated 
fromthe rest of the world. To maintain this state he will not touch  a book, a newspaper or the radio. 
Charleston’s oldest friend who is a pilot, flies in carryingthe lighthouse inspector and supplies. He 
informsCharleston that he is leaving for China shortly to fight the Japanese and asks him to come along as 
gunner.Refusing vehemently, Charleston arguesthat itis man’s greed for expansion that causes him to 

wage wars."Civilization flies outthe window. Truth. Freedom ofspeech. Human dignity. Democracy. Out of 
the window, ignored  and forgotten…” He describes theghosts he has created outof his imagination and with 
whom hecarries on long conversations. Unimpressed and disgusted with his talk of ghosts, Streeter leaves. 

The ghosts Charleston has conjured up are thoseofmen and women shipwrecked in 1849on this rock. A 
bronzetablet in the lighthouse commemorates thetragedy of the Land O' Lakes. Talking to them,  the 
lighthouse keeperfinds that these people toohad their frustrations and each had come to America in search of 
new beginnings. Dr Kurtz, a Viennese physician, had toleave his beloved city when he  becomes a figure of 
suspicion because of hissucessful experiments with anaesthetics. He is to share the practice of another doctor 
in America. An Englishmannamed Briggs has worked in the Birmingham potteries since sincethe age of 
seven and lived a life of hopeless drudgery and squalor. He has fathered nine children whom he cannot 
afford to feed. He is going to California, dreaming of riches he will find there. Miss Kirby, soured andugly, 
has spent her life working for women's rights.Her destinationis the west where she  willjoin a 
Mormoncolonyin the hope thatsomeone will marry her. 

Noneof the ghosts will believe Charleston whenhe says that most of the things they desire are 
alreadyachieved. Women are liberated, the children of the poor sit with those of the rich at school,labourers 
work onlyeight hours a day and science has become a new religion. When they demand to know how he has 
this knowledge, he has to tellthem the truth, that they are dead and havebeen sosince 1849. At first 
incredulous , they areconvincedonly when he shows them the bronze tablet.The ghosts have 
taughtCharleston many things and he is ready to dismiss them butitisnot soeasy to wipethem from his 
memory. He has discovered from them that a man cannot really remain detached fromhis  world. Thefuture 
must be faced with the help of what man has learnt in thepast. With this new understanding, 
Charlestonprepares to leave Thunder Rock and join Streeter. 

Charleston's contention which guides his earlyflight from civilization is that true happiness and peace for him 
lie in complete detachment  from the world.But the fact is that  he was never as aloof as he thought  he was. 
Had his isolation been complete, he would never have  brought the ghosts out of  his imagination to fillhis 
hours with them in discussion. The need for human companionship is overwhelming even though these are 
humanbeings whohave been dead for nearly acentury. Ghostsas they  are , they open his eyes as living 
menhave failedto do. The problems which the  ghosts  have seem insurmount- able and each has had his 
share of suffering and frustration. None of them can visualize a day when these problemswill be no more and 
indeed it takes the struggle of many generations to find the solutions. Kurtz, for examplecan hardlybe 
expectedto believe that anasthesia has developed into a vital part of medical techique and isused  routinely in 
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surgery. But armed with the knowledgeof almost a century of progress, Charleston can see that in the course 
of time, the conditions which drove his ghostly companionsto seek out a new land no longer exist. He learns 
the important lesson that such problemsarise in each generation and when these are overcome they 
arereplaced by others. That is why he is able to say to Cassidy, his replacement : "It's war today, and 
yesterday it was something else, and tomorrow--? You wonder, Cassidy, what’ll  be tomorrow’s horror- - ? 
You can be sure of only one thing. That we'll run from it and be convinced we’re lost.  And that -- despite us 
orbecause of us --with us or without us --- sooner or later—tomorrow or in a thousand years --we shall win." 
(pp.90-91)Having  tried to emulate the three legendary monkeys who see  noevil, speak  no evil and hear no 
evil, Charleston finds that merely shutting one’s self away one does not dispose of the evil. It is still there, no 
matter how long one keeps one’s face turned away. Some day it will have to be faced and destroyed. 

The ghosts of Thunder Rock bring  to mind the ghostly characters of Maxwell Anderson's High Tor. They 
too are from a ship and are used by the dramatist to compare the past with the present. But a major difference 
between High Tor and Thunder Rock is that Anderson was using comedy to make his comments on 
civilisation while Ardrey' splay is completely serious. Betwen 1937 when the formerplay appeared , and 
1939 when Thunder Rock was produced, thegravity of the political ituation had gone far beyond the point 
where comedy could harnessed to convey houghtsof such consequence as Ardrey wished to do. Fantasy was 
used by both dramatists but the distinction lies in the background against which each play was written. 
Thunder Rock  makes it clear that for the problems of today the wisdom of yesterdayis necessary. The past 
cannot be ignored. When Charleston tells the ghosts that he is dismissing them from his mind, Captain 
Joshua assures him:" You can nomore dismiss us from your mind  than youcan tear from the history books 
asingle page--and say it never happened. You’ll nomore escape us, Mr. Charleston, than escape 
yourself...."(p.83) 

Thunder Rock was to be produced by the Group Theatre. 41. It became imperative for the Group to do so at 
once, for, as Ardrey says, a theatre engaged with its times must concern itself with timings. Although Harold 
Clurman found that the play lacked lyrical inspiration, he found its theme literate and interesting. The Group 
did not share his enthusiasm and was cold and almost hostile towards it. Clurman agreed that it had its faults 
but tried to explain the play’s message: 

It was an expression in terms of 

metaphysical fantasy of the 

quandary in which many thinking 

people found themselves. They 

had reached a state of despair 

because of a hopeful past that 

had turned to ashes and a present 

hat was enveloped in a European 

conflict of uncertain issues and 

dubious tactics (this was the 

period of the “phony war”). It 

was a time when idealists began 

to wonder again whether retreat 

into a condition of honest self- 

questioning and watchfulness— 

a new “Ivory toweriam”---was not 
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preferable to a headlong rush 

into a tumult of brave sorties, 

the consequences of which had not 

been truly comprehended….. 

It was unfortunate that when Thunder Rock appeared on the stage the timing which had seemed so 
appropriate in the planning stages turned out to be completely wrong.  

But the war was not over. The Netherlands fell to Hitler’s forces, Dunkirk followed, and finally France had 
its day of infamy. Where New York audiences had gone away unimpressed by Thunder Rock, British 
audiences sat through it the next summer during the bombings of London, carrying gas masks. They found in 
the play a deeply moving story. Ardrey’s message might not have reached American audiences but it touched 
other audiences in countries that were already involved in the war. 

The plays we have considered in this chapter which form a part of the theatre engage and which were written 
in a crucial period of world history, reflected the varied opinions of the time on the subjects of fascism and 
war. The dramatists recognized the menace of fascism and strongly condemned it. On the question of war, 
there was one group of dramatists which shared the same feeling against war. Irwin Shaw and Paul Green 
were part of that group, which also included Robert Sherwood. As we have seen, Bury the Dead, Johnny 
Johnson and Idiot’s Delight portrayed the horrors that war brings. Though their protest was against all wars, 
it was inspired by the contemporary political situation. Robert Ardrey differed from these dramatists in that 
he could not see how a nation could stand by and watch the forces of fascicm overpowering friendly allies. 
Ardrey’s protest was directed towards the isolationists.  Eventually, both Sherwood and Shaw came to share 
Ardrey’s point of view. 

The plays we have discussed here are by no means a complete record of anti-fascist and war plays. These 
plays appeared in the pre-war years, with the exception of Thunder Rock. But the decade of the turbulent 
thirties was coming to a close and the fears voiced for many years by men of wisdom were realized when 
World War II broke out in fact in September of 1939, unleashing a conflict more terrible than the world had 
ever known and involving every continent on the face of the earth. After World War II broke out and 
throughout its duration, the theatre continued to reflect the mood of the times. 

Several dramatists pursued the themes which had been enunciated first in the thirties. In 1940, Elmer Rice’s 
Flight to the West presented a varied group of persons travelling on the Yankee Clipper from Lisbon to New 
York. They include two Germans, a spy and a diplomat, a young American couple, the husband a Jew and 
the wife a Christian, some refugees fleeing from persecution persecution and foreign domination, and an 
American businessman who believes that good relationship with the fascist dictators will prove beneficial to 
his country. The play tried to point that these passengers were carrying their prejudices and problems to 
America. 

Robert Sherwood’s There Shall Be No Night (1940) strongly advocated that America shed her isolationism 
and go to the rescue of smaller European nations like Finland which in the play and in actuality had been 
invaded by the Nazis. Lillian Hellman’s Watch on the Rhine (1941) which became a popular play and a 
successful movie was set in Washington. The German son-in-law of an American society leader comes to 
America with his wife and children, having escaped from Germany. The man, Kurt, is a leader in the anti-
Nazi underground resistance movement. A fellow guest, a Rumanian working for the German embassy in the 
U.S. capital, threatens to expose Kurt unless he is given a large sum of money in exchange for his silence. 
Kurt is dedicated to his work and he knows any betrayal will endanger many other lives. He puts his 
tormentor out of the way by murdering him. Miss Hellman attempted to point out that such evils and tensions 
existed in Europe and America must and wake up to these new developments. Rice, Sherwood, Hellman and 
others tried to shake the naivete and complacency of their fellow Americans. Their efforts were aided in a 
drastic way by the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. Within a few days Germany and Italy 
declared war on the United States. All arguments for isolation were silenced. Now at last America gathered 
her forces against the evils of fascism as the dramatists had pleaded she should do. 
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THEMES OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Aeschylus:    Come, tell me the reasons why we should admire a noble poet. 

Euripides:     If his work offers quick wit and wise advice, and if he helps train the people of the country to 
be better citizens and worthier men. 

(Aristophanes, The Frogs) 

Much of the stress in this study of American drama of the Depression decade has been on the theatre engage. 
Many of the plays discussed in the earlier chapters were directly inspired by contemporary situations. These 
plays form an important part of the decade’s drama. There is, however, another perspective which we may 
also consider. In our Prologue, mention was made of the existence of a body of dramatic work written during 
this exciting and turbulent period of American history which goes beyond the confines of the thirties. As we 
said there, some dramatists were engaged not so much with their times, as with the family of man. They were 
concerned not so much with day to day events as with the essential realities of human life. They pondered 
over the state of man in the modern world, man as he faced eternal problems stemming from outward causes 
or from those inherent in his own nature. Their purpose was to explore the relationship between man and 
man, or between man and his God. In many of the plays, the dramatists exploration of their themes lead to 
universal truths or ideas. 

It would not be true to say that all the plays that will be discussed next are completely beyond the realm of 
the theatre engage. Maxwell Anderson’s Winterset, for example, may certainly be classified as a protest play. 
In spirit and achievement, it goes well beyond the limits of the Sacco-Vanzetti case which was its inspiration. 
Another play, No Time For Comedy by S.N. Behrman depicts writers in any age as well as in the thirties. 
None of the dramatists whose plays we are to consider next excepting Kaufman and Hart have been 
discussed in the previous chapters. These dramatists represent some of the finest dramatic talent of the 
American stage. Some of the plays concerned are now classics of the American stage, perennial favourites of 
the American theatre-going public. Others might not have been as fortunate in their audience appeal as their 
more successful counterparte but have also made significant contributions to drama in their thematic content 
and dramaturgy. This is by no means to say that the plays we have discussed up to this point are to be 
dismissed lightly and forgotten or discarded. They formed an integral part of their decade’s literary output 
and are evidence of the deep commitment of the theatre to contemporary issues. But the dramatic efforts we 
are to concern ourselves with in this, the final chapter of our study, rise above topicality. Whether they use 
fantasy, tragedy, folk drama or comedy as a medium, all of them have something significant to say. Any 
study of the drama of the nineteen thirties would be incomplete without recognition of the worth of these 
plays. 

In a superficial glance at the drama of the thirties it is not difficult to form the erroneous impression that all 
plays of the decade were of a serious nature. The emphasis of drama at this time on socio-economic 
problems, with the writers showing an extraordinary awareness of the contemporpary situation, gave the 
thirties a special aura. But the fact was that there was no dearth of lighter dramatic offerings. These took the 
form of revues, extravaganzas, and musical and non-musical comedies. It is not our purpose here to make a 
detailed survey of these productions but to discover how through the medium of comedy, momentous themes 
of more universal import were discussed during the Depression decade. 

We saw earlier how Pins and Noodles was an effective vehicle for comment on social, political, national and 
international happenings. Many of the writers of comedy were as socially aware as say, Lawson and Odets, 
conscious of the need for drawing public attention to existing problems and to the need for change, but their 
method of treatment was totally different from that of their more vehement fellow dramatists. “In lieu of 
indignation and propaganda, however, they preferred the traditional correctives of laughter and satire, and 
who will say that they were not more successful in the long run than the Jeremiahs of social significance?” 
asks Edmond Gagey. Certainly every comedy did not intend to convey a message or to point out a moral. 
The purpose of many comedies was to evoke laughter or to provide respite for a few hours from the grim 
reality around. 
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John Gassner warns against the misconception which many people have that the thirties were inimical to 
humour and light entertainment. He points to two conflicting schools of thought. The zealots believed that 
humour betrayed the cause of social justice, but their opponents felt that seriousness undermined the 
American way of life. He adds that even “ the more or less embattled playwrights” were not all solemnness, 
and that a “distinct comic strain” may be found in Odets, Hellman, Ardrey and Blitzstein. Musical comedies 
were particularly popular and many relevant observations about the times were made by the writers of lyric 
and song. Thus in Of Thee I Sing George and Ira Gershwin wrote a song, “Who Cares”, which referred to the 
failure of banks in Yonkers. The revue, Pins and Needles, a Labor Stage, Inc., production, offered as one of 
its numbers, “Sing Me a Song of Social Significance”. Another revue produced by J. P. McEvoy called 
Americana (1932) included a lyric that could be called the theme song of the Depression years---“Brother, 
Can you Spare a Dime?” was especially poignant because it evoked the all too familiar picture of an 
unemployed man asking for a dime which would not buy him a meal to fill his stomach but which would get 
him a cup of coffee to stave off the pangs of hunger. 

Sometimes a comedy carried a special appeal for audiences because it exactly captured the mood of the 
moment. For example, Of Thee I Sing (1931) by George Kaufman and Morrie Ryskind, appearing just as the 
campaigning for the presidential election of 1932 gathered, momentum, satirized the Presidency the Senate 
and the American brand of campaigning. A spectator could view with delighted recognition the scene in 
which a sly dig was aimed at the Prohibition policy of the Hoover administration. When President John 
Wintergreen, elected after a successful campaign based on the theme of love, paces the floor of the White 
House in the traditional manner of expectant fathers, he finds that his nerves are shattered. Every dignitary in 
Washington has joined the President in his moment of crisis, and when Wintergreen needs a stimulant, each 
man instantly produces a flask from his pocket, thereby proving that the prohibition policy does not affect 
him personally. In 1939, spectators were practically knocked off their seats by the antics in Hellzapoppin by 
Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson, which combined the noisiest elements of vaudeville, circus and burlesque 
shows. Olsen explained Hellzapoppin’s popularity : “It’s the same old hooey we’ve been doing for twenty-
five years. So why is it so successful ? I think it’s because when times are so troubled and every time a 
person picks up a newspaper he feels like crying, people want good belly laughs more than ever.” howdwrd 

Taubman adds: 

Compared with the sophisticated 

felicities of Rodgers and Hart or 

Cole Porter, it was a sock on the 

head with a clown’s bladder. Yet 

somehow it was an appropriate 

expression of one of the moods of 

1939. It spoke loudly and rudely 

for a nation that had regained its 

confidence but scanned the darkened 

international horizons with 

foreboding. As it ran on and on, 

Its exploding firecrackers and 

bursting balloons were loud, 

senseless punctuations in a 

troubled nation’s frantic pursuit 

of diversion. 
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George Kaufman, co-dramatist with Morrie Ryskind in Of Thee I Sing, was a master collaborator who in 
partnership with other dramatists had written many outstanding comedies. Kaufman was often called in to 
rescue plays which seemed to be doomed to failure. He would unerringly discover their weaknesses, then, 
together with the dramatists concerned, he would sit down and turn the plays into successful stage 
productions. Kaufman’s owlish exterior concealed a razor-sharp mind, keen perceptive powers and a rich gift 
as a writer. George Oppenheimer said of him : “He was responsible for marrying very high farce and very 
high comedy, and with his wit, its came out a satire.” Most of the plays which he wrote with Moss Hart are 
outstanding for their satire. The team used farce and burlesque, as well as wit and wisecrack, a combination 
which left the spectator breathless with laughter. Neither writer ever claimed to be a moralist, but like 
Moliere overlaid basic observations of the vagaries of human nature with sly innuendo and a seeming 
insouciance. In You Can’t Take It With You (1936), Kaufman and Mart portrayed what happens to one 
family in a materialistic world. 

The play centres around the Sycamore family. Penny Sycamore writes plays, the themes changing with her 
mood from religion to war. Her husband, Paul, spends most of his time making fireworks in the cellar. One 
of their daughters, Essie, is married to Ed Carmichael, whose only occupations are playing the xylophone 
and printing little messages which he inserts into the candy boxes that his wife sells in between her sessions 
at practising  ballet. A sample message is taken from Trotsky : “God is the state : the state is God.” Grandpa 
Vanderhof gave up his office job long ago so that he could have time to do the things he wanted reading, 
rearing snakes, practicing darts and waiting for spring. An Internal Revenue man appears to meet Grandpa 
for nonpayment of taxes but hastily leaves when Paul tries out a new type of firecracker near him. 

The younger daughter, Alice, is aware of her family’s unconventionalities but still loves them dearly. She is 
in love with Tony Kirby, son of her rich employer. Since Tony wants to marry Alice, a dinner invitation is 
issued to his parents. Unforunately, the Kirbys arrive a day too early, and a strange sight greets them. The 
actress who came to read Penny’s plays is asleep on the sofa, having imbibed too much gin. Mr. DePinna, 
Paul’s assistant (he came to deliver ice some years ago and never left) is posing in his Greek costume for a 
portrait that Penny is painting. A Russian immigrant, Kohlenkov, is teaching Essie ballet. 

The Sycamores hastily rally around. Choice fare is offered to the guests--frankfurters, canned salmon and 
Campbell’s soup. Kohlenkov, always impulsive, thinks that Mr. Kirby would make a fine wrestler. Taking 
him to the floor in a wrestler’s hold, he triumphantly sits on him. The message Ed wrote for his wife’s candy 
boxes---“Dynamite the White House!” and “Dynamite the Capitol!”  ---have come to the attention of the 
government. Federal authorities dispatch agents to arrest every revolutionary under the roof. Paul and Mr. 
DePinna are hauled up from the cellar where they are experimenting with fireworks. Mr DePinna begs them 
to let him get his pipe, but permission is withheld. Before long, the lighted pipe, left in the cellar, causes the 
entire collection of fireworks to explode. 

The chastened Sycamores, back after one night in jail, find it hard to get back to their normal lives. Alice, 
greatly mortified, is about to go away and breaks her engagement to Tony. It is only when Mr. Kirby comes 
looking for his son that Tony admits he brought his parents a day earlier to dinner on purpose. He wanted to 
show them what a marvelous family the Sycamores are. He has chafed under the restrictions of the business 
world, and the Sycamore way of life, with its independence and unorthodoxy, and its total lack of interest in 
material wealth, has charmed him. Mr. Kirby listens to Grandpa’s talk about man’s dreams of happiness and 
begins to understand what his son is trying to say. He too had dreams once but let convention tie him to the 
business world. He not only accepts Alice as a daughter-in-law but does something even braver-he accepts 
an invitation to eat with the family, though it is bound to play havoc with his unlcers. He is most impressed 
by Grandpa who has outwitted the revenue department for 22 years. 

What sets the Sycamores apart from other people is their great discovery that there is no point in amassing 
wealth because you can’t take it with you. Grandpa discovered this early when he want to work one day 
many years ago and was riding up in the elevator. The realization struck him so strongly that he just rode 
down again and began a life exactly suited to his taste. One of his favourite activites is attending 
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Commencement exercises at Columbia University and listening to the speakers extolling hard work and a 
brilliant career. But Grandpa knows very well that in three or four decades, members of the graduating class 
will understand that they have wasted their best years in trying to keep ahead. In their own inimitable way, 
the Sycamores are supremely happy until the mundane world forces its way into their Eden. The Kirbys 
represent the conservative world which the Sycamores escaped, though it soon becomes clear that their way 
of life does not necessarily lead to happiness. Mr. Kirby has ulcers, and, in a free association word game 
which Penny introduces after the unexpected dinner Party, Mrs. Kirby unwittingly reveals how miserable her 
life really is, although she has all that money can buy. Comparing the two ways of life, Tony finds he must 
get away from his own background. 

Kaufman and Hart would be the last to insist that the basic thought in the play is serious or to be mulled over 
too long. Some of the more memorable moments in the play occur when Grandpa, who has a special 
relationship with God talks to the Almighty as an equal, or when the Grand Duchess Olga Katrina, a waitress 
at Childs and another of the lame ducks the Sycamores collect, makes blintzes. The general effect is that of a 
delightful madhouse in which the Sycamores, having given up conventional pursuits such as that of 
moneymaking, have found their own way to happiness. In the rush of the busy world, hurtling along to find 
success and wealth, the Sycamores follow their interests. Money or fame are of no concern in their deeply 
satisfying mode of life. 

Warren French finds a specific purpose and meaning in the play. Speaking of the rather unappreciative 
reviews that You Can’t Take It With You received, he writes : 

Perhaps because, as Brooks Atkinson 

put it in the Times, “the sheer 

irresponsibility” of Grandpa Vanderhof’s 

attitude “irritated theater-goers with 

responsible minds”, none of those who 

attended the first performance seemed 

to realize that this work provided the 

best answer to the questions that have 

most puzzled later students of the 30s, 

“Why didn’t this country succumb to the 

fanatical rightist or leftist political 

movements of the 30s ? How did Americans 

keep their equanamity?” The answer is 

that Grandpa Vanderhof and his fantastic 

brood of candy, fireworks and trouble- 

makers not only entertained but embodied 

that segment of the American public that 

actually guided our perplexing course 

through the 30s……Americans still wanted….. 

to believe in the triumph of fun over the 

Puritan ethos, of the dedicated craftsman 

over the manipulator of intangibles like 
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stocks and bonds… 

Reviewing the play in the Journal, John Anderson said : 

Sam H. Harris opened not so much a play 

as a madhouse at the Booth last night, 

loosed a set of magnificent zanies on 

the town and set his audience down at 

11 o’clock still laughing over the 

delirious doings of You Can’t Take It 

With You. It is a giddy family album 

viewed in a cockeyed mirror, a 

combination of Mr. Odets’ Bronx 

life studies and the funny papers. 

and it is all crazy enough to make 

a little sense. Once the farce is 

afloat it sails dizzily and the 

sky’s the limit. It is great fun. 

The play won the Pulitzer Prize for 1936-37, playing in the same season as Maxwell Anderson’s High Tor. It 
ran for 837 performances. Unlike Of Thee I Sing, the play “became a classic of its kind, produced over and 
over again in theaters throughout the country; and its timeless quality was irrevocably proven when it was 
revived nearly thirty years later, in December of 1965, to the equal delight and unrestrained laughter of jaded 
audiences.” 

One does not normally associate the name of Maxwell Anderson with comedy. The plays that come to mind 
when one thinks of the poet-dramatist are his serious verse dramas like Winterset or his historical plays such 
as Elizabeth the Queen or Mary of Scotland. 

None of these has a light momentin them and Winterset, which will be discussed later in the chapter, ends in 
a shattering tragedy. Therefore, another of his verse plays, a rich combination of fantasy and comedy, comes 
as a pleasing change. High Tor (1937) marks a change in the dramatist’s writing in the sense that its major 
motivation is not to underline a political or social injustice as he does in Both Your Houses or Winterset. 
Nevertheless, the play clearly points to Anderson’s critical perspective of the modern world. 

Van Dorn owns High Tor, a high mountain overlooking the Hudson River. He is constantly harassed by two 
business men, Skimmerhorn and Biggs, who want to buy High Tor for the purpose of digging traprock. His 
girl, Judy, anxious for him to sell, cannot understand his reluctance to part with his inheritance. Van only 
wants to live alone and in peace upon his mountain, away from the din and clamour of the world. He has an 
old Indian friend who also lives on the tor, and a deep understanding exists between the two. Van has 
promised to bury the old man according to Indian rites when he dies. In the meantime, the Nanuet bank has 
been raided and the robbers have made off with $ 25,000. Skimmerhorn and Biggs come up to see if Van is 
willing to sell but he has not changed his mind. Later, the bank robbers, Dope, Elkus and Buddy, seek shelter 
from troopers on High  Tor. 

In the 1600s,  a Dutch ship was sunk off this harbour and the ghosts of the Captain, his wife and the crew  
have been wandering around, waiting for the ship which would take them home. They are still on High Tor 
at this time. Particularly homesick is the young wife, Lise. One of the crew, a rather puckish individual 
named DeWitt, finds the satchel of stolen money and Biggs and Skimmerhorn asleep nearby. When the 
business men wake up, they find the satchel and fill their pockets with the money. Later, meeting the Dutch 
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crew, the two men think they have come across a moving picture company. The crew obligingly puts them 
both in a steam shovel, hauls it in until it is suspended over the abyss and then departs. The two men cower 
here for the rest of the night as a storm rages around them. 

Lise and Van have met and fallen in love. The beautiful girl is well aware that Van is not for her and that she 
must leave as soon as the spectre ship comes to take her home. She explains this to Judy who has come to 
make up her quarrel with Van. To Judy, the modern girl, brought up in a materialistic world, the new 
situation comes as a shock. She begins to understand what attracted Van to Lise. She realizes that her own 
attitude towards money is against Van’s principles. There is great excitement when the ship at last is sighted.  
Van begs to go with Lise. Before she vanishes, she explains that he belongs to a different age, and he has his 
whole life still to live. Next morning finds Skimmerhorn and Biggs still in the shovel. When the Indian, Van 
and Judy come by, the pair offers Van $50,000 for High Tor, and the Indian, to Van’s surprise, advises him 
to accept the offer. The troopers have caught Elkus and Dope. They arrive at the spot where the others are 
and at Van’s suggestion, the shovel is brought down. Skimmerhorn and Biggs can hardly move with the 
weight of the money in their pockets. A trooper helping them to their feet finds the money with the bank’s 
label on it. When they are taken away, the Indian tells Van to take Judy and go west in order to seek the 
peace he craves. This is the day when the Indian will die. Van promises to bury him in sitting posture in the 
traditional way, with food and water for his long journey to the Great Spirit. 

As in so many of Anderson’s plays, there is an irresistible urge in High Tor to look back into the past and 
seek for something which is lost to modern man. In High Tor, the dramatist creates the stranded ghosts who 
wait on the mountain top for centuries for their rescue ship and through their eyes the contrast between the 
past and present is made evident. Van Dorn himself is torn between the two ages. He tries to cling to peace 
amidst nature, but inexorably the modern world intervenes, forcing him to listen to its clamour and 
disturbing the peace he yearns for. It is this same identification with the past that makes him fall in love with 
Lise. Judy is too brash for him, too much a product of the world he is trying to evade. Seeing him so ardently 
in love with the gentle Lise opens Judy’s eyes to Van’s needs which she had been unable to see till now. The 
encounter with the lovers has a sobering effect on her, and as a result she begins to see the reasons why Van 
does not want to sell High Tor. At the beginning of the play, he takes her to the cliff edge and points to the 
skyline of the city : 

Look at it, Judy. 
That’s the Chevrolet Factory, four miles down, 

and straight across, that’s Sing Sing. Right 
from here 

you can’t tell one from another… 
If you’re in the factory 

you buy a car, and then you put in your time 
to pay for the goddam thing. If you get in 

a hurry 
and steal a car, they put you in Sing Sing 

first, 
and then you work out your time…  

(pp.71-72) 
The Indian understands what Van feels. His people owned this land before the first Van Dorn patron ever set 
foot on American soil, but now with the knowledge of his own death and that of his race he realizes that Van 
must find a new frontier. Hight Tor is beloved ground but it must be sold now. When Van mourns : 

Think of the gouge 
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they’ll make across these hills 

the Indian comforts him with his ageless wisdom : 

Why, when the race is gone, or looks aside 

only a little while, the white stone darkens, 

the wounds close, and the roofs fall, and the 

walls give way to rains. Nothing is made by men 

but makes, in the end, good ruins. 

(p.114) 

Although Anderson comments in High Tor on the greed of some men and on the vagaries of life in an 
industrialized world there is little evidence of anger on the dramatist’s part. A leftist critic observes that “in 
High Tor Anderson once again vents his ire on the money changers”, but instead of “ire” one is conscious of 
a wryly humorous attitude towards modern civilization in which money is the dominating factor. Anderson 
makes the point that since the old gracious world has gone, dreamers like Van who loved the past of which 
Lise is a symbol, must find a niche for themselves in the present. 

The importance of the play’s theme is made more striking by the combination of fantasy and comedy. The 
ghosts flit around, Lise with Van, still yearning for home, and DeWitt intent like Puck, on creating mischief. 
Skimmerhorn and Biggs, suspended over the abyss provide some of the most hilarious situations. When the 
storm breaks out, the two are terrified at the savage unleashing of the elements and a bolt of lightning runs 
directly down the steam shovel’s crane : 

Biggs. ---Say, do 

You know any prayers ? 

Skimmerhorn. – I know one. 

Biggs. --- Say it, will you ? 

Skimmerhorn. --- Mathew, Mark, Luke and John, 

Bless the bed that I lie on. 

(p.91) 

In another scene, DeWitt comes upon the sleeping pair and hears heavy snores: 

What kind of demi-semi-devil do you think 

you are, with four legs and two faces, both 

looking the same directions ? Jesu Maria, 

it’s a kind of centaur, as big one way as 

another, no arms, and feet the size of 

dishpans. 

(p.84) 

Obviously, Anderson borrows a little from The Tempest and A Midsummer Night’s Dream for both the 
humour and the fantasy but these combine into the most delightful situations. Joseph Wood Krutch 
comments on 
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Anderson’s debt to the Elizabethan dramatists : 

Using the word merely to define and 

evaluate, High Tor is surprisingly 

Shakespearean—or Beaumont and 

Fletcherish—in the sense that its 

immediate ancestors seem to be not any 

of  the symbolic plays of recent years 

but the free romantic fantasies of the 

Elizabethans, dominated by poetry and 

playfulness rather than by allegory… 

his whole play may help accomplish 

something which the modern drama needs 

as badly as it needs anything else. It 

may help limber up the imagination. 

A lesser dramatist than Anderson, attempting to fuse two periods in history, four centuries apart, could well 
have ended with a ridiculous situation.  But in High Tor High Tor, this fusion is achieved with grace and 
charm. Even the approach of the spectre ship is convincing. So deeply does one get involved in the 
atmosphere that the excitement over the ship’s arrival becomes contagious, and we are ready to believe in it 
almost as much as an Elizabethan audience accepted Hamlet’s father’s ghost. The finality of the crew’s 
departure becomes sharper with Lise’s last words : 

Van.---Lise ! Lise ! 
Lise (unseen).---This is your age, your dawn your life to live 

The morning light strikes through us, and the wind-- 
that follows after rain tugs at our sails--- 

and so we go. 
(p.104) 

High Tor has several reminders  of the mundane world. No symbolism is necessary to explain what 
Skimmerhorn and Biggs represent. Anderson includes a sly reference or two to the contemporary economic 
situation. When Van tells Judy how his father had turned down an offer of $10,000 for High Tor, she 
explains : 

But, Van Van Dorn ! 
Ten thousand dollars ! 

Van responds by explaining the true worth of the offer : 
Well, it’s Federal money. 

Damn stuff evaporates. Put it in a sock 
along with moth balls, and come back next year, 

and there’s nothing left but the smell… 
(p.72) 

The departing DeWitt, glad to shake off the dust of this century, says in a final farewell : 
And welcome you are to the age, too, an age of 
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witches 
and sandwitches, an age of paper, an age of 

paper money 
and paper men, so that a poor Dutch wraith’s 

more man 
than the thickest of you ! 

(p.104) 

High Tor did not win the Pulitzer Prize for 1936-37 although John L. Toohey remarks that it was the logical 
choice. However, as he says, “the Sycamores and Grandpa were accustomed to riding rough shod over 
logic”,  and the prize went to You Can’t Take It With You. But the New York Drama Critics’ Circle awarded 
its annual prize to the play with the following citation : 

In its decision, the Circle celebrates 

the advent of the first distinguished 

fantasy by an American in many years. 

Imaginative and as comic as it is poetic in 

both spirit and expression, High Tor is a 

singular accomplishment, giving rare grace 

to this theatrical season in New York. 

This was the second time Anderson won the Critics’ Cricle award. Earlier, Winterset had received the 
honour. 

Not everyone agreed about the quality of the play : 

In its exploration of the fourth 

dimension the drama was experimental 

in concept as well as form, and 

evoked ambivalent reactions from the 

reviewers. Some praised the 

production extravagantly, others 

objected again to the verse lines 

and also to the mingling of “phantom” 

characters with “live” ones. But most 

agreed that this was the stuff of 

poetry, wrought with drama and 

imagination… 

What makes High Tor memorable is its presentation of an unusual story, its humorous situations and the 
promise of a new frontier with which it ends. 

Samuel Nathaniel Behrman is the best-known American creator of that fast-vanishing genre, the drawing 
room comedy. Behrman became famous when the Theatre Guild produced his play The Second Man (1927). 
In the thirties he wrote several plays, all distinguished for their sophistication and elegance, polished urbane 
characters, delightful comic situations and witty dialogue. Underlying these qualities, however, there was 
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almost always some serious thought which saved the plays from the insubstantial frothiness which 
characterizes other plays of the kind. For example, Behrman took note of the gravity of the situation when in 
the first part of the decade Hitler rose to power and the persecution of Jews began. 

Jean Gould, op. cit., p. 128. 

In his play Rain from Heaven (1934}, he tells the story of Hugo Willens, a German music ciritic, who is 
asked to leave his native Germany on the pretext that he has published some work which is unflattering to 
the new regime. Willens has been in a concentration camp earlier because he is part Jewish. He comes to the 
home of a hospitable, broadminded English noblewoman, Lady Lael Wyngate, who gathers a varied group of 
people at her house in the countryside. Among them are two brothers, Rand and Hobart Eldridge, the former 
a famed explorer, and the latter a strange combination of fascist and capitalist, who wishes to start an anti-
Communist Youth League using Rand as a front. Lael and Rand have been in love for some time, but now 
Rand begins to feel jealous of Hugo. Gradually Lael understands that she and Rand are really incompatible 
because they differ too sharply on important beliefs and ideas. Rand sets the seal on their estrangement when 
in a moment of anger he calls Hugo a “dirty Jew”.  Lael and Hugo realize that they love each other, but there 
can be no future for them. Hugo feels impelled to return home to help destroy Nazism. Also, as he says, his 
whole thinking has changed : “I see now that goodness is not enough, that kindness is not enough, that 
liberalism is not enough. I’m sick of evasions. They’ve done us in. Civilization, charity, progress, tolerance--
all the catchwords. I’m sick of them. We’ll have to redefine our terms.” (p.960) 

Rain from Heaven was considerably more sober in content than some of Behrman’s other plays. Yet in 
almost all of them there was reference to graver matters. In Biography (1932) a globe-trotting lady portrait 
painter, Marion Froude, decides to write her autobiography to the horror of several men who know they will 
be included in the book and the unsavoury details of their past revealed. Her publisher, Richard Kurt, is an 
angry young man whose attitude to life in America is greatly influenced by the fact that his father was killed 
by a bullet during a strike. Kurt is a radical, seething with a fanatic resentment against the existing social 
order, while Marion, who calls herself a “laissez-faire girl”, stands for tolerance. Although they fall in love, 
their essential attitudes to life are totally incompatible. In End of Summer (1936) the plot centres around 
money as it affects the older and younger generations. The former finds that wealth does not bring the 
security it is supposed to provide, and to the latter, money or the greed for it, is to be despised. The younger 
group also reflects the confusion and disarray of the Depression years. Behrman presented a rabid 
Communist in Wine of Choice (1938) with whom he contrasted a sober Senator who stood for democratic 
ideals. But the emphasis in these three plays is one the comic element and the references to other problems 
are only of secondary importance. 

In troubled times when there is upheaval everywhere, the artist or the wirter is faced with a dilemma---
should he dedicate his art to the spirit of the times or should he remain true to that art, thereby in effect 
detaching himself from the contemporary milieu with all its attendant agony and chaos? Such a question was 
particularly relevant to the thirties when literature and art both reflected so clearly the spirit of the times, but 
it is also relevant to any turbulent period in history. It was a question Behrman sought to answer. It must be 
remembered that when he wrote No Time for Comedy (1939), the international situation was causing grave 
concern. All through the decade, dramatists and writers had devoted much of their work to the contemporary 
situation. Behrman himself, as Malcolm Goldstein observes, had been “a man of his time” and had 
“incorporated social themes in all his plays of the thirties.” Behrman’s protagonist is disturbed by the events 
on the Continent and in the world, and he wonders if he should alter the thematic content of his plays which 
have always been gay, lighthearted, perhaps rather inconsequential comedies, and begin to write about 
weighty matters. A clear answer is found at the end of the play. 

The dramatist in No Time for Comedy is Gay Esterbrook. His forte has always been comedy, and he has 
achieved fame and success through it. Gay is married to a well-known actress, talented Linda Paige, who has 
acted in many of his plays. Gay finds himself getting restless, wondering whether in a troubled world he is 
doing the right thing in creating sparkling comedies which have no relevance to the world crisis. Linda is 
visited by Philo Smith who informs her that Gay has been spending much time in the company of Philo’s 
wife, Amanda, whom he describes as “a Lorelei with an intellectual patter”. Linda is torn between 
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amusement and jealousy. When Gay comes home they discuss the next play but he cannot agree with her 
when she tells him that when the world is depressed it is time to be gay. “You live in an aura of 
exhibitionism….Look around you. Pick up a newspaper. Look at the world. And you expect me to go on 
babbling in a never-never land,” he tells her. 

Amanda, on the other hand, has made considerable efforts to coax Gay into serious writing. He outlines the 
new play called Dilemma which he is beginning to write through her inspiration. It is about a Nobel Prize 
winning chemist whose gifted and sensitive young son is killed fighting for Loyalists in Spain, his body 
blown to bits by a bomb. The father tries to lose himself in his work, remaining night and day in his 
laboratory until one night his son speaks to him in a dream. The scientist is convinced that one can 
communicate with the dead and he publishes a book based on his communications with his son. That a famed 
man of science should believe in spiritualism is so amazing that the book creates a sensation. From all over 
the world people who find life unbearable come to him for comfort. He gives lectures at which many are 
converted to his way of thinking. 

One day, a young man wanders into Albert Hall. Listening to the gray-haired speaker, the young man 
recognizes him as his father. He listens in amazement to his words. “It is borne on him that his father has a 
new career,that he is delivering a message to the world and that this message is based on a single fact---his 
own death…. He looks out of the window and sees the bent old man, his father, his face lined with grief and 
lit by faith…Shall he face him? Shall he go away?” (p.192) He goes to his home. The servant does not know 
him since he has had plastic surgery on his face. When his father comes along, the boy hands him a poem he 
has written. His mother and sister are called in. None of them recognizes him. They talk of their beloved one, 
now dead, and he is shown messages supposedly from his dead self. He stays on  “a ghost secure in his 
nonentity”. (p.193) The second act ends when his fiancée, now in love with another man whom she is going 
to marry, recognizes him. This is as far as Gay’s inspiration has taken him. 

In spite of himself, Gay wants Linda’s expert opinion on his play for although Amanda has praised it 
ecstatically, somehow Gay feels he has been unable to bring it off. Later, after she reads it, Linda tells him 
that while the play is fascinating in a way, she cannot quite understand his reason for doing one like it. 
“What does it accomplish? Whom does it demolish ?” she asks. 

Linda says the play repels her altogether because it is dominated by the idea of death. She pleads with him : 

I beg of you, Gay, don’t throw away your 

charming gift, don’t despise it….Is 

it more profound to write of death of which 

we know nothing than of life of which 

we may learn something, which we can 

illuminate, if only briefly, with gaiety, 

with understanding ? Gay, I beg of you, 

don’t turn your back on the gift you have, 

the instinct you have, the power you have… 

(pp.209-210) 

She suggests that he write another play about two women like herself and Amanda, both completely different 
in character--- “ the builder-upper and the breaker-downer-the critical faculty versus the clinging vine” and 
their role in the life of a writer. Gradually, Gay realizes that Amanda’s clinging, weeping ways suffocate 
him, that Linda is the woman he loves, and that he is not equipped to write anything but highly successful 
comedies. He knows now that the writer of comedy has a part to play that is as important in its own way as 
that of the more serious playwright. Armed with this self-realization, he tackles his new play with great zest, 
incorporating his own dilemma into a comedy. 
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The play’s most serious thoughts are spoken by the two women. As Behrman’s spokesman, Linda articulates 
the dramatist’s own point of view. In a confrontation with Amanda, she says : “Sleep with him if you like, 
but for pity’s sake, don’t ruin his style. Immorality ! what on earth’s Gay doing writing about immorality ! 
Why, when he can write about life and about love and can make people laugh in the theatre, do you push him 
off the deep end to write about immorality which, at best, is dubious and inhuman? Really, Mandy!” The 
other woman insists that life is a danse macabre and Gay must relate his work to the period in which he is 
living. As she expresses it : “I want him to stop fiddling while Rome burns.” She is sure that Gay can be 
great and his work brilliant if he would give up the trivial. Linda retorts : “I’d rather have him write a trivial 
comedy than shallow tragedy.” (pp. 199-200) 

Behrman concludes that a writer must do that which he is best able to. He must use the talent given to him. 
Any attempt to dabble in what he is not equipped for will not only lead to failure but leave the artist in him 
unsatisfied and unfulfilled. In his effort to be what he is not, he will be cheating both himself and his 
audience. This by no means implies that as a person he needs to be detached from reality or ignore vital 
issues. Gay Esterbrook, for instance, is greatly disturbed by the mass execution in Nanking where 40,000 
Chinese were machine-gunned, by the fact that there are places in the world where children must wear gas 
masks, and by the Civil War in Spain. But his public does not expect him to incorporate his feelings about 
such matters into his play and would feel cheated if he did so when the reason why they come to the theatre, 
even flock to it, is to forget them for a brief while. In actual fact, during the critical years of 1938-39, when 
No Time for Comedy was being written and performed, the outstanding comedies of the time--Life With 
Father by Russel Crouse and Howard Lindsay, The Man Who Came to Dinner by George Kaufman and 
Moss Hart, The Male Animal by James Thurber and Elliot Nugent, The Time of Your Life by William 
Saroyan and The Philadelphia Story by Philip Barry—were playing to packed houses. Notwithstanding the 
title of Behrman’s play, this was a time for comedy. 

One of the finest dramatists of the American theatre was Maxwell Anderson, whose play High Tor we have 
recently considered. Anderson began writing for the stage in the nineteen twenties but without much success 
until his anti-war play, What Price Glory ? (1924), written with Laurence Stallings, was produced. Although 
he was deeply involved with p2ast history, he was also greatly disturbed by the contemporary world, 
particulary during the Depression decade. In Both Your Houses (1933) he exposed corruption in the two 
houses of the United States Congress. The dramatist was a stout defender of democracy and a strong critic of 
dictatorship. This is evident even in his historical drama such as Valley Forge (1934) which portrays the 
tribulations of George Washington who is able to imbue his unkempt ragged army with the ideals of 
democracy and the idea that men have a right to choose their own government. At one point in the play 
Washington is asked to set himself up as a dictator, but he rejects such a suggestion because it negates the 
very basis of democracy and freedom for which he has been fighting. 

Anderson was one of the few American dramatists to attempt to write in verse. In a collection of essays 
called The Essence of Tragedy, published in 1939, he outlined his belief that as far as drama is concerned the 
world’s finest prose cannot equal the finest poetry. Anderson felt that the poet-dramatist must be “prophet, 
dreamer and interpreter of the racial dream.” His historical plays, particularly those about the English 
Renaissance, are written in blank verse with some scenes in prose. The gratifying response of the American 
audience proved that tragedy written in verse could be successfully staged in America. Having achieved so 
much, Anderson wished to experiment with a modern story also also written in verse. Several years before, 
he had written a play based on the sensational Sacco-Vanzetti case called Gods of the Lightning (1928) with 
Harold Hickerson and this became the basis of his modern verse tragedy, Winterset (1935).  

If it has not been for these things, 

I might have lived out my life, talking 

at street corners to scorning men. 

I might have die, unmarked, unknown, a 

failure. Now we are not a failure. 
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Anderson’s drama of love and hate, played out against the background of an immense bridgehead in New 
York, centres around the aftermath of a sensational murder case. Thirteen years before, an anarchist named 
Romagna was arrested and executed for a murder he had not committed. Dust has settled over the case, so 
controversial in its time, but a law professor, re-examining the facts, finds that one important witness who 
could have given valuable evidence was never called to testify. In a published pamphlet, the learned 
professor demands that the case be reopened. While most people have forgotten the Romagna affair, those 
intimately connected with it have never been able to get it out of their minds. Judge Gaunt who pronounced 
the death sentence has aged into a haunted, guilt-ridden old man, wandering about seeking assuagement. The 
real murderer, a notorious 

This is our career and our triumph. 

Never in our full life can we hope to 

do such work for tolerance, for joostice, 

for man’s understanding of man, as we 

now do by an accident. Our words---- 

our lives----pains----nothing ! The taking 

of our lives----lives of a good shoemaker 

and a poor fish peddler---all! That 

last moment belong to us----that agony 

is our triumph. 

(Frederick J. Hoffman, The Twenties : American Writing in the Postwar Decade (New York : Collier Books, 
1962), pp.400-405). 

Gangster named Trock Estrella, just out of jail where he was imprisoned for another crime, is determined not 
to let anyone ruin these last few months of his life, for the doctors have given him only six months to live. 
Trock seethes with rage at the doctors’ verdict and he plans to annihilate ruthlessly anyone who stands in his 
way. The witness who never took the stand is Garth Esdras, a musician. Garth’s whole life has been affected 
by the Romagna case, and he has lived in abject fear of Trock. He occupies a tenement basement near the 
bridgehead, with his father, a gentle Jewish rabbi, and his beautiful young sister, Miriamne. Trock visits 
Garth and threatens him with dire consequences if he divulges the real facts of the Romagna case. Though 
Garth explains that any revelation on his part would serve no purpose after all these years, Trock is not 
convinced. Miriamne is curious about this strange visitor and has to be told the story. She realizes that her 
brother, in keeping silence to save his own life, sent another man to his death. 

Romagna’s son, Mio, now a young man, travels across the country seeking evidence that will prove his 
father was innocent. He arrives under the bridge at the same time as Judge Gaunt. Both intervene when a 
policeman tries to prevent a street musician from playing. Standing in the crowd, Garth recognizes the old 
man from the way he declaims as if on the presiding bench. Afraid of what he might say next, Garth leads 
him to his basement home. Mio makes caustic remarks about the law. The crowd, already sympathetic 
towards the musician, looks with hostility at the policeman. Gradually the crowd disperses and Mio is left 
alone with Miriamne. Earlier he had noticed her as she walked past him and exchanged a few words with 
her. Looking at her, he is struck again by her tender beauty and innocence. Harshly he tells her to go home. 
Mio’s bitter words do not disturb her. She tells him she loves him and will go with him anywhere in the 
world. When she gently asks him what troubles him, Mio tells her of his father and of the quest which has 
led him here. Miriamne identifies him as the son of the man of whom Garth told her. Without explaining 
who she is, she begs him to go away from this place because if he has anything to do with her, it will bring 
him death. Mio is puzzled and cannot comprehend her sudden change of attitude. When Trock appears with 
his henchman, Shadow, Miriamne draws Mio into the shadows. The henchman asks Trock to stop his 
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senseless pursuit of witnesses in the Romagna case. Angrily, the gangster dismisses him, then signals to his 
gunmen. Shortly afterwards shots are heard. 

Mio rushes in their direction but no body is found. When he comes back, Miriamne is gone. 

Garth, meanwhile, decides to take Judge Gaunt to the bus stop but just as he is about to lead the old man out, 
Mio enters. He accuses Garth of hiding the truth and Gaunt of influencing the jury against Romagna. The old 
judge has forgotten none of his skill and in a brilliant self-defence he justifies his behavior. For the first time 
Mio’s conviction about his father’s innocence is shaken. The discovery that Miriamne is under this roof and 
that she is Garth’s sister further complicates the issue for him. Trock comes back to put Gaunt out of the 
way. Shadow, mortally wounded and bleeding profusely, staggers to the Esdras dwelling to kill Trock but 
has no strength to do so. The gun he points at the gangster falls from his hand and Mio picks it up. Garth and 
Esdras drag Shadow into another room. Confronting Trock, Mio knows finally who the gangster is. When 
the police come to find Gaunt, Mio tells them Trock is a murderer and that the body of his victim is in the 
house. But a search reveals no evidence, for the old rabbi and Garth have hidden the body. Then also one of 
the policemen recognizes in Mio the young man who had made unpleasant comments on the street. Gaunt is 
taken away and Trock makes no secret of the fact that he has marked Mio for death. When Mio leaves, 
Miriamne goes with him. He begs her to go back but the girl loves him so deeply that she is ready to die with 
him. Unseen from a hiding place, Trock’s men watch them. Miriamne finds one path which looks safe but as 
Mio moves along it, he is shot down by machine gun fire. He staggers back and dies in Miriamne’s arms. 
Overcome with horror and grief, the girl rushes towards the killers shouting in defiance. They shoot her 
down. It is old Esdras who finds the bodies and speaks the words which eulogize the young lovers before 
Mio and Miriamne are carried away. 

Maxwell Anderson had a deep love for the past. The Tudor period held a particular fascination for him, and 
he translated it into the creation of three plays---Elizabeth the Queen (1930), Mary of Scotland (1933), and 
Anne of the Thousand Days (1948). In Winterset, the inspiration was the Sacco-Vanzetti case but the 
obvious influence of the Elizabethan revenge play is clearly seen. Equally apparent is the parallel to several 
Shakespearean plays. Francis Abernathy finds a striking similarity between Winterset and Hamlet. In both 
plays the fathers are killed, and the sons bend every effort to unravel the mystery behind their untimely 
deaths. Abernathy points out the Romagna’s ghost lacks corporeality but serves the same purpose as 
Hamlet’s father’s ghost. It is conjured up by Prof. Hobhouse when he asks that the Romagna case be 
reopened. Abernathy also notes the existence of a play within a play when Mio traps the old judge into 
enacting a mock trial with all the principals present in the Esdras basement home. Other Shakespearean 
touches appear throughout the play. Gaunt in his madness and wandering is a twentieth century version of 
Lear. There is even a thunderstorm during which Gaunt raves in his madness and an interlude where he and 
the Hobo who shelters in the Esdras home converse, as did Lear and the Fool. Shadow, gory and blood-
spattered, appears at an inopportune moment like Banquo’s ghost, to point an accusing finger at Trock who 
had him murdered. A gulf separates Mio from Miriamne which is as wide as the one that lay between the 
Montagues and Capulets. Anderson made no secret of his admiration for the classics and in fact in Winterset 
he makes a reference to Ben Jonson’s Roman plagiarisms. (p.10) 

Mio at seventeen has none of the lightheartedness of youth. His mission in life began thirteen years ago when 
he was four and he and his mother climbed through an iron gate to see his father in prison. As Mio  tells 
Miriamne : 

He stood in the 

death-cell 

and put his hand through the bars and said, 

My Mio, 

I have only this to leave you, that I love you, 

And will love you after I die. Love me then, 
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Mio, 

When this hard thing comes on you, that you 

must live 

a man despised for your father. That night 

the guards, 

walking in flood-lights brighter than high 

noon, 

led him between them with his trousers slit 

and a shaven head for the cathodes. This 

sleet and rain 

that I feel cold here on my face and hands 

will find him under thirteen years of clay 

in prison ground. 

(p.17) 

In a passage strikingly parallel to the one in Hamlet, where the Danish Prince promises his father’s tortured 
ghost that he will never forget him or rest until he has exposed his uncle, when he says: “Rest, rest, perturbed 
spirit” 

Mio speaks : 

Lie still and rest, my 

father, 

for I have not forgotten, When I forget 

May I lie blind as you. No other love, 

time passing, nor the spaced light-years of 

suns 

shall blur your voice, or tempt me from the 

path 

that clears your name-- 

till I have these rats in my grip 

or sleep deep where you sleep. 

(p.17) 

Into Mio’s somber existence comes the beautiful Miriamne, fifteen years old, reared in poverty, without 
experience of the world but possessing an innate wisdom and sensitivity, a radiance and purity of spirit. 
Mio’s meeting with her is the turning point in his life where he pauses in his chosen quest. Knowing himself 
to be reviled by men, spat upon because he is his father’s son, he is harsh with her, as Hamlet is when he tells 
Ophelia to get herself to a nunnery.    Mio tells her : 

Go, keep your- 

self chaste 
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for the baker bridegroom—baker and son 

of a baker, 

let him get his baker’s dozen on you ! 

but Miriamne is not taken in. Earlier she has disarmed him by her pledge: 

I will take my hands 

and weave them to a little house, and there 

you shall keep a dream--- 

(p.16) 

Now she knows Mio does not really intend to wound her. From Miriamne he wishes to learn how to forgot 
what hate is but he is afraid of the repercussions that his mission might have on her : 

I’ve lost 

my taste for revenge if it falls on you. Oh, God, 

deliver me from the body of this earth 

I’ve dragged behind me all these years ! 

Miriamne ! 

Miriamne ! 

The bitter Mio, after years of seeking revenge, has learned through love to forgive. Moments after he utters 
these words, the tragic young lovers go to their foreordained deaths. 

An important consideration here is Anderson’s use of blank verse. Since the dramatist had attempted the 
unusual---depicting a modern American story based on fact but through the medium of verse----the play 
aroused appreciative interest as well as harsh criticism. The reason for this, Vincent Wall suggests, is that 
Winterset presented gangsters, hoodlums and a judge “all speaking in iambics.” In a preface to the play, 
Anderson pointed out that not even Shakespeare had attempted to speak in iambics. Anderson also pointed 
out that Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies which interpret Elizabethan life nevertheless deal with foreign 
princes or gentlemen at foreign courts or with England’s own historical past. Anderson recalled that 
Elizabethan audiences were never called upon to believe that their own contemporaries spoke in blank verse. 
Shakespeare’s most vividly Elizabethan scenes were almost always in prose, Anderson explains. 

Wall’s comment is that Anderson was successful in using verse for Trock’s speeches which prove that it can 
have freedom and vigour without impeding the play’s action. He feels that Winterset’s verse has power and 
authority, and the poet’s voice rings clear and true. If there are moments of bombast, then very few 
Elizabethan plays are unmarredi by this weakness, and as Mary Colum who is a poet herself says, the very 
nature of dramatic verse demands it. Another eminent critic, Joseph Wood Krutch, defends Anderson’s use 
of poetry He writes : 

The objection---actually raised against 

the play---that “gangsters don’t speak 

verse” is, of course, frivolous. Neither 

do fourteen-year-old Italian girls, early 

Danish princes or, for that matter, any 

other persons whatsoever, and the 

appropriateness or inappropriateness of 
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elevated speech to any character depends, 

not upon his social or intellectual status, 

but upon the success of his creator in 

endowing him with an intensity of feeling 

for the expression of which the best of 

utterance is none too good. 

In his effort to combine Elizabethan verse with twentieth century American modernisms, Anderson’s 
dialogue sometimes reveals incongruities. For example, at the start of the play, Mio explains to his friend, 
Carr, who takes the place of Horatio, that he has a new interest in life : 

Carr. Yes---I saw her. 

Mio.  I don’t mean the skirt. ----No, I got wind of 

something, out west, some college professor 

investigating the trial and turning up new 

evidence. Couldn’t find anything he’d 

written out there, so I beat it east and 

arrived on this blessed island just in time to 

find the bums holing up in the public library 

for the winter. I know now what the unemployed 

have been doing since the depression started. 

They’ve been catching up on their reading in the 

main reference room. Man, what a stench ! Maybe 

I stank, too, but a hobo has the stench of ten 

because his shoes are poor. 

Carr. Tennyson. 

Mio. Right. Jeez, I’m glad we met up again ! Never 

knew anybody else that could track me through 

the driven snow of Victorian literature. (p.10) 

By itself this friendly exchange between two young men, speaking in a half-jocular, half-serious manner, 
occasionally using slang, fits in well with the mood and the moment. But it is difficult to relate the same 
Mio, so fluent in modern vernacular, to the Mio who in the last few minutes of the play, calls upon the 
powers above for mercy upon himself and his beloved : 

Mio.  (looking up). Now all you silent powers 

That make the sleet and dark, and never yet 

Have spoken, give us a sign, let the throw 

Be ours 

This once, on this longest night, when the 

Winter sets 
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His foot on the threshold leading up to spring 

And enters with remembered cold-let fall 

Some mercy with the rain. We are two lovers 

Here in your night, and we wish to live. 

(p.41) 

The final speech of Esdras also comes in for comment when he says : 

Oh, Miriamne, 

And Mio---Mio, my son---know this where 

You lie, 

This is the glory of earth-born men and 

Women, 

Not to cringe, never to yield, but standing, 

Take defeat implacable and defiant, 

Die unsubmitting. I wish that I’d died so, 

Long ago…… 

On this star, 

In this hard star-adventure, knowing not 

What the fires mean to right and left, nor 

Whether 

A meaning was intended or presumed, 

Man can stand up, and look out blind, and 

Say : 

In all these turning lights I find no clue, 

Only a masterless night, and in my blood 

No certain answer, yet is my mind my own, 

Yet is my heart a cry toward something dim 

In distance, which is higher than I am 

And makes me emperor of the endless dark 

Even in seeking !.... 

(p.43) 

Mabel Driscoll Bailey refers to John Gassner’s dubbing this speech the “pseudo-rabbinical peroration” but 
remarks that at worst the speech is merely extraneous and is not to be taken as a statement of the theme of 
the play. It is to be expected of Esdras, she says, that he should make such comment. Howard Taubman, 
however, feels that the rabbis final prayer does not ring true. He says : “They are ringing sentiments, these 
lines spoken by Rabbi Esdras. In apostrophizing Miriamne and Mio, whom he describes tenderly as “my 
son”, he proclaims the proud potentialities within man to stand up against defeat without a gesture of 
submission. Fine as these sentiments are, they have a rhetorical flourish.”33 
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Winterset made a great impact when it appeared, and critics and audiences alike were struck by the 
magnificent setting designed by Jo Mielziner of a massive concrete bridge majestically overshadowing the 
tenement building on its side. The play itself was received with mixed feelings, some appreciating the very 
qualities that others criticized. Eminent critic John Mason Brown, recording his first impression, found the 
play to be Anderson’s most ambitious but least successful effort. Brown found the verse had “its  purple 
moments of sheer pretentiousness when it guards the meaning of its lines as carefully as if they were so 
many state secrets.” But the review disturbed Brown’s conscience. He went back for a second look and 
though he came away with some reservations, particularly about the last act which left him unsatisfied, 
Brown then wrote : “I have now come to see that, in the case of Winterset, what Mr. Anderson has tried to do 
matters much more than what he may not have succeeded in doing. This is the kind of play, although by no 
means the actual play, upon which the hope and glory of the future theatre rest.” 

Winterset is not a play that goes easily out of the mind. Its bold experi- mentation in form sets it apart from 
most other plays of the decade. The dramatist himself explained : “Winterset is largely in verse and treats a 
contemporary tragic theme, which makes it more of an experiment than I could wish, for the great masters 
themselves never tried to make tragic stuff of their own times. To do so is to attempt to establish a new 
convention, one that may prove impossible of acceptance, but to which I was driven by the lively historical 
sense of our day.” In a concluding remark, he added : “Whether or not I have solved the problem in 
Winterset is probably of little moment.  But it must be solved if we are to have a great theatre in America.” 

Some of the poetry in Winterset, particularly in the passages spoken by Mio and Miriamne to each other, 
have a soaring lyrical beauty. The tragic drama unfolds a great story of love, of sacrifice, guilt and evil, and 
of forgiveness through love. These are the qualities which raise Winterset to dramatic heights seldom 
matched in the thirties. 

The newly established New York Drama Critics’ Circle Prize for the best play of the 1935-36 season was 
awarded to Winterset. The citation read : 

The Circle’s decision is based on 

the conviction that in Winterset the 

author accomplished the notably 

difficult task of interpreting a 

valid and challenging contemporary 

theme dealing with the pursuit of 

human justice in terms of unusual 

poetic force, realizing a drama of 

rich meaning and combining high 

literary distinction with compelling 

theatrical effect. 

Maxwell Anderson is one of the most excellent dramatists of the modern American theatre. Another 
dramatist of outstanding ability is Thornton Wilder. He was born in Madison, Wisconsin, in the American 
Mid-west. Later, when his newspaper editor father became consul general, the Wilder family moved to Hong 
Kong. Eventually, mother and children returned home so that the young Wilders could have the benefit of an 
American education. Thornton began writing while at Yale. He discovered in himself a deep love for New 
England although he was not a native of the region. As a scholar, his special areas of interest were 
philosophy and history. Wilder was that rare phenomenon, a successful novelist who could also write great 
drama. Several of his novels and plays have become classics in American literature. The novels include The 
Bridge of San Luis Rey (1927), The Woman of Andros (1930), The Idea of March (1948), and The Eighth 
Day (1967). 
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Wilder was always interested in trying out new stage techniques. In a one-act play The Long Christmas 
Dinner (1931), the entire action centres around a single dinner but in that short period, ninety years of family 
history of the persons concerned is revealed. In a delightful but deeply meaningful fantasy The Skin of Our 
Teeth (1942), he commented on man’s ability to survive in spite of the Ice Age, the Deluge, the evil inherent 
in his own nature and so on. Here too Wilder introduced some novel experiments in stage craft. At one point 
in the play, while it is still the Ice Age, it becomes necessary to find some way to warm the dramatis 
personae if they are to survive the bitter cold. From all over the theatre ushers hurry to the stage, tearing up 
chairs for fuel as they go, while Sabina who is the “other woman” calls out : “Pass up your chairs, 
everybody. Save the human race.” But Wilder’s finest dramatic efforts were reserved for his imaginative and 
symbolic play Our Town (1938). 

The whole play unfolds in a small undistinguished town in New England, Grover’s Corners, New 
Hampshire. There is no curtain and the stage is bare. A narrator in the person of a Stage Manager gives the 
audience helpful details about the inhabitants of the town. Act I shows what happens on an ordinary day in 
this ordinary little place. In the early morning, the town doctor, Doc Gibbs, stops to greet the milkman and 
newsboy. He is returning home after delivering twins. In his house, Mrs. Gibbs wakes the children up to 
dress them for school. Next door, her neighbor, Mrs. Webb, does almost exactly the same things. Prof. 
Willard is called upon by the Stage Manager to give some pertinent information about Grover’s Corners. 
Among other things, she mentions that the town’s population is 2,640. The action moves into the afternoon 
of the same day. The children come home from school. Emily Webb gives George Gibbs broad hints about 
the solution of an algebra sum. That evening two teen-age children, George and his sister Rebecca, look at 
the moon through a window and dream of many things. Rebecca tells him about the letter her friend Jane 
Crofut received on which the address read : Jane Crofut; The Crofut Farm; Grover’s Corners : Sutton 
Country; New Hampshire; United States of America ; Continent of North America; Western Hemisphere; the 
Earth; the Solar System; the Universe ; the Mind of God. The Stage Manager announces the end of the first 
act and asks those spectators who smoke to go out and do so. 

In Act II, which takes place in July, 1904, Emily and George are getting married. As might be expected, 
there is much excitement and running about in the Webb and Gibbs homes. In a flashback, Emily and 
George are shown when they first realized they loved each other. At the wedding, the actors rearrange the 
chairs and tables on stage to simulate the interior of a church. Like millions of other couples in their time, 
George and Emily are united in marriage in the presence of friends and family. 

In the last act which shows Grover’s Corners nine years later, there are chairs arranged on one side to 
represent a cemetery. Those sitting peacefully on them include Mrs. Gibbs and Wally Webb. All of them 
died between 1904 and 1913. Now a funeral is about to start. It is that of Emily who died in childbirth. In the 
company of the other dead, Emily says she wishes to go back and relive her life. The others try to discourage 
her from doing so. Emily selects one of the happiest days of her life for the experience, her twelfth birthday. 
It is not an extraordinary day but as it passes she begins to notice many things which sadden and hurt her---
her mother’s youthful appearance, the old white fence around their house and the town policeman who, as 
she knows, is going to die. She knows her brother Wally will go on a camping trip and die when his 
appendix bursts. But when she tries to say these things, her mother cannot understand and soon Emily finds 
she cannot go through the agony of reliving that long-ago day in the light of what has taken place since. 
Unable to bear this moment of truth, she goes back to the cemetery to tell the others that she understands 
what they were trying to tell her. The living are ignorant, they act as if they had a million years before them, 
they have self-centred passions. A man enters the cemetery. It is George. He throws himself on Emily’s 
grave in grief. Slowly the Stage Manager draws a dark curtain. It is eleven o’clock in Grover’s Corners and 
most people are asleep. 

In a preface to the play, Thornton Wilder explained what he had attempted to do : 

Our Town is not offered as a picture of 

life in a New Hampshire village; or as 

a speculation about the conditions of 
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life after death (that element I took from 

Dante’s Purgatory). It is an attempt to find 

a value above all price for the smallest 

event in our daily life. I have made the 

claim as preposterous as possible, for I 

have set the village against the largest 

dimensions of time and place. The re- 

current words within the play (few have 

noticed it) are “hundreds”, “thousands” 

and “millions”. 

Emily’s joys and griefs, her algebra 

lessons and her birthday presents--- 

what are they when we consider all--- 

billions of girls who have lived, who 

are living, who will live ?... And here 

the method of staging finds its 

justification--in the first two acts 

there are at least a few chairs and 

tables; but when she revisits the earth 

and the kitchen to which she descended on 

her twelfth birthday, the very chairs 

and tables are gone. Our claim, our 

hope, our despair are in the mind—not 

in things, not in “scenery”. Moliere 

said that for the theatre all the needed 

was a platform and a passion or two. 

The climax of the play needs only five 

square feet of boarding and the passion 

to know what life means to us. 

Wilder’s choice of Grover’s Corners as the background for his play was made with a special purpose. The 
little town is a microcosm of the whole world and its town-people symbolize the human race. Every detail 
and action is carefully planned, even the most ordinary daily activities. Doc Gibbs exchanges greetings in the 
early morning with the milkman and newsboy; the women gossip and Mrs. Gibbs calls up to her young son, 
Wally, to scrub himself properly. These humdrum things are a part of the ritual of life, repeated countless 
times by people in the past, in the present, and in the future. Babies are born, young lovers get married, old 
and young people die, but to eachgeneration a birth, a wedding or a funeral seems to be a new experience. In 
its disregard for the time sequence, Our Town is seemingly haphazard. The Stage Manager points out an 
individual in the town and tells us what happens to him in the distant future. Emily dies in childbirth, then 
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goes back to her twelfth birthday. But Wilder’s purpose here is to show how quickly time---and life---pass. 
We are on the earth only fleetingly, but in that short time we are wilful and blind to the fact that we are 
mortal. Emily fleeing back to the cemetery tells the Stage Manager : 

Oh. Oh. It goes so fast. We don’t have 

time to look at one another. (She breaks 

down sobbing… I didn’t realize. So 

all that was going on and we never noticed. 

Take me back--up the hill—to my grave. 

But first : Wait ! One more look. Goodby, 

goodby, world. Good-by, Grover’s Corners… 

Mama and Papa. Good-by to clocks ticking… 

and Mama’s sunflowers. And food and coffee. 

And new-ironed dresses and hot baths… 

and sleeping and waking up. Oh, earth, you’re 

too wonderful for anybody to realize you. 

(She looks towards the Stage Manager and asks 

abruptly, through her tears) Do any human 

beings ever realize life while they live it ?— 

every, every minute ? (p. 791-792). 

In those poignant words are summed up, as Wilder said in his preface, “what life means to us”. 

In his critique of Our Town veteran drama critic John Mason Brown makes the point that true writers bring 
new illumination to the simplest facts of life. He observes that Wilder in this play is not concerned with 
social trends, economic conditions, pivotal events or glittering personalities, but his interest lies in the 
unexceptional, the average and the personal---he is preoccupied with what is under the surface. “It is not so 
much of the streets of a New England town he writes,” Brown adds, “as of the clean white spire which rises 
above them.” Related to Wilder’s simple people and their background is something so vast that it is 
practically incomprehensible. The address on Jane Crofut’s letter not only specifies the town, state, country 
and continent where she lives but goes much beyond, from the earth to the solar system and the Universe, 
finally ending with the Mind of God. Even a little farm girl like Jane is a part of the magnificent design of 
the mighty universe. The people of Grover’s Corners would never set the world on fire. The town has neither 
an interesting crime record nor a roster  of alcoholics.Emily herself has never attained the impossible or risen 
to the heights. She has grown up in the family of a small town doctor, has fallen in love with the boy next 
door, has married him and died bearing his child. There is nothing extraordinary in her life history and yet it 
is through her eyes that we are able to glimpse the verities of life and death. As one of the dead says to her 
when she goes back to join them : 

Yes, now you know. Now you know ! 

That’s what it was to be alive. 

to move about in a cloud of ignorance; 

to go up and down trampling on the 

feeling of those…about you. To spend 

and waste time as though you had a million 
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years. To be always at the mercy of one 

self-centered passion, or another. Now you 

know--that’s the happy existence you wanted 

to go back and see…(p.792) 

These are things which the living do not comprehend, to which they are       blind. As Emily concludes : 
“They don’t understand much, do they?” (p.793) 

Wilder does away with elaborate props and stage effects. A few chairs and tables and a ladder or two are 
sufficient for the setting. What is really novel and distinctive, however, is the creation of the Stage 
Manager’s role. This man, casually dressed, garrulous and unhurried, sets the tone of the whole play. In the 
beginning the audience is faced with a half-lit empty stage, then the Stage Manager, hat on, pipe in mouth, 
begins to place a few chairs and tables on either side of the platform. When all is ready he describes the 
location of Grover’s Corners, its layout and its history. When he comes to the point where “Shorty Hawkins 
is gettin’ ready to flag the 5:45 for Boston”, a train whistle is heard and the Manager takes out his watch and 
nods. But for all his homespun manner, it is the Stage Manager who maintains the balance in the play, all the 
while keeping every thing on an informal basis. He also links the past with the present and the dead to the 
living. Like a master puppeteer, he directs the actions of the actors, also acting as a guide to the audience.  

Donald Haberman notes that the Stage Manger creates nostalgia through memory when he mentions how 
“the first automobile’s going to come along in about five years”. It is the same kind of nostalgia that Life 
With Father evoked in 1940 and was one of the reasons why that, delightful comedy appearing in the war 
years, brought great comfort to spectators, who longed for an era as in grandfather’s day, when life was 
simpler and far less cruel. But while it recalls the quiet days in America before the First World War, Our 
Town is able to avoid oversentimentality. Rex Burbank credits this to Wilder’s genius which could take the 
ordinary and give it intrinsic value without falling into bathos. 

Our Town has meant different things to different people. Some have noted its contribution to dramaturgy, 
others have marked its philosophic content. To Ima Herron “It is reminiscent of the pilgrimage in 
Everyman.” Calling it a “twentieth-century morality”, she believes it traces the journeying of ordinary 
people, telling without sensationalism “the way we were….in our living and in our dying.” In the reviews 
that appeared during the theatrical season of 1937-38. There were some dissenting voices John Anderson, 
writing in the Journal-American commented : 

What Mr. Wilder has written is not a 

play, in the accepted sense, but a sort 

of retrospective edition of the Living 

Newspaper. I must confess that Mr. Wilder’s 

play, in spite of its admirable writing, 

left me completely cold. In his production 

Jed Harris would have his cake and eat 

it, too. He would avoid the common 

illusion of the theatre, by eliminating 

scenery and properties, but he would 

grab for it in every gesture and inflection 

of his players and in a whole catalogue 

of off-stage noises. Thus he has stripped 
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the production of the customary theatrical 

claptrap, but substituted for it another 

brand of hokum that is obligingly abetted 

by the audience. There is no doubt 

that the First Audience was completely 

engrossed. I wasn’t. 

Richard Lockridge wrote in the Evening-Sun that the play was experimental in form “yet achieves moments 
of rare simplicity and truth; at its best it reaches into the past of America and evokes movingly a way of life 
which is lost in our present turmoil, but is good to remember.” Lockridge found Our Town original and 
extremely interesting, “a stimulating employment of experimental stagecraft”, but the critic found a flaw 
when in the third act “our town” symbolically becomes our earth and “the author  begins to suspect that he is 
touching the garments of eternal truth. This I doubt very much, suspecting rather that he is groping in the 
equally eternal mist.” Wilder’s play was of immense appeal not only to American audiences but to others. It 
toured the world under different names such as Var Lilla Stad., Ma Petite Ville, Nuestra Ciudad, Unsere 
Kleine Stadt. It won the Pulitzer Prize for 1937-38. 

 

Appearing in the same year as Our Town was of Mice and Men, a dramatization of John Steinbeck’s novel 
of the same name. Primarily a novelist, Steinbeck was later to write another book The Grapes of Wrath 
(1939) which would create a great stir. A saga of the Depression years, it told the poignant and bitter tragedy 
in the lives of a family of Oakies fleeing from the Dust Bowl to California in search of prosperity. Of Mice 
and Men could fit into several categories. It is a melodrama, based on the psychological abnormality of one 
of its two main characters. It may be called a protest play because it depicts the condition of migrant workers 
and it is the story of the friendship between two dissimilar men. The setting of the play is California, not the 
lush green region usually associated with that state but a bleak sterile place, befitting the story. The action 
takes place mainly around rough crude shelters. The time is summer, and the hot sun beats down relentlessly 
on the unfolding tragedy of small men in a vast world. 

George Milton and Lennie Small are migrant workers and have known each other for many years. In fact, 
they come from the same town. Still they are a strange pair. Lennie is a half-witted amiable giant who does 
not know his own strength. He has a compulsion towards soft things which he fondles with great love, but to 
his grief, his heavy hand always crushes them. Many furry creatures have died in this manner. George is 
much smaller in stature but is in firm command of his hulking companion. Once Lennie unwittingly led them 
into serious trouble. Lennie had touched the soft material of a girl’s skirt and would not let go. It reminded 
him of a piece of velvet which his aunt had once given him and which he lost. 

The girl had screamed and claimed that the man was trying to rape her. To avoid being lynched the pair had 
to run away. Often when they are alone together, George talks about a dream he has. Some day they will buy 
a small piece of land and keep a cow, pigs and chickens. From the alfafa in their fields they will feed their 
rabbits. Lennie, listening with the rapture of a child, begs to be put in charge of the furry creatures. 

At one place of work they meet an old man, Candy, who lost a hand and now does cleaning jobs. Candy’s 
faithful companion is an old blind dog. Slim, the foreman, a steady level-headed man with an understanding 
of human nature, quickly sums up the situation when he meets George and Lennie. He likes the way George 
looks after his feeble-minded friend. Slim promises Lennie a puppy from a new litter but George insistes that 
it is not to be touched for several weeks. Most of the workers dislike Curley, the Boss’s son, because he is a 
mean fellow with a chip on his shoulder, always trying to pick fights. He is spurred on when his pretty 
nymphomaniac wife tries to flirt with the men. On one occasion he is about to come to blows with George 
but hearing Lennie laugh, Curley turns on him. George says : “Get him, Lennie. Get him !” Effortlessly, the 
big man crushes Curley’s hand to a pulp. Slim, who is a witness, tells Curley he must say his hand was 
caught in a machine if he does not wish to become a laughing stock. 
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Candy learns of George’s dream and he offers to add his small savings to that of the two men if they will let 
him stay on their land. One of the other men shot his beloved canine friend, and Candy is afraid that he too 
will be similarly discarded when the time comes. Candy’s offer makes George’s dream more feasible. In the 
meanwhile, Lennie has been unable to keep away from the puppy. As expected, the delicate young creature 
dies. Worried that George will not let him look after the promised rabbits, Lennie goes to the barn to hide the 
little body. Curley’s wife arrives at the same place to conceal her valise for she is about to run away. Lennie 
tells her how he likes soft things and when she touches her own soft hair he puts out his hands and begins to 
stroke it. Frightened when he will not stop, she tries to scream. Lennie shakes her, anxiously saying : “Oh, 
please don’ do that. George’ll be mad. Oh, please don’ do none of that. George gonna say I done a bad 
thing…” (p.675)  But he has broken her neck and when he notices the limp stillness of her body he lays her  
down and hurries away, sure that George will be really angry with him. 

The body is discovered and a posse begins the hunt for the murderer. George too looks for Lennie. His heart 
is filled with despair since this time Lennie cannot be saved. He finds him by the river, still unaware of the 
enormity of his deed. George makes him sit facing the river, which Lennie does obediently. George stands 
behind him repeating the oftspoken words of their dream. As the big man listens with his usual rapture, 
George shoots him through the head. 

Steinbeck’s play can be considered on two levels. First, it is the story, as the title suggests, of that puny 
creature, man, in the hands of an inexorable fate. of no more importance than a mouse, he makes grandiose 
plans which often come to nothing. In this case, George, Lennie and later Candy, who joins them, dream of 
the little place they will own some day. The dream becomes a narcotic which helps them to forget their bleak 
lives. All their working days have been spent in hard labour moving from job to job. But still what they lack 
is  security and independence. Even the dream which they have is simple enough. It is not a dream of marble 
halls or peacock thrones. It is the simple dream of having a small place that they can call their very own, 
where they will be their own masters. Time and again they discuss it in detail : 

Lennie  :   Tell about that place, George. 

George  :  I jus’ tole you. Jus’ last night. 

Lennie :  Go on, tell again. 

George : Well, it’s ten acres. Got a windmill. Got a little shack on               it and a chicken run. Got a 
few berries. There’s a place for alfafa and plenty water to flood it. There’s a pig pen….. 

Lennie : (Breaking in). And rabbits, George ? 

George  : I could easy build a few hutches. And you could feed alfafa to them rabbits….And it’d be 
our own. And nobody could can us. If we don’t like a guy we can say : “Get to hell out,” and by God he’s 
got to do it. And if a friend come along, why we’d have an extra bunk. Know what we’d say ? We’d say 
“Why don’ you spen’ the night ?” And by God he would…(pp.664-665). 

To each man the dream has a special significance. Lennie longs for the rabbits he will be in sole charge of. 
The thought of looking after the soft, furry creatures makes him ecstatic. For George it means the end 
wandering, of having to shield Lennie from a hostile world, and of being at someone else’s beck and call. 
And for Candy, it represents a haven where he can live in peace away from cruel men who reject you when 
you are old and no longer of use. These are not the only people who have dreams. That foolish giggling 
creature, Curley’s wife, remembers wistfully the days when as a dance hall girl she was the centre of male 
attention and she longs to be back in those gay surroundings. Her flirtatious behaviour with the men stems 
from the fact that she is lonely and unhappy in her marriage to the insensitive Curley. 

In another sense, Of Mice and Men is the story of a strange but deeply moving friendship. George is in a 
peculiar position. Without being related to Lennie, he has assumed the responsibility of looking after the big 
man. Often he grumbles aloud in exasperation, saying that he wishes he could be free of him : “God 
Almighty, if I was alone, I could live so easy. I could go get a job of work and no trouble. No mess…and 
when the end of the month come, I could take my fifty bucks and go into town and get whatever I 
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want…And what have I got ? I got you. You can’t keep a job and you lose me every job I get !... And that 
ain’t the worst---you get in trouble. You do bad things and I got to get you out. It aint’ bad people that raises 
hell. It’s dumb ones… You crazy son-of-a-bitch, you keep me in hot water all the time.” (pp. 646-647) But 
always he feels ashamed of his outbursts and tries to make amends. Lennie listens without rancour. George is 
his god and can do no wrong. 

These are rough men, semi- literate and crude, but some finer instincts prevail. Once George tells Slim how 
at first he used to play jokes on Lennie, because the big man was too dumb to understand : “Why, he’d do 
any damn thing I told him. If I told him to walk over a cliff, over he’d go. You know that wasn’t so damn 
much fun after a while…..” (p.658) On one occasion, George was standing near the Sacramento River in 
California “feelin’ pretty smart. I turns to Lennie and I says ‘jump in’.” Lennie did not know how to swim 
but he jumped anyway, nearly drowning in the attempt. As George remembers later : “And he was so nice to 
me for pullin’ him out. Clean forgot I told him to jump in. Well, I ain’t done nothin’ like that no more. 
Makes me kinda sick tellin’ about it.” (p.659) George is his brother’s keeper and his final and decisive act is 
born of mercy. 

Halford Luccock feels that in his saga of rootless men, which Steinback has set into a sensitive melodrama, 
the writer has articulated the natural, almost universal frustration which one character describes thus : “Every 
body wants a bit of land, not much, just somepin that was his.” Luccock believes that these simple words are 
closely, profoundly related to the central issue in the whole spread of American life. This was particularly 
true of the Depression decade when men of every class were to be seen wandering in search of a place in the 
sun. But Margaret Shedd, reviewing the San Francisco premiere of the play which was produced by the 
Theatre Union, questioned Steinbeck’s success in bringing off the theme. “Whatever the cause”, she wrote, 
“—ingeniousness, curiosity, lust for contemporaneousness of scene, ---one expects a great deal from a play 
about the living, wandering men who plant crops they never see harvested, and harvest where they have not 
seen the planting, in soil which refuses them roots, men who are lonely beyond our natural heritage of 
loneliness…. A simple background of Santa Clara hills and a non-existent river in the orchestra pit, beside 
which Lennie and George lie down to sleep, give promise of evoking what is inherent in the tragic saga of 
the itinerant agricultural worker.” But the reviewer felt that Of Mice and Men only blocked the saga in 
tantalizing outlines about rabbits and murders with gaping omissions. In fact, Steinbeck is outstandingly 
successful in his presentation and there is little sentiment. The repetition of words about the dream has a 
rhythm that is almost poetic. The migrant workers are depicted in stark terms, brutal, with primitive passions. 
Violence is never far from the surface in their lives, and there is fear, insecurity and heartbreak lurking at all 
times. The play does not become maudlin or oversentimental. Tribute must be paid to Steinbeck’s use of the 
vernacular. He reproduces the coarseness and vulgarity, the harshness and stridency in the speech of these 
workers, echoing their hard way of life. 

Of Mice and Men was the winner of the Critics’ Circle award for 1937-38. Steinbeck’s play won the 
following citation : 

For its direct force and perception 

in handling a theme genuinely rooted 

in American life; for its bite into 

the strict quality of its material; 

for its refusal to make the study 

of tragic loneliness and frustration 

either cheap or sensational, and 

finally for its simple, intense and 

steadily rising effect on the stage. 

Audiences found the play with its complling story and dramatic force an enthralling theatrical experience. 
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And finally and perhaps fittingly, we come to a play which appeared at a time when the country was still 
reeling from the impact of the Great Crash, when old values had become meaningless, and faith in the nation 
and even in God was in serious doubt. With breadlines, soup kitchens and Hoovervilles a common 
phenomenon, hope seemed to have been replaced by disillusionment. The Green Pastures (1930) by Marc 
Connelly brought a rich affirmation of faith and hope. Based on Roark Bradford’s collection of stories on the 
Bible, Ol’ Man Adam and His Chillun, the play portrays the stories of the Old Testament as seen through the 
eyes of Negro children at a Sunday School in Louisiana. 

Confused by the “begats” as explained by their teacher, Mr. Deshee, the six-year-olds begin to imagine the 
stories in their own unsophisticated minds. Heaven is full of black angels, Mammy angels, men angels and 
cherubs. A picnic, as homely as any Sunday School picnic they have attended, is in progress, and the 
Mammy angels bustle about, serving the “biled custard” and attending to the fish fry. There is a sudden hush 
and an awed silence as the Angel Gabriel enters, lifting his hand and intoning : “Gangway ! Gangway for de 
Lawd God Jehovah !” (p.19) God comes in, dressed in a Prince Albert coat, white bow tie and black trousers. 
As the picnic progresses, He accepts some custard and a “ten cent seegar”, but the custard is not quite what it 
should be, and God says : “It needs jest a little bit mo’ firmament.” (p.24)  There is none in the jug so God 
will “jest r’ar back an’ pass a miracle.” (p.25) But too much firmament is formed and to drain it off, He 
creates the earth. Then man, and later woman are created to make use of the planet. But the creature He made 
in His own image is a great disappointment to Him. Adam and Eve fall from grace, and are cast out of the 
Garden of Eden, and Cain murders his brother. A visit to the earth proves that man has indeed become sinful-
-gambling, drinking, living in adultery, and not even being repentant about it. The good Noah gives him 
some satisfaction but even the Flood cannot cure man of his wicked ways. 

Many centuries pass and God decides to choose a people. The story follows them into bondage in Egypt, 
from whence Moses takes them to the Promised Land. Since nothing can cure man of his dissipation, He puts 
him out of His mind, despite the pleas of the angels and saints. “Even bein’ Gawd ain’t a bed of roses” as He 
realizes. (p.161) Disturbed by the silent suffering in Heaven of the prophet Hosea on behalf of the 
Godforsaken family of man, God goes down to the earth just as fighting for the city of Jerusalem is about to 
begin. He learns from a simple soldier named Hezdrel that Man’s concept of God has changed through the 
ages because of the teachings of Hosea. He has conceived of a different God, not the angry God of 
vengeance which the prophets of old told about, but a merciful Deity. God like Hosea, must learn about 
mercy through suffering. He sings as He sees a distant vision of the Crucifixion and a voice cries : “Oh, look 
at him ! Oh, look, dey goin’ to make him carry it up dat high hill ! Dey goin’ to nail him to it! Oh, dat’s 
terrible burden for one man to carry !” (p.173) 

The Green Pastures is a rich fusion of folk lore an fantasy, with its charming depiction of a heaven and earth 
peopled with dark-skinned angels and men, all speaking in dialect. Apart from the colourful pageantry it 
presents and the warm feeling of recongintion it gives as familiar persons and events appear in successive 
scenes, there is a gentle humour, never irreverent, which elicits a delighted chuckle from spectator and 
reader. In the Author’s Note to the published edition, Marc Connelly has this to say : 

The Green Pastures is an attempt to 

present certain aspects of a living 

religion in the terms of its believers. 

The religion is that of thousands of 

Negroes in the deep South. With terrific 

spiritual hunger and the greatest 

humility these untutored black Christians 

----many of whom cannot even read the book 

which is the treasure house of their 
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faith----have adapted the contents of the 

Bible to the consistencies of their 

everyday lives. 

A serious question comes to mind in regard to this excerpt. While no one can doubt the dramatist’s genuine 
feelings and sympathy and understanding for the “untutored black Christians”, and even his very apparent 
affection for them, one wonders how condescending the play is. We are too familiar in this day with the 
Black Panthers, the “Black is beautiful” slogan, and the pictures of black Olympic champions raising their 
fists defiantly in salute, not to realize that type of image of a people found in the play is the very one many 
blacks would like to erase. “Black blood flowed in those pastures as white knives ripped at the Negro 
image,” is how one black writer puts it. This is perhaps an extreme view. Nevertheless the impression one 
gathers after several decades have elapsed since the play first appeared and the situation has so changed, is 
that Mr. Connelly’s  characters are simple-minded and as childlike as Mr. Deshee’s Sunday School brood. 
Sensitive and devout they may be, but intelligent they are not. One critic takes exception to Arthur Hobson 
Quinn’s remarks in which Hobson says : 

To project the imagination of race 

into the real relations of God 

and man, to dare the seemingly 

impossible and achieve success, 

might teach the other playwrights 

that the Negro, in his wistful, 

exalted and emotional phases, is 

much better suited to the stage 

than when he is being exploited as 

the symbol of a struggle for 

racial equality. 

Writing in the sixties, critic Howard Taubman comments : 

One could laugh and cry at the 

obtuseness of that sentence if one 

did not have a guilty feeling that 

a great many Americans long felt 

about the Negro that he was a 

treasure if only he retained his 

docile simplicity. In the mid-sixties, 

however, the black-skinned 

peoples of the world no longer are 

to be expressed in terms of folksy 

legend, and The Green Pastures now 

seems like a patronizing work--fond, 

endearing and tender, yet incontro- 
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vertibly and offensively condescending. 

To be fair to Mr. Connelly, however, one must not judge the play too much out of its context and time. It was 
conceived long before the day of Martin Luther King, Black Panthers or Angela Davis. It is doubtful if the 
audience then was concerned with the condescension issue. Taubman himself remembers the experience 
with total enchantment. More than one critic talks in glowing terms of the performance of Richard B. 
Harrison as De Lawd. Brooks Atkinson relates that this devout gentleman, who had been a teacher and 
lecturer, had never acted on the stage before : 

As a person of genuine devotion, 

he had feared that The Green Pastures 

might be irreverent or sacrilegious. 

It turned out to be quite the 

contrary, and partly because of 

Harrison’s playing. For he was a 

man of broadness of soul. 

Atkinson tells of the immense respect Harrison commanded backstage and how, when he died five years 
later, it was not possible to substitute anyone else in his place in the play. 

For those not fortunate enough to see Richard Harrison and who must be contented with the printed play, De 
Lawd is a fascinating figure. He has rare dignity which is awe-inpiring and at the same time, has a warmth, 
which if one may say so, makes Him almost human. In the last scene of the play, He is shown sitting 
thoughtfully and Gabriel finding Him thus offers a “seegar” which is refused : 

Gabriel  : You look awful pensive, Lawd. You been sittin’ yere, lookin’ dis way, an awful long time. Is 
it somethin’s serious, Lawd ? 

God  : Very serious Gabriel. 

Gabriel : (Awed by His tone) Lawd, is de time come for me to blow ? 

God   : Not yet, Gabriel, I’m just thinking. 

Gabriel : What about, Lawd? 

God   : ‘Bout somthin’ de boy tol’ me. Somthin’ 

‘bout Hosea, and Himself. How dey foun’ 

Somthin’. 

Gabriel : What, Lawd? 

God  : Mercy. (A pause) Through sufferin’, he said. 

Gabriel : Yes, Lawd. 

God  : I’m tryin’ to find it too. It’s awful impo’ tant. It’s awful imp’tant to all de people on 
my earth. Did he mean dat even God must suffer ? 

(God continues to look out over the audience for a moment and then a look of surprise comes into His face. 
He sighs….) (pp.171-172). 

This Lawd is not the Omiscient Deity, the stern and wrathful God the Old Testament prophets spoke about, 
but one who makes mistakes and learns through them that mercy comes through suffering. Maxwell 
Anderson likens Him to the Zeus of Aeschylus’ Oresteia : 

The Orestia of Aeschylus is a 
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ritual of crime and punishment, 

and ends by stating that Zeus him- 

self must grow and learn and change 

if he is to avoid injustice. But 

here again we have a modern instance. 

The Green Pastures treats exactly 

the same theme, God’s justice, and 

ends with exactly the same lesson, 

that God must grow and change or 

His rigid justice will become an 

injustice in the end… 

When Mr. Connelly offered the play to producers, they “viewed the play askance….No religious play had 
succeeded on Broadway for many years. Besides, the play’s enormous cast, its many scenes, its elaborate 
scenery (treadmills, magic effects, rainbows, and so forth) called for a very large pre-curtain investment.” 
But the producer who finally took on the play, Laurence Rivers, was vindicated because it ran for five years-
--1,642 performances on Broadway and others all over the country.  In the paean of praise which greeted the 
play, Robert Little said in the World : 

 

The Green Pastures is simply 

and briefly one of the finest 

things that the theatre of our 

generation has seen. Take that 

as a tribute from one who forgot 

time, space and deadlines, and 

sat through it until the final 

curtain… 

Writing in 1951 of a revival of The Green Pastures, John Mason Brown speaks of the most affectionately 
remembered entrance cue known to the modern theatre : “Gangway ! Gangway for de Lawd God Jehovah !” 
Brown remarks that even reading the words makes the heart stand still. Heard again in the world, he says, as 
it is now, the impact of the words is, if anything, greater, than at the play’s first appearance, when he world 
was comparatively simpler and civilized. 

The play won the Pulitzer Prize for 1929-30. A classic in its genre, it was a triumphant reaffirmation of faith 
in a shattered world, speaking directly to the audience it was written for. Robert Ardrey writes : 

When Marc Connelly presented 

The Green Pastures, that audience 

saw more than Bible stories as 

viewed through a black man’s 

eyes. It wept for shores of 

beauty which an earlier audience 
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could not have beheld. 

The seven plays we have discussed here form a far from complete roster of significant themes in the drama 
of the nineteen thirties. Regretfully one has to omit several others such as the plays of William Saroyan with 
their whimsical charm and originality, or the Tudor duo of Maxwell Anderson. Other plays which could have 
rightfully taken their place in this chapter have been discussed earlier in this study. They include such 
offerings as Lillian Hellman’s The Little Foxes, Robert Sherwood’s Abe Lincoln in Illinois and The Petrified 
Forest. It becomes obvious that these chosen seven display the finest dramatic talent the decade had to offer. 
Significantly, three of them were recipients of the Pulitzer Prize, and three others were awarded the New 
York Drama Critics’ Circle Prize. But even if the plays had not been so recognized by the distinguished 
panels which make the selections for these prestigious prizes, it would still be accurate to say that they are 
excellent examples of the heights to which Depression decade drama could rise. Most of the dramatists we 
have just considered continued to write in the next decade, and to influence the American stage. The names 
of Anderson, Sherwood, Wilder, Hellman, Behrman, Steinbeck and Hart and Kaufman, all stalwarts of the 
modern American theatre, are names to conjure with in any decade. 
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Those 30s-----they were theatrical 

years ! Melodrama ending in 

catastrophe. 

(Warren French, The Thirties : 

Fiction, Poetry, Drama) 

The lean days and hungry nights of the thirties 

were a brave time. Aren’t we a little torpid now ? 

(Harold Clurman, 

Introduction, Famous 

Plays of the 1930s) 

This study has followed the course of American drama through one decade of the twentieth century. It has 
been our endeavour to study certain trends in thought and fluctuations in the national mood because they in 
turn had an impact on drama. An important focus for us has been the theatre engage, and it has been essential 
for us to keep in close touch with the events that took place between the Great Crash of 1929 and the 
outbreak of World War II in 1939. 

The first years of the decade were overshadowed by the fact of the Depression. Massive relief operations 
were set into motion by the New Deal administration to alleviate the sufferings of those who were victims of 
the terrible catastrophe. Nature contributed her share to the general suffering. Starting in 1933, a series of 
dust storms laid waste vast tracts of land in South Dakota and the Great Plains, from the Texas Panhandle 
upto the boundaries of Canada. For many decades the land had been denuded by cattle grazing and wheat 
farming. Consequently, its sod covering was almost wholly destroyed. From 1930 onwards, drought set in, 
followed now by the “black blizzard”. Thousands of families fled from what had virtually become a desert. 
In shabby jalopies piled high with their possessions, they moved towards California. This pitiful exodus of 
Oakies continued for several years. Behind them they left a bleak landscape with once prosperous farms, 
houses, fences  and agricultural implements half buried in dust. Just as man was responsible for the creation 
of the Dust Bowl, he was also to be blamed for the floods which followed the dust storms. These floods were 
equally the result of soil erosion and deforestation. 

It was a time for rebuilding confidence in a troubled nation. There were no easy answers to be found and no 
miracles which could be performed overnight. But slowly, sometimes ponderously, results began to show 
until almost imperceptibly there came a time when the economy grew more stable and the American people 
could allow themselves a cautious optimism. 

While these events were taking place at home, a situation of ominous portent was unfolding in Europe. Adolf 
Hitler came into power in Germany. Under his leadership, Germany withdrew from the League of Nations 
and with aggressive intent the country began to re-arm. Other European nations began to stockpile 
armaments. In Italy there emerged another fascist leader, Benito Mussolini. The invasion of Ethiopia by Italy 
in 1935 and the march of Nazi troops into the Rhineland in 1936 left few doubts about the motivations of the 
Axis powers. Civil war broke out in Spain with both Germany and Italy supporting the cause of Francisco 
Franco against Loyalist supporters. With the fall of Barcelona early in 1939 the Loyalists were defeated. In 
the meantime, Germany had annexed Austria and taken Czechoslovakia, while Mussolini, following the 
example of his German ally, successfully invaded Albania. Great consternation was felt all over the world 
when Germany and Russia signed a non-aggression pact in August 1939. In a final culmination, Nazi troops 
marched into Poland on September 1, 1939. 

Two days later, radio listeners heard the saddened voice of England’s Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, 
Saying : 
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This morning the British Ambassador 

in Berlin handed to the German 

government a final note stating that 

unless we heard from them by eleven 

o’clock that they were preparing at 

once to withdraw their troops from 

Poland, a state of war would exist 

between us. I have to tell you that no 

such undertaking has been received 

and in consequence this country is 

at war with Germany. 

It was the end of an era in history and the beginning of another. 

Special note was taken in this study of the response of the dramatists in the Depression decade to 
contemporary problems and situations. The dramatists felt committed to bring about change. They searched 
for ways in which they could present these existing situations to their audiences. They attempted to pinpoint 
the causes responsible for the social, economic and political upheaval of their times, demanding solutions to 
the difficulties besetting the nation. Some dramatists like Clifford Odets offered specific solutions. In both 
Waiting for Lefty and Awake and Sing there is a call to action. Lefty ends with a rousing call to strike and in 
Awake and Sing, Ralph Berger sets forth to find a life which is not printed on dollar bills.In another 
Depression play, We the People , where and innocent  boy is to be put to death for a crime he has not 
committed, Elmer Rice makes an impassioned plea for a return to justice, decency and democratic ideals. 
Through the words of Prof. Sloane who makes the play’s final speech, the dramatist makes it clear that it is 
for the people to take the situation into their own hands and rectify it. Prof. Sloane reiterates : “…To promote 
the general welfare and secure the blessings of liberty’---you’ll find it there, set forth in the preamble to the 
Constitution….We are the people…It is our house : this America. Let us cleanse it and put it in order and 
make it a decent place for decent people to live in !” Problems in other spheres were singled out for attention. 
In They Shall Not Die John Wexley squarely faced the issue of racial discrimination. Wexley sharply 
attacked  the judiciary which would permit the trumped up charges of rape against several Negro youths to 
stand. Nor was the penal system spared. Paul Green’s Hymn to the Rising Sun was a revelation of the 
inhuman treatment meted out to convicts. 

These men are portrayed as the helpless victims of tyrannous jailers whose harsh brutality is never 
questioned by higher authorities. In The Little Foxes, Lillian Hellman exposed the evils of capitalism. 

In a different context, the theatre engage concerned itself with matters in Europe and elsewhere. The first 
Living Newspaper planned by the Federal Theatre was to feature the Italian invasion of Ethiopia. Ethiopia 
was not allowed by the Government to be publicly performed for fear of offending Italy, but nevertheless it 
was symbolic of the outrage felt in America and around the world against the ruthless conquest of a helpless 
country. The theatre also took note of the growing arrogance of the fascist powers. Sinclair Lewis in It Can’t 
Happen Here and George Kaufman and Moss Hart in The American Way pointed out that there was danger 
that fascism might spread even in America. Elmer Rice’s play Judgment Day re-enacted the Reichstag trial 
which had actually taken place in Germany and exposed the Nazi suppression of other political parties, 
particularly the Communist Party which the Nazis used as a scapegoat. 

Several plays reflected the mood of isolationism which persisted in America in spite of the anti-fascist 
feelings that prevailed. Some plays like Paul Green’s Johnny Johnson and Irwin Shaw’s Bury the Dead 
hammered home the point that all war was futile, bringing tragedy and death but solving no dispute with 
finality. But later, as the mood in the country changed, and it seemed inevitable that there would be  another 
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war between America’s Allies and the Axis powers, dramatists Robert Sherwood and Robert Ardrey were 
convinced like other Americans, that the policy of isolationism and neutrality which America had pusued for 
many years could not be maintained any longer in the face of the deteriorating political situation in Europe. 
In There Shall Be No Night, Sherwood pointed out that if freedom and democracy were to be preserved for 
future generations, then all right-thinking nations must join in the struggle. Ardrey’s protagonist in Thunder 
Rock shuts himself away from conflict and strife only to find that total isolation from the suffering of 
humanity is impossible. 

The Roosevelt administration, swinging into action, created the Federal Theatre among other relief measures 
in order to give employment to jobless theatrical personnel, not only to actors but to technicians, electricians 
and the innumerable others who work behind the scenes. Far from dying, the theatre recovered so well that 
for it the thirties became a time of regeneration. In these turbulent years the theatre pulsed with vitality and 
excitement that reflected the times. Amateur and professional groups were formed, each company being 
founded for a definite purpose. It was a time for collective effort, for bold experimentation in theme and 
technique. Theatrical records compiled for each year of the thirties by Burns Mantle show that each season 
produced an impressive number of plays on Broadway and off it. Audiences flocked to the theatres seeking 
entertainment, escape and pleasure. Leftists found reaffirmation of their convictions in the plays put on by 
their own theatre groups. 

The theatre of the thirties was used as a platform for more than one purpose. It was a place where views 
could be stated and opinions expressed. For the leftists it became a place where the capitalist way could be 
denounced and Marxist methods eulogized. Following the efforts of the Communist Party to use drama as a 
weapon, the Communist based theatre groups like the Theatre of Action, the Workers’ Laboratory  Theatre 
and the Theatre Collective attempted to win adherents for the Party and spread propagands by performing 
agitprop plays. In the early years of the Depression decade, the agitprops were received with warm approval 
from the audience which was drawn mainly from the working class. They pleased the hearts of leftist groups 
which were already committed to the cause and needed no convincing. But the agitprops relied heavily on 
the present, constantly presenting problems relating to such topical themes as labour struggles, the fascist 
menace, tyranny under capitalism and strikes by workers, and they quickly  became stale and uninspiring. 
Even the most ardently leftist spectator must eventually have tired of the stock characters in the agitprop 
genre--the wicked boss grown bloated and indifferent, contrasted to the noble, fearless workers. In its lack of 
refinement and polish, in its crudity of presentation, the weapon the agitprop resembled most was a 
bludgeon. 

The Party also endeavoured to infiltrate the ranks of theatrical personnel in other theatres. In his testimony 
before the McCarthy Committee on Un-American Activities in the early fifties, Elia Kazan testified that a 
Communist cell had actually existed in the Group Theatre of which he was a member. Several of the 
decade’s most outspoken dramatists were leftists. In their own circles they were celebrated for a brief while, 
then quickly forgotten. They left no mark of leasting value on the American theatre. Others who had greater 
dramatic talent were remembered chiefly for their leftist themes. Gerald Rabkin refers to a story told by a 
radical member of the Depression generation, Murray Kempton, in his book, A Part of Our Time. The story 
concerns one of the most militant of the Marxist dramatists, John Howard Lawson, who wrote such plays as 
Success Story (1932) and Marching Song (1937). At a May Day rally in 1951, a youthful Communist about 
to introduce the dramatist to the crowd, spoke into the microphone : “And now I want to introduce a great 
anti-fascist, a great fighter for peace, a man you all know.” Then without taking the trouble to cover the 
microphone with his hand, he asked his superior : “What did you say his name was ?” Rabkin’s point is that 
the price of fame or notoriety is dear, and if Lawson’s name has faded even among remnants of American 
radicalism, it has certainly virtually disappeared from the consciousness of the present generation of 
playgoers, although at one time Lawson was the dean of the revolutionary movement in the theatre. In the 
case of the less prominent radical playwrights, the theatre-going public, notably fickle-minded, has forgotten 
not only their names but even the fact that they once existed. 

Leftist or not, youthful dramatists of the thirties firmly believed that they could create an atmosphere in their 
time where material values could be replaced by spiritual ones. They attributed the economic chaos and the 
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tragedy of the Depression to the materialism to which America had fallen prey particularly since the end of 
World War I, and they felt equipped to bring about that change. Critic John Mason Brown remarks : 
“Troubled times, hunger and old abuses, do not make for moderation. It is men with grievances who become 
agitators. Their hope is to make their own agitation contagious. They are not apt to understate, or to weigh 
both sides. To the unfairnesses they attack, they are willing to add their own unfairness.” In their desire to 
sweep away social injustice, these dramatists were often unjust in their accusations against the social order. 
They tended to exaggerate situations to prove their point. 

A dramatist of the thirties, Robert Ardrey, observing that the theatre of the thirties in America was both 
inspired and limited by the times with which it was engaged, notes also how one was jarred into pity and 
compassion for the next man by the Great Depression. Ardrey writes :The weakness of our theatre was one 

of philosophy, not craftsmanship. We 

told our stories well. We believed in 

heroes, and we raised them up to win 

or fall. A new poetry----the poetry of 

the common man---invested the American 

stage. Kingsley’s Dead End kids diving 

into East River, Odets’ Jewish family 

quarreling in the Bronx, Shaw’s dead 

soldiers faced by their wives, all 

combined to sing a song we had never 

heard before. Pity, terror, lyricism 

graced a theatre which no most demanding 

Greek could have utterly scorned. But 

our philosophy was something else 

again : we were victims, most of us, of 

the economic fallacy. 

Socially conscious dramatists of the decade tended to blame every woe on the Depression, as we saw in 
Chapter IV. A well brought-up clean-living boy like Allen Davis of We the People takes to stealing coal 
from the railroad to keep his family warm. The Bergers of Odet’s Awake and Sing find their economic 
situation a constant threat to peace and happiness. At the same time, it must not be forgotten that it was in the 
thirties that there sprang up what Ardrey calls “the poetry of the common people”. Never before had the 
lower middle class citizen, “the little man”, been the central focus for so many plays. It was from the ranks of 
the working and lower middle-class groups that the dramatists created their heroes--a long steady line of 
them, marching to find justice, equality and fulfillment of the promises America had made to her people. 
Lonnie Thompson, Larry Foreman, Chick Kessler and Ralph Berger lead the people in their tireless march. 

If the poetry of the common man was new to the Depression decade, so also were many other features. The 
dramatists reproduced the speech of the common people of America. When the Southern Negro, Lonnie 
Thompson, tells those of his race that running away will not solve their problems, when the Dead End kids 
from New York’s East River slums indulge in profanity, and the Jewish paying guests from the Bronx at 
Camp Karefree exchange pleasantries, they reveal the richness of America’s ethnic heritage. Yet overall the 
speech is stamped with an unique American flavour no to be found anywhere else in the world. 

One concept that was startlingly new in America was the planting of actors in the audience, a device used 
most successfully in Waiting for Lefty. Thornton Wilder’s bare stage and absence of stage props in Our 
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Town excepting for a few chairs and tables, gave scope to the spectators’ imagination. Untrammelled by 
curtains and furnishing, they were able to give full attention to the unfolding of the action and to the play’s 
deeper meaning. Many innovations were introduced in the Living Newspapers of the Federal Theatre such as 
the projection of films, the use of a loudspeaker and scenes acted in silhouette. A bare stage was used by 
both Wilder and Odets, but the theatre of the thirties also presented some of the most imaginative settings in 
the history of American stage designing. Most outstanding among them were the magnificent bridgehead of 
Winterset designed by Jo Mielziner and the pre-Creation Heaven in The Green Pastures designed by Robert 
Edmond Jones. Other memorable settings include the East River background in Dead End with its contrast 
between the wretched and the luxurious, the brownstone apartment building in Street Scene and the cutaway 
tenement of One-Third of a Nation. 

The drama of the thirties found expression through several mediums. It expressed itself through song and 
skit, through poetry and opera, through satire, melodrams, comedy and extravaganza. Those who regularly 
frequented the theatre in the thirties may well remember the rollicking tunes of Pins and Needles and the 
explosive sounds of Hellzapoppin. They may recall the operatic strains of The Cradle Will Rock and the 
mellifluous Negro choir directed by Hall Johnson in The Green Pastures. From the theatre of the Depression 
decade emerged some of the most memorable of characters--Rudolf Maximillian Habsburg, Regina, De 
Lawd, Duke Mantee, Grandpa Vanderhof, Bessie Berger, Mio and Miriamne, and Lennie and George, to 
name only a few. 

When we speak about the theatre of the thirties and its response to its times, we must again stress the fact 
that one of its purposes was to make the audience aware of the problems the nation and the world were 
facing. The dramatists believed that men must realize the implications of what was happening  around them. 
The dramatists wished to arouse the public conscience, to make men think and to stimulate their 
imaginations. In this the dramatists were fortunate, because the very times the theatre was engaged with also 
became the serious concern of the theatre – going public. Throughout the course of this study we have taken 
note of the audience’s response to plays during the Depression decade. In at least two cases the response to a 
play was so wholehearted that it made theatrical history. Frequently, of course, it was the entertainment value 
of a play which made it a hit. Pins and Needles poked sly fun at contemporary times and figures, while 
Reunion in Vienna carried the spectator away into a setting of romance and intrigue. The appeal of Tobacco 
Road lay mostly in its lewdness and low humour which overshadowed its sociological implications. It was 
phenomenally successful, running for seven years. In the case of The Green Pastures, as we noted in Chapter 
VIII, the spectator was deeply moved, sometimes to the point of tears by the play’s spiritual message. British 
audiences were able to see Thunder Rock in the early war years. Holding gas masks in their laps they braved 
the bombing raids even after an adjoining theatre took a direct hit. Thunder Rock had opened on the second 
night after the fall of France, and the dramatist, Robert Ardrey, says : “None will ever know what measure of 
despair lay beneath the surface of British courage on the second night after the Fall of France. Whatever was 
the measure, that despair found in Thunder Rock some secret answer of restrained hope known better to its 
audience than to its author.” The play had reached British audiences where it had failed to touch their 
American counterparts who were yet to be fully involved in the war. Throughout the decade, the audience of 
the thirties responeded to the theatre’s efforts in a way that was gratifying. 

The spirit of the thirties continues to live on into the present time. It has been felt by the two outstanding 
American dramatists of today, Arthur Miller and Tennessee Williams. These men grew to manhood in the 
Depression years and although they did not achieve success till the post-war era, their first serious efforts at 
playwriting began in the thirties. It is Miller in particular whose plays echo the voice of the thirties. In a 
discussion of modern American plays of the fifties and sixties, Robert Brustein writes of Miller’s play The 
Price in which the dramatist through a process of exhumation attempts to reveal the past  and the present 
simultaneously. Brustein feels that the play moves backwards easily enough to the Depression period thirty 
years before but moves forward only 1 inch. Since Miller is more concerned, Brustein says, with the way the 
present reveals the past, “he writes comfortably only about the thirties and forties, and describes the 
Depression more vividly, through conversation, than he represents, through action, the living events of his 
play.” In The Price Miller includes the character of Solomon, a secondhand furniture dealer who, Brustein 
concludes, is not only one of the most effective characters ever devised by the dramatist but is “a descendant 
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of the grandfather in Odets’ Awake and Sing”.  In two other plays, All My Sons and Death of a Salesman, 
Miller portrays what happens when human values are rejected for    material ones in the eternal search of the 
American business world “to succeed”. 

In an essay on the modern American theatre, Kenneth Tynan quotes Arthur Miller where he says : “Since 
1920, American drama has been a steady year-by-year documentation of the frustration of man.” Tynan 
refers to serious playwrights like Rice, Anderson, Shaw and Hellman who, writing between the wars, did 
their best work in the conviction that modern civilization repeatedly committed criminally unjust acts against 
the individual. Tynan’s point is that the task of these dramatists or “the mission of martyrology” has now 
been shouldered by Miller and Williams. Tynan calls Miller a man of action who belongs to the thirties’ 
tradition of social drama. He shares much with Williams, the poet manqué, because “Miller is a rebel against, 
Williams a refugee from the familiar ogre of commercialism, the killer of values and the leveler of men.” 
The critic feels that both men, Miller in The Glass Menagerie, and Williams in Camino Real, echo Jacob in 
Odets’s Awake and Sing who says : “We don’t want life printed on dollar bills.”  

The drama of the thirties produced a roster of dramatists that would be impressive in any age. Lillian 
Hellman, Thornton Wilder, Elmer Rice, S.N. Behrman, Robert Sherwood, Clifford Odets, George Kaufman 
and Moss Hart, Maxwell Anderson, Sidney Kingsley, Philip Barry and Paul Green are the first names that 
spring to mind, but there were many others that deserve mention. In fact, as Warren French points out, in the 
drama of the thirties we find “an embarrassment of riches.” To Tom Driver, the drama of the thirties, starting 
with Paul Green’s House of Connelly (1931) through Odets’s Awake and Sing (1935) and his Golden Boy 
(1937), on to Anderson’s Key Largo (1939) and Lillian Hellman’s The Little Foxes (1939), was “a feast of 
competence” Singularly dedicated, the dramatists made the American drama of their time a stimulating 
force, pulsing with excitement and vigour. 

Several dramatists of the nineteen thirties continued writing into the next decades, although never with the 
same verve or excitement. Lillian Hellman wrote Autumn Garden (1951) and Toys in the Attic (1960). 
Maxwell Anderson’s interest in the past continued. His later historical plays include Joan of Lorraine (1946), 
Anne of the Thousand Days (1948) and Barefoot in Athens (1951) inwhich the central figure is the Greek 
philosopher, Socrates. Elmer Rice provided the stage with Cue for Passion and Love Among the Ruins 
(1963). But For Whom Charlie is one of the late S. N. Behrman’s more recent plays. But something, some 
elusive quality, which had sustained and nourished them before, seemed to have gone out of the dramatists of 
the thirties. Certainly there were exceptions. For example, Thornton Wilder’s The Skin of Our Teeth (1942) 
was a great hit. But most dramatists of that era were unable to recapture the creativity which had inspired 
them to write such challenging and stimulating drama between 1929 and 1939. The best of their work had 
been given to that period in history. Yet the American theatre today has several directors, teachers, writers 
and actors who beloned to the thirties, and who have made important contributions to it. Many of them once 
belonged to the Group Theatre. Elia Kazan is a noted stage and film producer, director and a novelist. Lee 
Strasberg, formerly one of the directors of the Group Theatre, runs the famed Actors’ Studio where the 
“Method” is taught to young aspiring actors. Lee J. Cobb is a successful film actor as was the late Franchot 
Tone. Stella Adler and Lillian Hellman gave courses in drama at the Yale School of Drama. Harold Clurman 
is a much sought-after director. And this is by no means a complete list. All of them brought to later 
generations the gift of their hard-earned wisdom and maturity. In more than one sense, the spirit of the 
thirties has endured. 

Historians writing of the nineteen thirties in America have already assessed it as one of the most turbulent 
periods in the twentieth century.Both the Crash which heralded it in 1929, and the Second World War which 
marked its end, had world-shaking repercussions. It was a time of crisis and turbulence, of pain and anguish, 
of anger and rebellion, of flux and change. The drama of the decade reflected these things. It matched the 
moods the country went through. It attempted to find answers to some of the  searching questions that the 
nation faced. At the same time, it provided a troubled nation with dramatic fare which could excite, 
stimulate, challenge and entertain. The final months of 1939 not only signaled the end of a decade but the 
termination of one of the most lively periods in the annals of American drama. 
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ABOUT BOOK 

In the history of human records there have been horrendous events of what man has done to man, imprinted 
indelibly on the human mind. The events considered in study are concentrated on two earth shaking-events, one 
the events of the Great Depression (1929) to the start of the start of the Second World War. How could the most 
prosperous country in the world, America, put the populous through hunger and deterioration? Most concerned 
were the writers - poets, dramatists, photographers. Author tried to narrow this deep involvement in the 
American drama through the documentation of the theater (the Théâtre Engagé). 
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